
 

  



IMPRISONED BY TEETH 
 

 
 

For two thousand years the Teeth have stood, three immense barriers of divine light rising 
high into the heavens, encircling the world, dividing it from Paradise. Like others of the Penitent 
world, Dreen and his telepathically impaired son, Bartu, cling to a dream. A dream that one day a 
savior will arrive to fell the imprisoning Teeth. Unlike others, however, their dream rests on 
more than mere faith. It rests on the promise of an artifact that came to their family centuries ago. 
A holy relic that is key to a future savior’s success. 

To keep the relic safe, Dreen and Bartu must keep it secret. A task not easily accomplished 
in this world of telepaths. Making the task even more difficult is an obscure prophecy that 
foretells of the sacred artifact. A prophecy that Rue-A-Kai, the Destroyer, knows well. With the 
strength of a hundred wizards, the reincarnated savior of the Vile hordes imperils not only the 
Penitent kingdoms he now threatens to overrun, but also the promised arrival of a true future 
savior. Were the demonic Rue-A-Kai to acquire the holy relic, his perverse interpretation of 
prophecy would transform the relic from a device of deliverance to one of damnation, ensuring 
that the Teeth never fell, that the world never saw Paradise. 

Yet the relic remains safely hidden, as it has for centuries. And there is no reason to believe 
it will not continue to remain so for centuries to come. No reason at all, that is, until the 
accident. . . . 
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Pronunciation Guide 
 
Sometimes the pronunciation of a name is not entirely clear from its spelling. Simple phonetic 
codes are used below to show the proper pronunciation of selected names. (Note that roughly 
half of these names refer to minor characters and historical figures that are mentioned only once 
or twice.) 
 

Phonetic Codes and Examples of Their Use 
| aa | ................. past: paast 
| ah | uhr | ......... father: fah - thuhr 
| ahr | ................ far: fahr 
| aw | ................ law: law 
| ay | ................. fate: fayt 
| ee | ................. feed: feed 
| eh | ................. met: meht 
| ih | .................. nip: nihp 
| iy | .................. mind: miynd 
| ks | aa | ........... axe: aaks 
| oh | ................. know: noh 
| oi | ih | uhr | .... destroyer: dih - stroi - uhr 
| oo | ................. tool: tool 
| ow | ................ sound: sownd 
| uh | ................. run: ruhn 
| uhr | ay | ......... later: lay - tuhr 
| uu | ................. room: ruum 
| yoo | ............... mute: myoot 
| zh | ih | uh | ..... vision: vih - zhuhn 
 

Pronunciation of Selected Names 
Ahzhag: ah - zahg 
Ammen-Uld-Drak: ahmehn - uuld - drahk 
Bartu: bahr - too 
Cursed Lands: kuhr - sehd laanz 
Guaxel-Um-Jah: goo - ahksl - uum - jah 
Habach: hah - bahk 
Hulta-Il-Uld: huul - tah - ihl - uuld 
Huyest: hoo - yehst 
Imaryia: iy - mahr - ee – ah 
Jahwel: jah - wehl 
Jarah-Och-Whum: jah - rah - ahk - whuum 
Kalifai: kaal - ih - fiy 
Kalifain: kaal - ih - fayn 
Kaun-Ib-Quoi: kahn - eeb - kwoi 
Kulga: kuhl - gah 
Lugaro: loo - gahr - oh 
Luhre: loouhr 
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Montaho: mahn - tay - hoh 
Montahoian: mahn - tay - hoh - ee - uhn 
Musta: moo - stah 
Muta: myoo - tah 
Nevona: nuh - voh - nah 
Penay: peh - nay 
Penu: pay - noo 
Penu-Um-Brah: pay - noo - uum - brah 
Pulgot: puul - gaht 
Pytre: pee - tuhr 
Qifo: kiy - foh 
Robivan: roh - bee - vahn 
Robivanite: roh - bihv - uh - niyt 
Rungolve: ruhn - gohlv 
Ruwast: roo - wahst 
Stensew: stehn - soh 
Teipat: tay - paht 
Teygruben: tay - groo - buhn 
Trebal: treh - bahl 
Tyre: teer 
Ullet: oo - leht 
Vogaun: voh - gahn 
Volar: voh - lahr 
Wellaena: weh - lay - nah 
Wequenna: weh - kwehn - ah 
Woot-Alim-Tahn: woot - ah - leem - tahn 
Xakeeb: zah - keeb 
Xercanna-Ut-Iben: zayr - kahn - ah - oot - ee - buhn 
Yitre: yihtree 
Yutren: yootrehn 
Zaxenes: zahk - seenz 
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Map of the World 
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Prologue 
 
 
 

Yields not, the essence of our plight, 
But obscures from all dawn’s blessed light, 
Blinding the world by limiting its sight, 
This cursed shade, barrier of light. 

—Book of Wounds, the Apocrypha 
 
 
 

The old man slowly rose from his elbows and reached up to remove his hat. A sharp snap 
rang out above his ear, his fingers stung by a sudden jolt. He yelped and jerked his hand away. 
The lizard he had spied remained sprawled across the cabbage leaf, unperturbed, basking in the 
hot sun. The old man again raised his hand to the brim of the hat and tapped it twice with a 
finger, as though it were a hot poker fresh from the fire. This time the sharp nip of the Teeth did 
not bite. His eyes remained fixed on the lizard as he cautiously removed his hat and set it on the 
sandy ground beside him. Amid his damp matted locks, a scattering of stray hairs stood straight 
out on end as if drawn by the tug of an invisible hand. He took to all fours and crept toward the 
creature. As he neared, it cocked its head and peered up at him. He stopped and shifted his 
weight to his knees. The lizard leapt from the leaf and darted across the furrow. The old man 
lunged. A flash of brown slithered through his fingers, raced across the dirt, through the carrots, 
and into the beets four rows over. 

The old man lingered on his elbows, noting the place where the lizard had disappeared. 
After moments, he sat up and patted the dust from his threadbare shirt and trousers. Beside him, 
the bottom of his pail wriggled with a collection of tomato worms, beetles, grubs, and other 
assorted insects. The old man eyed the beets. From his stomach came a longing, but he steeled 
himself against the temptation. To give chase in such heat was the height of folly. With a last 
wistful look in the direction of the beets, he retrieved his hat and returned to his weeding. 

Coming to the end of the row, the old man settled back on his haunches. He clasped his 
hands together and stretched his arms high above his head, arched his back, and groaned. A 
welcome crack issued along his spine. The old man lowered his arms, unfastened the bandanna 
from about his neck, and wiped the perspiration from his face. Twisting tight the cloth, he wrung 
its moisture out onto the parched earth. The ground eagerly drank in his sweat. He turned and 
peered east, squinting as he cupped a hand over his eyes. Out across the blinding plain two miles 
distant, rising high out of the parched and blasted earth, shimmered the Teeth of the Nameless-
One. 

The Teeth, its glowing pulsating face towering thousands of feet into the heavens, extended 
from north to south as far as the eye could see. The Teeth did not just span the horizon, it defined 
it. Great veins of multi-hued lightning erupted all along its length, crackling and hissing, like 
huge emaciated serpents rearing to strike at the sky, while along its base dust devils whirled, 
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propelled by the static discharge of the Teeth’s arrhythmic pulsing. Strewn before the Teeth lay 
the detritus of life—bone, fur, desiccated leaf, and root—remnants of that which had strayed too 
near its divinity. Nothing of the earth penetrated the Teeth—not worm, not rock, not blade of 
grass. Nothing of the earth penetrated the Teeth—not even its pleas. 

The Teeth was one of three preternatural barriers that had spontaneously erupted into 
existence two millennia before. Raised by He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless, the three barriers of 
Teeth were His response to humanity’s defiance of Holy Law. This, the Eastern Teeth, 
partitioned the kingdoms of earth from the eternal kingdom of the Nameless-One. The Western 
Teeth, that which defined the western horizon, divided the earth’s ocean from the Sea of 
Paradise. The Southern Teeth, spanning the width of the world from east to west, separated the 
land of the living from the gateway to Sheol, subterranean world of the dead. The earth bounded 
on three sides by impenetrable, forbidding Teeth. And to the far north, a trackless frozen waste. 
Impossibly frigid. Impassible. 

The old man gazed at the resplendent colors arcing across the face of the shimmering Teeth. 
In his heart he embraced its divinity. Better to beg mercy beneath His incessant glare, he 
reasoned, than to flee the fury of His gaze and give in to a life of despair. Each day the old man 
toiled in that desert was but another day he proved his devotion to the Nameless-One. Another 
day he proved himself worthy to pass through that divine barrier. 

Centuries ago, on the very site where the old man now lived and labored, she had also made 
a home. But He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless had judged the Sainted Prulista too good for this 
world. In a moment of sublime grace, He lowered His Teeth and accepted her into Paradise. She 
alone, of all humanity, He forgave. 

The old man found hope in Saint Prulista’s absolution. Hope that perhaps humankind had 
not been condemned to eternal exile. Hope that the audacious prophecy would one day prove 
true. That one day a Savior truly would arrive and convince He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless to 
again lower His Teeth and accept into Paradise not just one sainted soul, but all of the righteous 
Penitent children of earth. The old man knew it a desperate prayer, but in that arid desert of hope, 
prayers were all that a Penitent had. 

The old man turned from the Eastern Teeth and again peered west. The distant dust cloud 
had grown noticeably larger since last he had checked. He sighed as he struggled to his feet. He 
knew the dust carried with it prayers of another sort, prayers meant for he himself to answer. 
What the makers of dust did not know is that he had no answers to give them. He never had. He 
had only confirmations. And those the makers of dust were less eager to hear. No one who 
traveled so far into the wilderness ever sought just that. So most carried out of the desert more 
than was actually given them. And thus his fame grew. 

The old man lifted the pail of squirming insects and started for his cabin. Judging by their 
speed, they would arrive shortly. He hoped they would bring meat. 

The sun was nearing the horizon when the seven riders reigned up before the old man’s 
cabin. It had been more than a decade since a commoner had came calling at his door, so the 
regal bearing of this group was not unexpected. Yet still he was surprised to see the woman who 
dismounted amid six well-armed guards. 

“Your Holiness,” he greeted, removing his hat and bowing low before her. 
The middle-aged woman, dressed in a yellow, travel-stained habit, smiled as she and the 

captain of the guard approached. “Well met, goodman. I am High Priestess Woot-Alim-Tahn.” 
The old man straightened. “I am honored.” 
“It is I who am honored, Oracle.” 
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The oracle bowed his head in acknowledgement. “Will you and your guard take refreshment 
inside?” he asked. “I regret I have little to offer, but you are welcome to all that I have.” 

“Perhaps some water for our mounts and a bit of land on which to make camp. We would 
like to stay the night.” 

“Of course,” the oracle replied. He turned to the captain. “There is a spot near the well that 
should be suitable. It is mostly free of stones and the little pricklies. Just over there,” he said, 
pointing. 

“Yow!” a voice cried. 
The three turned to see one of the guards shaking his hand as if stung. The guard looked 

over at them. “Forgive me,” he said, bowing his head. 
The oracle smiled. “Not to worry,” he replied. “It is just a nip from the Teeth.” He turned 

back to the captain. He saw the man was also smiling. “Tell your guard to be particularly wary of 
metal. It seems to arouse the worst bites.” 

The captain chuckled. “Yes, I do recall that, Your Worthiness. I shall be sure to tell them.” 
“And Captain,” the priestess said, “have the oracle’s gifts brought inside.” 
The captain nodded and turned back toward his command. 
“Salted beef, two sides,” the priestess informed the oracle, “as well as ten pounds of salt and 

a smattering of spices. The Holy Mother regrets She could not send more, but we are rushed and 
could not afford to carry much.” 

“It is a rich gift,” the oracle said. “Give the Holy Mother my thanks.” 
The priestess nodded. “Shall we make our way inside? This heat is most oppressive.” 
The oracle turned and led the priestess through a low doorway, into his one-roomed home. 

Through the gloom, the priestess saw a narrow bed resting against the facing wall. Above the 
head of the bed was a window shuttered against the hot afternoon sun. Rays of sunlight pierced 
cracks in the shutters to fall on a small table in the center of the room. Amid the intruding rays 
sat a pitcher and two cups. Two rickety chairs bracketed the table, while in the corner a crudely 
wrought cupboard stood. A few feet from the cupboard sat a small iron stove. Next to the stove, 
an open door led down a short flight of stairs. The barest hint of a breeze wafted up the stairs 
from a small cellar belowground. 

The oracle laid his hat on the bed and motioned the high priestess to one of the chairs. As 
she sat, two guards entered carrying the man’s gifts. He directed them to the cellar and then 
turned to the window and opened the shutters a space. Hot air drifted in. A shaft of sunlight fell 
across the center of the table. “I regret I have no wine to offer,” he said, taking a seat. “Only 
water.” 

“After nearly six weeks in the saddle,” the priestess replied, “fresh water is as welcome to 
the palate as the best of vintages.” 

The oracle lifted the pitcher, filled one of the cups, and handed it to her. Then he filled the 
other for himself. The two guards emerged from the cellar and made their way outside, closing 
the door behind them. The cabin was thrown into darkness, save for the bright shaft of sunlight 
dividing the table between the oracle and the priestess. 

The priestess reached within a wide leather pouch she carried and withdrew a scroll. She 
handed it to him. “From the Holy Mother. Proof that I am the instrument of Her inquiry.” 

The oracle examined the red wax seal. Indeed, the seal was a Seal of Awakening. The 
absence of a crest in the upper right quadrant marked the seal as that of the Holy Mother. Only 
Her seal lacked the identifying crest of a given holy office. He peered across the table at the 
priestess. “I fear I do not know the way of words. I recognize the Holy Mother’s seal of course, 
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but beyond that . . .” 
“The Holy Mother has not forgotten. Break the seal.” 
The oracle ran a yellowed thumbnail along the seal and opened the scroll. He smiled. On the 

parchment had been sketched a scene. It depicted a young man in worn clothes together with an 
even younger woman dressed in an immaculate robe. The two sat next to each other on the 
ground. Cacti and tumbleweeds surrounded them, while a few feet away a roadrunner danced 
about a snake. The oracle shook his head. It was just as he had remembered the meeting. Even 
down to the roadrunner and snake. “We were so much younger then,” he said. “She had just been 
appointed primate of a Castellinian province.” He rolled up the scroll and set it aside. “But that 
was a long time ago. It was the last I ever spoke with Her.” 

“The Holy Mother regrets not having had an opportunity to visit with you in the many years 
since,” the priestess replied. “Be assured, Her absence was not due to a lack of desire.” 

The oracle raised his hands in contrition. “Forgive my awkward words, Your Holiness. I did 
not mean to imply that I felt offended. One morning’s conversation with Her more than thirty 
years ago scarcely entitles me to take offense.” 

“No need for apology. On the contrary, the Holy Mother is pleased the renowned Desert 
Oracle would deign to meet with Her envoy.” 

The oracle bowed his head. “I am honored She regards me so highly.” 
The priestess smiled. “And who does not? Your name is known to king and commoner alike. 

But you are well aware of this, I am sure.” 
The oracle smiled politely. 
“Forgive my abruptness, but our time is short and our need urgent, so if we might . . .” 
“Of course, Your Grace.” 
“Again, I give you thanks for your indulgence. As you have no doubt guessed, the Holy 

Mother is desperate for answers She can find nowhere else.” 
“I understand.” The oracle raised his cup and drank deeply. Then he set it down and stared 

evenly at the priestess. “And you are pressed for time.” 
The priestess nodded. 
“Ask me Her questions then, let the talent speak as it may. What flows through me now is 

beyond my reckoning. I am but a conduit for that which follows.” The oracle closed his eyes and 
bowed his head, resting his elbows on the table and placing his fingertips against his temples. He 
took two deep breaths, holding the last. After several moments, he slowly let it out. Then he 
whispered, “Ask.” 

The priestess took a sip of water. The heat was stifling, but that was not what caused her 
mouth to suddenly go dry. Hunched over the table before her was the most renowned oracle of 
the age. The answers he now provided could very well change the course of history. And she 
would be the one to pose the questions. Her hands shook slightly as she took them from the table 
and hid them away in her lap. 

Before leaving Ivory City, the Holy Mother had warned her to be concise in framing her 
questions. She was to take nothing for granted. The oracle answers only what you ask him, She 
had told her, not necessarily what you meant to ask him. The priestess gathered herself and 
launched into her first question. 

“Two moons ago, our compellers were probing the ether deep inside the Cursed Lands, 
gathering long-range intelligence for our crusade. During one of their probes they happened to 
sense a life force of terrifying power. Unfortunately, they caught only a glimpse of it before it 
disappeared back behind an impenetrable mind-shield. Our compellers were left puzzled. For all 
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of its apparent strength, the entity seemed utterly bereft of earthly intellect and emotion. Not 
since the Vile-Penitent war had such an entity been perceived. This has led our compellers to a 
disturbing conclusion. A conclusion with which many of the Holy Mother’s advisors agree.” 

The priestess took a deep breath, letting it out slowly. “This, then, is our question. Has the 
demon Destroyer been resurrected? Is the entity that has been detected in the Cursed Lands truly 
the same Rue-A-Kai whose head was taken at the Battle of the Claymouth Pass twenty-two years 
ago?” 

The oracle did not hesitate. “It animates him still.” 
“It?” 
“It is the same as it was. He is the same as he was, but different.” 
“The same but different?” 
“He is the same in spirit, but not in flesh.” 
The priestess stared at the oracle. “So Rue-A-Kai has taken possession of another body?” 
“He is the same but not the same.” 
The priestess nodded. The tone of the oracle’s reply indicated she would get no further 

clarification. She took another sip of water. The implications of the oracle’s answer were 
troubling. It suggested that Rue-A-Kai might be able to escape even a dead host to take 
possession of a living one. That perhaps the Holy Alliance had not killed him at the close of the 
Vile-Penitent war after all. That he might, in fact, be invincible! Her hand trembled as she set the 
cup back on the table. 

“We have a second question,” she continued, “and it is this. The Holy Alliance’s victory in 
the Vile-Penitent war was costly, leaving the ranks of the five kingdoms sorely depleted. More 
than two decades later, the imbalance of power that arose out of that conflict has only grown 
worse. Old feuds and disputes have risen anew as stronger kingdoms seek to take advantage of 
weaker ones. And all of this just as events in the Cursed Lands have forced the Holy Mother to 
issue a new Call to the five kingdoms for holy warriors. So the Holy Mother now asks: Do the 
tensions among the five kingdoms endanger our efforts in this crusade?” 

The oracle mumbled something. The priestess leaned closer. He mumbled again. Still she 
could not make out his words. She was just about to repeat the question, when the oracle spoke 
in a quiet but firm voice. 

“The Holy Mother’s fear is rightly placed. Ask your question.” 
The priestess was puzzled. She asked again. “Do the tensions among the—” 
“Your fear is rightly placed,” he interrupted. The priestess’s eyes widened. “Ask your 

question.” 
The priestess sat contemplating the oracle’s bowed head, uncertain of how to proceed. After 

moments she said, “I do not understand. I have asked our question.” 
The oracle did not respond. 
The priestess considered. There was one question that underlay all of the many questions she 

had been directed to ask this day. A question that would render all of those other questions moot. 
It was an obvious question, a question that should be asked, yet the Holy Mother had not directed 
her to ask it. She had not even acknowledged that such a question existed. The priestess took 
another sip from her cup. Perhaps the oracle was right. Perhaps the Holy Mother had not directed 
her to ask the question, because the Holy Mother feared to ask it. And what of herself? Should 
she ask a question that she had not been specifically directed to ask? The oracle was right there 
too. Her own fear was rightly placed. 

The oracle had put her in a difficult position. It was clear he would not answer the question 
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she had put to him. It was hard to say if he would answer any of her remaining questions, save 
for the one she feared to ask. Resist too much the direction the session sought to take and the 
mystical link could be broken, the trance disrupted. Then what answers would she get? 

The priestess lifted her cup, drained it, and set it on the table. She placed her hands back in 
her lap and leaned forward, peering at the oracle’s bowed head. She decided. She would not 
leave without the answers they needed. Whether authorized to ask the question or not, she would 
ask it. They had to know. She had to know. 

The priestess began again, speaking slowly in measured tones. “For centuries scholars have 
struggled from afar to study the ways of the Viles—their religious beliefs, their demonic rituals, 
their blighted and perverted culture. Of all their discoveries, however, the most troubling by far 
has been the realization that their religion is but an odious mockery of our own. So similar yet so 
twisted. So . . . profane.” She paused a moment, pondering exactly how to phrase what next she 
had to say. After moments, she continued. “We know the Viles also wish to see the Eastern 
Teeth fall. We know too that they realize Paradise lies on the other side. Yet the Viles seek a 
different path to Paradise. Not a path of penance, as the Penitent world follows, but rather one of 
force. My question, then, is this.” The priestess swallowed hard. “Do the Viles believe Rue-A-
Kai can indeed fell the Teeth? Do they intend to follow their dark savior out of the Cursed Lands 
so as to assail the Eastern Teeth by force?” 

The oracle sat quietly. The priestess stared at him, awaiting an answer. She noticed she had 
clenched her hands into fists. She relaxed them and brought them up from her lap, laying them 
palms down on the table before her. The oracle sighed. The priestess listened intently. At last he 
spoke. 

“From out of the trembling earth, from out of shuddering mountains, borne on wings of 
pain, the Book of Ancient Power reveals itself to a Fateful Few. Be quick Few who hear, for the 
Book is as a cloudburst in desert, here then gone without trace. Aid Him—the one possessed of 
many lives, fell with secret power of the Ancients—for only with Book and Stone can one alone 
hope to assail the wall to Paradise and free the enslaved. Then shall the vile persecutor, jailer of 
millions, flee in terror before our monstrous horde. Then shall we reclaim the Paradise of our 
forebears. Then shall we truly be free!” 

The priestess frowned. “Book and Stone? I do not understand.” 
“Prophecies unknown to the Penitent fire the passions of the Kalifai.” The oracle appeared 

as though he was about to say more, then he fell silent. 
The priestess was even more puzzled than before. She failed to notice she had again balled 

her hands into fists. 
The oracle groaned. Then he again spoke. “The Kalifai believe the Destroyer has the power 

to fell the Teeth. They will follow their dark savior wherever he leads them.” 
The priestess slumped back in her chair, her arms falling limply into her lap. The Desert 

Oracle had just confirmed the Church’s greatest fear. The audacity of the Ancients had nearly 
destroyed the world once, bringing humankind to the very brink of damnation. Two thousand 
years later the Penitents still stood at that brink, struggling for redemption from the sins of their 
long-dead progenitors. Now the Viles, led by their demon savior, Rue-A-Kai the Destroyer, 
would defy Him yet again. If they succeeded in reaching the Eastern Teeth, then humanity’s 
damnation would be assured, for to assail the Eastern Teeth was to assail Him! It would not 
matter that they had no hope of bringing down the Teeth. Merely confronting it would be 
enough. This time there would be no reprieve. He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless would ensure 
that the souls of Penitent and Vile alike burned in the Eternal Fires of Sheol. 
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The priestess leaned forward over the table. With trembling voice, she asked, “Will they 
succeed?” 

The oracle was quick to answer. “Their quest to fell the Teeth is doomed.” 
The priestess shook her head impatiently. “That we know. But will they succeed in reaching 

the Teeth?” 
“They can, yes.” 
The priestess felt the blood drain from her face. Her hands shook. Her voice cracked. “Can 

they be stopped?” 
The oracle did not answer. 
The priestess’s eyes filled with tears. “Can they be stopped?” she nearly shouted. 
The oracle’s head dipped slightly. After moments, he replied. “One of the Church’s children 

is filled with fear. He struggles against the Holy Mother’s embrace, even as his brother 
approaches him with knife unsheathed. He is trapped! He feels he cannot escape his brother 
unless he can first escape his Mother. If he runs from Her, there is no chance. Her arms tighten 
about him. Even now he trembles and plots his escape.” 

The priestess quickly wiped her eyes with her sleeve. “The Church’s children, they are the 
five kingdoms, no?” 

The oracle did not reply. But the priestess needed no answer. She already knew who and 
what the fearful child was. 

She shot a thread to the captain’s mind. The captain took it up. “Your Holiness?” 
“Mount up. We ride!” 
The priestess sensed momentary confusion. But the captain was a good and loyal servant. 

His hesitation was fleeting. “As you command.” 
The priestess closed the link. 
The oracle was still in the midst of his trance when the high priestess extended her thanks 

and hurriedly took her leave. 
By the time the oracle again came to himself, the shaft of light on the table had turned to 

shadow, and the sliver of sky in the space between the shutters had gone to russet. He made his 
way outside, massaging his temples. His head ached horribly! He looked up. In the distance he 
could just make out seven figures shrouded in dust. They were riding hard, riding as if to catch 
the setting sun. “Hmm,” the oracle wondered aloud. He thought the sun beyond them. 

The oracle put a hand over his stomach as he turned back to the door of his cabin. He found 
he had just developed a hunger for some salted beef. 
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Chapter One 
 
 
 

Out of the west a spark arises, 
Setting ablaze the world at night, 
Unveiling the glory of primal dawn, 
Hidden so long behind the light. 

—Holy Book of Prophets and Seers 
 
 
 

The three-year-old watched as red sparks slowly ascended the night to take their place 
among the stars. His finger traced the gray wisps of smoke as they followed aloft, heeding the 
silent call of infant embers. All about him in the darkness, furtive glances sought his face. The 
face of the mentally afflicted mishappen with the strange and unsettling eyes. Yet while those 
eyes stole glimpses of him, his eyes remained fixed on the splendor of the moment. Full-irised 
and white-less, like those of a cat, his bright emerald eyes saw only the wonder of a night sky in 
autumn. 

A strong hand on the child’s back reminded him of home and bed. He yawned widely and 
laid his head in his father’s lap. For a time he played peek-a-boo with the night, until at last his 
eyelids grew too heavy. The low chatter of voices receded into silence as he passed into a 
peaceful sleep. 

Above the coastal mountains, the harsh glare of the Western Teeth shone like an immense 
halo, its distant light competing with that of the harvest moon and the blazing bonfire burning in 
the village green. In the light of the bonfire, the village blacksmith sat cross-legged gently 
rubbing the back of his emerald-eyed son. On the blanket beside him sat Janna, his son’s brawny 
nursemaid. Her red hair danced in the cool breeze, its fiery highlights reflecting in the smith’s 
dark eyes. All around the three buzzed the excited voices of friends and neighbors and those who 
had journeyed to the village from the surrounding hamlets, hills, and mountains. The gathering 
was the largest to grace the community of Misthaven in many a year. The ether churned with 
expectation. 

“I believe it is time, Dreen,” Janna said, nodding toward the front of the assembled. The 
smith looked up. 

Deacon Vogaun, the village healer, strode to the front of the dais, as a figure in a scarlet 
habit took a seat behind him. The buzzing fell to scattered whispers and then to silence. 

“Friends,” Vogaun began. “The Church honors us tonight with a visit from Her Grace, 
Priestess Quoil.” The priestess smiled and nodded to the gathering. “Priestess Quoil has traveled 
all the way from Seapoint to speak with us on a matter of grave concern.” Scattered murmurings 
rose from the gathering. Vogaun raised a hand for silence. The gathering quieted. “Before we 
hear from Her Grace, however, I have a few words of my own.” 

Vogaun looked out over the crowd. “Now when the Church launched this latest crusade 
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against the spawn of Muta, many of us thought it would not last past the fall harvest. Yet here we 
are in the midst of our fourth harvest since that time and still the crusade rages. This has given 
many of us cause for concern. I know it has me. And whenever people are concerned, rumors 
spread. One need only monitor the ether on a given evening to know that.” 

Sporadic laughter rose from the crowd. 
“Now, friends, I am here to tell you that much of what you hear in the ether these days is 

nothing more than rumor. Let me assure you that no Vile has escaped the Cursed Lands, so you 
need not be overly concerned about your neighbor on the blanket beside you whose face you 
cannot quite make out in the darkness.” Scattered chuckles carried across the common. “I would 
not have you thinking the danger is not real, however. It is. One has only to look to the example 
of the lost Kingdom of Imaryia to see that. Evil, as centuries of history has taught us, is not easily 
conquered. 

“Now many of you have heard one rumor in particular and have obsessed over it. I know, 
for many of you have approached me with your concerns. I told those of you at the time that I 
did not believe this rumor to be true, not for an instant. My arguments convinced many of you, 
and you left my home disbelieving the rumor too. But this afternoon I was enlightened.” Vogaun 
projected a wave of concern out over the gathering, preparing them for what was to come. “My 
friends, the Holy Mother now knows why Muta’s children have battled so hard in this crusade. 
Why She has been unable to bring it to a quick conclusion. Most of the rumors we have heard are 
false. The worst of them, I fear, is not.” Vogaun took a deep breath as he looked out over the 
concerned faces seated before him. “Rue-A-Kai, the Destroyer, does indeed live again.” 

The gathering erupted, a thousand tongues struggling for voice at once. 
“How can that be?” the brawny nursemaid exclaimed, turning to the smith. “The Popess 

Herself carried his head back from the Claymouth Mountains more than twenty years ago.” 
The smith shook his head, concern clearly etched on his weathered face. In his lap, his 

sleeping son stirred. 
“Countrymen, citizens, peace, I beg you!” The healer raised his hands in an appeal for 

silence, as he projected mental intonations of restraint out over the crowd. The gathering soon 
quieted. The healer lowered his hands. “Priestess Quoil would speak to you now on this and 
other matters. I ask that you attend her. Priestess.” 

The priestess stood and stepped to the front of the dais. Vogaun took a seat behind her. 
As the holy woman advanced, the crowd sketched the Sign of the Fall. The priestess 

returned the gesture. Then she laid back her cowl, exposing her short-cropped skull to the 
autumn chill. “Fellow Fallen, rejoice!” she cried. “For the Nameless-One has given us yet 
another chance to prove ourselves to Him.” The priestess swept the crowd with her gaze, taking 
in each of the more than one thousand faces in a glance. Smiling, she raised her arms 
heavenward and in a rising crescendo proclaimed, “By returning the infidel to the world, He 
shows that we remain in His thoughts. That He has not forsaken us!” 

“Redeem us!” erupted from the darkness. “Praise the Redeemer!” 
“Yes, Fellow Fallen, rejoice! For the Lord-of-All again looks in our direction. He sends to 

us a challenge fit only for the most faithful of His subjects. Only through prayer and trial may we 
atone for our sins and those of the Ancients. Praise Him for giving us this opportunity. Praise the 
Holy Mother for Her wisdom in seeing His divine design!” 

Shouts of praise rose from the darkness. 
“We are right to glorify Her guidance, for without it we would surely be lost.” As the 

diminutive figure in scarlet habit continued on, lauding the divinity of the Nameless-One, the 
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wisdom of the Holy Mother, the righteousness of the Church, her words became more and more 
passionate, more intense, more heated; until soon it seemed she had become flame itself, her 
uplifted arms like twin tongues of holy fire spewing forth searing words of conviction high into 
the night sky, licking the very stars with their molten heat! Fueled by the shouts and passions of 
the crowd, the intense flame erupted into a seething inferno, striving in its fury to erase all 
darkness from the night sky—from all night skies—forever! As the inferno grew larger and 
brighter, so too the retreating night grew darker; the light drawing strength from the darkness, the 
darkness drawing strength from the light—each feeding upon the other—until finally, no longer 
able to sustain its strength, the inferno stubbornly relented. Slowly the twin tongues of fire 
waned, lowering themselves down and down, dragging with them the mingled voices of the 
gathering, until at last all lay still and silent before the scarlet glow standing fixed upon the dais, 
its arms crossed amidst the flickering shadows of the bonfire. 

Long moments passed. Slowly the smoldering flame cooled and calmed and became 
priestess again. The gathering relaxed. 

“As Scripture tells us, Fellow Fallen,” the priestess resumed, “‘Humanity is imbued with a 
base nature.’ In the habit of this base nature, sometimes we commit sin. Oh not necessarily a 
great sin, mind you. Not the breaking of a commandment, not blasphemy, no. Sometimes we 
commit but a small sin. A sin that creeps up on us in the most mundane of situations. A sin that 
finds us on our bad days when the children are with colic or the wagon is mired in the mud. 
These are the times when we gnash our teeth, look to the heavens, and cry, Why me? Why has 
this happened? Why today of all days?” The priestess looked toward the night sky and threw 
wide her arms in exaggerated frustration. “What next?” The gathering chuckled nervously and 
nodded. The priestess smiled. “We have all done this, have we not? But do you know that by 
doing so we are committing sin?” The priestess looked around the gathering. “Even now many of 
you are unaware of what that sin is. I am not surprised, being that it is such a small sin. Small 
sins are easily overlooked, difficult to recognize. And that, good people, is precisely their danger. 
As Scripture teaches, ‘Unrecognized, the small sin grows.’” 

The priestess clasped her hands before her. Behind her the bonfire popped and crackled and 
threw sparks high into the night sky. “To illustrate the dangers of a small sin,” she continued, 
“Scripture chronicles for us the coming of the Ruin.” She smiled as she peered at the faces before 
her. “Now I know what many of you must be thinking. The Ruin, a small sin? Is she touched? 
Was not the Ruin the greatest catastrophe humankind has ever known? Did it not lead to 
humanity’s exile from Paradise and to the raising of the Teeth? Well of course it did. But the 
Ruin did not begin with a multitude of great sins. No. It began with but a single sin. A small 
almost insignificant sin. 

“Scripture tells us that in the time of the Ancients, Paradise was open to all of the righteous. 
In those days, Sheol contained no Vaults of Eternal Slumber to house our waiting dead. No, in 
that time Sheol was home only to demons. And there the demons remained, imprisoned within 
the bowels of the earth. 

“No one knows the name of the man responsible for summoning the first demon from Sheol. 
That, like nearly everything else from the time before Ruin, has been lost to history. But 
knowledge of the man’s deed has been saved for us. Saved in Scripture. 

“‘And the spirit of the Archdemon came unto the man, disguised in sumptuous raiment. 
With him he bore a wondrous device made all of darkness and shadow. The Archdemon tempted 
the man, saying, “Build this device from the materials of the earth, and the wealth of the world 
shall be yours!” But the man answered the stranger, saying, “I am but a man of simple tastes and 
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have all the wealth I need.” And so the Archdemon departed. The next night the spirit of the 
Archdemon came again unto the man, disguised in vibrant raiment. With him he bore a 
wondrous device made all of light and color. The Archdemon tempted the man, saying, “Build 
this device from the materials of the earth, and all the praise of the world shall be yours!” But the 
man answered the stranger, saying, “I am but a man of simple manner and do not covet the praise 
of others.” And so the Archdemon departed a second time. The next night the spirit of the 
Archdemon came unto the man, disguised in tattered raiment. With him he bore a wondrous 
device made all of shadow and light. The Archdemon tempted the man, saying, “Build this 
device from the materials of the earth, and all the world shall know of your goodness.” And the 
man answered the stranger, saying, “Yes. Yes, I shall build this device from the materials of the 
earth, for I am a good man and care not if all the world knows it.” And the man took the 
wondrous device of shadow and light and fashioned a copy of it from the materials of the earth 
and set it down before the Archdemon. Then the Archdemon called forth from Sheol one of his 
many minions and placed its spirit inside the device, saying to it, “Through this device you shall 
work your will, for this is a vehicle for evil, set loose upon the good earth.”’” 

The priestess peered down from the dais into the faces gathered below her. “Thus, out of the 
man’s conceit were sown the seeds of Ruin.” She smiled. “That was his small sin.” The priestess 
swept the crowd with her gaze. “So what of our small sin? Whatever it may be, surely it cannot 
compare with the sin that led to the Ruin?” She stepped to the edge of the dais and spread her 
arms wide in question. “Do you now know the sin of which we are all guilty?” She examined the 
faces staring back at her. The priestess nodded knowingly. “Let us revisit Scripture. The Holy 
Book of Chronicles. 

“‘And the earth choked and vomited and spewed forth all manner of vileness in response to 
the evil devices. But humanity was blinded by the Archdemon’s promises and did not heed the 
earth’s distress. And more devices were built. And more demons conjured to direct them. And 
when He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless saw what His children were doing, He became enraged. 
From the four corners of the world He awakened the mighty Titans of Genesis, the four who had 
helped Him to construct the earth. And He said unto the four, “Go forth into the world and 
destroy all of the evil devices everywhere, for they house the spirits of demons and must be 
destroyed if the demons are to return to Sheol, their rightful home.” And the Titans went forth 
across the earth to do His bidding. But the kings of the world confronted the Titans and begged 
them to stop, for their people had become reliant on the devices and refused to let them go. But 
the mighty Titans lent them no ear, for the Lord-of-All had charged them with a sacred duty.’ 

“It was then, Fellow Fallen, that humanity conspired with the Archdemon and his demonic 
minions to defeat the builders of the earth. With every device the Titans destroyed, the Ancients 
built two to replace it, and two more demons were conjured to direct them. Soon, there were so 
many devices and so many demons that not even the Titans themselves could withstand the 
demons’ fury, and so they were overwhelmed and defeated. But that proved no victory for the 
Ancients. For through their own vehicles of evil, the Archdemon now had the strength necessary 
to defeat the Ancients as well. 

“‘And the Archdemon turned the power of the diabolical devices on the people of the earth 
themselves and on the lands of earth and on the waters and skies of the earth and on all the living 
things of the earth, until all of the earth reeked of death! Then did the world become as Sheol: the 
Ruin utter and complete.’” 

The priestess sensed shame and loathing radiating from the gathering. She continued. “And 
what of the small sin of which I have spoken? Do you know it now? The sin that we all commit 
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when we gnash our teeth and rent our hair and look to the heavens and cry, Why me?” The 
priestess’s eyes narrowed. “Do you know it? No? Then I shall tell you. It is the sin of insolence, 
Fellow Fallen. Insolence! For how dare we think we deserve better than we are given. What 
right,” she fairly screamed in sudden rage, “do we have to question any part of His grand design? 
Was it not humankind who brought forth the demons? Was it not humankind who helped defeat 
the Titans, builders of the earth? Was it not we who plunged the world into Ruin? Why me?” The 
priestess’s face burned red in the flickering light of the bonfire. “Why not me? Why am I not 
tormented every moment of every day for what my ancestors, the Ancients, did? Do I not bear 
their stain? Is not the burden of their sins also upon my soul? Why not me? Being human, I 
deserve nothing of His good earth. Yet still, in His benevolence, He allows me to partake of the 
world’s goodness.” 

The gathering sat silent, waves of anger and remorse emanating from their minds. Long 
moments passed before the priestess again found her voice. 

“‘And His name shall not be uttered,’” she began slowly, quoting Scripture. “‘Not in the 
street or in the shop or in the home shall it be spoken, for humankind is not worthy of such, and 
now must face the Ruin of its own making.’ Scripture tells us, Fellow Fallen, that before the 
Ruin He gave of His grace freely and lovingly, and that the grace of He-Who-Shall-Remain-
Nameless filled every heart. But humanity proved prideful and wicked, unworthy of His divine 
grace. Through its actions, humanity brought down the Ruin upon itself and all of the world. To 
punish humankind, He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless cordoned His kingdom away from the 
world, denying us His Grace. 

“‘And He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless moved across the face of the earth, driving all of 
the demons before Him. All, save the demon Muta. For those whom he had spawned hid his 
spirit away in the Cursed Lands so that it could not be found and driven from the world. Then 
He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless passed His hand over the earth and took away all memory of 
His name. From the former resting places of the four Titans, builders of the earth, He anchored 
the ends of the three Teeth and raised them to the heights of heaven, thereby partitioning the 
earth from His kingdom. And when the children of He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless saw that 
the Teeth had separated them from His Glory, they crawled from their hiding places and cried 
out in fear and shame. He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless heard their lament and it filled Him 
with pity. He said unto them, “I shall provide you with a taste of my grace so that you shall not 
forget what it is you have lost. I shall give it even unto my priestesses so that they, as the organ 
of my benevolence, may disseminate it to all of the Penitent.”’” 

The priestess swept the gathering with her gaze. “So it is that I now offer you, Fellow 
Fallen, a taste of His divine grace. Open your minds and receive unto yourselves that which is of 
Him.” 

The priestess closed her eyes and began the silent mental chant that would summon forth, 
harness, and focus her mind’s incredible telepathic energy to its single purpose. Years of study 
and discipline worked their magic as that most awesome and holiest of gifts slowly elevated 
itself to her consciousness. From behind a sturdy mind-shield, the priestess amplified that raw 
emotion, allayed its harshness, and then radiated His divine grace out over the crowd. 

The very young, having weaker mind-shields, were the first to receive the offering. Then the 
rest of the assembled relaxed their shields and accepted into themselves the waves of 
benevolence radiating from the dais. Each of the more than one thousand minds received the gift 
and rejoiced. Each of the more than one thousand minds, that is, save one. 

Awakened by the whispered exaltations of those around him, the child raised his head, a 
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chubby fist in his eye. His sudden movement broke the smith’s trance. The smith relaxed his 
smile and looked down at his emerald-eyed son. “There now, Bartu,” he said, “lie still and sleep. 
It is not yet time for green-eyed boys to be up and about.” Sleepily, Bartu looked around him. 
Then he laid his head back in his father’s lap and again closed his eyes on the world. 

The smith stroked the three-year-old’s flaxen hair. Gently he reached out, attempting to 
touch his son’s mind. As countless times before, he sensed nothing—no thoughts, no emotions, 
no mentas of any kind. The smith frowned as he bent his powerful frame over his afflicted son 
and kissed his forehead. Then he turned his attention back to the dais. 

Having completed the Holy Rite of Grace, the priestess now stood with her head bowed and 
her hands clasped before her. After moments, she lifted her head and again spoke. 

“The gift of His Grace reminds us of two things, Fellow Faithful. It reminds us of 
humanity’s crimes against Him. A taint we all must bear. But it also reminds us that we may one 
day find forgiveness for those crimes. A hope we must forever keep. Yet to be forgiven, we must 
first prove that we are worthy of forgiveness. And that is what brings me here before you 
tonight.” 

The priestess smiled as she looked out over the gathering. “As your most able deacon, 
Vogaun, has already told you, the demon Rue-A-Kai has, indeed, again arisen.” Worried 
whispers coursed through the gathering. The priestess shook her head. “Do not lose heart, do not 
despair. Now is not the time for that. No. Now is the time for retribution! For vengeance upon 
the demon and his Vile hordes!” 

A great shout went up from the crowd. 
“No, Fellow Faithful, I have not forgotten the Vile-Penitent war. Two decades is not nearly 

long enough to erase my recollections of that dark time. Do you recall the carnage? The 
atrocities? Can any one of you who lived through that time forget the terror and sorrow of those 
twelve years?” 

“No!” the gathering shouted. 
The priestess surveyed the crowd with shrewd eyes. “Do you fear it will happen again?” 
The crowd fell silent. 
“It need not be as it was before,” she nearly whispered. “We can avert such a tragedy from 

ever happening again. But we must be brave. We must be resolute.” 
Suddenly the priestess flung wide her arms and in a loud voice proclaimed, “The Nameless-

One gives His followers a task not easily accomplished. He gives us a righteous challenge! I ask, 
who among you will now answer that challenge?” 

Many leapt to their feet, devotion and allegiance spilling from their mouths like spittle from 
the muzzles of slavering hounds. Others, caught up in the moment, also stood and found voice. 
Soon the entire assemblage was standing and shouting their adoration to the dais. 

“It is good and right that He bring the demon Rue-A-Kai before us again!” the scarlet-clad 
figure shouted, broadcasting sensations of zeal. “For we shall once more prove ourselves to Him 
through our triumph, and come to lay the Destroyer’s head—all of his heads!—at the feet of the 
Holy Mother!” 

The crowd erupted as one, their exuberance splitting the night like a thunderclap. Their 
voices united, rising as if from the throat of a single creature, a single brute of a thousand 
tongues and one mind, a devoted, baying beast restrained solely by the power of that solitary 
figure stationed high upon the dais. 

Throughout the remainder of the evening, and well into the night, the priestess played the 
howling beast’s tether like an expert huntsman, jerking the animal to attention when need be, 
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relaxing her hold and letting it run when appropriate. She used just the right rhythm, just the 
right touch. In the eyes of the gathering, she was the voice of the Holy Mother, the Nameless-
One’s interpreter on earth. She was unquestioned and unchallenged. All listened to her inspired 
words. All leapt at her inspired commands. All, that is, save the emerald-eyed child. For he did 
not stir, nor did he awaken. And his sleep remained undisturbed. 

In the failing light of the waning bonfire, the Call went out for warriors, defenders of the 
faith. Fully one hundred answered the Holy Mother’s Call. Fully hundreds more would have had 
familial duties not prevented them. Nonetheless, it was a good showing. The hundred assured 
that the small community of Misthaven would be well represented in the Holy Mother’s 
expanding crusade. 
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Chapter Two 
 
 
 

“People, listen! I say only this: Question everything. There is no truth beyond that 
which you yourself find. All else is merely faith.” 
 
“Heresy! Do you not know that faith is truth?” 

—Trial of the Heretic, Book of Wounds, the Apocrypha 
 
 
 

Zandow would not be denied. In one fluid motion, he gathered up his three-year-old in his 
arms and pushed past the young kineticor. 

“You cannot go in there!” the kineticor called, chasing down the corridor after him. The 
blue-robed intruder ignored the young man as he marched toward the large ornate door fifty feet 
away. “No one may enter when the Gray Council is in session. If you do not stop, I shall be 
compelled to use force!” 

The threat rang hollow, but after camping in the countryside for nearly three weeks waiting 
for the council to convene, Zandow was in no mood for even an idle threat. He stopped and 
turned on the man. His blue-gray eyes blazed. 

“Do you not see this?” He pointed to his close-cropped, silver beard. “And this?” He ran a 
hand through his great mane of silver hair. “I earned my color when I was but half your years, 
and now that I am twice that, it follows that I have four times your talent.” The young kineticor 
gawked at the mage. “If my arithmetic confuses you, young one, then persist in pestering me, 
and I shall convey upon you a reckoning the like of which you shall not soon forget!” 

The young man, mouth agape, stumbled backward a step. Zandow turned from him and 
continued down the corridor. The youth hurriedly broadcast a warning to the council chamber 
beyond. The two receptors posted outside the door stepped aside, offering no resistance. The 
wizard, with his mishappen child in his arms, shouldered open the heavy door and disappeared 
within. 

Zandow strode to the center of the council chamber amid a gathering of surprised looks. 
Before him sat fourteen men and women arrayed around a large crescent-shaped table. Each 
wore a blue robe and exhibited the same silver hair as he. Among them was the Lord High 
Wizard to the Royal Court of Robivan, along with wizards belonging to the courts of at least half 
a dozen Robivanite dukes and earls. 

A young member of the council rose angrily from his chair. “Hear! What is all this?” 
Zandow set the child down and drew himself up to his full height. In a booming voice, he 

declared, “If it takes me to my dying breath, I swear by all that is holy, the Church shall come to 
know of this council’s treachery!” 

“Treachery?” The chamber walls rang with cries of surprise and outrage. 
“Treachery to be sure!” Zandow bellowed. “The very spirits of Ghetid and Pytre quake with 
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the knowledge of it.” 
Zandow’s mind reached forth into the surrounding ether. The two receptors posted outside 

the door were there to dampen stray thoughts and emotions, to keep them from escaping the 
chamber into the greater ether beyond. But here within the chamber, closer to the source, 
Zandow knew that dampening each emotion that escaped a poorly disciplined mind-shield the 
instant it escaped it was nearly impossible. That was precisely what he was counting on. His 
mind immediately sensed a muddle of confusion, exasperation, and anger—all the responses he 
had expected to find. Embedded within these, however, he also sensed faint wisps of alarm. He 
smiled to himself as he quickly withdrew his mind from the muddle of emotion. 

“Who are you?” demanded the young council member. “And what,” he asked pointing to the 
child, “is this, this mishappen creature you bring before us?” 

Zandow placed a reassuring hand atop the head of the dark-haired three-year-old standing 
beside him. 

“Speak! We demand an answer.” 
“Jahwel.” An aged woman rose from her place at the center of the table and motioned 

dismissively for the young man to sit. The young wizard glared at Zandow. “Jahwel!” the aged 
woman repeated in a stern voice. Reluctantly, Jahwel retook his seat. The woman turned to 
Zandow. “After all these years, I see that the great Zandow has yet to lose his flair for the 
dramatic.” 

Zandow barely noticed the astonished looks his name elicited in Jahwel and two younger 
members of the council. 

“Even stooping to the use of a poor mishappen child for effect. A child that would doubtless 
be better suited to the care of the Church than to your shadowy machinations.” 

“If I still occupied a seat at that table, Kulga,” Zandow replied, “I would be much more 
concerned with the attention the Church attaches to this council’s crime than I would be to the 
attention it should attach to this child.” 

“This is absurd!” a middle-aged woman spat, rising to her feet. “I should turn you to a pillar 
of flame where you stand!” 

Zandow regarded Terlaheem coolly. It seemed time had done little to soften her feelings 
toward him. “You should try,” he goaded. 

“Stop encouraging him! All of you!” 
Zandow recognized the withered old man seated next to Kulga as Pulgot. The years, he 

noticed, had not been kind to the elderly wizard. 
“What does it matter what this scoundrel says?” Pulgot chided. “This child, his 

accusations—it is all a trick designed to inflame us. Can none of you see that? Simply call for the 
guard and have him removed. We cannot afford to waste time on such foolishness. Crime 
indeed!” 

“It has been years since you forsook this august body to pursue your own self-indulgent 
interests,” Kulga stated. “It was as big a blow to this council’s prestige as it was to your own 
reputation. It should have been obvious to you then, Zandow, that you would no longer be 
welcome here or in any of the other five Councils of Gray. For the good of all, we ask that you 
leave this chamber now and not return. You only shame yourself here.” 

Zandow reached into a pocket of his robe and withdrew a small lead box. The box fit easily 
in his palm. 

“What now is this?” someone asked, as Zandow opened it. “More chican—” 
The room suddenly fell silent. Each member of the council regarded the open box in quiet 
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amazement as each sensed the power emanating from it, a power not unlike a life force. 
Zandow reached a thumb and forefinger into the small box and withdrew a dazzling clear 

crystal that looked for all the world like a large diamond. Within the perfect facets of the crystal, 
tiny flecks of preternatural rainbow-colored light winked in and out of existence. Zandow 
levitated the brilliant crystal above his palm for several moments. Then he floated it away from 
himself and along the length of the table, slowly rotating it in the air before each council member 
in turn. Eyes widened as the mysterious crystal glided its way slowly from one end of the table to 
the other. Upon reaching the far end, Zandow flicked a forefinger. The crystal came rushing back 
to him. He caught it deftly in his hand, placed it back in its lead box, and closed the lid. The 
emanations of power vanished. A momentary pall descended over the council. The power of the 
crystal was so like that of a life force that its sudden concealment recalled to one the sorrows of 
death. The sentiment was fleeting. 

Fourteen wizards stared at Zandow as he went to one knee and placed the box on the floor 
before them. “Myth is one thing,” he said as he stood and nodded at the small box, “while reality 
is quite another. This is indeed a Powerstone, as I am sure you have all guessed. More 
importantly, somewhere out there in the wide world there exists at least one other.” He paused a 
moment, scanning each of the fourteen faces. “There are those among you who know the true 
significance of this myth brought to life. It is to you that I now put this question. Where does 
scholarship end and treachery begin?” The fourteen sat silently staring at him. “When you 
discover the answer to that question, you will have plumbed the true depth of this council’s 
crime.” 

Zandow reached down and lifted the dark-haired child in his arms. With a last look at the 
fourteen, he turned and exited the chamber. 
 

 
 

It was late afternoon, and Zandow and the child had ridden a number of miles, when at last 
he felt the familiar sensation of contact. He picked up the thread. “Kulga,” he communicated, “so 
nice to hear from you.” 

Irritation flowed over the link. “Meet us at the old Tournament Grounds. I assume you can 
reach there by nightfall?” 

“Anything for you, Kulga.” 
“Leave the quips in your saddlebag, Zandow, I have no stomach for them today.” The link 

terminated abruptly. 
Zandow gently took the mule’s reins from the three-year-old who sat bracketed in his arms. 

“Here, my Shadow,” he whispered to the child, “let us turn Jondee this way. I believe our 
expensive little gambit might have paid off after all.” 

Night had fallen and the large harvest moon loomed high when Zandow and Shadow finally 
rounded a sandstone butte and entered a flat, arid expanse. The distant glow of two horizons 
clashed harshly with the pale moonlight overhead. Here in this southeastern kingdom, the distant 
halos of both the Eastern and Southern Teeth shone brightly in the night sky. If one were to 
travel but a fortnight southeastward, one would come to the point at which the two Teeth met, 
forming the southeastern corner of the world. It was a journey Zandow had made once in his 
youth when he still called the Kingdom of Robivan home. 

Ahead of them lay the old Tournament Grounds. A century and a half earlier this expanse 
had been the site of a great tournament, hence its name. Kings from three of the then six 
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kingdoms had sat in attendance here, along with their respective legions of lords, ladies, knights, 
and retinue, not to mention representatives from each of the other five Councils of Gray. Hosting 
the tournament had been a great honor for the Robivanite Council, as well as a great success. To 
this day, each spring the locals held a weeklong celebration here in observance of the lasting 
honor bestowed upon their tiny corner of the kingdom. The symbolism was not lost on Zandow 
as he and Shadow rode up to three mounted silhouettes. 

He had, of course, expected to see both Kulga and Pulgot there. After all, they were the only 
two members of the council old enough to have known the missing wizards. Terlaheem’s 
presence, however, was a surprise. He wished now that he had not parted with her under such 
unfortunate circumstances all those years ago. Truth be told, it was not the first time he had 
wished that. 

“When did you become such a staunch defender of the Church?” Terlaheem asked, as 
Zandow reined up before the three. 

“Would not anyone be a defender of the Church given the opportunity?” 
“Humph,” Terlaheem replied. “Anyone else, perhaps, but not you.” 
“What do you want, Zandow?” Pulgot asked. 
“Oh, but how I missed your curtness, Pulgot.” 
The old man was not amused. 
“First, I would like my Powerstone back.” 
Kulga reached within her robe and withdrew the small lead box. She tossed it high into the 

air toward him. Zandow took control of the box and floated it to his hand. He stowed it away in a 
pocket of his robe. 

“Now I want information. Details.” 
“Information concerning what?” 
Zandow shook his head wearily. “Come, Pulgot, do we really need to play bait the bird 

here? Is not your time more valuable than that?” 
“How can we give you what you want if you do not tell us what that is?” Terlaheem asked in 

exasperation. 
“They know what I want,” Zandow said. “And I suspect you do as well or you would not be 

here.” 
“Perhaps we do know,” Kulga replied. “But if we give you what you think we have, what 

will you give us in return?” 
“Obviously, I will give you my assurance that I will not disclose the council’s crime to the 

Church. Is that not enough?” 
“You would not expose us to the Church whether we gave you anything or not,” Terlaheem 

said. “You have never been a friend of the clergy.” 
“This has nothing to do with friendship, Terlaheem.” 
“Seems I have heard those words before.” 
Zandow’s gaze softened. “Ah, Terlaheem, now that is unfair.” 
“I am curious, Zandow. Did you ever find it? Did you ever find that thing you have spent 

your youth searching for?” 
“It is a thing not easily found, Terlaheem. Not easily found at all.” 
“What is that thing? Do you even know?” 
Zandow looked down and smoothed the child’s hair. “I know now,” he said. “Since finding 

Shadow here, I know.” 
Terlaheem looked away. “I see.” 
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“Not that, Terlaheem. I did not mean that.” Zandow suddenly felt uncomfortable with the 
tenor of the conversation. Old instincts took hold. He steeled himself and hardened his tone. “It 
is true that at first I did not know what I was searching for. I only knew that whatever it was, it 
did exist. Over the years, as I began to exhaust my contacts, the roads, and the libraries, I fell into 
despair. Not only was I unable to find this thing my soul longed to find, I was unable even to 
define it. Then, three years ago, I forsook the roads and took to the wilderness, searching there 
for the answers civilization could not provide. It was while in the western wilds that I found an 
infant, this child whom I have named Shadow. But I will not regale you with the details of that. 
Suffice to say that through caring for the foundling I happened upon the object of my search, and 
subsequently found my destiny as it were. The search has now matured into my life’s work. A 
work that is dearer to me than anything else I can conceive.” 

Terlaheem studied Zandow in the pale light of the harvest moon. She could nearly make out 
the face she had once known in her youth. Nearly, but not quite. “The information you seek from 
us,” she said, “that is a part of this work of yours?” 

“Yes. A very important part.” 
“You think it important enough to jeopardize the council then.” 
“Terlaheem, I think it important enough to jeopardize the world.” 
Even in the moonlight, Zandow could see Terlaheem’s troubled look. He did not need to 

employ mentas to know what she was thinking. Many over the years had thought the same of 
him. He had grown used to it. Still, it pained him to see that thought exposed so starkly on her 
face. 

“So,” Kulga said, “now that we have established your commitment to this endeavor of 
yours, tell us, what do you need from us to ensure your silence?” 

Zandow turned his attention to the older woman. “First, I would like to hear your account of 
Ghetid and Pytre’s disappearance. I suspect I know much of it already, but I want to compare the 
details of your telling with my own understanding. Second, I would like access to any supporting 
documentation you might have concerning their expedition: maps, journals, devices, anything of 
that sort.” 

“I just bet you would!” Pulgot cocked his head and glared at Zandow. “You do not fool me 
for an instant. You are running a bluff.” 

Zandow stared at the man. 
“That show in the council chamber,” Pulgot continued, “that was all staged to get a reaction. 

By catching the council off guard, you thought to snatch some wayward emotion out of the ether, 
catch a clue to some mystery you believe you have uncovered. If any wizard had the talent to 
detect an undisciplined thought it would be you, would it not? But the question is, did you catch 
the stray clue you were fishing for? Did you learn enough from your chicanery to continue this 
bluff of yours?” Pulgot’s eyes narrowed. “I am betting you did not. I say you knew nothing when 
you came here, and that you know nothing now. I say you should take your ridiculous 
accusations to the Church, let the Holy Mother hear them. Then let Her laugh you out of Her 
presence. It would not be the first time someone has done that, now would it?” 

Zandow favored the old man with a smile, though it was far from what he longed to give 
him. It irked Zandow that the old man had so easily guessed his charade. Guessing at it and 
calling him on it, however, were two very different things. “Why, Pulgot, I am flattered. I do 
believe you have been keeping tabs on me.” 

“Zandow, no one need keep tabs on you. Your name is known far and wide. Your exploits 
are . . .” Pulgot waved his hand in a grand flourish “. . . legendary!” 
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Zandow’s anger got the better of him. “As is your wit, old man!” It was a stupid remark, for 
several reasons. 

Pulgot bowed derisively. 
Zandow regained control. It was clear Pulgot was not going to give in easily. Whether 

Zandow was running a bluff or not, at this point the issue was rendered virtually moot, and they 
all knew it. The mere fact that the three had deigned to meet with him confirmed that they knew 
something that could prove damaging to the council. Still, Zandow had yet to win his prize. And 
Pulgot was far from conceding it. As long as Zandow gave them some nugget of fact, some 
kernel of assurance that he knew enough to warrant their divulging their secret to him, then they 
would divulge it. They would have little choice. The problem was he had neither fact nor 
assurance to offer. All he had was supposition. Threat had gotten him to these Tournament 
Grounds, he thought. Now supposition would have to carry the day. 

Zandow regarded the three. “Perhaps Pulgot is right. Perhaps I am running a bluff. Perhaps I 
am the greatest charlatan the world has ever seen! For who else could convince fourteen of the 
most powerful wizards in the world that a mere lump of worthless quartz is indeed a mythical 
Powerstone? A feat worthy of the Great Orren himself, if I may be so bold. But perhaps he is 
right. If so, then I will need to be much more cautious when advancing my bluff to an audience 
less gullible than the council.” Zandow perceived a wisp of indignation course through the ether. 
“If I were to make my case before such an astute audience as the clergy, let us say, then I would 
surely need to lay a credible foundation upon which to erect this deception of mine. But how to 
proceed? Hmm.” 

Zandow paused as if thinking. “I know. I could begin by recalling the legends of old. 
Legends that date back two thousand years, to the very time of the Ruin itself. Legends that tell 
of Powerstones ten times the size of my small lump of quartz. That would grab their attention, 
would it not? Particularly when told from the viewpoint of a wizard. After all, what could be 
more tantalizing to the clergy than envisioning such a Powerstone in the hands of an 
accomplished adept?” 

“Humph!” Pulgot snorted. 
“From legend I would launch into history. I would remind my audience that for centuries 

wizards have dreamt of finding a Powerstone. Not just a Stone the size of my small imitation, but 
one of truly inordinate dimension. One the size of those described in legend! I am confident this 
would be no secret to my audience of holies. I would wager that they could recall the name of 
every long-dead wizard who ever went in quest of such a Powerstone. But then, unlike us, the 
clergy have yet to resolve the issue of Powerstones. Like a handful of other relics, their origin 
remains an object of great dispute among them. Can you imagine, after all of these centuries still 
debating whether the legendary Powerstones are natural gemstones of the earth or evil Artifacts 
fashioned by the Ancients? One wonders what course the debate might take if they were ever 
presented with a real Powerstone.” 

Zandow sampled the ether. The tension level was high, but beyond that he sensed nothing. 
The thoughts and emotions of the three remained well hidden behind their mind-shields. Zandow 
continued. 

“Yet I would need to somehow wed all of this with the concerns of today. Otherwise, what 
worth is any of it? For that, I would turn to events of recent history. Specifically, to the strange 
disappearance forty-five years ago of Ghetid and Pytre from your own Council of Gray. And to 
another strange event that occurred only a few years later. The sudden rise of a hitherto unknown 
threat to the Church and the world. The sudden rise of Rue-A-Kai the Destroyer, dark savior of 
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the Vile hordes.” 
A sudden eruption of dread flared through the ether. Like a hot emotional cinder popping 

out of the hearth of a troubled mind, it blazed fiercely for a moment and then quickly vanished 
back behind its mind-shield. 

Zandow nearly gasped aloud. For all of its brevity, the intensity of the sensation was 
numbing. Escaping a well-disciplined mind-shield, as the sensation had, indicated a level of 
surprise bordering on shock. No doubt the others had sensed it too. From which of the three 
minds the emotion had escaped he could not discern, but it did not matter. He was now certain 
his supposition was correct. Even so, the realization made him marvel anew at the implications 
of it. Guessing was one thing, but having your guesses confirmed in such a sudden and intense 
manner . . . . 

Zandow struggled to keep the mounting excitement from his voice. “As we are all aware, 
forty-five years ago Ghetid and Pytre abruptly gave up their long-held seats on the Robivanite 
Council of Gray and dropped out of sight. Except in the case of illness, only one other wizard in 
the past three centuries has voluntarily given up a seat on that council. And that wizard stands 
before you now. Unlike me, however, these two were never heard from again.” Shadow shifted 
in the saddle. Zandow wrapped a gentle arm about the child’s shoulders. “I find it a curious 
coincidence, a quirk of history even, that it was only a few years after their disappearance that 
Rue-A-Kai should first appear in the Cursed Lands.” 

The ether was alive with tension. One would have to be deaf not to have sensed it. 
“It is a coincidence I think the Holy Mother Herself might find interesting,” Zandow 

continued. “Particularly in light of the proof I now hold in my pocket. Proof that Powerstones are 
more than mere myth.” 

Zandow peered hard at Pulgot, trying to discern his eyes in the moonlight. “What think you 
now of my bluff, Pulgot? Do you think it convincing enough to fool the Holy Mother?” 

Zandow felt, more than saw, the malice in Pulgot’s stare. He had guessed right. His 
supposition had carried the day. Even Pulgot had to admit it. 

In the dim light, Zandow saw the three turn their attention away from him. He knew by their 
silence that they were mind-speaking. He watched the three as they sat quietly astride their 
mounts. They could be conversing among themselves, or with someone back at the Gray Tower, 
or even with someone half a world away. It was impossible to tell. Zandow, however, doubted 
they were speaking with anyone too distant. The three may be among the most powerful wizards 
in the world, but their receptive abilities, like those of all but the rarest of kineticors, were far 
from exceptional. Farspeech was an uncommon talent. Among those who employed it, few were 
so skilled as to prevent others from overhearing their conversations. He doubted that these three 
dared trust the subject of their discussion to the vagaries of a modest talent. 

After moments, Kulga spoke. Her tone was serious. “In case you are wondering, Zandow, 
we have been discussing your . . . future survival.” 

Zandow smiled. “I know,” he replied as he calmly stroked Shadow’s hair. 
“I would not be so glib. You may have carried our little impromptu vote, but it was not 

unanimous.” 
Zandow was not surprised. He thought death a real possibility. But he also felt certain that 

what he stood to learn was worth the gamble. Only the thought of Shadow’s well-being had 
given him pause. In the end, the advancement of his work had overridden even that concern. If 
recent years had taught him anything, it was that the work could be a merciless master. 

“We also disagree on the value of your word,” Kulga continued, “but we ask for it all the 
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same.” 
Zandow peered through the moonlight, seeking the eyes of each of the three as he spoke. “I 

give you my word, then, that I will not disclose to Church or king, or to the servant of either, 
anything I know or am about to hear concerning this subject. This I pledge.” 

“If you do disclose it, any of it,” Pulgot warned, “I will see you dead! Then we will see how 
your precious work proceeds.” 

“Believe me, Pulgot, I have just as big a stake in keeping this a secret as you have.” 
Pulgot grunted. “Be assured. Now you do!” 
Kulga extended her hand. “Along with your word, Zandow, we would also have the 

Powerstone.” 
Zandow frowned. He fully expected this, of course. In fact, he had counted on it. No wizard 

worth his color would have failed to have made the attempt. But he did not want them to know 
he thought it possible he could lose the Stone. Or, angels forbid, that he expected to! He shook 
his head. “Kulga, I think this a treasure far greater than that which you have to offer in trade.” 

Kulga reluctantly withdrew her hand. 
It was a lie, of course. If they truly had what he hoped they did, he would gladly have given 

them his Powerstone and the moon and the stars and done all while merrily standing on his head! 
Furthermore, he knew they would have executed their end of the bargain with equal zeal, for 
they had no conception of what they held, if indeed they held it. But then, how could they know? 
How could anyone who had not prowled the slopes of that strange distant mountain where he had 
found Shadow know the value of what those two wizards had apparently carried with them into 
the Cursed Lands? Unwittingly jeopardizing a treasure beyond price in hopes of finding a 
priceless treasure. The irony was maddening! 

Still, when trading away an invaluable treasure, it is only sporting one should haggle. 
Besides, the last thing Zandow wanted to do was arouse Pulgot’s suspicions. The old wizard’s 
skepticism was as well honed as his art. 

“Your Powerstone lends more credence to your accusations than they deserve,” Kulga said. 
“Without the Stone, your accusations are . . . well, just the ravings of an eccentric. We realize 
you have given us your pledge, but as I have said before, your pledge is of questionable worth 
here. The Powerstone merely provides us a proof against that pledge. It is a simple matter 
really.” 

“A simple matter for you, perhaps, but not for me.” 
“You gave us the Powerstone before,” Pulgot said. “You abandoned it there in the council 

chamber. Why are you so reluctant to give it to us now?” 
Zandow smiled his assurance. “Because I left it in the council chamber knowing full well 

you would meet with me and that I would get it back.” He lied. 
“What if we had not met with you?” 
“Then I would have disclosed my accusations to the Church. In support of them, I would 

have revealed that the council was in possession of a Powerstone, albeit a small one. It is only 
natural the Church would have come looking for it. Once found, my accusations would prove 
true. The council’s fate would be sealed.” 

“How do you know they would have found it? We could have hidden it. We could have 
destroyed it even.” 

“Destroyed it, Pulgot? I doubt you could have gotten the council to agree to that. Even so, if 
one is to believe the legends, a Powerstone cannot be destroyed. As for hiding it, you know as 
well as I that the Church is not above employing the Eye of Truth to discover what it wants to 
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know.” 
Even in the dim light, Zandow saw Terlaheem shiver at the mention of the invasive, 

mortifying Eye. 
“Perhaps what you say is true,” Pulgot conceded. “But,” he raised an arthritic finger, 

“without the Stone could you even persuade the Church that your accusations were worthy of 
notice? The Church might dismiss all that you say without even approaching the council.” 

“And would you be willing to gamble that I could not persuade them?” 
Of course Pulgot was not. 
Kulga had been sitting quietly, considering Pulgot and Zandow’s exchange. Now she 

rejoined the debate. “By holding your Powerstone, Zandow, we thought we could maintain a 
hold over you. It appears now that we were mistaken. That puts us in a most uncomfortable 
position. It makes me wonder if we should not reconsider our previous vote.” 

Zandow thought the wizard making a perverse joke. At least he hoped she was. Now it was 
his turn to consider. All evening he had been holding one card in reserve as a last proof against 
failure. He thought now a good time to play it. 

“Do not be so sure you do not have a hold over me,” Zandow replied. “Although perhaps not 
the hold you imagine.” 

“What do you mean?” Kulga asked. 
“The allure of the Powerstone is strong. It has a way of inspiring thoughts in one that one 

might not otherwise entertain. Some of these thoughts may even now be rumbling about in the 
heads of your fellow council members.” No one objected to the inference. “In truth, I am not 
certain how I would react were I put in their position, for the Powerstone truly is all that it 
appears to be. To hold it in one’s hands, to marvel at its curiosities, to study its amazing 
attributes, to bask in the glow of its power—it truly is a treasure beyond compare.” He paused a 
moment, allowing the image of the Powerstone to form in each of their minds. “That is why I 
present you with an offer. At the conclusion of our business here, I shall lend the council my 
Powerstone for study. In the interest of shared scholarship.” 

A warm aura of appreciation flooded the local ether around him. His gesture touched the 
three more deeply than he had expected. 

“Your offer is beyond generous,” Kulga replied. “Speaking for the entire council, I give you 
thanks.” 

Zandow bowed in his saddle. As he arose, he kissed a nodding Shadow atop the head. “I can 
do without the Powerstone awhile if it ensures our safe return home. We yearn to see our far-off 
mountain again, and it would not do to be waylaid on the way back to it.” 

“Yes, and I yearn to see my bed again too!” Pulgot said in a voice not quite as gruff as 
before. “Kulga, perhaps you should begin the telling of Ghetid and Pytre’s doomed adventure. 
Terlaheem and I can jump in where necessary.” 

Kulga nodded. “Very well. But before I begin, I will tell you, Zandow, that I believe Pulgot 
is right about you. I do not believe you know a tenth of what you claim to know. That, however, 
is neither here nor there now that we have come to an agreement. Personally, I think you will be 
disappointed with our tale. It is much shorter than you seem to expect.” 

Zandow did not like the sound of that. But the tale was only a small part of that which he 
hoped to attain this night. 

“To begin, there were more members on the expedition than just Ghetid and Pytre, as you 
might imagine. There was a wizard from the Montahoian Council of Gray, whose name we shall 
not give you, and two other wizards whose names we do not recall. One of these was from the 
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Castellinian Council and the other from the Imaryian. I suppose with a little research you could 
discover who the three were, since none of them returned from the expedition either. 
Accompanying these last two wizards were three acolytes. We know nothing of them 
whatsoever. These eight and a few pack animals comprised the whole of the party.” 

“What, no porters? No warriors-at-arms? No receptors?” 
“Only the eight kineticors. We leave it to you to draw your own conclusions as to why. 
“The expedition left in late spring when the mountain passes would be clear of snow. Pulgot, 

I, and a few others were there to see them off. Ghetid was dear to me and to Pulgot too, if I am 
any judge.” 

Zandow glanced at Pulgot. He could discern little of the elderly wizard’s expression in the 
moonlight. 

“Pytre was well known to both of us as well, but he was not much liked by us or anyone we 
knew. He was a harsh man who kept mostly to himself. It was he who had the map.” 

“The map?” Zandow asked. 
“Yes. An Ancient map.” 
“A map actually fashioned by the Ancients?” 
“A true Artifact of the Ruin,” Pulgot joined. “Or so Pytre claimed. Of course, that upset the 

few of us who knew about it. Even knowing that one possesses an Artifact is enough to get you 
excommunicated. That did not seem to bother Ghetid and the others, however. They were too 
excited to let a small thing like the possible deaths of their souls stop them. It was as though a 
sudden madness had seized them all. Whatever was contained within that map certainly had 
them convinced they could find a Powerstone. And not a small one like the one you have either, 
but one like in the legends. 

“As for me, I found it hard to believe that a map two thousand years old would not have 
crumbled to dust long ago. But Ghetid and the others were convinced it was authentic. And who 
was I, a newly seated member, to question them?” 

“Before you ask,” Kulga interjected, “there is no surviving copy.” She turned to Terlaheem. 
“I am correct in this, am I not?” 

Terlaheem nodded. “Pytre left no copy.” 
Zandow struggled to conceal his disappointment. The news was devastating. Even so, he 

was intrigued that Kulga would defer to Terlaheem on the point. “So they left no record at all of 
their destination?” 

“Would you have left a record knowing where they were going?” Terlaheem asked. “If the 
map had not gotten them excommunicated, entering the Cursed Lands certainly would have.” 

Zandow shook his head. “I cannot believe any member of the council would have sat by and 
done nothing while his colleagues sauntered off into the land of the Viles.” 

“What, you think we knew?” Pulgot asked angrily. 
“Someone must have known. I mean it is clear that the three of you know now.” 
“Now, yes, but at that time no one but my mother knew their destination,” Terlaheem 

interjected. “Not even Kulga and Pulgot knew it before today.” 
“I do not understand.” 
“We may not have known it,” Kulga replied, “but over time we grew to suspect where they 

had gone. We imagine many others on the council did as well. Of course, no one is going to 
voice a suspicion like that though.” 

“Yes,” Pulgot agreed. “Over time, the others died off leaving just Kulga and I. We assumed 
once we were gone there would be no one left to speak to the issue. Then you come along.” 
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Zandow looked to Terlaheem. “But your mother knew? She was not even a kineticor.” 
“She knew,” Terlaheem said. “And I discovered it years ago, even before you resigned from 

the council. Ironic is it not?” 
Zandow arched an eyebrow. 
Terlaheem answered his unasked question. “My mother knew because Pytre was my father.” 
“Your father?” 
“Yes. I never saw the man myself. I was born a few moons after he left. Mother later united 

with the man I grew up to know as my father. But Pytre, my true father, did not leave me empty-
handed. He knew the expedition would be dangerous, so he left a small journal in my mother’s 
keeping for when I got older. He wanted me to have something of him should he fail to return. 

“I daresay that the only surviving record of that expedition lies in that journal, in a few 
hastily scrawled lines written the night before he left. It is not much. You are welcome to read it 
if you care to.” 

Terlaheem reached into her saddlebag and withdrew a sheaf of crudely bound pages. The 
package looked even more fragile than her expression. 

“Kulga and Pulgot saw it for the first time earlier this evening. I figured you would want to 
see it too.” 

Terlaheem walked her horse over to his and handed him the bundle. As Zandow reached for 
it, their eyes met. For a long moment each sat gazing at the other, each with a hand on opposite 
ends of the worn journal. Then Terlaheem let her hand fall away. With reluctance, Zandow 
turned his eyes from her and to the sheaf of worn pages. He immediately began leafing through 
them. 

In the dim light, he could make out little. He closed the journal and held it in his right hand. 
Then he raised his left palm to eye-level and concentrated. Moments later a dull glow appeared. 
The glow quickly grew in intensity, coalescing into a bright ball of white light suspended above 
his hand. He raised his palm above his head, lifting the wizard-light with it. As he brought his 
hand back to the bundle, the light remained suspended above him. 

Zandow turned to the last quarter of the journal and began leafing through it, quickly 
skimming through entries meant for the eyes of a beloved child. At last, he found the entry of 
which Terlaheem had spoken. It was only a page long. As he read it, his disappointment grew. 

As one might expect, the short entry contained much more sentiment than fact. It confirmed 
most of what had already been said. Despite the Church’s blanket prohibition, the expedition had 
been bound for the Cursed Lands. Further, the entry hinted that they would be traveling deeper 
into those lands than any of the Church’s many crusades had ever penetrated. There was not 
much else in the entry: a plea for forgiveness and an expression of hope and love for an unborn 
child. That was about all. 

Zandow extinguished the wizard-light with a flick of his wrist. He closed the journal and 
handed it back to Terlaheem. She placed it gingerly in her saddlebag and then turned her mount 
and returned to her place beside the others. 

Zandow listened as Kulga finished her account of Ghetid and Pytre’s expedition. As she had 
said, there was not much to tell. All that he had previously heard were all the facts there appeared 
to be. None of the three had any knowledge of any other maps, journals, or devices that might 
have been taken on the expedition, or of anything else even vaguely pertinent that might have 
been left behind. All in all, Zandow found it quite a disappointing end to his lengthy journey. 

As Kulga concluded, Zandow raised a question. “I take it, then, that you do not believe 
Ghetid and Pytre ever found a Powerstone.” 
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“Who can say?” Kulga replied. “Whether they found it or not, it did them little good, for 
they did not make it out of the Cursed Lands alive.” 

“But someone found it.” 
“There is no evidence of that,” Pulgot countered. “We are not even sure a Powerstone of that 

size even exists outside of legend. Let alone that one was ever found.” 
“Then how do you explain the sudden rise of Rue-A-Kai? Of his incredible power? You 

both fought against him in the Vile-Penitent war. You saw what he could do.” 
“The Church has already addressed that,” Kulga replied. “Rue-A-Kai is a demon with all the 

power of Sheol at his command.” 
“You believe that? After banishing the demons from earth two millennia ago, you believe 

the Nameless-One would suddenly allow them back? That goes against Holy Scripture. It 
contradicts the Church’s own teachings.” 

“The Church does not contradict itself,” Pulgot argued. “You are simplifying the Church’s 
position and you know it. Only this one demon has been released. And it has not even truly been 
released, for it can only wield its power through a host body. And, yes, the Church’s explanation 
of the Destroyer’s existence makes as much sense as someone finding a giant Powerstone in the 
wastes of the Cursed Lands. More even.” 

“The timing does not trouble you, Pulgot? Pytre’s expedition enters the Cursed Lands in 
search of a Powerstone and disappears. A handful of years later, Rue-A-Kai arises out of 
nowhere with a power so great as to rival that of the Ancients. Does that say nothing to you?” 

“It says something to me, certainly. It says that if the Church thought for a moment that an 
expedition of kineticors was responsible for the rise of Rue-A-Kai, then there would not be a 
corner in all of the five kingdoms that any of us could hide!” 

Zandow considered. “Well, I do believe you are right there.” 
“Pray, do not forget that little fact when you ride away from here tonight.” 
“Nevertheless,” Zandow said, “I believe Pytre’s Powerstone was found, and that it was Rue-

A-Kai who found it. What I wonder is, where is that Powerstone now? And more importantly, 
who has it?” 

“Well there,” Pulgot said. “Your very questions invalidate your theory. Assuming, for the 
sake of argument, that a Powerstone was the source of Rue-A-Kai’s power. Would it not have 
been found on his body twenty-two years ago? Not a single Vile made it out of the Claymouth 
Pass alive that day. If he had it, it would have been left where he fell. Yet no one found it.” 

“Perhaps no one found it because no one was looking for it. As you yourself have said, Rue-
A-Kai’s power is believed to come from demonic sources. And Powerstones are a myth.” 

“I believe this a subject better debated another time,” Kulga interrupted. “Just remember, 
Zandow, whether what we have told you this night helps you in your quest to find this supposed 
Powerstone of Pytre’s or not, we still expect you to uphold your end of the bargain.” 

“I have not forgotten Pulgot’s threat,” Zandow replied. “Or my pledge to the three of you.” 
“If you are contemplating an illicit journey to the Claymouth Pass to examine the spot where 

Rue-A-Kai fell,” Pulgot warned, “I would remind you of Ghetid and Pytre’s experience in the 
Cursed Lands.” 

Zandow smiled and bowed his head in acknowledgment of the ribbing. 
“Here is one more bit of advice,” Terlaheem joined. “Something a bit more pragmatic. 

Leave for home as soon as you can. If you do not make for your home straightaway, you are 
liable to find yourself in the midst of a war.” 

Zandow sensed a momentary spark of astonishment flicker through the ether. He took note 
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of it as he waved away her concern. “I already know of the Holy Mother’s latest Call. Believe 
me, I have no fear of blundering press gangs out to make some quick coin.” 

“No, not that.” 
“Terlaheem!” Pulgot admonished. 
Terlaheem turned on the old wizard with a surprising ferocity. “He carries a child with him 

for angels’ sake!” 
Pulgot clenched his jaw. His eyes flashed fire, but he did not prevent her from telling 

Zandow what she was intent on revealing. 
She continued. “The meeting you interrupted today was called to discuss the ramifications 

of an impending war. All six Councils of Gray are meeting to discuss it.” 
“What do you mean an impending war? The crusade has been underway for more than three 

years now.” 
“I am not speaking of the crusade. Now that the Holy Mother has made Her Call to the five 

kingdoms, it appears that another war is destined to break out.” 
Zandow was surprised. “What does the Call have to do with war? And who would be 

warring anyway? It is madness to go to war in a time of crusade.” 
“It is indeed. But that is just a start to the madness. It gets worse.” 
“That is enough, Terlaheem!” It was clear the old wizard would not be cowed a second time. 

Pulgot turned to Zandow. “As your former friend here advises, it is best you return to your home 
as soon as you can. If not for your sake, then for the sake of your mishappen child. You have 
been warned.” 

Zandow was still puzzled, but he knew he would get nothing more. He nodded his 
acknowledgement of the warning. Then he reached into his pocket and withdrew the small lead 
box in which the Powerstone was housed. “As per our agreement.” He tossed the box high in the 
air toward the three. 

Kulga took control of the box and levitated it to her hand. Slowly she opened the lid. The 
Powerstone glistened and sparkled, casting rainbow hues out into its tiny corner of night. She 
closed the lid and stowed the box away in a pocket of her blue robe. 

“Good journey to you and your mishappen child,” she said, reigning her horse around. “I 
would not tarry on your way home.” 

Zandow and Terlaheem watched as Kulga and Pulgot rode southward out of the Tournament 
Grounds, back toward the Gray Tower. Then Terlaheem turned to Zandow. 

“You know, it took me years to stop hating you, Zandow. Years I could have spent better.” 
Zandow gazed silently at her. He could not blame her, of course. Although he wished he 

could. It would have made it all that much easier. 
“What do you think you would have done with that Powerstone of Pytre’s had you acquired 

the means to find it?” 
Zandow smiled. Would she believe him if he told her the truth? If he told her that Pytre’s 

Powerstone was the least of what he had hoped to find this night? He doubted she would. “Ruled 
the world perhaps,” he answered. “Or perhaps just freed it.” 

“Freed it?” Terlaheem frowned. “I could never tell when you were making a joke and when 
you were being serious.” She gazed off into the moonlit night. “Had I been better able to tell, 
perhaps I would never have gotten tangled up with you to begin with.” 

Zandow’s expression softened. “Terlaheem, you were never a joke to me. Not then and not 
now. It is just that—” 

“I know, I know.” She turned her gaze back to him. “Your work.” 
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Zandow peered at her from across the night. 
“Promise me this, Wizard,” she said, fighting back tears. “When you finally complete this 

great work of yours, promise that you will return here. If only to allow me the opportunity to 
congratulate you.” She raised her hand and swiped angrily at the tears easing down her cheeks. 
“And to curse you!” With a jerk, she reined her horse around and galloped off after the others. 

Zandow watched her ride away, watched until well after her silhouette had merged with the 
darkness. “I promise,” he whispered. 

The sentiment of the moment harshly underscored the failure of his quest. Had he but found 
a map to the Powerstone’s hidden lair, had he but found some clue to the whereabouts of the 
Ancient device that could unlock that lair’s secrets, perhaps it would have justified the opening 
of old wounds. Perhaps. 

Zandow felt Shadow squirm in his arms. He looked down and smiled as the child awoke. 
“We are heading home now, little one,” he said as he turned their mount. He gazed behind him a 
last time in the direction of the receding hoofbeats. All he saw was the distant glow of the 
Southern Teeth. “We have been away too long.” 

He turned and looked forward. “Close your eyes now and sleep. We will need to put many 
miles behind us before next we stop. There are others on the council who will guess that we are 
not nearly so mad, or half so stupid, as to have given away the world’s only known Powerstone. 
And they we do not wish to meet on our journey home.” He bent and kissed Shadow atop the 
head. “And, too,” he said, his weary eyes moving to the long, dusty road before them, “there is 
this mysterious war.” 
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Chapter Three 
 
 
 

Having surmounted the great Eastern Teeth, the Archangel Arrcrof descended the 
heavens astride a mighty stallion, bringing to a blessed few the gift of mentas. 
And He said unto them, “This gift is given you so that He-Who-Shall-Remain-
Nameless will know you from the beasts of the field, the birds of the sky, and the 
fish of the sea. Go forth and multiply. Repopulate the earth with your kind.” And 
the faithful did just so. And within six of their generations, all of the true peoples 
of the world became known to Him. 

—Holy Book of Chronicles 
 
 
 

The two princes, aged fifteen and sixteen, sat watching their instructor as he paced the floor 
before them. The boys were both tall for their age, with dark wavy hair, dark eyes, and athletic 
builds. Palinoe was the heavier of the two, Braxon the more muscular. 

Their instructor, Volar, was middle-aged with dark hair, dark eyes, and dark skin. He was 
slightly shorter than average and, while not exactly obese, his ample girth did betray a fondness 
for the table. As Royal Healer to the Court of Nevona, he was responsible for instructing the 
king’s three children, a duty he dearly loved. Although, at the moment, one would be hard-
pressed to recognize that fact. 

“We have spent half the morning on this already,” Volar chided. “You are both bright young 
men, you can get this. Now, let us review once more and then we will do another exercise. 

“Point one. You have to control your mind-shield as you farspeak. If you do not, your 
thoughts will leak out into the ether for anyone to pick up. Point two. You must focus on your 
target. Focus, focus, focus. If your thread is not taut and focused, it will wander right past. Even 
should it find its mark, a loose or ragged thread is not secure. And what is an insecure thread?” 

“Embarrassing at best, dangerous at worst,” the princes replied in unison. 
Volar noted Palinoe’s less than enthusiastic response. “That is right. Believe me, you do not 

want your thoughts and emotions bleeding all over the ether. Come, young nobles, I am not 
telling you anything you have not heard before. Now, point three. When you take up a thread, do 
not assume. Right? Any farspeaker worth his salt will ensure his thread is secure when he 
extends it, but you cannot rely on this. Check the connection yourself. Every time. It takes but a 
moment. After a while it will become as second nature to you. You will not even need to think 
about it, you will just do it. Now, if you find yourself uncomfortable with a connection and 
cannot strengthen it, what should you do?” 

“Drop the thread and let them try again,” Prince Braxon replied. 
“Drop the thread . . . and . . . let them try . . . again,” Palinoe repeated half-heartedly. 
Volar stopped his pacing. “Forgive me, Palinoe, am I keeping you awake?” 
Palinoe met the healer’s gaze. 
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“Perhaps your lessons would come easier if you retired earlier rather than staying up to the 
cock’s crow playing dice.” 

“Dice is Braxon’s game.” 
“You had better know it!” Braxon replied. Then he shot Volar a thread. The healer picked it 

up. “He was drunk again, Volar. I think he has a hangover.” 
“I know what he was doing, Braxon. No tattling. You are much too old for that. And no 

furtive conversations in front of your brother either. It is rude.” Volar dropped the link. 
Prince Palinoe remained oblivious of the mental exchange. 
“Pay attention, the both of you.” Volar resumed his pacing. “You do not realize how lucky 

you are to be blessed with such a gift as farspeech. Most people can speak no farther than a few 
miles. Some even less than that. You should take pride in your abilities and work to hone them. 
Once you become proficient, there are some interesting tricks I can show you.” 

“Like linking with multiple farspeakers at once?” Braxon interrupted. 
“That,” Volar replied, “as well as others. But first you must become proficient in the basics. 

Now, let us review the procedure for communicating over a properly established link. First you 
need to—” Volar felt a familiar thread brush his thoughts. He stopped pacing. “Ah!” he 
exclaimed. “Theory put to practice.” 

A quizzical look crossed the boys’ faces. 
Volar chuckled. “A farspeaker seeks to converse with me,” he explained. “How 

coincidental. Makes one wonder if she was not eavesdropping on our lesson.” 
“Really?” Palinoe asked. 
“No, not really,” Braxon scoffed. “What, you think someone can hear a verbal conversation 

through the ether? He was joking.” 
“That is not what I meant.” 
“Give me a moment, lads,” Volar said. 
“I meant that maybe our thoughts bled over into the ether as we were speaking and—” 
“Maybe yours did, Palinoe. You are so stupid sometimes.” 
“Braxon!” Volar berated. “Do not call your brother stupid. He has a point. Your shielding 

could be better. Now quiet while I pick this up.” 
Palinoe smiled smugly. 
“The only point you have is under your cap!” Braxon whispered to his brother. 
Volar gave the princes a withering look. The adolescents quieted. Volar picked up the link. 
“Well met, Curate.” 
“Well met, Volar. I have news.” 
Volar sensed a hint of tension flow over the link. It was not hard to guess the nature of her 

news. 
“The Holy Mother is calling a meeting of Her Highs the first of next week. In that meeting 

She will be informed that official notification of Her Call is nearly complete. I estimate the king 
will have no more than a fortnight to comply. Probably less time than that.” 

“I see,” Volar projected. Then verbally he said, “Palinoe, Braxon, we will continue our 
lesson tomorrow. Go now. And Palinoe, try to get some rest tonight, all right?” 

Palinoe hurried out of the chamber. Braxon rose and ambled to the door. Volar returned to 
his conversation with the curate. 

“I had expected to hear this news from Her Grace, Woot-Alim-Tahn. I take it she has yet to 
return from her sabbatical.” Volar saw Braxon standing in the doorway. He motioned for him to 
leave. The prince reluctantly exited the room. 
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“We expect the high priestess back in Ivory City in a little more than a week. Before she left 
she asked that I get this news to you in the event there was such news and she had not yet 
returned.” 

“So she will miss the meeting?” 
“It seems it could not be helped.” 
“I understand. My thanks to you, Curate. And, if I might impose, I would appreciate if you 

would get word to the high priestess to contact me upon her return.” 
“I will give her the message.” 
“Again, my thanks.” 
“Good day, Healer.” 
“Good day, Curate.” 
Volar stepped to the window and peered through the pane at the courtyard below. The sky 

was gray and overcast, the apple trees were dropping their leaves, and the flower beds were 
brown with dead and dying flowers. Fall had fully arrived and with it the harvest. The Kingdom 
of Nevona had just run out of time. 

Volar feared what the king might do next. Since the Holy Mother’s Call a moon ago, King 
Bukteel had been lobbying the Church hard to broker a nonaggression pact between him and the 
Kingdom of Montaho. It was a pact the king knew he must have. Absent his holy warriors, his 
depleted army stood little chance against the Montahoians should they attack. And that they 
would attack seemed a certainty. All feared that once Montaho’s king tasted blood, he would not 
stop at just the retaking of the disputed Huyest Territories. Although it was not entirely 
unprecedented for a king to foment war during the time of crusade, the prospect of such an act 
was universally frowned upon, particularly by the Church. That, at least, lent some credibility to 
King Bukteel’s appeal. Nevertheless, Volar doubted that this fact alone would persuade the Holy 
Mother to intervene on Nevona’s behalf. 

For centuries, holy doctrine had decried any intervention of the Church in secular affairs. It 
had always been felt that the politics and disputes of earthly kingdoms were below the Holy 
Mother’s exalted station. King Bukteel was hoping, however, that in this specific instance events 
would persuade the Church to view things differently. Although arguably imprudent, the king’s 
appeal was well leveraged. The heretofore unspoken threat was that if the Holy Mother did not 
agree to broker his pact, the king might do what no sovereign in history had ever done. He might 
defy Her Call. If the king did that, then the Church would have little choice but to suspend the 
crusade while it brought the Kingdom of Nevona to heel. That would cost the Church valuable 
time. Time it could ill afford to lose. It was precisely this costly prospect that King Bukteel was 
counting on. 

The crusade stood at a critical juncture. This latest incarnation of Rue-A-Kai was growing 
stronger by the week. Viles were swarming to their so-called savior from all over the Cursed 
Lands, and many feared that if the Church did not confront him quickly, he might soon become 
too strong to contain. Waiting even until spring to strengthen Her forces threatened to escalate 
the holy crusade into a second Vile-Penitent war. It was this threat that had prompted the Holy 
Mother to issue Her Call for those holy warriors currently in service to the five kingdoms. Yet 
none of this appeared to matter to King Bukteel. Neither these dangers nor the risk of 
excommunication seemed to concern him now. Volar knew if the king felt he had no choice but 
to defy the Call, then he would defy it. He would not sacrifice his kingdom for any reason, be it 
the welfare of the Church or the salvation of his soul. 

Volar sighed. He watched the branches of the apple trees tremble and shake at the touch of 
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the chill autumn breeze. It was not that the king wished to denigrate the Church. He did not. 
Despite his illness, the king’s faith remained strong. What King Bukteel failed to recognize, 
however, was that the survival of his kingdom depended upon just such a denigration. Only 
through Rue-A-Kai and his forces of darkness could he keep at bay the Holy Mother and Her 
forces of light. And only through the Holy Mother and Her forces of light could Rue-A-Kai and 
his forces of darkness be kept from Nevona and the rest of the world. The survival of his 
kingdom depended upon a careful balancing of the two. 

Volar stepped away from the window and sank into a nearby chair. He strongly suspected 
the king would lose his gamble. If so, what then? Volar knew the Holy Mother could not turn 
Her back on centuries of Church doctrine and accede to the wishes of a secular power. He knew 
She could never acknowledge weakness in the face of an earthly king. Yet if She did not broker a 
pact, and King Bukteel did in fact defy Her Call, then Her only option would be to strike at the 
king with Her holy army now and forgo the threat of Rue-A-Kai until after She had quelled 
Nevona. Volar shook his head. Equally troubling was the knowledge that Rue-A-Kai and his 
Vile horde would continue to gain strength every day the crusade was deferred. Defer too long, 
and Rue-A-Kai might become strong enough to break free of the Cursed Lands. Defer too long, 
and the Vile Night warned of by Scripture might actually come to pass! Volar raised his eyes to 
the sky. He watched as the sun struggled to break through the gray overcast. He was not 
optimistic of its chances. 

Despite the recklessness of the king’s decisions of late, Volar could not blame the man. No 
thoughtful person could blame a man so hopelessly ill. If anyone was to blame it was he, the 
royal healer. After all, he was the one charged with maintaining the royals’ health. Many of 
Volar’s detractors would not have disagreed with the sentiment, a sentiment that had recently 
found new voice in growing rumor. Perhaps he should have taken the easy way out and blamed 
the root of the king’s affliction on the queen’s death or some other dubious cause. But he was not 
that sort. Whatever its cause, the final cruelty was that King Bukteel’s madness appeared on the 
verge of dooming them all. 

“Volar?” 
Volar started from his thoughts. He turned in his chair and saw Braxon standing in the 

doorway of the chamber. “Braxon. Is anything wrong?” 
The young prince crossed the room and took a seat next to his mentor. “By your expression, 

I should ask you that question.” 
Volar smiled. He reached over and patted the prince’s hand. “You were always so 

perceptive, even as a child. I am all right. Run along. I am sure you have better things to do than 
sit here in this musty, old room. Enjoy your day off. You do not get many of them.” 

“I would rather stay here and practice my farspeech with you.” 
“You have been working hard these last weeks. Take some time for yourself.” 
“I feel I am behind.” 
Volar smiled. “Do not worry, Braxon. You are not.” 
“Volar, I do not feel I am getting anywhere. We spend all of our time reviewing things I 

learned moons ago. Palinoe is too slow. He is holding me back.” 
“You are not missing anything, Braxon. We will get to it all in good time. Besides, the 

review will do you good.” 
“I think you should be teaching us separately.” 
“Now, Braxon, we have been over this. If we alienate your brother, he will just give up. 

Then what will he learn?” 
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“I do not think he is learning anything now. He does not even seem to care.” 
“You should encourage him, maybe then he will try harder. Follow your older brother’s 

example.” 
“Lugaro is crown prince. Palinoe listens to him. To me, forget it! If I even try to suggest 

something to him, he brings up the line of succession. He says a king does not take advice from 
his subjects. Because I rank third in line and he ranks second, he says he does not have to listen 
to a word I say. The only people he ever listens to are Father, Xakeeb, and Lugaro. And he does 
not even listen to Father that much anymore. Not since . . .” 

“I know.” Volar sighed. “I know.” 
The two gazed out the window. Traffic on the road to the city gate was heavy. Farmers were 

busy bringing in the fall harvest and laying in stores for winter. 
“So what was the message you received?” Braxon asked. 
“It is a political matter. Nothing that need concern you.” 
“I bet I know what it was.” 
“This is not one of your dice games, Braxon.” 
“It was about the Call was it not?” 
“You are too young to be involved in politics. Best you steer clear of such nasty business 

until you are older.” 
“Xakeeb does not think Palinoe too young. He is always telling him things.” 
“Yes, and the chamberlain knows I do not approve of that either. There will be time enough 

for all of that later when you are both a little older.” 
“I think Xakeeb likes having Palinoe as his protégé. I know Palinoe likes it. He is always 

hanging on to the chamberlain’s coattails. It makes him feel important.” 
“Yes, well we all have our favorites. I suppose Palinoe is Xakeeb’s.” 
“I thought Lugaro was his favorite.” 
“Lugaro is everyone’s favorite. Heirs apparent usually are.” 
“Even yours?” 
Volar chuckled and reached over and playfully mussed the prince’s hair. “If you have not 

guessed my favorite by now, young man, then you have been woefully inattentive!” 
Braxon smiled as he smoothed his hair back into place. “So am I right about your message?” 
Volar’s smile vanished. He stood and stepped to the window. “I do not know how I am 

going to tell your father. I know he still believes he has time.” 
“Why not give the message to Xakeeb? Let him tell Father. He is chamberlain after all.” 
Volar peered down at the floor. “Perhaps if the king were not so ill.” Volar sighed. “But the 

message came to me. It is my responsibility to break the news.” 
“You are probably right. Besides, if Xakeeb told him, he would just twist it around in some 

way to make you look bad. Xakeeb always seems to do that.” 
“Yes, he does seem to have a talent for it.” 
“I think he is jealous of you.” 
“I doubt that is the reason.” 
“Why? You are a first order receptor, while he is but a deaf—” 
“Braxon!” Volar snapped. “We are not to discuss that.” 
“But there is no one—” 
“Not even in private. By rights you should not even know of that. Just put it out of your 

mind. You know what your father has said.” 
Braxon nodded. “I know.” 
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“Now, would you like to help me? I have a job for you.” 
“All right.” 
“I am about to prepare a soporific for your father. We will put it into his tea, as before. Just 

make certain that when you take it up to him he is alone. Once he has drained a mug, call me. I 
will come and tell him the news. He should be better able to handle it that way.” 

“Better politics through pharmacopoeia, heh Volar?” 
“This is not a time for jokes, Braxon. Your father is ill, and we need to make things as easy 

as we can for him. Now get down to the kitchens for that tea. I will have everything ready when 
you return.” 

Volar turned his gaze back to the window. The prince dutifully rose from his chair and 
headed out the door. 
 

 
 

The healer had not had to wait long for Braxon’s summons. Volar strode down the hall of 
the royal apartments on his way to the King’s Study. Pulling open one of the two heavy doors 
that stood at the end of the hall, he entered the King’s Turret. Through a tiny window high up the 
turret wall a narrow shaft of light filtered down onto the steep spiral staircase. Other tiny 
windows along the tower’s stair offered additional inlets into the gloom, while cold torches sat 
unused in their sconces. Volar took his time on the cold stone steps. He was thankful, at least, 
that this morning did not find them coated in frost. Even so, halfway up Volar slipped and fell 
forward onto his hands. He took a deep breath as he peered behind him, down into the murky 
twilight. Beware the baleful stair! echoed in his mind. He stood and wiped his hands on his 
green robe. 

Several years earlier, the chamberlain had nearly lost his life on that stair. A fall down only 
one turn of those steps had resulted in a broken arm, a fractured cheek, and a severely injured 
eye. It was the injury to his eye that prompted the three young princes to coin the warning: 
Beware the baleful stair! The warning actually had a dual meaning, meaning both baleful stair 
and baleful stare. 

As a consequence of his injury, Xakeeb’s right eye had appeared to fill with some bodily 
humor that had left the entire eye, including the white, a brilliant green color. So green, in fact, 
that it nearly glowed. The young princes said that peering into that eye was like peering into the 
eye of a feral cat. Volar had not disagreed. It was unnerving. Only later did Volar begin to 
suspect that Xakeeb might not have injured his eye at all. That, in fact, the strange green 
coloration might actually be his eye’s natural state, and that its otherwise normal appearance was 
the result of some clever disguise. 

As a result of the accident, the young princes took to calling Xakeeb’s gaze the baleful stare, 
which he had injured on the baleful stair. They thought it quite a clever joke and had great fun 
with it, all behind the chamberlain’s back of course. The chamberlain donned an eyepatch, which 
he wore for moons. When at last he removed it, his injured eye was again back to normal. So it 
was that the mysterious baleful stare passed into legend. Volar chuckled aloud. But the 
children’s baleful stair lived on. And that, Volar quickly reminded himself as he resumed his 
climb, was no laughing matter. 

Volar was breathing heavily by the time he reached the small landing atop the stair. He 
heard muffled voices coming from behind the heavy oaken door there, but could not make out to 
whom the voices belonged. He did, however, sense the presence of both Braxon and the king. 
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Volar relaxed his mind-shield a degree to announce his presence. Then he rapped on the door. 
After a moment, the door opened. Prince Braxon welcomed him in. 

The King’s Study was small and richly furnished. Fine tapestries hung on the walls and 
luxurious carpets covered the stone floor. There were four large glass windows, one set in the 
center of each wall. Arranged in a half-moon in one half of the chamber were two thick sofas and 
a collection of plush chairs, each with a small table beside it. Dominating the other half were a 
large oaken desk and three hard-backed chairs. Numerous maps, scrolls, and tomes filled a large 
bookcase near the desk. A fireplace faced the door and burned with a warming fire. 

The king was perusing a large map lain out across his desk when Volar entered. “Ah, our 
esteemed Royal Healer!” 

The warmth of the king’s voice put Volar on his guard. 
“I have a gift for you, Volar. Here.” The king opened one of the drawers of his desk and 

withdrew a small wooden box, about a foot in length, and handed it to the healer. 
Volar stepped forward to accept the gift. He bowed. “I give you thanks, my King.” 
“Come now, Volar, open it. Do not keep us waiting.” 
Volar removed the lid. The putrid smell of rotting flesh accosted his nostrils. Inside was a 

large dead rat. He dropped the box and its lid and stepped back. 
“What, you do not like my gift?” The king bent down and lifted the rat by its hairless tail. 

He stood and held it out to the healer. 
“Father!” Braxon exclaimed. 
“Do you not recognize it, Volar? Here!” 
He tossed the rat to him. The putrid rodent hit Volar in the midriff and rolled down the 

length of his green robe and onto the rich carpet. Volar held his hand over his nose and mouth to 
keep out the stench. His stomach heaved. He gagged, tasting bile. 

“Tell me that this is not one of your familiars, Volar. Tell me!” 
Volar peered up at his king, his eyes wide. 
“I caught it in my quarters two days ago. Tell me it is not one of yours sent to spy on me!” 

The king’s face was red, his eyes wild. He began stalking about the study. “I took it to the chief 
gardener, because I wanted to be certain. But he assured me it was not one of his. He said no rat 
could get past him and his people into the royal bedroom. So if it was not his, I said to myself, 
then whose could it be? Then I thought, who cares who it belongs to? What I really need to know 
is what is it doing here. Well, there are only two reasons I could think of. No, three. The first was 
to mate. But there are no rats in the royal bedroom. Everyone knows that. And the queen is dead. 
So I came up with a fourth reason. To bear young.” The king’s speech grew more rapid and 
frenzied. “So I examined the rat and found it to be a male. So that could not be the reason. Then I 
thought again of the third reason, which was food. But I do not leave food in my quarters. Oh 
sometimes I eat there, but Morro is good. He takes away the plates and every crumb—every 
crumb! So there is no reason for a rat to be there for food. So it could not be because the rat 
found something to eat. So it must be because it was spying on me, which means that someone 
put it there, which means it was someone’s familiar. That could only mean that a high-order 
receptor put it there, because only they have familiars. But who would want to spy on me and 
would have the power to control a familiar, and I could think of no one but you!” The king 
stopped pacing and pointed an accusatory finger at Volar. “And that was my second reason, 
because you sent it to spy on me. When I caught it, it told me it meant to bite me and make me 
rabid and cause me to die a horrible death. Then I asked who had sent it, and it said you!” He 
thrust his finger at Volar. “And I asked why, and it said because the Holy Mother wants me 
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dead! And I said, well what if I kill you first. Then I crushed its neck with my teeth. There!” he 
yelled at the rat. “I bit you. How do you like that? Now you are the one infected. Now you are 
dead. Go tell your master now! And here you are, Volar. By your very presence here you show 
yourself to be guilty, because I tricked you into it. And the rat helped, although he did not want 
to.” 

The king went to the rat, placed it back in the box, placed the lid atop, and handed the whole 
to Volar. “Rats may make good spies, Healer, but they are terrible liars.” 

Volar’s hands trembled as he accepted the box from his king. 
“Do not look so worried, Volar. You are not the only one who sends spies. Xakeeb sends 

birds sometimes. But birds cannot bite you and give you sickness. They are better liars too.” The 
king frowned. “But Xakeeb could not have a familiar could he?” He paused, as if suddenly 
confused. “That is right. I can trust him because he is afflicted.” The king pointed to his temple. 
“He is not right.” He giggled nervously. Then he turned to his son. “We are not to speak of that, 
do you hear, Braxon? We are not to speak of Xakeeb’s affliction.” 

“I know, Father.” 
The king’s eyes suddenly brimmed with tears. “Oh, Braxon! It is not right what your mother 

and I did to you. Not right at all! But we had no choice. You understand that do you not, Son? 
We had to do it. She did not want to, but . . . Volar!” The king turned pleading eyes toward the 
healer. “We had to do it, did we not?” 

Volar nodded. “He knows, my King.” 
“I know, Father. It is all right. You had no choice.” 
“No, we had no choice. We had to do it for the kingdom. We had to!” The king shook his 

head. “But it was not right.” 
Volar sensed the chaos of the king’s tortured mind leaking out from behind its faltering 

mind-shield. The healer’s eyes brimmed with sadness. He put the box with the dead rat on the 
floor and went to the king. “Come, let us sit. You are tired.” 

“I am, yes. Quite tired.” Volar helped the king to one of the more comfortable chairs. 
“Volar, what did you want to see me about?” 

The healer looked over at Braxon and then back to the king. “It can wait, my Liege. It can 
wait.” He helped the king get comfortable. 

“You are a good subject, Volar.” 
The king could barely keep his eyes open now. Volar had not meant the soporific to be so 

potent as to put the king to sleep. Perhaps, he thought, it was the added stress of the rat that had 
done it. Volar swallowed again in an attempt to remove the foul taste of bile and to ease his 
burning throat. 

“I do not know why you are always spying on me, Volar. I simply do not.” 
“Father, sleep,” Braxon said. “We will talk again when you are rested.” 
Volar motioned for Braxon to follow him. The two walked to the far end of the chamber. 
“I do not think I can tell him,” the healer whispered. “My presence here only aggravates 

him. Can you stay with him awhile? He should not be left alone.” Braxon nodded. “I will deliver 
my message to Xakeeb. He can break the news.” 

“But I thought you did not want to do that,” Braxon whispered. 
“Your father’s troubled thoughts will not give pause enough for me to impart the news. And 

this cannot wait.” 
“Did you know Xakeeb had Ruwast called back from his meeting with the Gray Council?” 

Braxon asked. 
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Volar nodded. His face showed concern. 
“He would not have called the lord high wizard away from such an important meeting with 

the kingdom’s kineticors without good cause. Volar, I think we are going to war.” 
“Let us pray not.” Volar peered over his shoulder at the sleeping king slumped in his chair. 

“There is little I can do for your father now. Stay with him. If there is a problem, call me.” Volar 
laid a hand on Braxon’s shoulder. “It will be all right.” 

Volar strode across the chamber to his gift. He picked up the box and quietly left the 
chamber, easing the door closed behind him. In his mind’s eye, he again saw the red-rimmed 
eyes of his raving king. A king who killed talking rats with his teeth! 
If only Lugaro would take the Crown, Volar thought. If only . . . But he knew it a vacant hope. If 
the crown prince had a fault it was that he was too loyal. Volar started down the steps. But then, 
that was his own fault as well. A fault that would likely lead to the ruination of the kingdom, and 
to each of them as well. 
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Chapter Four 
 
 
 

What is to become of us? 
—Lament of the Forsaken, Holy Book of Remembrance 

 
 
 

Flecks of snow swirled about the middle-aged trapper’s face as he emerged from a small 
stand of pines and made his way to the edge of the stream. His tired eyes scanned the streambed. 
Ice, as thin and delicate as a reflection, stretched from the bank to the narrow rivulet flowing 
down the frozen stream’s center. Near a tangle of roots where the bank met the ice, he spied his 
trap. He took a step toward it and then pulled up short. From the bank he saw that the trap had 
been cheated of its quarry. The bloody stump of a coyote’s forelimb stood erect in its iron jaws, 
testament to the beast’s overwhelming will to survive. 

A sudden weariness overcame the trapper as he stared at the bloody limb. He set his staff 
firmly into the half-frozen mud of the bank and, leaning against it, eased himself to the ground. 
With a grunt, he gingerly extended his right leg. He laid his staff aside and began massaging his 
knee. The trap and its grisly prize called to him, but he turned from it and gazed instead at the 
narrow channel of water bubbling between the jagged margins of ice. Two angry jaws of cold 
seeking to trap the fleeing stream. 

The trapper felt a sudden rush of sorrow. He had not even been trapping for coyote. He 
bowed his head, struggling against the tears. He felt tired. Exhausted. He turned and lay on his 
side, resting his head on the cold ground. Through a light flurry of flakes, he stared at the severed 
limb. The beast’s plight was not the cause of his sudden sorrow, merely its trigger. He closed his 
eyes to keep the tears from coming. Why he tried to keep them from coming he was not sure. He 
was not sure why he tried to do anything anymore. Perhaps it was his own overwhelming will to 
survive. 

The ground was wet and cold, but he did not care to move. Not just yet. He knew if he had 
any hope of returning to his cabin by nightfall he would need to get down the slope by 
midmorning to check the rest of his traps. But the weariness refused to relent. Perhaps he would 
lie here awhile longer, he thought. Just a short while. He drew his legs up and reached across his 
chest with his left arm, taking hold of the stump of his right. He opened his eyes and blinked 
away the tears. Wet snowflakes fell gently on his face. The snow was pretty the way it fell, 
delicate tiny flakes of cold fragility that stuck where they alighted. He imagined himself covered 
in those fragile flakes and then buried within them. Perhaps the coyote was now lying just as he 
was lying, it too gazing passively at the sparkling snow as it fell, delicately covering its body. 
The trapper closed his eyes again. The shower of tiny, cold kisses continued to fall upon his 
weary face. 

His thoughts journeyed back to that fateful day twenty-two years earlier. The snow had 
fallen all that day too, but it had not fallen so softly and delicately then. That day a freezing wind 
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had driven the snow into a blinding curtain that had bit and stung and piled high in drifts down 
the narrow defile. The army had been pushing hard all night and through the morning to get clear 
of the pass before the blizzard struck. And they had nearly made it. Nearly. 

A young Penu-Um-Brah bowed his head low to one side against the pelting sleet as the wind 
threatened to unhorse him. Ahead, through a stinging curtain of cold, he could just make out the 
Savior’s massive form astride his mount. Bracketed front and rear by guards and advisors, Rue-
A-Kai sat tall, staring the onrushing storm full in the face, as if to defeat it through a sheer force 
of will. It was certain the storm would not unhorse Him! 

A monster of a man, the current incarnation of Rue-A-Kai stood nearly eight feet tall and 
weighed a quarter-ton. Adorned in full battle gear, only the stoutest of draft horses could bear 
Him. His strength was so great as to be unmatched by any man and all but the hardiest of beasts. 
But that is not why the enemy feared Him. 

As Master Coercer and leader of the Inner Circle, Penu-Um-Brah rode near the Savior in a 
place of honor. It was an honor well deserved. At only twenty-three, Penu-Um-Brah’s prowess 
had lifted him to near-legendary status among the Kalifai. He had never lost an engagement, 
never witnessed a losing battle. Although, truth be told, in the Savior’s army that was hardly a 
worthy boast, for those who had ridden with Rue-A-Kai over the previous twelve years had 
rarely seen anything but victory. Still, the Kalifai’s later successes were due in no small part to 
Penu-Um-Brah’s skill and able command of the receptor corps. On this particular morning, he 
had even more reason to celebrate his achievements. But Penu-Um-Brah was not in a celebratory 
mood. He was on edge. Something at the very periphery of his awareness nagged at him. What 
that something was, however, he could not quite discern. 

Penu-Um-Brah extended an ultra-tight thread to Hulta-Il-Uld. The coercer picked it up. 
“My lord?” 
“Anything?” 
“Nothing. I have spoken with the master compeller. He says he senses something too, as do 

others of his command, but he thinks it just the weather. He says a storm will sometimes cause 
such distractions.” 

Penu-Um-Brah’s derision oozed over the link. “The day a compeller knows better than a 
coercer . . . Hulta, you have command. I am taking to spirit-form.” 

Concern flowed back over the link. “Penu, are you sure? The spirit world has doubtless 
taken note of two large armies passing through this point in space within days of each other. 
They will be alert to any opportunity. If they find your body vacant while you are away . . .” 

“I know, but I do not like the look of the trail ahead. The pass makes a sharp bend only a 
mile or so on, and there is something about that bend that troubles me.” 

“The crusaders escaped us days ago, Penu. They are so far ahead of us now that we no 
longer pick up even their tracks.” 

“I do not know, Hulta. With this weather . . . Perhaps the scouts missed something.” 
“Missed an entire army? The scouts have ridden to that bend and several miles beyond and 

have seen nothing.” 
“All I know is that something is amiss, and the feeling is getting stronger. I must go.” 
“If you must, Penu, but I implore you, do not disconnect. There is no telling what malevolent 

spirits might be lurking about.” 
“I shall not be long.” Penu-Um-Brah closed the link. 
She was right of course. Although he hated the thought of limiting himself, it would be 

unwise to disconnect entirely from his body. After all, the sensations he had been feeling might 
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be nothing at all. Worrisome as they were, they did not warrant such a risk. Penu-Um-Brah 
hunched low over his mount’s neck and wrapped his good arm tightly around her. Once he 
teleprojected, he would have virtually no awareness of his body. And he had no desire to return 
to his flesh to find it trampled in the snow! He tightened his grip, closed his eyes, and 
concentrated. There was an instant of intense vertigo and then he was away. 

From the spirit realm, the physical world around him appeared vaporous and indistinct, like 
a world of shimmering mirage. The cliffs wafted in and out of existence as his awareness took 
note of its surroundings. After moments, he oriented himself. Through intense concentration, he 
was able to perceive details in the cliff face and the trail below. Then all reverted back to ghostly 
images. He now resided in a strange realm where only the rarest of talents could journey. Despite 
his many incursions here, he never felt comfortable in this place outside of place. Always he felt 
like a stranger here. Or, more specifically, like an intruder. 

Amidst the ghostly landscape, life’s energy blazed forth in illuminated splendor. Even the 
lowest of creatures shone brightly here. Below, Penu-Um-Brah clearly saw the light radiating 
from each of his comrades, each of their mounts, and each of a host of otherwise-hidden 
creatures scampering about among the rocks. All glowed like dazzling spheres of wizard-fire 
flashing brightly over a battlefield, each a blazing sun of varying diameter. If the enemy was 
hiding somewhere ahead, he would surely spot them. They would not escape his eye from this 
vantage point that was certain. Penu-Um-Brah glanced at his own body. Its grip on the horse 
remained secure as the mount plodded forward through the blowing snow. The coercer turned 
and sped down the narrow mountain pass. 

Within moments, Penu-Um-Brah was at the bend. He hovered over the area, focusing, 
looking for signs of life. He saw none. He peered above him at the high cliff walls on either side. 
The cliffs were sheer, treacherous, and pregnant with calamity. Any attempt to scale those walls 
would have brought down tons of snow and stone even if such an attempt could have been made. 
He flew on. 

The falling snow looked distorted as he passed through it, like undulating strands of spider 
silk. The strands, however, conveyed no chill. There was no cold in the spirit realm. No warmth 
either. In fact, there was no physical sensation of any kind, not even sound. But there were spirits 
here. He sensed them even now. Not clearly, but they were here. Were he to disconnect from his 
body entirely, their presence would become immediately apparent. As long as his mind 
maintained even a tenuous hold on his flesh, the spirits could not threaten him. 

After two miles, his concern began to ease. He increased his pace, speeding eastward 
through the narrow pass between the sheer cliffs. At this speed, he was unable to pick out much 
physical detail at all. He had only a vague notion of the landscape around him. But that was 
unimportant, for now he searched for life, those burning signal fires of living spirit. He increased 
his speed. Five miles out, six miles, seven. At what he estimated to be nearly ten miles out from 
the army, he flew clear of the pass. 

A road wound from the exit of the pass, down into the foothills, and on to the rolling plains 
beyond. From his vantage point, he could see for miles in all directions, his sight while in spirit-
form only slightly obscured by the falling snow. What he saw was beautiful, despite its 
indistinctness, for below him lay the Penitent lands of the east. His mind exalted. After twelve 
long years of war, his people were but one day from the place where his spirit now hovered. He 
could not imagine they would stop for anything—not even a blizzard—now that they were so 
close. Miles in the distance, he caught sight of the Penitent army retreating along the road. He 
was relieved. It seemed his apprehension had been unwarranted after all. 
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As he turned to go, a sudden thought occurred to him. He turned back toward the foothills 
and rose high into the sky to get a better view of the retreating army. Something was not right. 
He rose higher still, high enough to view the army in its entirety. He immediately saw that the 
army was comprised of only a few thousand warriors, a mere fraction of the number there should 
have been. He was puzzled. Where were the rest? He wondered if perhaps they had doubled back 
somehow. But doubled back to where? There was nowhere for them to go but back through the 
same pass he had just traveled. 

He turned and sped back the way he had come. Nine miles out, eight miles. His concern 
grew, fueling his pace. Seven miles out, six miles, five. He scanned the pass below as it rapidly 
fell away. He saw no sign of human life. Four miles out, three miles. He slowed as he 
approached the bend in the pass. At two miles out, about a mile from the bend, an odd 
imperfection in the ghostly outline of the cliff wall caught his eye. How he had managed to see it 
he could not guess, but see it he had. He stopped and focused on the cliff face below. He saw that 
the imperfection was actually a small fissure, scarcely wide enough to admit a man. Had the 
scouts even been able to spot it through the teeth of the mounting storm, it is doubtful they would 
have made much of it. But something about that fissure troubled him. 

Penu-Um-Brah swept down the cliff face and hovered before it. He concentrated, attempting 
to pick out detail from the ghostly, nebulous rock. Small strands of spider silk threatened to 
cloud his vision, as concentration increased his acuity. After moments, he discerned a mass of 
large stones and rubble lying tumbled in the fissure, piled high to a depth of about six feet. The 
slide appeared recent. He peered into the fissure and saw that it extended several feet beyond the 
slide. His fear grew. He scanned the cliff face on either side of the fissure, concentrating 
intensely on detail. About twenty feet to the left, he found a mass of small fractures. He hovered 
nearer. Amid the fractures and falling spider silk, he spied clear indications of tool marks greatly 
worn with age. He flew back to the fissure and shot through it. 

Only five feet inside, the fissure made a wide bend and opened out into a narrow canyon that 
was wider, actually, than the mountain pass down which the Kalifain army now traveled. He saw 
that the southern wall of the canyon was also the northern wall of the pass, such that the two 
passages ran parallel to each other. The far end of the canyon ended with the very cliff face that 
formed the sharp bend in the pass. It was as though the canyon and pass together had once 
formed a wide expanse, down the center of which a Titan had placed a stone wall to divide the 
two, and another stone wall at the end of the canyon side to box it in. It was the perfect site from 
which to launch an ambush. 

Penu-Um-Brah stared in horror down the length of that canyon. There he clearly discerned 
the blazing life force of thousands upon thousands of crusaders milling about in the canyon and 
at the foot of the cliff and several hundred more up top. Suddenly everything fell into place. The 
entrance to the canyon had lain hidden, most likely for generations, behind a false wall of loose 
stone. The canyon stood as the Penitents’ last desperate defense against the Kalifai and their 
attempted escape from the Cursed Lands. It screamed the Kalifai’s doom! 

Penu-Um-Brah felt sick as he shot up out of the canyon, over the cliff wall, and down the 
pass toward his army. Attempting a link while in spirit-form was futile; he had to get back to his 
body if he was to warn them. In his heart, however, he knew it was already too late. 

As he approached the bend in the pass, he saw wizard-fire light the sky and a great cloud of 
white powder come billowing down the defile toward him. He rounded the bend just in time to 
see the last of the eastern cliff face slide down into the pass below. For a quarter mile or more, 
entire ranks of warrior, cavalry, and war dog disappeared beneath tons of snow and stone. 
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Although the hindmost units of the army had escaped interment, their beasts were now mad with 
panic, throwing their riders and wrecking their wagons, trampling both in a desperate attempt to 
flee the noise and calamity of the avalanche. In the center of the devastation, the Savior and his 
kineticors had somehow managed to erect a wizard-shield in time to channel the avalanche to 
either side of their position. They now stood backed against the face of the western cliff in what 
had become a hollow in the snow ten feet deep. A massive gold-colored wizard-shield, one 
hundred feet long and fifteen feet on a side, shimmered diagonally across the pass, holding at bay 
tons of snow and rubble. 

Penu-Um-Brah nearly panicked when he thought of his flesh buried beneath that mass. But 
he felt the connection to his body still strong, which meant that it was still alive. In what 
condition it was in, however, he did not know. If his body were crushed and dying, he would 
have only moments to make a truly horrific choice. Either return to his body, immediately, 
before it lost its life force, and die with it, or eschew his body as its life force departed and 
remain trapped in the spirit realm. Although it would be difficult to embrace death when 
presented with a chance at escape, still there would really be no choice. 

To find oneself trapped in the spirit realm would be a fate truly worse than death. Without a 
connection to its flesh, his spirit would have no connection to its life force. And without a 
connection to a life force, his spirit could never find death. It could never move on to that 
unknown realm that lay beyond life. His spirit would remain trapped in the void, frantically 
seeking a living but spiritless body to appropriate. Within weeks, or perhaps only days, 
disconnection from the ether would drive his spirit insane. But then insanity would most likely 
be a blessing, for his spirit might well be trapped in the void for centuries before it found an 
abandoned body. Or it might never find one, in which case it would remain trapped for eternity. 

To his immeasurable relief, Penu-Um-Brah spotted his body lying beneath the golden 
wizard-shield. His subordinate and dear friend, Hulta-Il-Uld, was struggling to drag it within a 
shallow grotto in the cliff face. It did not appear to be injured and, thankfully, neither did she. 

Suddenly he saw a searing sphere of blue wizard-fire flash into being atop the northern cliff 
face and speed toward the wizard-shield below. Other spheres of blue, orange, and red quickly 
followed. Brilliant flashes of exploding color erupted from the shield’s golden surface as the 
spheres smashed into it. Multi-hued sparks sprayed out in every direction above the shield, 
lighting upon the snow and sizzling through it. The wizard-shield flickered under the onslaught. 
More brilliant spheres of color burst into being and rained down on the shield. 

Atop the northern cliff, at the bend in the pass, Penu-Um-Brah spied three dozen kineticors, 
source of the wizard-fire. With no return fire to hinder them, they had no need to expend energy 
on a shield. Near them, arrayed all along the length of the cliff, were many hundreds of warriors 
ready to rappel down the cliff face and assault the condemned. Thousands more, Penu-Um-Brah 
knew, were hidden at the foot of the cliff, held in reserve. Somewhere among these thousands, in 
a well-protected location, were an unknown number of battle-hardened receptors—inducers and 
compellers both. No longer required to maintain their massive dampening shield over the army, 
the duty of these receptors now was to break through the Kalifai’s collective psychic wall of 
protection and assault the vulnerable minds thus exposed. 

Given that he was in the spirit realm, Penu-Um-Brah remained disconnected from the ether. 
But he needed no connection to perceive the despair of his fellow Kalifai. 

A small knot of warriors surrounded the Savior, their swords and shields brought to bear, 
while positioned roughly equidistant from one another beneath the one-hundred-foot-long 
wizard-shield stood a dozen surviving kineticors. All, he recognized, were of wizard class. Near 
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the Savior, five surviving coercers of the Inner Circle and three surviving receptors of lower 
order huddled as one, their eyes closed in concentration. Penu-Um-Brah knew they were 
working hard to maintain a psychic wall between their brethren and the inevitable mind-blasts 
directed at them. 

Although Penu-Um-Brah knew it hopeless, he felt compelled to get back to his body and 
help. 

Suddenly the wizard-shield dimmed from golden to orange and parted into two halves. 
Penu-Um-Brah watched as snow flowed through the resulting five-foot gap, drifting about the 
feet of the Savior and His warrior guard. Six spheres of white fire erupted from the Savior’s fists 
in rapid succession, speeding upward toward the cliff’s summit. Atop the cliff, a half dozen 
wizard-shields instantly sprang into being, only to implode a moment later in huge starbursts of 
searing heat as the Savior’s blinding white wizard-fire found its mark. Smoldering flesh and 
splintered rock flew in all directions. In angry response, a core of colored spheres, tucked within 
a hail of arrows, sped down toward the breach, racing the two halves of the wizard-shield as they 
sped to reunite over the Savior. Wizard-fire hit the orange barrier and exploded in great curtains 
of colored sparks. The residual energy of the blasts surged through the closing breach and 
wrenched at the shields held in the determined grasps of the warriors, opening fissures in their 
shield wall. Dozens of arrows struck the barrier and bounced high into the air or spiraled off into 
the snow. Others turned to angry serpents of flame as they wriggled through the closing field of 
energy to fall harmlessly as ash and iron within. A handful managed to slip through the breach 
before it closed, clanging off the wavering shield wall. While one found its way through both 
wizard-shield and shield-wall, skimmed the edge of the Savior’s breastplate, and buried itself up 
to its fletching in His armpit. 

Penu-Um-Brah stared in horror as the Savior fell to His knees amid the drifting snow, His 
lung punctured. Atop the cliff, the crusaders erupted in a great cheer. 

A renewed onslaught of brilliantly colored wizard-fire flew down from the cliff and blasted 
into the orange wizard-shield below. The mass shield flickered for several moments and then 
collapsed. Snow previously held at bay by the wizard-shield now flowed into the depression, 
filling half the space, pushing the surviving Kalifai toward the center of the hollow. The entrance 
to the grotto containing Penu-Um-Brah’s body all but disappeared behind a wall of snow. 

Penu-Um-Brah knew he must return to his body immediately. If the snow had inundated the 
grotto, then his body was likely buried and in danger of suffocating. 

Two spheres of wizard-fire raged into the unprotected Kalifai. Five Kalifai exploded, 
spraying the surrounding snow with blood, flesh, and smoking armor. Individual wizard-shields 
flashed into being. Small groups of Kalifai huddled beneath the bright crescents as the 
murderous onslaught of wizard-fire continued. One such shield appeared above the Savior then, 
almost as quickly, blinked out of existence. A brilliant blue sphere raced toward Him. From His 
knees, the Savior raised a fist and sent a blazing sphere of white crashing into it. Enemy and 
Kalifai alike gasped as the two spheres of energy met midair, erupting in a blinding starburst, 
dazzling the eyes of all who saw. Two more spheres of white-hot energy shot from the Savior’s 
fists and crashed into the cliff top. A thirty-foot section of the cliff gave way. Warriors, 
kineticors, and parts of both tumbled down into the defile below amid great shards of shattered 
stone. A storm of arrows flew from the cliff. Half the Savior’s warrior guard fell. The Savior 
rocked back on his haunches, an arrow protruding from his knee and another from his shattered 
collarbone. The remaining wizards, receptors, and warriors closed about their Savior. A dark-
orange wizard-shield flashed to life above them. Fewer than twenty Kalifai remained standing 
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beneath the shield. Dozens of ropes appeared along the cliff face as hundreds of warriors took to 
the ropes screaming their bloodlust. 

The master coercer reentered his body. 
Penu-Um-Brah convulsed in a massive shudder. The left side of his face was stinging in 

places and numb in others. He quickly lifted it from the freezing stone. He opened his eyes and 
took stock. He was on his back. His left side lay partially buried in snow, while his right rested 
against the rear wall of the grotto. The sound of hot wizard-fire sizzled through the snowbank 
that all but blocked the grotto’s entrance. From further away, he heard the muffled shouts of 
enemy warriors descending ropes. Shivering, Penu-Um-Brah pulled himself free of the snow and 
sat with his back against the grotto’s rear wall. He rubbed his face vigorously with his good hand 
trying to coax warmth back into it. Four feet above him, he saw light filtering in through a small 
space between the snowbank and the top of the grotto’s entrance. The space was no more than 
the width of his hand. The snow that blocked the entrance had spilled into the shallow grotto, but 
thankfully had not filled it. Only seven feet across and five feet deep, with snow drifted into 
much of that, the grotto made for cramped quarters. Penu-Um-Brah made a quick survey of his 
body. He appeared to be uninjured, save for a few scratches, bruises, and a worrisome case of the 
chills. He shivered anew. 

Penu-Um-Brah extended his mind into the ether and found it chaotic with the thoughts of the 
recklessly confident. He sensed that many of the enemy had strayed outside the bounds of their 
compellers’ carefully constructed psychic wall. With victory imminent, they had forsaken the 
protection it provided. It was a foolish move. With only a handful of inducers, Penu-Um-Brah 
could easily have eliminated scores of the careless warriors. But there were no Kalifain inducers 
left. Not now. 

Penu-Um-Brah continued to shiver as he held his useless, withered right arm against his 
chest. He took up the hem of his cloak in his left hand and wrapped the cloak tightly about him. 
He felt a fever coming on. The grotto was cold, but at least it was out of the wind. Tears came to 
his eyes as he thought of the Savior and his comrades facing the onslaught without him. But what 
could he do? Perhaps if he had been a little more wary, had investigated a little sooner. But now, 
now all was over. It was all over. He felt helpless. He felt cowardly. 

Suddenly a psychic-blast smashed against his mind-shield. It caught him unaware, but not 
unprepared. A lifetime of discipline had prepared him for any mentas that came his way, 
particularly an attack. A sudden rage grew within him. The master coercer’s anger sprang more 
from the audacity of the attack than from its violence. The enemy inducer had no conception of 
what she had awakened. 

Penu-Um-Brah reached into the ether and grabbed hold of the attacker’s psyche. He sensed 
the inducer’s surprise. He also sensed her skill and youth, but neither would help her now. Near 
panic, the inducer fought to tear away from the mighty intellect that had suddenly seized her. He 
squeezed the enemy psyche, taking cruel delight in its torment. He could have killed the enemy 
inducer in a moment, but his anger and frustration stayed him. He toyed with her, taking his 
time, distracting himself with the fear and pain he was inflicting upon her, so as not to feel the 
fear and pain growing within himself. The inducer struck back, defiantly tearing at his mind with 
claws of wax. He laughed aloud at her pitiful efforts. Then he squeezed her mind tighter. She 
screamed in agony. That further encouraged him. He sensed the irreparable damage he had 
already done to her mind and felt a pang of guilt over it. He knew the pain he was inflicting must 
be horrific, but his anger quickly washed away the guilt. It had not finished with her yet. 

Suddenly he sensed a presence close and immediate. He released the inducer’s crippled 
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mind and opened his eyes. A face appeared in the gap in the snow above him, its eyes adjusting 
to the gloom of the concealed grotto. Penu-Um-Brah reached out with his intellect and seized the 
mind behind that face. The warrior’s eyes widened a moment and then went dull. Penu-Um-Brah 
heard the man’s corpse collapse on the snow above him. The sound of clashing arms flowed into 
the grotto. He sensed excitement in the ether. While he had been foolishly toying with the 
inducer, something had happened. 

He searched the ether with his mind. Hope sparked anew. Shivering, he rose and peered out 
of the space beside the dead man’s face. He was unable to see the Savior from his position, but 
he could see a battle of sword and spear raging only a few yards away. It confirmed what he was 
sensing. The rear units of the Kalifain army, those who had escaped the avalanche, had 
regrouped and now were making their way over the snow and rubble in a desperate attempt to 
reach their Savior. The crusaders, whom he had seen taking to the ropes while he was still in 
spirit-form, had apparently done so in order to head off these Kalifain units. But Penu-Um-
Brah’s newfound hope quickly faded to despair. He soon realized that with no compellers to 
protect the Kalifain warriors from psychic attack, and no kineticors to protect them from wizard-
fire, they were at the mercy of the enemy. Yet still they fought on. 

Penu-Um-Brah reached out and pulled a corner of the dead warrior’s cloak up to the 
opening. He laid his head down on the warm fur and stared out at the battle taking place only 
yards away. He shivered without letup as the wind and snow swirled around the narrow opening. 
Kalifain warriors continued to fall. 

In that moment, Penu-Um-Brah wanted nothing more than to curl up in his small grotto and 
die. And so, standing there feverish and shivering, watching the last of the massacre unfolding 
before him, he decided he would do just that. But he would not die cold. That, at least, he 
promised himself. 

He dug at the snow beneath the dead warrior, clearing a space. When he thought the opening 
wide enough, he made a quick scan of the area. Confident that no eyes were watching, he quickly 
pulled the dead warrior through the opening and into the grotto. The man’s battle-ax, which had 
lain beneath him, slid down the snowbank with his body and bounced off the grotto’s rear wall 
with a loud clang. Penu-Um-Brah quickly raised his eyes to the opening, certain someone must 
have heard. If anyone had, however, he was too busy killing or surviving to give it any thought. 
The clash of arms outside raged on. 

Penu-Um-Brah returned to the man and stripped him of his cloak and tunic. He pulled the 
man’s tunic over his own, covering the Kalifain coat of arms with that of his enemy. It did not 
seem such a traitorous act in the face of such bitter cold. Sitting with his back against the rear 
wall of the grotto, he laid the dead man’s thick cloak over his body and ducked his head beneath 
it. His face was flush and his forehead hot. It was the only part of his anatomy that was. The 
fever had begun to take a toll. As he huddled beneath the cloak, feverish and shivering, listening 
to the sounds of battle filtering through the snow, exhaustion got the better of him. Soon he 
passed into a restless sleep. 

Penu-Um-Brah awoke with a start. He peered out from beneath the cloak. He had no idea 
how long he had slept, but he saw that light was still filtering in through the space above, and the 
snow was still falling. He thought it must be late afternoon. His body was hot with fever and he 
was shivering uncontrollably now. He heard muffled voices in the distance and the blowing of 
the wind, but no sounds of battle. 

He scanned the ether. It did not take long to confirm the obvious. The battle was over. The 
Savior was dead. He withdrew his mind. 
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With the Savior’s death, the Kalifai’s last hope for escape was dead too. It seemed that his 
race was doomed to live out its days in the poisonous reaches of the Cursed Lands. And who was 
to say, perhaps they should. Perhaps it was fated after all. 

Penu-Um-Brah peered at the dead warrior. How might his own life had been different had 
he been born into the Penitent lands of the east? Unhampered by the persistent curse of his 
homeland? Born with a functioning arm of proper size? There were stories of such. Stories of 
Kalifai who had been born without a detectable defect who had snuck through the mountains of 
Muta’s Teeth into the lands of the Penitent kingdoms to live out their days. It was said the former 
Penitent Kingdom of Imaryia had been filled with such refugees prior to its fall. Of course he did 
not believe it. It would have been impossible. Just one slip, one wayward thought at the wrong 
moment, and that would be the end of the hapless Kalifain. 

Like so many tales and legends of the Kalifai, the story equated hope with the prospect of 
escape. That was not surprising given the perpetually sick and malformed progeny the Kalifai 
continually produced generation after countless generation. The curse of the Cursed Lands was 
as enduring as it was debilitating. Escape seemed the only hope. And the Savior, the only hope of 
that. Penu-Um-Brah’s feverish thoughts turned back to the Savior. 

From whence He had come, no one knew. He just appeared one day, twenty years ago, out 
of the innermost ruins of the Cursed Lands. In His hands He carried the power of a lost age. In 
His heart He carried the hope of a lost people. Soon, the many disparate tribes of the Kalifai were 
flocking to join Him. Before long, He had united all beneath His banner. With their newfound 
unity came pride and a belief that they were worthy of better things. A belief that they were just 
as deserving of a life without pain as were those who fought to keep them eternally trapped 
within the Cursed Lands. “Everyone is of the Kalifai,” the Savior had told them, “even the 
Penitents. For no one is without defect and no one without worth. They have yet to learn that, the 
Penitents. But we shall teach it to them. In our own way.” And over the last twelve years, the 
Savior had done just that, in battle after battle. In battle after battle, that is, until today. 

The Savior had brought the Kalifai to the very brink of escape. Now, it seemed, the brink 
was as far as they would ever get. Penu-Um-Brah knew in his heart that his people would never 
recover from this defeat. They had seen too much suffering for too long a time. Two thousand 
years of despair was just too much to overcome, even for a Savior the stature of the blessed Rue-
A-Kai. 

Now the Savior lay dead, His soul trapped in a host it had no time to escape, with no host 
body to escape to. And the Savior’s Heart, that jewel of power . . . Penu-Um-Brah’s mind 
recoiled. He simply could not envision that wondrous gift falling into the profane hands of a 
crusader. It was simply too much. 

What matter now? Penu-Um-Brah thought. He pulled the dead warrior’s cloak tighter about 
him. The future is dead and so am I. 

Penu-Um-Brah saw his life ending there behind a wall of snow: feverish, forlorn, and 
freezing. An inglorious end to one who had once dreamed he deserved better, but now knew that 
he did not. 

Outside the grotto, Penu-um-brah heard the muffled voices of crusaders reconnoitering the 
field. They were gathering the dead and wounded and anything of value they could lay their 
hands on. Through his growing delirium, he wondered what a master coercer might be worth. 
Not much now, he told himself and laughed aloud. The voices went silent. Penu-Um-Brah fought 
back an urge to yell to the voices, to urge them on in their pursuits. After all, how many chances 
does one get to plunder the last of the hopes, dreams, and future of an entire people, accursed 
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though they may be? Instead, he quieted his thoughts and listened. He heard only the wind. He 
sampled the ether. A strong sense of wariness hovered nearby. Even so, a humorous thought 
occurred to him. Perhaps when they found him, they would see him wearing the dead man’s 
tunic and mistake him for one of their own! He put a shivering hand over his mouth to stifle his 
laughter. Then, in the midst of his delirium, another thought occurred to him. This thought, 
however, was not nearly so humorous. 

Outside, he heard the crusaders struggling through the drifting snow toward the grotto. He 
licked his lips and gazed at the battle-ax lying beside the dead warrior. He shivered, as much 
from his thoughts as from the fever. It took him only an instant more to turn those feverish 
thoughts into action. 

He laid the cloak aside and crawled to the warrior. From his belt he drew a knife and cut a 
long strip from the man’s trousers. With the help of his teeth, he tied the strip of cloth tightly 
around his withered right arm, just below the shoulder. He reached for the battle-ax and stood it 
in the corner. Then he began shoveling great armfuls of snow onto the warrior, burying him from 
sight. Again he heard the muffled voices, much closer now. With a last armful, he covered the 
warrior’s face. Then he reached for the battle-ax. 

Above him he heard someone very close call, “Over here!” 
Penu-Um-Brah knelt and used the head of the battle-ax to quickly hollow out a place in the 

snowbank before him. Then he plunged his withered right arm into the hollow all the way to the 
tourniquet. He knew he had only one chance. He heard feet tramping through the snow above 
him. They were almost on top of him now. He closed his eyes and concentrated, telling himself 
he would not scream, he would not cry out, no matter the pain. Then, raising the battle-ax as high 
above him as he could, he leaned back away from his extended arm, grit his teeth, and brought 
the ax down with all the strength he could muster. 

All he ever remembered of that moment was a flash of steel and a blazing, paralyzing pain. 
Days later he awoke in the back of a covered wagon. His fever had broken, and the wound from 
his severed arm had been tended. The crusaders who had pulled him up and out of the grotto had 
never discovered his withered right arm or their comrade buried in the snow beneath them. 
Although they found Penu-Um-Brah wearing a Kalifain tunic beneath the tunic of a crusader, 
they assumed that Penu-Um-Brah was one of their own, and that he had scavenged the Kalifain 
tunic in an effort to keep warm. Others had done the same. In the afterglow of a glorious victory, 
and in their haste to escape the violent storm bearing down on them, no one thought to question 
further. So it was that arguably the second-most powerful person in the entire Kalifain army 
found himself carried free of the Cursed Lands by his enemies as he slept recuperating in one of 
their wagons. The irony was almost laughable. Almost. 

Penu-Um-Brah opened his eyes and peered again at the bloody stump of the coyote’s 
forelimb standing in the trap. The stump of his own arm ached in sympathy. He blinked away a 
tear. 

The urge to again close his eyes nearly overwhelmed him, but mid-morning was fast 
approaching. He knew if he did not rise soon and get down the slope to check the rest of his 
traps, he would not reach his cabin by nightfall. With all of the mountain folk returning home 
from the gathering in Misthaven, he would be lucky if someone had not already found and 
plundered them. But last night’s gathering made it hard. And the rumors in the ether, harder still. 

Penu-Um-Brah knew the real Rue-A-Kai was dead, despite the rumors. He had died only 
yards from him. . . . He had, had He not? 

Penu-Um-Brah shut his eyes tightly, fighting to shut out the thought, to shut out the false 
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hope. To give in to it, even a little, was to slide deeper into the abyss. He would think of other 
things, like iron traps and the warmth of his cabin. He would think of other things, like rising 
from the snow. 

He opened his eyes and gazed again at the cold wet flakes falling around him. Some days he 
found it as difficult to rise as he had once found it to swing that battle-ax. But then, some days, 
the effort was all but the same. 
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Chapter Five 
 
 
 

Who among us can chart the ways of the heart? It follows neither sun nor star nor 
philosopher’s logic. 

—Jarah-Och-Whum, ninth-century Imaryian bard 
 
 
 

Dreen swept the last of the ashes out of the furnace and into the metal bucket. Then he 
hefted the bucket and walked it outside and around to the back of the smithy. Lifting the lid of 
the ashbin, he dumped the bucket’s contents. A cloud of dust and ash rose to meet him. He 
quickly dropped the lid, trapping the rising cloud within the brickwork. 

Ash, he thought. 
He turned and peered across the yard at the white stone marker glistening with dew at the 

edge of the forest. Ashes and blood. He looked down at his rough, calloused hands and imagined 
he could still see it. Could still see the bloody knife he had held. Could still feel the warmth of 
her body as he parted her abdomen and drew forth his naked and bloody son. And the screaming. 
Not from her, of course, for she was already dead, but from the midwife. Whether she stood 
screaming at the gruesome violation of his wife’s body or at the bright eyes of his mishappen 
son, he never knew. 

Dreen crossed the yard and stood before the grave marker. How his son had cried that first 
week. Cried as if he knew his mother had died giving him life. Dreen ran his hand along the top 
of the cold stone. But of course her death is not why he cried. 

He cried at first because he was hungry. Then because he was starving. The infant had 
thrown up the cow’s milk, then the goat’s milk, then the mare’s milk. Only the honey-water had 
kept him from dying outright. The smith sighed. How he had pleaded with the women, how 
Vogaun had pleaded with them, but none would come near the mishappen infant with the strange 
eyes. No matter that Holy Scripture declared that all children were divine gifts of the Nameless-
One. No matter that an innocent child lay dying. Mishap of a wrongful birth, they had called 
him. Foul fruit of a lifeless womb. Spawn of Muta! they had whispered. 

Dreen removed his hand from the stone and walked back to the smithy. He set the ash 
bucket beneath the workbench. Three and a half years it had been since he had buried his wife’s 
warm ashes in the cold earth. It seemed a lifetime. He peered through the window at the cabin 
wherein even now she was preparing to leave. It had been a lifetime. His son’s lifetime. 

Why she had come to them when she did, he never asked. He had never before seen the 
woman, had known nothing of her. Yet that day she strode into his cabin as if it were her own. 
With scarcely a word, she took his infant son from his arms and suckled the child. She filled his 
body with life with no more thought than the rain fills a dying stream. And in so doing, she left 
her previous life behind. Dreen turned from the window. Now she was leaving again. Again 
abandoning a life she had come to know. 
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He looked around the smithy for some other chore, something to keep his mind from the 
inevitable. But the furnace was clean and ready for firing, the water barrels full, and the tools 
oiled and hung. Other than real work, there was nothing left to do. 

Dreen could not fault Janna for her decision. If any woman was born to the sword, it was 
she. Thirty years ago her own father had gone off to crusade. Three years he had fought the 
spawn of Muta before serious injury brought him home again. When he returned, he returned a 
changed man. From the day he reentered their lives, he trained his young children like an army 
preparing for battle. Janna was just Bartu’s age when she began her instruction. Her father taught 
her the ways of sword and spear before most children knew what weapons were. She could strap 
on a sword and harness a horse before she had learned even to fully dress herself. By her 
fourteenth feastday, her mind-shielding and mind-blocking abilities were so great as to rival even 
those of the deacon. Of all her father’s teachings, however, it was the lesson of survival that had 
served Janna best. It was a lesson she drew on heavily as she moved into young adulthood. 

Dreen left the smithy and walked across the yard to his cabin. The morning dew was heavy 
on his boots as he crossed the common room to the doorway of Janna and Bartu’s small room. 
Across the opening hung Bartu’s multi-colored curtain. It had been a gift from a deceased mother 
to her unborn child. Through a gap in the curtain, Dreen saw Janna leaning over the bed sorting 
through her small pile of possessions. Bartu sat at her feet playing with a small wooden carving 
of a horse. 

Though Janna was a large woman, and powerfully built, Dreen could not help but admire 
how truly comely she was. Her long, flaming hair glinted in the sunlight of the open window, 
flowing across her proud shoulders like molten metal hot from the forge. Her broad shoulders 
and strong back tapered gently down to a trim waist, accentuating the splendor of rounded hips. 
Hidden enticingly below homespun traveling breeches, her two muscular legs completed the 
allure. She was all quiet strength and beauty. 

Dreen blushed at his own unabashed thoughts as he stood watching her quiet movements. If 
he had not previously united with Bartu’s deceased mother, perhaps he and Janna would have 
become more than mere friends. But Holy Law forbade a man to have two wives, whether the 
man be a widower or not. Once a man committed his flesh to the Mark of Uniting, the Mark 
could not be undone. Thereafter his life belonged to his wife or to her memory, as the case may 
be. 

The smith pulled aside the curtain and entered the room. “May I help?” 
Janna turned from her packing. “I believe I have all the help I need.” She smiled down at 

Bartu playing about her feet. 
“Bartu,” the smith called. “Come away from there, Son, and let Janna to her task.” 
“No no,” Janna said, whisking the boy up in her muscular arms. “He is no trouble. None at 

all are you, Bartu?” She lifted the boy high above her head and shook him playfully. Smiles and 
giggles tumbled out of him. “I shall miss you, my little green-eyed darling. Yes I shall. Had I 
been blessed with children of my own, I could have hoped for no better than you.” She lowered 
Bartu to the floor. “Afflicted or no.” 

The smith fumbled uncomfortably with the sides of his leather apron. Janna rarely alluded to 
her miscarriages. Each, he knew, was like a dagger in her heart. “Janna, I know you feel 
obligated to answer the Call, but you can still do so without committing yourself to holy service. 
It is not too late to change your mind.” 

“I beg forgiveness, Dreen.” Janna turned back to her packing. “I know it will be difficult for 
you, and you know I would not leave the two of you for any other reason in the world, but you 
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heard the priestess last night after the gathering. She said she had been drawn to me. She said 
there was an air of destiny about me. That she could see fate wending its way through my life as 
clearly as the moon wending its way overhead.” 

Dreen sensed Janna’s embarrassment. She was a humble woman by nature. He knew she 
disliked speaking the words, yet he also knew she needed to speak them if only to make him 
understand that it would take nothing less than the power of the Church to pry her protective 
arms from about his son. Still Dreen could not help but think that, despite the priestess’s words, a 
ploughman’s barren daughter was unlikely to have anything wend its way through her life save 
work, hardship, and more of the same. He quickly pushed such thoughts aside. It was not his 
place to question the Church or to wish anything but the best for his dear friend. 

“It is not only for us that I wish you to return, Janna,” he said. “You know there are many 
who have not yet united and would consider themselves blessed to have you. You have many 
childbearing years ahead of you. I cannot believe the Nameless-One did not mean you for 
motherhood, no matter how it seems now. Perhaps He is testing you. Perhaps—” 

“No, Dreen. I have faced up to it. I can no longer hide from the fact that I am not meant to 
bear children. I know you mean well, but two husbands are enough for any honest woman to 
realize the truth. Would you have me unite with yet another man and forever keep him without 
children also? No. The loss of six unborn children is sorrow enough. I must accept the Nameless-
One’s judgment. It is only right. My pride and false hope would only rob a future husband of 
offspring and happiness.” 

Janna smiled down at Bartu as he tugged at the top of her boot. “How about something a bit 
more fun to play with than shoe leather?” She reached into her satchel and withdrew a ten-inch 
wooden warrioress complete with armor, shield, and spear. She handed it to the boy. 

Bartu looked up with wide eyes as he took hold of the doll. “For me?” he asked. 
“I would give it to no other,” Janna replied. 
Bartu hugged her leg tightly and then set about playing with his new toy. 
“Did you make that yourself?” Dreen asked. 
 “I carved the weapons and roughed out the face and body. Ghaulub did the detail work for 

me. I figured I had best get a real artisan for that.” 
“It is fine work, Janna. A perfect likeness of you. Perfect.” 
“I meant to give it to the boy on his fourth feastday, but . . .” 
The smith heard the sadness in her voice. He gazed at his son playing. “What is that on the 

bottom there? Writing?” 
“Yes. I had Vogaun carve an inscription on the underside of the base for me. He is the only 

one I know who understands the way of words. Besides, he has been such a champion for the 
boy these past years, I knew I could depend on him to keep it secret.” 

“What, the inscription?” 
“Yes.” Janna had a strange look in her eye. “I want the inscription to remain between your 

son and me.” 
“I see,” the smith replied. “Do you think Bartu will understand it?” 
“Not now, but one day I hope he will.” 
The smith nodded. “So Vogaun will tell him when he is older then.” 
“No. Vogaun has sworn to me that he will not tell anyone what it says, not even Bartu. It is 

something I want kept just between me and your son.” 
The smith was puzzled. “But how is he to—” He stopped mid-sentence. Suddenly he 

realized what Janna meant, and what she wanted. “Janna . . . Janna, you must know . . .” But the 
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tears welling in her eyes prevented him from continuing. 
“I know,” Janna sniffed. “I know. I just thought . . .” She shook her head and turned back to 

her packing. The smith nervously kneaded the sides of his apron. “Dreen, I . . .” She cleared her 
throat. “I hope that one day Bartu will read the words for himself.” 

Dreen gazed at his son playing at her feet. To teach a commoner the way of words was 
unusual enough, but to teach a commoner with a mental disability as acute as his son’s . . . . The 
smith was not certain the child even had the capacity to learn the way of words. 

“Everyone needs to feel good about themselves, Dreen. Everyone needs to feel special in 
some way. Your son will face many hardships in his life. If he is lucky, his disability will only 
make him the butt of jokes. If he is not, it will make him an object of fear. Dreen, he must not see 
himself that way. He must have something to which he can cling, something from which he can 
draw comfort. He needs something that people will look up to.” She stared deeply into the 
smith’s eyes. “Dreen, he needs this. He needs to know the way of words.” 

The smith shook his head. “Janna, you know as well as I that a blacksmith’s eyes scarcely 
last him past middle age. The forge will likely steal his sight early, just as it is now stealing mine. 
Possibly earlier than otherwise, given the curious nature of his eyes. Apart from that, the way of 
words is for healers, wizards, and aristocrats. I fail to see what use it will be to him.” 

“Dreen, he needs this because he lacks something everyone else has. While others are 
learning mind-shielding, mind-blocking, and the rest, his mind will be occupied with learning 
words. It will set him above the common. It will strengthen him and make him feel worthwhile. 
Do you not see?” 

“So you think he will not get these things from smithing?” 
“It is not the same.” Janna stepped to the blacksmith and placed her hand on his strong 

shoulder. “Dreen, smithing is one of the most respected professions a commoner can have. I 
know of no one who views your arrival here four years ago as anything but a blessing. Just look 
at where Misthaven would be without you. But it is not the same. Many can aspire to be a smith, 
whether they actually attain it or not. Yet how many commoners dare aspire to know the way of 
words?” 

“Honestly, Janna, I do not see how such a thing is possible. There are few who know the 
way of words and—” 

“Vogaun. Vogaun knows.” 
“Vogaun has done all he dare do for the child. In the absence of consecrated clergy here, it 

falls to him to represent the Church. As deacon for Misthaven, he must ensure he has the respect 
of all the community. He upset many people in our search for a nursemaid. He cannot afford to 
jeopardize his standing further on Bartu’s behalf.” 

Janna stared at him. Her eyes were full and glistening. 
“I do not know what I can do, Janna.” He met her gaze. After all she has done for us, he 

thought, how can I take this one hope from her? 
He reached up and placed his hand atop hers. “I cannot promise I can do what you ask,” he 

said. “I promise only that I will do what I can.” He gently squeezed her hand. “I will wait as long 
as possible to apprentice him. That will keep his eyes safe from the glare of the furnace. If 
opportunity should one day present itself, then I will see he is taught the way of words. I can do 
no more than that.” 

Janna took her hand from his shoulder. “I give you thanks, Dreen. It means much to me.” 
“I know it does.” He smiled. “It is the least I can do for you after all you have done for us.” 
“After all I have done for you?” Janna shook her head. “Dreen, after three and a half years 
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still you do not understand. As much as I might have done for you, you have done so very much 
more for me. For you have given me a child when no man could. And for that I shall always be 
grateful.” 

The smith felt his eyes brimming. He looked away. 
Janna turned back to her satchel. “Do not let the boy forget his nursemaid, will you not?” 
“Neither of us shall forget you, Crusader.” 
Janna smiled as she wiped away a tear. Then she slung the satchel over her shoulder and 

took Bartu’s hand in her own. “Will you walk me to the door, little one?” 
The smith held back the curtain as Janna and his son exited the small room. Hand in hand, 

the two crossed the common room to the door. The smith followed. Janna stopped at the 
threshold, opened the door, and gazed down at the boy. She ran her finger across the thin scar on 
his forehead, the place where his father’s knife had nicked him at his birth. 

“You be a good boy, Bartu, and heed your father.” Janna leaned down and kissed him. Then 
she gave his hand to the smith. “I doubt he will remember much of me,” she said, her eyes 
sparkling with sadness. 

Bartu peered up at her. “I will remember,” he said. Janna knelt and hugged the boy for long 
moments. Then she slowly released him and stood to face the smith. 

“Here.” She pulled a small cloth bundle from beneath her cloak and handed it to him. “This 
is for you. I have no further need of it. The Church will tend to all of my needs now.” 

The smith looked down at the bundle. The weight of the unexpected gift surprised him. He 
knew it contained coin. Much coin. He looked up. “Janna, I cannot accept—” But she had 
already turned from him. 

He watched as she strode across the yard to the road. Turning south, she did not look back. 
Soon she would be consecrated Mistress Janna, acolyte and holy warrior. Even though the 
crusade was likely to last only a few moons longer, or perhaps only weeks, the smith doubted he 
would ever hear from her again. Once a woman entered holy service, she remained in holy 
service, until death. Knowing she could not return, Janna had to let them go—entirely—for it 
was not possible for her to do anything short of that and survive the loss. The smith knew this 
and understood it. Yet such understanding did little to relieve his sadness. 

So it was with heavy hearts and misty eyes that cool autumn morn that the two parted ways 
with the one. Yet another family having fallen victim to the Destroyer and the crusade. 
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Chapter Six 
 
 
 

As would write the poet and scribe, 
So too do I seek to contrive, 
And reveal the destruction of a mountain. 
Seasons turn from warm to cold, 
Bringing cracks to the worn stone, 
Wind and water deposit seed, 
Sun and rain grow strong the weed; 
And when all is said and done, 
There lies earth where before was none. 
So witness the destruction of a mountain. 

—“All Things Joined,” Decennia, twentieth-century Castellinian 
philosopher 

 
 
 

“Prince Lugaro!” 
The prince turned to see Lord High Chamberlain Xakeeb hurrying down the hallway toward 

him. 
The chamberlain, a gaunt man with pale skin and long straight hair the color of ripened 

wheat, was dressed in a rich purple robe trimmed in crimson brocade. He appeared to be middle-
aged. How old he really was no one knew. About his neck hung a thick gold chain supporting a 
magnificent black opal pendant. The gem was alive with a riot of color, greens, reds, yellows, 
and blues. As the chamberlain hastened along, the black opal swung side to side over his chest 
like some multicolored pendulum keeping time with his heart. 

“My prince, I am glad I caught up with you. May I have a word?” 
At twenty, Prince Lugaro was the oldest of three brothers and heir apparent to the Crown of 

Nevona. He was tall and strong with wavy dark hair and dark eyes to match. His bright smile and 
confident manner made him a favorite among the ladies at court, and courtiers and warriors alike 
admired his strength and resolve. All agreed that one day he would make a fine king. 

“Of course, Xakeeb. Shall I walk you to the conference?” 
Xakeeb reached out and gently took hold of the young prince’s elbow. “Perhaps if we could 

speak beforehand, away from curious ears.” 
The prince peered into the chamberlain’s dark, piercing eyes. He had been dreading this 

moment. “All right then. I suppose we still have a little time.” 
“There is an empty guest chamber down here.” 
The prince followed the chamberlain back down the hall and into an unoccupied room. A 

small nightstand stood against the far wall beside a bed. On the nightstand was a lamp, its flame 
turned low. The chamberlain offered the prince a chair as he turned and closed the door behind 
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them. Then he sat in a chair opposite. 
The prince nodded toward the lamp. “Are you certain this room is unoccupied?” 
Xakeeb smiled at the barb. 
The prince knew very well that the chamberlain had been quietly seeking an opportunity to 

speak with him prior to the start of the conference. The fact that he had not caught up with him 
before this had led the prince to believe he might actually have succeeded in evading Xakeeb 
altogether. He should have known better. 

“When was the last time you spoke with Volar?” Xakeeb asked. 
“This morning at breakfast.” 
“Then you are aware of the bad turn your father suffered last night.” 
Lugaro struggled to hide his irritation. “The fact that he had a bad night surprises you, 

Xakeeb, given what the council has to discuss today?” 
“Lugaro, your father is very ill.” 
“I am aware of how ill he is.” Lugaro looked away. His eyes fixed on the constant steady 

flame of the lamp slowly burning its fuel. At some point the fuel would run low and the flame 
would sputter and spit, just as his father’s own flame was beginning to falter. How much longer, 
he wondered, until that regal light failed and went out? 

“If your father defies the Holy Mother’s Call, will you stand tall and do what is right?” 
The prince turned his gaze back to Xakeeb. He had lost count of the number of times over 

the last few moons that the man had tempted him with the Crown. “Father is king, Xakeeb. He 
knows what is right for his people.” 

“If he were in a healthy state of mind, I would not disagree. But he is not healthy, Lugaro, he 
is ill. He is very, very ill. Everyone knows that, and it is eroding his support. No one would 
blame you if you made a bid for the Crown now, least of all the council. You must know you 
would have their backing. I implore you, do not let a misplaced loyalty blind you. As crown 
prince, your first duty is to the kingdom, not to your father. Do not let his illness stand between 
you and your subjects. Do not let it stand between Nevona and the Church.” 

“It is the Church that is the problem, Xakeeb, not Father. If the Holy Mother would only 
agree to broker a pact between us and Montaho, Father would release his holy warriors to the 
Call without another moment’s thought. The Church knows this, yet still the Holy Mother 
ignores his pleas. Without a nonaggression pact, Nevona is as good as dead, for Montaho will 
not stop with just the retaking of the Huyest Territories. You know this and I know this. More 
importantly, the king’s subjects know this. They see their king fighting hard for them. They 
know he is doing everything he can to get the Church to help us. The fact that the Holy Mother 
continues to turn a blind eye to our plight only makes them angry. The people support their king, 
Xakeeb. And they will continue to support him, even if he must defy the Holy Mother’s Call.” 

“I am not so certain of that. In any case, it does not matter what the people think. What 
matters is what the holy warriors think. More than a thousand years of tradition and lay doctrine 
tells them that they owe allegiance to Church first and king second. The holy warriors will not 
follow the king in this.” 

“And I am not so certain of that. I myself have heard a number of the holies say they would 
gladly jeopardize their souls if it meant protecting their loved ones from the brutality of the 
Montahoians. The same is true of the secular warriors as well.” 

“And what of the female holies? They do not just serve the Church, they are a part of it. He 
will never woo those warriors away.” 

“Then he will confine them for the duration. Xakeeb, I have seen the devastation firsthand. I 
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know the people’s fear. I have seen villages burnt entirely to the ground, not a pillar or post 
standing. I have seen the mutilated and bloated corpses littering the streets, heard the laments of 
widows and orphans. It is the future allotted to all of Nevona if someone does not move to stop 
it. If we cannot convince the Church to act, then the king will have no choice.” 

“Do you know why the Church will not act?” 
“Of course I know. Simple, stubborn pride! Because in all of the centuries of the Church’s 

existence it has never intervened in secular affairs. And the Holy Mother and Her Highs swear it 
never will.” 

“That is a large part of it, yes. But there is another reason too.” Xakeeb paused. “They will 
not intervene, Lugaro, because they resent being manipulated.” 

“Manipulated? Xakeeb, we are only asking that they broker this pact.” 
“Prince, it is not the Montahoians who are raiding the Huyest. It is we Nevonians who are.” 
“What!” Lugaro leapt to his feet. 
“It is true.” 
 “Nevonians butchering their own? I do not believe it.” 
“It is hard to accept, I know.” 
 “It is ridiculous is what it is. Where did you hear such a thing?” 
“More than four years ago your father organized a clandestine company of elite warriors for 

the express purpose of raiding the Territories. It is they who have been perpetrating these 
atrocities. Not the Montahoians.” 

“Impossible!” 
“Have you ever wondered why he refuses to send more forces to the Huyest to crush the 

raiders?” 
Lugaro had wondered. Still, he could not believe it. 
“The people of the Huyest have never been completely loyal to either us or Montaho,” 

Xakeeb continued. “Your father figured their misery was but a small price to pay for the fear he 
could generate and use to unite the kingdom against a common foe.” 

“We and Montaho have been at each other’s throats on and off for two centuries now,” 
Lugaro challenged. “We need little provocation to unite against them.” 

“The Montahoians are not the foe of which I speak.” 
Lugaro’s eyes narrowed. “What are you saying?” 
“After the horror of the Vile-Penitent war, your father knew the Holy Mother would have 

trouble recruiting volunteers the next time She launched a crusade. He guessed that one day She 
would again need to Call upon the five kingdoms for Her holy warriors. He has been planning 
for several years now to defy that Call if ever it should come. And all of this long before he ever 
approached the Church with his request for a nonaggression pact.” 

Lugaro was dumbstruck. “You have proof of this?” 
“Irrefutable proof.” 
“I would see it.” 
“You shall.” Xakeeb rose from his chair and faced the prince. “Unfortunately for us, the 

Church has already seen it. Quite some time ago in fact. That is why it will not deal with your 
father now under any circumstances.” 

Lugaro was speechless. 
“So now I ask again, Crown Prince of Nevona, Protector of the People, if the king defies the 

Call, will you do what is right?” 
Lugaro stood a moment staring at the chamberlain. Then he stepped past him and opened the 
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door. 
“Will you take the Crown?” 
The prince exited the chamber in silence. 
“There is no more time, Lugaro,” Xakeeb called quietly after him. “You must decide.” 
But the only response the chamberlain received was the echo of the prince’s receding 

footsteps as he hurried away down the hall. 
 

 
 

High Priestess Woot-Alim-Tahn projected her impatience to the coach driver as he sped 
along the glistening avenues of Ivory City. She knew she should not have indulged in such a 
lengthy bath, but nearly six weeks of hard riding to the southeastern desert, and another five 
weeks back, had required a lot of scrubbing. Had she gotten in yesterday, as she had originally 
planned, she would have had time to catch a little sleep as well. But a lame horse and a cranky 
escort had cost her even that luxury. 

After leaving the Desert Oracle, the high priestess and her party had ridden nearly nonstop 
for three days, pushing both themselves and their mounts to near exhaustion before arriving in 
the Robivanite city of Joot. There the high priestess met with the head of the diocese of that 
region, a primate who also happened to be a first order receptor. The high priestess swore her 
subordinate to secrecy. Then she related to her the oracle’s visions and had her farspeak his 
words ahead to the Ivory Palace. 

The Popess was not happy that Woot-Alim-Tahn had taken it upon herself to disclose the 
message to someone other than the Popess. Not only was it an affront to Her holy office, it was 
also an unnecessary risk, even given that the message had been farspoken by a first order 
receptor. Upon reflection, however, She determined that the immediacy of the oracle’s warning 
warranted the high priestess’s lapse. The Holy Mother communicated to Woot-Alim-Tahn Her 
satisfaction with the mission. She told her that it was Her own shortsightedness that had 
prevented Her from sending a first order receptor to the oracle as She should have done. 
Although both women knew full well that the only two high priestesses with such receptive 
ability were far too frail to have made the journey. Woot-Alim-Tahn saw the Holy Mother’s 
admission for what it truly was, a tacit approval of her initiative. It was a kindness not lost on the 
high priestess. 

With the great distances involved, no one truly expected Woot-Alim-Tahn to make it back in 
time for the meeting of the Council of Highs. But after having suffered all the grit, grime, and 
hardship of the road, the high priestess would be damned to the Eternal Flames if she was going 
to miss it. 

The coach had scarcely rolled to a stop before the high priestess was up and out of the door. 
Her immaculate yellow robe rustled stiffly as she hurried up the broad marble steps that led to 
the entrance of the Ivory Palace. At the portico, an honor guard of two met her and escorted her 
through a myriad of alternating corridors and gardens, across the central courtyard, into a tower, 
up a good deal too many steps, and to a foyer that led to the meeting chamber. High Priestess 
Woot-Alim-Tahn took leave of the two and hurried the last few paces to the chamber door. 

She nodded to the three pairs of receptors stationed outside. The women, however, were too 
engrossed in maintaining their dampening shield over the meeting chamber to notice the 
courtesy. A guard silently swept open the door for her. The high priestess stepped inside. 

“Priestess,” the Popess greeted. “Welcome back. I am so glad you could make it.” 
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The Holy Mother graced Woot-Alim-Tahn with an infectious smile. It was a smile known 
the world over. She liked to joke that smiling had kept Her young and, judging from Her 
appearance, it was hard to disagree. The Holy Mother looked nowhere near Her sixty-five years. 

“Forgive my lateness,” the high priestess apologized, as she took a seat at the large oval 
table among the Popess, Her First, and the twenty-one other high priestesses of the Church. 

The high priestess seated to her right turned and placed a hand atop her forearm. “We have 
been discussing the Desert Oracle’s visions,” she said. Then she patted her arm and whispered, 
“Good to have you back, Woot.” 

The Holy Mother’s First looked down the table at her. “Priestess, we were just about to open 
discussion on Nevona. I will be happy to fill you in later on what was said concerning the 
oracle’s vision and the demon Rue-A-Kai.” 

“I give you thanks,” Woot-Alim-Tahn replied. “I am anxious to hear about this Book of 
Ancient Power and the mysterious Stone of which he spoke.” 

“Priestess,” Her First interrupted. “That subject was not discussed. Nor shall it be. You are 
not to speak those terms again or repeat any part of what you heard concerning them. What the 
Desert Oracle related to you is no vision. It is a Vile prophecy. It has no place at this table.” 

Woot-Alim-Tahn frowned. A Vile prophecy? 
By their reaction, it appeared most of the other high priestesses were as surprised to hear of 

this as she was. 
“Fellow Highs,” Her First said, amid the looks. “This is a matter not open for discussion. Let 

us move on. Now, if you do not mind, Priestess, would you repeat for us exactly what the oracle 
said about Nevona?” 

Woot-Alim-Tahn shoved aside the troubling thoughts of Book and Stone. “The oracle’s 
words were, quote: ‘One of the Church’s children is filled with fear. He struggles against the 
Holy Mother’s embrace, even as his brother approaches him with knife unsheathed. He is 
trapped. He feels he cannot escape his brother unless he can first escape his Mother. If he runs 
from Her, there is no chance. Her arms tighten about him. Even now he trembles and plots his 
escape.’” She looked about the table. “And by ‘no chance,’ he meant that there would be no 
chance of stopping the Viles from reaching the Eastern Teeth. That was all.” 

Her First nodded. “You have all heard Woot’s earlier assessment of the vision. Are we all 
agreed that it corresponds with Nevona’s recent actions?” 

“Its inaction, you mean,” someone remarked. 
No one disagreed with the assessment. 
“So if we are all agreed that this child is the Kingdom of Nevona,” a middle-aged priestess 

with a badly scarred chin asked, “what are we to do about it?” 
“What indeed?” The Holy Mother’s First turned to a younger priestess who sat across from 

Woot-Alim-Tahn. “Have all the laity been formally notified of the Holy Mother’s Call?” 
“The most remote hamlets are being notified now,” the high priestess replied. “Our envoys 

should conclude with them by week’s end.” 
The Holy Mother nodded Her approval. “Only a little more than a moon since I made the 

Call. Good work. Pass on my appreciation to our envoys.” 
The high priestess bowed her head in acknowledgment. 
“What about the harvests?” someone asked. 
“Reports are that they have all been completed or nearly so,” the younger priestess said. 

“The Call was well timed. There should be no undue hardship for any adherent invited to answer 
it.” 
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“No excuse either,” another remarked. 
Her First turned to the Holy Mother. “No one can now claim he did not hear the Call, Your 

Holiness. Least of all a king.” 
“Precisely the point,” the Holy Mother replied. “By proceeding deliberately and following 

protocol, we have effectively eliminated any protest King Bukteel might have had. I would rather 
have had his holy warriors marching toward the Cursed Lands three weeks ago, but at least we 
have lost only a few weeks. His stall tactics are now exhausted. He must reply to the Call. Time 
for him has run out.” 

“What if he does not adhere?” someone asked. 
The Holy Mother folded Her hands in Her lap and settled back in Her chair. The action 

signaled that the Popess was briefly withdrawing from the discussion to hear what Her Highs had 
to say on the matter. 

“Well I will tell you what we should not do,” a greatly aged priestess with a balding, 
freckled pate said. “We should not intercede between him and Montaho.” 

“Of course not,” another declared. “The Church has never intruded in secular affairs. To 
give any hint of favoritism to one kingdom over another would destroy the trust of all kingdoms. 
We are the spiritual guardians of all the laity. We must treat all equally. King Bukteel insults the 
Church by even asking that it broker this pact of his.” 

“It is not our fault that he has allowed Nevona’s army to get so out of balance,” another 
echoed. “Do his advisors not know the axiom: A king shall strive to keep his army in good 
balance, half holy warriors and half secular? Can the king and his advisors not count?” 

“For the record,” Woot-Alim-Tahn said, “it is not entirely King Bukteel’s fault. It was his 
father who took in Imaryia’s holy warriors following the Vile-Penitent war. To King Bukteel’s 
credit, he has been working to equalize his forces since he ascended the throne.” 

“Then why has he not done so?” 
“It takes time. There are many issues to consider, both political and strategic.” 
“Whether King Bukteel’s fault or his father’s,” the aged priestess declared, “it is still the 

Kingdom of Nevona’s responsibility to answer a Call whenever it is advanced.” 
“That is right,” another agreed. “Do not forget, the reason King Bukteel’s father snatched up 

all of Imaryia’s holy warriors in the first place was to gain an advantage over Montaho. An 
advantage that Nevona has profited handsomely from I might add. It was that huge influx of holy 
warriors that allowed Nevona to eventually overpower Montaho and reclaim the disputed Huyest 
Territories.” 

“I agree,” another high priestess joined. “The former king certainly did not give all those 
holy warriors a home out of a sense of altruism. He did it out of greed. King Bukteel’s father 
could just as easily have brought Imaryia’s secular warriors into his army as well, but he did not. 
Secular warriors require pay, whereas holy warriors require only equipment, lodging, and board. 
A fact that Nevona has taken great advantage of.” 

“It seems only just that Nevona now pay for its greed,” the aged priestess added. “If that 
should be through the loss of its territory to Montaho’s army, then so be it.” 

“If Montaho even attacks.” 
“Oh, they will,” Woot-Alim-Tahn said. “You can be assured of that.” 
“After what Nevona has done in the Huyest Territories,” an angelic-faced priestess declared, 

“I would not care if they lost their entire kingdom!” 
“We only have Xakeeb’s word on that,” someone else countered. 
“And his evidence,” the angelic priestess replied. 
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“If you can believe it.” 
“Xakeeb is a snake!” Woot-Alim-Tahn spat. 
“Fellow Highs,” Her First interjected. “I fear our discussion has shifted into a wholly secular 

realm here. We need not pursue this aspect of the discussion any further.” 
The Holy Mother leaned forward in Her chair. “Now that the Lord High Chamberlain’s 

name has come up,” She said, “can anyone tell us what information he has about the king and 
his . . . condition?” 

“Forgive me, Your Holiness,” Woot-Alim-Tahn said, “but would not Volar be a better judge 
of the king’s condition? After all, he is the royal healer.” 

“Perhaps he would be,” someone remarked sarcastically. 
“What do you mean by that?” Woot-Alim-Tahn shot back. 
“Priestess,” Her First replied, “Volar’s treatment of the king has recently come under 

scrutiny. The Church is no longer certain it can trust his assessment of the king’s health.” 
“What?” Woot-Alim-Tahn looked to the Holy Mother. “Volar has always been a loyal 

subject to his king and a devout friend of the Church. He has never given the slightest reason to 
doubt his integrity.” 

“Evidence has come to light,” Her First said, “that suggests Volar may be contributing to 
King Bukteel’s mental disorder rather than treating it.” 

“That is preposterous!” Woot-Alim-Tahn exclaimed. “Rumors of that kind have been 
circulating at court for years. If you better understood the nature of the king’s malady, you would 
understand that it feeds rumors like that. No one at court takes them seriously.” 

“If Volar is so innocent,” a high priestess asked, “then why does he not submit to the Eye of 
Truth, as others have suggested he do? Surely if he is guiltless—” 

“Would you submit?” Woot-Alim-Tahn countered. 
“Priestess—” 
“Would you?” Woot-Alim-Tahn interrupted. “If you were in his position, Graziddia, would 

you open yourself to the Eye? Would you truly open the deepest, darkest secrets of your soul to a 
truth-seer just to disprove some unfounded accusation? I am guessing you would not.” 

“Priestess!” Her First snapped. “We know of your ties to the Royal Court of Nevona, but we 
caution you not to let that color your perspective.” 

“Color my perspective? Over half of Nevona, including its very seat of power, fall within 
my purview. Do you not think I would know if Volar was engaged in anything untoward?” 

“There have been a number of developments these past several weeks.” 
“Uh-huh. And I see Xakeeb’s greasy handprints all over each and every one of them!” 
“Priestess!” Her First barked. “That is enough!” 
The Holy Mother held up a hand for silence. The assembly quieted. “Whatever Xakeeb’s 

shortcomings,” She said, “he does have information. As for Volar, that too will work itself out in 
time. This issue, I remind my priestesses, is also a secular matter, and not one open for 
discussion here today. Now, someone tell us what Xakeeb has to say concerning the king’s 
health.” 

A frail, elderly priestess addressed the Popess. “Quite simply, Your Holiness, he says the 
king is mad.” 

“Is that it?” the Holy Mother’s First asked. 
“There was no equivocation.” 
“Would you not agree?” the aged priestess with the bald, freckled pate asked. “Any king 

who would contemplate defying a Call must be mad.” 
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“Mad and dangerous,” another added. 
“So what does Xakeeb propose?” Her First asked. “For if I know the chamberlain, he most 

assuredly proposes something.” 
The frail priestess snuck a quick glance at Woot-Alim-Tahn. “He recommends that the 

Church place sanctions upon Volar so as to keep him away from the king, pending a Church 
investigation.” 

Woot-Alim-Tahn shook her head in disgust. 
“What else?” Her First asked. 
“Xakeeb thinks he can handle the situation, given a little more time. But he makes no 

promises. He says insanity can be a very difficult thing to manage.” 
“A master of understatement, that one,” someone remarked. 
Many around the table chuckled. Woot-Alim-Tahn’s expression, however, did not soften. 
The Holy Mother nodded knowingly. “Well one thing is certain,” She said. “We have no 

more time to give, either to the Lord High Chamberlain or to ourselves. I feel we are out of 
options as well. Priestess Awerria, how quickly can we get seventy thousand warriors from the 
Cursed Lands to Nevona’s capital?” 

The high priestess’s eyes widened. “Your Holiness?” 
“We are going to give Bukteel an ultimatum, and I want plenty of arms there to back it up. 

How long to get them there?” 
The chamber went silent. 
It took Priestess Awerria a moment to process what the Holy Mother had asked, and a few 

moments more to perform some quick mental calculations. “Inside a moon I should think,” she 
replied, “provided the weather holds. But winter is not far off.” 

“Then you had best get them moving. In the meantime, we will amass other forces from 
other quarters of the world and converge them on Nevona’s capital as soon as possible. Priestess 
Woot-Alim-Tahn, get word to King Bukteel that we expect him to have our holy warriors 
equipped and ready for travel by week’s end. We will be arriving with a detachment to take 
command of them then. If they are not ready by that time, we will be arriving a short time later 
with an army to take his castle.” 

“Yes, Your Holiness. I shall get word to him immediately.” 
“Your Holiness,” Her First ventured, “do you think it wise to pull our forces from the 

Cursed Lands? Our compellers tell us that this latest incarnation of Rue-A-Kai grows quite 
strong. He is rapidly gathering his forces. If we do not hit him now—and hard—he may succeed 
in rebuilding his armies. Should he do that, then I fear we will be asking the five kingdoms for 
much more than merely their holy warriors.” 

“I am aware of the risks, First. As Marshal of Crusaders, it is right you should be concerned. 
But we cannot face an enemy without while a cancer eats at us from within. The other four kings 
are worried. Even now they wonder if we will give in to Nevona’s demands. This we cannot 
have. We cannot have anyone doubting the Church. We must let the world know that neither 
madman nor king, nor one who happens to be both, can dictate demands to the Church. By 
opposing Nevona with overwhelming force, we will drive all notions of rebellion from the king’s 
mind. Then we can hurry our forces back to the frontier before winter hits. We will have time.” 

The chamber was silent for many moments. Then one of the younger priestesses spoke, her 
voice rising barely above a whisper. “But Your Holiness . . . what of the Desert Oracle’s 
warning?” 

The Popess gazed into the worried face of the high priestess. Then She looked about the 
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great oval table at the twenty-two other concerned faces staring back at Her. Even through their 
disciplined mind-shields, She could sense the tension and anxiety leaking out into the local ether 
around them. 

“My Priestesses,” She said, “do not be concerned. When all is said and done, Nevona will 
back down. They know what is right, and they will do what is right. They dare not defy the 
Church.” 

Despite Her assurances, however, the Holy Mother saw that the weight of the oracle’s 
warning weighed heavily on their thoughts. Nor, she silently admitted, could She entirely dismiss 
its dire implications from Her own. 
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Chapter Seven 
 
 
 

Fret not that the jackass got to your mare. Mules are useful too. 
—farmer’s adage 

 
 
 

Prince Palinoe stood by the open window looking down on the ant-sized people waging war 
just beyond the city gate. One bug seemed to blur into the next as he watched, his perspective as 
much a consequence of the wine he had drunk as it was of distance and the summer heat. He 
grimaced as he took another sip from his goblet. 

“How can anyone be expected to drink this swill?” he protested. 
Lord High Chamberlain Xakeeb sat in an easy chair with his legs crossed beneath a bright 

purple robe. Upon his breast lay his black opal pendant. His hands worried the multicolored opal 
as he spoke. “I did the best I could, Your Highness. You should feel fortunate I came across even 
that.” 

“Is there not a flagon of brandy or a barrel of good beer to be found in all of Father’s 
cellars?” 

“After a few moons of siege, Palinoe, you will think the water at the bottom of the city’s 
cisterns a better vintage than all of the prized brandy in the world.” 

“I doubt that.” 
“You will not doubt it when winter comes and you are fighting with the chief gardener for 

rats to make your supper.” 
“Humph!” Palinoe gulped another mouthful of wine. “Damn Lugaro anyway! Why does he 

not do anything?” 
“What would you have him do? He is not king.” 
“He could be if he would just work up the courage. I know he would put an end to this 

infuriating war.” 
“I am certain he would. But Lugaro lost his chance eight moons ago when your father defied 

the Call. The council would have supported his play for the Crown then, before he and Braxon 
chose to side with your father. But I guess that is that.” 

“Braxon,” Palinoe sneered, “that little snot! He has everyone thinking he is some kind of 
hero or something.” He drained his goblet and reached again for the wine bottle. “I could have 
been a hero too had I defied the Church. I suppose now I am the villain of the family for having 
chosen not to murder my pious brethren. Father should have thrown me into the dungeons 
alongside of them, the real holy warriors, the ones he could not turn against the Church. I feel 
more akin to them than I do my own family.” Palinoe overfilled his goblet sending red rivulets 
down the outside of the crystal and over his meaty fingers. “It is not fair.” 

“Oh, I do not think you all that well suited to the dungeons, Palinoe. Just enjoy your 
privileged life while you still can.” 
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Palinoe scowled. “What do you mean, ‘while I still can’?” 
“What do you think I mean? Do you suppose the Church will simply forgive what your 

family has done here? Do you think the other kingdoms will? Religious considerations aside, 
every moon the crusade drags on is yet another moon the four kings have to dig into their 
treasuries. The tithing is killing them! Your family’s actions have prolonged this crusade eight 
moons already. Given Rue-A-Kai’s growing strength, it may well have prolonged it years. The 
other kingdoms of the world will not soon forgive that.” 

“I am not a part of this uprising. It is Lugaro and Braxon who have sided with Father against 
the Church. Not me.” 

“What does that matter? All anyone is going to see is that the royal family of Nevona 
mounted a revolt against the Holy Mother. No one is going to take the time to sort through a nest 
of adders just to find one serviceable length of rope. They will condemn the lot of you together.” 

“I do not believe that. I have connections.” 
“Any connections you might have had, Palinoe, died with your father’s defiance of the 

Call.” Xakeeb held the opal up to his eye, admiring its multitudinous colors. “If you are lucky, 
they will merely imprison you for the better part of your life. If you are not, they will 
excommunicate you.” He dropped the opal onto his chest. “Then how long do you think it will 
be before some holy champion comes along and spies the brand of excommunication on your 
forehead? A challenge, a quick clash of arms, and there you will be lying amid your own entrails 
wondering why the world has been so unfair to you.” 

“But you said we could make a deal with the Church.” 
“Well certainly, but only if your family deals from a position of strength. Take a peek out 

that window, Palinoe. Even now the army retreats within the city walls. That, my boy, marks the 
start of the siege. With every passing day of it, your family loses more and more of its bargaining 
power. And the only thing your family has left to bargain with is time. Time that it is rapidly 
losing. The longer the bulk of the Holy Mother’s crusaders remain tied up here, the stronger Rue-
A-Kai becomes. If Nevona were to negotiate a surrender today, it might buy the Holy Mother 
five moons. That time would be invaluable to Her and the crusade. If Nevona negotiates a 
surrender two moons from now, that would likely buy Her only three moons. Valuable time to be 
sure, but not nearly so valuable as before. The longer your family holds out, the worse its 
position becomes. 

“But I suppose there is no point in pondering any of this anyway. Were Lugaro king, he 
would probably enter into negotiations tonight. But your father . . . Well, he will never surrender 
his castle. That much is certain.” 

“There must be something we can do.” 
Xakeeb yawned. “What can we do? Our lives lie in the hands of our sovereign.” 
“In the hands of a madman you mean.” 
Xakeeb gestured his acquiescence of the point. 
“You seem awfully calm about all of this.” 
“Perhaps on the outside, Palinoe, but on the inside I am a churning sea of knots.” 
“Why do I find that hard to believe?” 
Xakeeb shrugged. 
Palinoe peered out the window and took a long drink from his goblet. Then he turned back 

to the chamberlain. “I think you are goading me, Xakeeb.” 
“Goading you?” 
“Yes, goading me. You are always goading someone into doing something.” 
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“And you think me that persuasive, do you?” 
“You do not fool me, Xakeeb, playing your little innocent-bystander games. You always 

know what is going on. You are always behind the scenes directing things.” 
Xakeeb smiled. “Well, my boy, every play has its actors and its directors. If you think me 

directing this one, then I must say I have certainly done quite a poor job of it. Quite a poor job 
indeed.” 

“Oh, you have had a hand in things I am sure. I just wonder what part you have slated for 
me.” 

“So you see yourself as an actor. Myself, I would have thought one of royal blood born to a 
more assertive role.” 

Palinoe stared at Xakeeb over the upturned brim of his goblet. 
“An actor makes himself known to the audience, moving in response to direction. Is that 

you, Palinoe? Or are you one who works from behind the scenes, behind a cloak of anonymity, 
moving the actors as you see fit?” 

Palinoe lowered his goblet and belched. 
“Out of good direction has arisen some of the great performances of history. Does not one of 

royal blood appear more suited to that role? Perhaps direction is where your talents lie.” 
Palinoe nodded. “Perhaps.” 
Xakeeb rose and strode over to the prince. “Well, if you are a director, then you had best get 

to directing soon. This kingdom is on the brink of disaster, and you, I, and both of your brothers 
all stand on the precipice with it.” 

“But how does one direct a madman?” 
Xakeeb placed a hand on the prince’s shoulder. “There is only one way I know of.” 
Palinoe cocked his head and peered at the chamberlain. “What way is that?” 
Xakeeb smiled and clapped the prince heartily on the back. “Oh, you are a bright boy, 

Palinoe. I am certain you will figure it out.” With a final pat, Xakeeb crossed the room to the 
door. “Just do not take too long whatever you do.” Then he opened the door and exited. 

Palinoe turned back to the window. He again lifted his goblet. Through its colored bottom he 
spied tiny sparks of wizard-fire flashing low over the plain and in the distant hills beyond. He 
lowered the empty goblet and wiped his mouth with his sleeve. The scene below was becoming 
quite distorted now, all the little ants and bugs merging into blurry splotches and hairy little 
spiders. 

Palinoe wondered what his insane father saw when he looked out the window of his tower 
study. Did he give any thought to the spiders and bugs as he sat in the solitude of his turret 
making his demented battle plans for the insects? And what of his brother, Braxon, out there on 
the battlefield. Just another actor acting among the bugs. A bug-actor. A hero among bugs! 
Palinoe smiled smugly. Just another insect moved this way and that by the mad director in the 
tower. 

Xakeeb was right. There were actors and there were directors. Bugs and monarchs. He set 
down his empty goblet and went to the writing desk. He would be no bug-actor. He sat and took 
up quill and paper. Smart and decisive action was what was called for now. Palinoe smiled as he 
dipped the quill into the ink well. He was no bug. He was a monarch! 
 

 
 

The captain called his cavalry detail to a halt. He raised a hand to his brow, shielding his 
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eyes from the sun as he peered out over the rolling grassland. Tall grass and afternoon heat 
extended all the way to the distant hills. He turned in his saddle and peered east. In the distance, 
the grassland disappeared behind a low ridge, rising again a mile or so beyond at the base of a 
line of hills. He saw no reason for the missing company to be over there. He turned his attention 
back north. 

“Where in the Nine Blazes are they?” his lieutenant asked, scanning the plain ahead. 
“What do you expect from a company of greenies?” someone remarked. “They could be 

anywhere.” 
That was certain. The missing company of holy warriors had seen little action to this point, 

which was the main reason Her Marshal had positioned them way out here on the crusaders’ 
extreme right flank. Nice easy duty, the captain thought with a twinge of envy. But he knew not 
to be too envious. With the Nevonian army now beating a retreat back within the safety of its 
capital’s walls, the campaign was about to devolve into a siege. That meant nice easy duty for all 
of them, save the engineering corps. 

The captain looked about him at the ten holy warriors of his command. His eyes lit upon the 
receptor. He motioned to her. She walked her mount up alongside his. 

“Anything?” 
“Still nothing.” 
“Any chance you could have missed them?” 
“A company of two hundred? I hardly think so.” 
The captain knew better of course. The company had only two second order receptors 

assigned to it, not nearly enough receptive power to shield a group of that size. But the search 
was becoming frustrating. Most of his command were worn out from the morning’s battle and, 
like him, were anxious to get back. No one relished the thought of bedding down overnight out 
here away from a hot meal and the relative comfort of camp. 

“If it is of any help,” the receptor said, “I do detect four or five people east of here, beyond 
that ridge.” She pointed to where the captain had been looking before. “I am not getting much 
from them though. They must have their shields up.” 

“What would someone be doing way out here?” a warrior asked. 
“Four or five?” the captain asked. 
“Four individuals for sure. I am getting vague impressions from the four that there might be 

a fifth. I stress might, for I cannot sense a thing of him. If there is a fifth, then he has one monster 
of a mind-shield.” 

“A first or second order receptor then.” 
“Not necessarily. It could just be someone with a real talent for mind-shielding. Then again, 

it may be nothing at all. The impressions I am getting are unclear.” 
“Maybe we should have a word with them,” the lieutenant offered. “They may have seen 

something.” 
“Maybe.” 
“Something is not right,” a warrior named Squeaky said nervously. 
Squeaky hailed from one of the many coastal villages that dotted northwest Montaho, which 

was why she had volunteered for the search detail. She had friends among the missing company. 
“There,” someone said. 
The captain looked to the northeast where the warrior was pointing. Far in the distance a 

number of dark shapes were just topping a rise. “What are they? Not people.” 
“No,” came a reply. “Horses.” 
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“A bunch of them,” another added. “A dozen at least.” 
“This is an infantry unit we are trying to find is it not?” someone quipped. 
The captain looked to the receptor. “Anything?” 
“You mean the horses?” 
“Yes. Are they wild or domesticated or . . .” 
“Could be battle beasts as far as I can tell, or mice. To one’s farsense, the signature of all 

wildlife is basically the same. Whatever they are, though, there are more of them strung out 
beyond that ridge.” Again she pointed east. “Another thing, Captain. You know those people I 
sensed before?” 

“Yes.” 
“I no longer sense one of them.” 
The captain’s eyes widened. “Mind-shields up!” he roared, as he wheeled his horse to the 

right. “Follow me!” 
He spurred his horse into a gallop as his command reined in behind him. Hooves pounded 

the earth flinging up great clods of dry earth, trailing clouds of dust, as the detail raced eastward 
across the parched grassland. 

The captain shot a thread to his receptor. 
“Captain?” 
“I want to know the instant you sense who is who over there.” 
“Already working on it.” 
The captain dropped that thread and shot another to his best archer. He felt Squeaky pick it 

up. “Start looking for a shot the moment we spot them, Squeaky. I will signal you as soon as we 
sort out friend from foe. And Squeaky . . . be ready for anything.” 

“I will be.” 
The captain dropped the link. 
The detail hurtled over the top of the ridge and raced down the far side. Grassland sloped 

down in a gentle grade all the way to the base of the foothills beyond. Over the land, a multitude 
of dark specks lay scattered in a great swath hundreds of yards wide. The carnage became clearer 
with each passing stride. 

Over the thundering of hooves, the captain heard someone exclaim, “By the angels!” And 
another, “There must be hundreds here!” The captain scanned the terrain ahead looking for signs 
of life. In the distance, horses grazed amid the bodies, while crows and vultures hopped about 
gorging themselves on the remains of humans and horses alike. His mind felt the receptor’s 
touch. He picked up the thread. 

“To the far right, Captain.” 
The captain spied fighting a good thousand yards away. He veered right. His command 

thundered after him. 
“Mistress, what can you tell me?” 
“A warrior lies dying, his mind-shield failing. I sense he and his two comrades are Nevonian 

men. The two that have their backs to us. They are fighting one other. A woman. A holy warrior. 
The dying man is in awe of the woman’s skill and stamina. Wait . . . Lost him, Captain. He has 
either passed out or died.” 

“So she is one of ours.” 
“I assume so.” 
“I want you to focus on one of the two surviving Nevonians and try mind-blasting him.” 
“I will try. But both are strongly shielded.” She dropped the link. 
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The captain shot a thread to Squeaky. “We are after the two men with their backs to us. Take 
a shot the instant you have one. It does not have to be a kill shot. Just get one close enough to 
distract them.” 

“Yes, Captain.” Squeaky dropped the link. 
The captain was now close enough to clearly hear the clash of swords. The smell of rotting 

flesh grew stronger as he rode. Ahead, two shapes faced off against one. The three stood amid 
what looked to be at least a score of corpses. He spurred his mount on. 

Three hundred yards from the fighting, he saw the female warrior’s long red hair whip 
violently to one side. One of the enemy fell to his knees before her. While still fighting the other, 
she kicked the wounded man in the chest, knocking him backward. His sword flew from his 
grasp. He stayed down. The captain felt the receptor’s touch. He picked up the thread. 

“By the angels, she is strong! There can be no doubt. She is the one with the monster mind-
shield. She sensed my mind-blast and joined in. We broke his concentration, and she dropped 
him. I cannot get to the other. His shield is too powerful, even for the two of us together.” 

The captain nearly cried aloud as he saw the Nevonian land a blow that sent the red-haired 
woman stumbling over a body. She recovered just in time to parry a strike aimed at her head. 
Even from this distance, he could see her faltering. 

The captain dropped his link with the receptor and shot one to Squeaky. Squeaky, however, 
did not pick it up. He peered behind him just in time to see her slipping from her mount, 
longbow in hand. Moments later, he heard a shaft whistling overhead. It fell just short of the two 
warriors. The Nevonian was oblivious to everything but his opponent. Another shaft whistled 
through the air and stuck in a body about a yard left of the Nevonian. What I would not give for 
one measly, low-level kineticor! the captain thought as he drew his saber. His detail was less than 
a hundred yards away from the two now. Over the pounding of hooves, he heard other sabers 
drawn. A third shaft whistled through the air. This one found its mark, striking the Nevonian in 
the left calf. He heard the man cry out. Then, an instant later, he saw red hair whip suddenly to 
one side. The man fell straight back. He hit the ground, his head bouncing off his midsection and 
rolling away. 

The detail reined up before the red-haired woman in mid-gallop, their mounts spraying her 
blood-splattered body with dirt. The battle lust in the woman’s eyes quickly gave way to 
exhaustion. Breathing heavily, she grasped her sword with both hands and thrust it deep into the 
sod at her feet. Then she leaned against it, using it as one might a staff. Her chest heaved as she 
struggled to regain her breath. 

The captain slid from his mount. He noticed that the receptor had already beaten him to the 
ground and was rushing to the warrior’s side. As with most high-order receptors, she was also a 
healer. The captain joined her. Together they helped ease the warrior to her knees. The rest of the 
detail dismounted and gathered around. 

After a quick, cursory examination, the receptor looked over at the captain and nodded her 
relief. He was surprised to see tears welling in her eyes. “She will be all right, Captain,” the 
receptor said. “Most of this is enemy blood. The rest is superficial.” The receptor rose and went 
to her mount to retrieve her healer’s kit. 

“Move back there!” The captain motioned from his knees. “Give the Mistress some air!” 
The receptor returned with the kit just as Squeaky rode up. The archer dismounted and 

looked about her at the corpses. She seemed to be searching the face of each, looking for lost 
friends. She peered at the red-haired woman with tears of apprehension in her eyes. “Seaview?” 
she asked. 
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The woman was drinking from a canteen. She finished and handed it back to the receptor. “I 
fear so,” she said between pants. “And Redfish and Sullen Springs and . . . Wine River . . . and 
Misthaven.” 

Tears streamed down Squeaky’s cheeks as she listened to the names of the villages. She 
turned and hugged her mount, burying her face in the beast’s neck. Her body shook with silent 
sobs. 

“Are there no wounded?” someone asked. 
The woman’s panting slowed as she regained her breath. “There were those on both sides 

who made sure there would not be,” she replied. 
“Mistress,” the captain said. “Is all of your company here?” 
She looked around her. Her eyes were hard. “Only their bodies are here, Captain. But you 

will find all of those. And all of our enemy’s as well.” 
“The sole survivor of both sides!” someone exclaimed.  
The fact was obvious. Even so, it was almost too unbelievable to grasp. 
“What happened here, Mistress?” 
The woman flinched as the receptor applied a wet cloth to a particularly deep, blood-

encrusted gash on the back of her neck. “Our sentries spotted them shortly after sunup. A light 
cavalry unit, three hundred strong. They came out of the hills looking to skirt our flank and get 
behind our lines. They were in a perfect position to do so too had our flank been where they 
expected it to be. They did not think to find us out here so far from the front. Our commanders 
surmised they must have been waiting in the hills for days while our battle line slowly pushed 
past them. As Nevona’s forces fell back toward their capital, this unit sat waiting. With every 
mile the Nevonians fell back, the unit’s position improved, until finally they found themselves 
perfectly situated to get behind us. Once past us, they would have been so far to our army’s rear 
that no one would have been in a position to stop them. They would have had a direct path to our 
receptor corps.” 

“They would have decimated it,” the lieutenant remarked. “Without psychic protection, we 
could have lost the battle.” 

A warrior nodded. “It is an old ploy. Take out your enemy’s receptors first and then strike 
the unprotected warriors in the field.” 

“Maybe King Bukteel is not as insane as we thought,” someone said. 
“Oh, he is insane all right,” the lieutenant replied. “But insane is not the same as inept.” 
“Why did you not farspeak a warning ahead?” the captain asked. 
“We did, after the battle commenced. Or at least our receptors were supposed to. Maybe 

they did not have a chance to get a warning off before they went down. I do not know. At any 
rate, we did not communicate a warning before that because we knew the army would not have 
time to react to it anyway, and we did not want to take a chance of tipping off the enemy. 
Without the element of surprise, two hundred infantry would have stood little chance against 
three hundred light cavalry. There was us and there was them and no one in between. Our 
options were limited.” 

The receptor had used her healing talents to numb the cut on the warrior’s neck. She now 
asked the warrior a question as she carefully stitched the wound closed. “Since the captain will 
not ask the obvious, I suppose I will. Honored Mistress, what is your name?” 

The captain looked duly abashed. “Forgive me, Mistress. Yes, pray tell us, what is your 
name? For I swear that before this night is over there will not be a warrior in our army who has 
not heard it.” 
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“I am Janna, Captain. Janna of Misthaven.” 
Squeaky looked over at the warrior, one hand still around her horse’s neck. “I have heard of 

you,” she said, wiping her eyes. “Janna of Misthaven. You were nursemaid to a mishappen boy. 
The blacksmith’s son.” 

Janna turned to her. “Yes,” she said. Her tone was wooden. 
“I saw him once,” Squeaky said. “At the gathering in Misthaven last autumn. A strange 

boy.” 
Janna’s eyes grew cold. “To those who do not know him perhaps.” 
Squeaky sensed the malice emanating from the woman. She looked away. 
“Well, Janna of Misthaven,” the captain said. “I know I speak for all of us when I say we are 

honored to stand here on this field before you and your fallen comrades. Your company’s 
sacrifice this day has been great. It shall not soon be forgotten. You have our appreciation and 
our respect.” 

“Hear! Hear!” the detail shouted. 
Janna looked about her at the motionless bodies lying in the hot afternoon sun. Among them 

lay one hundred and three of her own. One hundred and three friends and acquaintances who 
would never see Misthaven again. 

Janna bowed her head and stared at the ground. The priestess said there was an air of 
destiny about me, she thought. She said she could see fate wending its way through my life. Janna 
squeezed her eyes tightly shut. But what fate is it that can leave behind it such a wake as this? 
 

 
 

Volar gasped for breath as he made his way up the steep spiral staircase of the King’s 
Turret. In the poorly lit stairwell, his slick-soled sandals threatened to deal him a nasty spill with 
every step he took on the sweating stone, but the bulletin would not wait for a change of 
footwear. He had to get the terrible news to the king as soon as possible. How the king would 
receive it was something the royal healer feared even to guess. 

Volar was only two turns below the landing when a psychic scream pierced the local ether. 
Volar instantly recognized the mental signature as the king’s. He grabbed the hem of his robe 
and vaulted up the steps, slipping and sliding as he climbed. The alarming thought embedded 
within the scream spurred him on, despite the dangers of the treacherous stair. 

Suddenly, from around the corner, a hooded figure flew down the steps toward him. Volar 
fell back against the wall. The figure collided with him, nearly sending both of them spilling 
down the long staircase. As they grappled with one another to keep from falling, the figure’s 
hood fell away. 

Volar gasped. “Palinoe!” 
Recovering his balance, the prince shoved Volar aside into the wall and raced down the 

winding stair. The sickly scent of sweat and alcohol lingered as Volar heard the young man’s 
boots pound a frenzied retreat down the turret stair, through the double doors, and into the royal 
apartments beyond. 

Volar quickly shot a thread toward the king’s mind. That familiar sensation of initial 
contact—like the whisper of an alien mind dreaming—was absent. He intensified the thread. Still 
no sensation. Volar’s alarm grew. He hiked up his robe and raced up the final turn of the 
staircase, leapt atop the landing, and staggered breathlessly through the open door of the King’s 
Study. 
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He frantically scanned the room. There was no sign of the king. A shaft of bright sunlight 
shone through the large window in the west wall and glinted off a shard of glass a few feet away. 
Volar looked toward the window and saw fragments of broken glass still clinging to its frame. 
He rushed to the opening and looked out. Down in the courtyard, nearly a hundred feet below, 
lay the king in a contorted heap surrounded by shards of glass sparkling in the late afternoon sun. 

Volar fell to his knees before the shattered window. Outside, several of the King’s Guard 
were racing across the yard toward his corpse. Volar laid his head on the stone sill. Sorrow 
heaped upon sorrow heaped upon sorrow! He could not help but feel it was all a just and divine 
punishment for the royals’ defiance of the Church. Moments later, he heard the inevitable cry rip 
through the ether: “King Bukteel is dead!” Volar knew that before long the ether would ring with 
yet another cry, a cry just as dire. Now that the king was gone, there was no longer need for the 
Lord High Marshal to withhold the other tragic news of the day. 

Volar remained kneeling there a long time with his forehead against the warm stone 
listening to the shocked cries of the ether and the distant tumult below. After a time, he sensed 
someone approaching. He lifted his head and rose slowly to his feet. Two people were moving 
down the hall of the royal apartments toward the entrance to the turret below. He recognized 
them as two of the King’s Guard. He felt something trickling down his forehead. He wiped at it. 
It was blood. A small shard of glass on the sill was spotted with red. As he crossed the chamber 
and stepped out onto the narrow landing, he heard the distant clank of metal and the thud of 
boots hurriedly climbing the stone steps. He waited patiently as the sound grew louder. Several 
moments later, Lord High Chamberlain Xakeeb rounded the corner, followed closely by the two 
guards Volar had sensed. 

Volar’s eyes widened at the sight of the chamberlain. But his surprise was fleeting. The 
chamberlain’s peculiar malady had caught him unawares yet again. “There is no need for alarm,” 
he told the three. “I am the only one here.” 

The chamberlain and the guards continued up the stairs, hurried past Volar, and entered the 
King’s Study. Volar followed them in. A quick survey of the room convinced them of the 
healer’s words. Xakeeb ordered the guards back to the turret door with strict orders to let no one 
enter the turret, not even the king’s sons. Xakeeb stood at the doorway of the study listening as 
the guards descended the stair. Upon hearing the heavy turret doors close, he shut the door of the 
study and turned to face Volar. 

“What has happened here?” 
Volar walked to a chair and sat on the edge of its seat. He stared at the floor. “Something 

terrible!” He shook his head. “Something impossible.” 
The chamberlain walked to the broken west window and looked out. A huge throng had 

gathered about the king’s corpse. No one seemed intent on bearing it away. The shock of it all 
was still too fresh. 

“Suicide?” 
Volar breathed a heavy sigh as he raised his head. “I do not think so.” 
Volar proceeded to tell Xakeeb of his encounter with Palinoe on the stair. “I surprised him,” 

he concluded. “Had he anticipated encountering someone arriving to see the king . . .” Volar 
looked away. “He appeared to be drunk.” 

“It would not surprise me,” the chamberlain replied. “He is overfond of alcohol.” 
“Xakeeb, what are we to do?” 
“Are you certain it was not suicide?” 
“Fairly certain. The king screamed Palinoe’s name as he fell. Why else would he have done 
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that?” 
“Hmm.” Xakeeb crossed the room to the king’s large oaken desk. It was littered with a mass 

of papers and maps. He began perusing the pile. “Did anyone else hear the cry?” 
“I am certain some did. It was quite loud and tinged with sensations of surprise.” 
“Oh.” Xakeeb looked up. “It was not a verbal cry then.” 
Volar felt himself blush. “No.” 
For the hundredth time, Volar berated himself for his faux pas. Neither able to sense the 

ether, nor be sensed through it, the chamberlain was a mental deaf-mute. It was a malady so 
peculiar that Volar thought it possible Xakeeb the only person in the world so afflicted. But the 
chamberlain was so adept at disguising the malady in public that Volar often found himself 
overlooking it when in private. If word ever got out that the chamberlain was in fact a 
mishappen, it would undoubtedly spell even more political trouble for the Crown. Not to mention 
trouble for Xakeeb himself. Consequently, his malady was a well-guarded secret that few of the 
royal court knew. 

“What is this?” Xakeeb said, picking up a sheet of paper. The chamberlain silently read the 
document. It was not long. He finished it and held it out to Volar. “Have you seen this?” 

Volar rose and walked to the desk. He accepted the sheet from Xakeeb. As he read, his eyes 
widened in horror. It was a suicide note from King Bukteel, but it was not written in the king’s 
hand. Volar had tutored Palinoe since the youth was old enough to walk. The identity of the 
author could not have been any more apparent had the prince signed his own name. Volar met 
Xakeeb’s gaze. 

Xakeeb shrugged. “Not the brightest of the Crown Jewels is he?” 
“Xakeeb . . .” 
“I know.” The chamberlain pulled back the chair from the desk and sat. “It seems the fickle 

hand of fate has traded us a king and a prince for an end to this rebellion.” He folded his hands 
over his middle. “It is not the solution I would have hoped for, but at least now Lugaro can 
negotiate an advantageous surrender for us.” 

Volar stuffed the forged suicide note into a pocket of his robe. His expression was pained. “I 
was coming to tell the king . . .” Volar stopped and looked away. 

Xakeeb leaned forward in his chair. “Tell the king what, Volar?” 
Volar returned to his seat. “Earlier this afternoon . . .” The healer paused and cleared his 

throat. “Earlier this afternoon, the Lord High Marshal contacted me with news. We were 
withholding it until I could reach the king to notify him personally.” 

“What news?” 
Volar looked down at the floor. “Lugaro is dead.” 
“Dead!” Xakeeb rose to his feet. “How?” 
“He and Braxon were commanding one of the forward units defending the army’s retreat 

back within the city. An arrow found him.” 
“What! What fool positioned the crown prince there?” 
Volar looked up. “The king.” 
Xakeeb’s eyes narrowed in rage. 
“But Braxon remains uninjured,” Volar continued. “The marshal sent word that he has been 

rushed inside the city gate to safety.” 
“What does that matter?” Xakeeb snapped. 
The response took Volar by surprise. “What do you mean? Braxon is third in succession. 

With Lugaro gone to the Eternal Vaults, and Palinoe destined for excommunication for the 
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king’s murder, the Crown now falls to him.” 
Xakeeb snorted his derision. “Braxon will never be king, Volar.” 
“Of course he will. He is next in line.” 
Xakeeb turned a cold stare on the healer. “Do you truly think that now the king is gone you 

are the only one who knows Braxon’s secret? No, Volar, there are others. Others who will not 
hesitate to reveal it if it suits their purposes.” 

Volar was stunned. He had been certain that no one outside of him, the king, the queen, and 
a trusted nanny had known. How anyone else could have divined Braxon’s secret he could not 
begin to guess. If others knew, however, and it seemed now that they must, then Xakeeb was 
right. Braxon could never be king. It was a bitter turn for Volar’s favorite pupil. 

“But if Braxon is denied the Crown,” Volar said, “then we are left with no clear heir. The 
three boys are all that remain of the royal line.” 

“I know,” Xakeeb replied, “which means a multitude of second-cousin dukes and third-
cousin earls all fighting to take the throne. All the while our capital sits here under siege with no 
one to negotiate an end to this madness. And should Nevona—by some miracle—survive the 
siege and the Church’s retribution and the dukes and earls’ civil war, then there is still Montaho 
to contend with. And I do not think there is a power on earth that can save us from them when 
they finally decide to sweep in and take the kingdom from us. It will be the Great Consolidation 
all over again. Only this time, instead of the merging of twenty-six kingdoms into six, it will be 
five kingdoms into four, and that will be the end of Nevona.” 

“While the true evil sits back in the Cursed Lands laughing at our foolish infighting and 
growing stronger with each passing day,” Volar added. 

Xakeeb walked to the east window and peered out. Below, the last of the Nevonian army 
was retreating back inside the city gate. Out on the battlefield beyond, the holy forces had ceased 
their pursuit and were now organizing units to strengthen their encirclement of the city. The 
siege was on. 

Xakeeb turned from the window. “There is only one thing we can do, Volar.” The healer 
looked up. Xakeeb stared hard at the man. “There is only one thing we can do.” 

Volar turned and looked at the broken window. He placed his hand in his pocket and felt the 
crumpled note there. Tears came to his eyes. Sorrow heaped upon sorrow heaped upon sorrow! 

Volar’s heart rebelled against Xakeeb’s unspoken proposal. Injustice, he knew, only bred 
further injustice, but what else could they do? Volar turned his gaze back to the floor. 
Reluctantly, he nodded his assent. 
 

 
 

“What did he say?” 
Xakeeb closed the chamber door behind him. “Relax, Palinoe. We have work to do. Now 

pay attention.” 
Seated in a chair, the prince reached for the wine bottle on the table beside him. His goblet 

was empty. 
Xakeeb’s dark eyes grew menacing. “I thought I told you to sober up.” 
The prince filled his goblet. “After what I have just been through, Xakeeb, I say I could use 

a drink.” 
Xakeeb marched across the room and slapped the goblet out of the prince’s hand, splattering 

the wall and rich carpet with red wine. 
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Palinoe staggered to his feet. “I will have you exiled for that!” 
No longer able to control his rage, Xakeeb grabbed the young prince by the front of his shirt 

and dragged his face to within an inch of his own. “You little cretin! Do you have any idea how 
close you came to excommunication today? Do you? If not for a wayward arrow, you would now 
be lying in chains awaiting the Holy Mother’s judgment! Exile. You are lucky I do not throttle 
you where you stand!” 

Xakeeb shoved the prince back in his chair and stalked across the room to the window. “No 
one deserves the luck you have had this day.” Xakeeb stared out the window. His eyes burned 
with rage and tension. 

Palinoe smoothed his shirt and sheepishly peered at the back of Xakeeb’s head. “News came 
through the ether a short time ago,” he said. “Is Lugaro really dead?” 

Xakeeb snorted and shook his head in derision. He did not turn around as he spoke. “Yes, he 
is dead. Congratulations. You are to be king.” 

“My brother dead,” Palinoe whispered to himself. He was just about to reach for the wine 
bottle again when he caught himself. “I always assumed Lugaro would be king,” he said. “It 
never occurred to me that I might actually be.” 

Xakeeb barely heard him. “Volar and I have worked out a cover story for you, Palinoe. He 
will say that he brought the king news of Lugaro’s death. You were never there. And neither was 
that ridiculous suicide note of yours.” 

“I rather thought the note a good idea.” 
Xakeeb squeezed his eyes shut in exasperation. Several moments passed before he could 

again open them. “Volar will say your father was distraught over the news,” he continued. “He 
will say that with Lugaro’s death, the king was shocked into realizing just how wrong he had 
been. That he felt Lugaro’s death was divine punishment for his actions against the Church. 
Volar will say that the king, in a fit of conscience, sought to atone for his sins by throwing 
himself out of the window, thus bringing an end to the rebellion. It all fits well but for one thing. 
When your father . . . jumped, he let loose a cry into the ether.” 

“So?” 
“He cried your name.” 
“Oh.” 
“Volar said the cry was tinged with shock and surprise. Not exactly the sentiments one 

would ascribe to a man willingly leaping to his death. But Volar assures me that only the highly 
gifted will have caught these nuances. We are relying on the public’s knowledge of the king’s 
troubled mind, coupled with the shock of his sudden demise, to allay any suspicions. Volar feels 
relatively confident they will.” 

“What about my name?” 
“That we will let people puzzle out for themselves. The loyal ones will assume your father’s 

cry was in reference to you being next in line for the Crown. We can nudge them along in that 
thinking. The suspicious ones will have no evidence to the contrary. Given Nevona’s situation, I 
doubt anyone will be mad enough to press the issue. 

“Your job now will be to negotiate our surrender to the Church as quickly as possible. I will 
handle the details of that. Which brings us to one last crucial item. If we are to escape this 
without any lasting damage, we will need a scapegoat.” 

“Why? Will not the Church simply blame Father? After all, it was his defiance of the Call 
that has led to all of this.” 

“If there is one thing you need to learn about the world, Palinoe, it is that only the letting of 
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blood satisfies the letting of blood. Anything less leaves the world . . . dissatisfied, wanting. 
Since the world cannot let blood from a dead king, it will surely seek to let it from a live one.” 

“Well they will not let it from me! I will not pay for my father’s crimes.” 
“That we know, which is why we need a scapegoat.” 
“The world should be thanking me for what I have done this day.” 
“You had best hope the world never discovers what you have done.” 
Palinoe eased back in his chair. “So who do we get to be our scapegoat?” 
“You do not get someone to be your scapegoat, Palinoe. You make them your scapegoat.” 
“All right then. Who do we make do it?” 
“We need someone who currently lives under a measure of suspicion. Someone who has 

been the target of rumor and insinuation. A person who has a dark secret he cannot risk having 
exposed through the Eye of Truth. A dark secret like, say, being an accessory-after-the-fact to a 
sovereign’s murder.” 

Palinoe considered. “Do you mean someone like you?” 
Xakeeb gave the prince a withering look. Palinoe chuckled. “Best you take this seriously, 

Prince.” 
“I know who you mean. But if he were accused, would he not expose me in order to save 

himself?” 
“Perhaps. But I am betting he will not.” 
Palinoe raised an eyebrow. “You are betting. Nice of you to bet, Xakeeb, when it is my life 

you are wagering.” 
“Oh, I am wagering far more than your life, Palinoe.” Xakeeb turned back to the window. 

“A world more.” 
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Chapter Eight 
 
 
 

A great cry went up from among the angels, for they saw the world encircled in 
Teeth. Then He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless spoke to them saying, “This is the 
new order of things.” And so it was. 

—Holy Book of Chronicles 
 
 
 

His footsteps echoed off the dank stone, trailing him down the dim corridor like an honor 
guard of ghosts. Flames lunged at him as he swept by, straining against the limits of their 
imprisoning sconces, splashing maniacal shadows across the dark walls as he passed. A moan 
drifted down the passage from somewhere above. The odor of sweat and excrement permeated 
the air. At the end of the long corridor, he came to a heavy oaken door inset with a small iron 
grate at chest level. Flames danced in a nearby sconce. He rapped once. A face, backlit by an 
unseen source, appeared. A moment later the door swung open, and he stepped into the twelve-
by-twelve-foot cell. 

He turned to the woman who had opened the door. She was dressed in an immaculate yellow 
robe. In her hand she held a lantern. 

“Do you think it wise to leave the door unlocked, Priestess?” 
High Priestess Woot-Alim-Tahn put a forefinger to her lips. She nodded toward the middle-

aged man sleeping atop a nest of straw in a corner of the cell. 
“With a first order receptor like him around,” she whispered, “there is little I need fear from 

anyone down here, my prince.” 
Prince Braxon leaned in close and whispered. “How is he?” 
“He is suffering,” she whispered back. “But not so as anyone can see. Here.” She handed 

him an iron ring of keys. “The Captain of the Dungeon Guard would appreciate if you would 
lock up for him and his warders when you leave. Remember, you do not have long.” 

Braxon took the keys. “I am beholden to you, Priestess.” 
“The captain owed me a debt. He is glad to repay it. Just be certain you lock up and return 

the keys, lest our dear captain find himself occupying one of his own cells.” 
“I will.” 
“I have informed Volar of the Holy Mother’s decision,” she whispered. “We at least can 

take solace in that.” 
The prince’s lower lip quivered. He looked away. “It, um . . .” He paused and cleared his 

throat. After a moment, he turned back and met the priestess’s gaze. “It is a decision from the 
Nameless-One Himself. Helped along by you, Priestess.” His eyes filled. “It means everything.” 

The priestess reached out with her free hand and squeezed the young man’s shoulder. “I 
could do no less for him.” 

Braxon nodded. “The affair is settled then?” 
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“The Holy Mother does not reverse Her rulings, Prince. She has declared that no murder was 
committed, and that is the end of it. The Church excuses itself from any further involvement. It is 
a wholly secular matter now.” 

“My brother and Xakeeb pushed hard for his excommunication. It could not have been easy 
to thwart them and their supporters.” 

Woot-Alim-Tahn displayed a wry smile. “The day I let those old women on the Council of 
Highs get the best of me will be the day they find me in the Eternal Vaults!” 

Braxon smiled. “I know it cost you dearly. Again, our thanks.” 
“What is all the whispering about? Braxon, is that you?” 
“Volar.” Braxon turned toward the man. “I wondered that you might sleep the day away.” 
“Oh, is it day?” Volar rose and began brushing straw from his robe. 
Braxon turned back to the priestess and whispered. “Will we have a chance to speak again 

before . . .” 
“No.” 
“I see. Perhaps later then.” 
As the prince turned back to Volar, the priestess grabbed his arm. “It is not my place to tell 

you this,” she whispered, “but I do not think he plans to. Ask him about the warder, Braxon. The 
one charged with administering his punishment.” 

“What about the warder?” 
“Ask him,” she whispered. “I am leaving now, Volar,” she called. “I shall speak with you 

later.” 
“Good eve— I mean, good day, Woot.” 
Braxon frowned as he watched her reach for the door. Do not forget, she mouthed. Then she 

stepped out and closed the heavy cell door behind her. Braxon turned back to Volar. The echo of 
the priestess’s steps drifted away down the long corridor behind them. 

“Sure a lot darker in here now that she has gone,” Volar said. “And I am not just talking 
about the lantern either!” 

Braxon strode to Volar. The two clasped arms in greeting. 
Volar motioned to his nest of straw. “May I offer you a seat, my prince?” 
The two sat across from one another, barely able to make out each other’s face in the dim 

light. In another corner, something hidden in darkness was scratching up a nest of its own. 
“I never would have guessed my life would end up like this,” Volar said in a tone much 

more impassive than the prince expected. “Exile and . . .” 
“It will be hard I know, Master. But you are not without friends.” 
“You mean I am not without you.” 
Braxon struggled to find his friend’s face in the darkness. “Woot-Alim-Tahn and I have 

been twisting arms. Even now we have people in a secluded forest far from here scouting out a 
site on which to erect a cottage for you. You will be safe there and well provided for. There are 
many who owe you, Master. We have been working hard this past week to ensure they all square 
their accounts.” 

“A week ago there were many who owed me, Braxon. But not today. I have been convicted 
of poisoning the king’s mind and worse. Sentenced to exile and . . . blinding. That squares all 
accounts.” 

Braxon’s eyes blazed with outrage. He struggled to keep it from his voice. “Not before I get 
this last pledge from them. And I have gotten it. You will be provided for, Master, rest assured.” 

“More on your account than on mine, I would guess. Either way, I am grateful. Here, I have 
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something for you.” 
Volar took a small bundle from his pocket and handed it to the prince. In the dim light, 

Braxon could just make out that it was an envelope secured with a wax seal. 
“A letter?” 
“Yes. Now listen closely, Braxon, for this is important. That envelope is affixed with the 

seal of the Royal Healer of Nevona. It was my last official use of that seal before I was arrested. I 
want you to remember that and give that seal all the deference its office warrants.” 

Braxon nodded. 
“That seal is to be broken only in the event that one of two circumstances arises. I earnestly 

pray that neither ever does, but if either should . . . First, if you ever feel the need to break with 
the Crown, for whatever reason, then break the seal and read the contents. Second, if you ever 
feel endangered by the Crown then, again, break the seal and read what is inside. Under no other 
circumstances are you to break that seal. Ever! Do you understand? Take that envelope to the 
grave with you if you must, but under no other circumstances break that seal. And do not let 
anyone else break it either. Promise me this.” 

“I promise, Master.” Braxon stowed the envelope in his shirt, next to the ring of keys. “I 
promise.” 

Volar nodded in the dark. 
“Now, Master, I have a request of you. What should I know about this warder of justice? 

The one charged with administering the punishment tomorrow?” 
“Woot told you then.” Volar was not happy with the news. “It is nothing, Braxon. Nothing 

that would make a difference anyway. Let us drop it. We do not have much time, and I do not 
care to spend it discussing the habits of my jailers.” 

“The priestess seemed to think it important, Volar.” 
The man waved away his concern. 
“Master, I have never kept anything of importance from you. I would hope you feel you 

could put that same trust in me.” 
“I have always put my trust in you, Braxon. I have never kept anything of importance from 

you either. Leastwise anything I did not think was for your own good.” 
“Then why not tell me this?” 
“Sometimes ignorance is a blessing, Son. Besides, you will find out about it soon enough.” 
Volar could hardly make out the prince’s expression in the twilight of the cell, but he did not 

need to. The emotion exuding from the adolescent’s mind provided more insight into his feelings 
than any expression could. Truth be told, the healer had been debating with himself whether he 
should tell the prince. He knew it selfish not to, but would it really be so awful to forego this one 
last painful task? In his heart he knew he should tell him, but . . . 

“Braxon, I have never been dishonest with you, and I will not be dishonest with you now. So 
I will tell you truly, I would rather not reveal this.” 

“I see,” Braxon replied softly. Despite his curiosity, he did not wish to press the issue. The 
priestess had requested he ask Volar and he had. The man did not need any undue aggravation in 
light of what he was about to face. “I will know when I know, then. If you think that the proper 
course.” 

Volar shook his head. No, he thought, that is not the proper course. “I wish she had not told 
you,” he said, more to himself than to the prince. “A hard thing. Such a hard thing,” he mumbled. 

“Master?” 
Volar sighed. He peered at the young man through the gloom. No, he thought. No, the boy 
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should hear it from me. Better to hear it now in my presence than to face the reality of it later 
alone. Volar resigned himself to the task. 

“I beg forgiveness, Braxon. I sought to avoid this, but . . . I should not have. When fate sets 
a difficult path for us, sometimes we are tempted to avoid our responsibilities. But . . . but no 
matter what the future portends, remember, you must always carry through. Do not let fate 
compromise your character, Son. No matter how pointless your current circumstances might 
appear, always carry through. Woot was right to insist that you ask. And I should answer.” 

Braxon stared intently at his friend. 
“What Woot refers to,” Volar began, “is the repayment of a debt. The repayment of a 

kindness I did a jailer years ago. It is a repayment I am not sure I welcome.” 
Braxon shifted uncomfortably. 
“Several years ago, there was a young warder who worked here in this very dungeon. One 

day while in the course of my duties I happened to hear that his daughter was gravely ill. That 
night I took it upon myself to go to the warder’s home and check on her. The young couple was 
quite surprised to find the royal healer at their door, as you might imagine. I stayed with them 
three days and nights treating the child’s illness. The warder said he would never forget it. Last 
night that same warder approached the priestess with a message. The priestess has since 
delivered it to me.” 

“So the jailer’s message was payment for saving his daughter’s life,” Braxon said. 
Volar peered through the darkness. “Payment, yes, but not for saving her life. For in that I 

failed.” 
Braxon frowned. 
“But do not doubt the man’s sincerity. He delivered the message at great risk to himself. 

Besides, he stands to gain nothing by it, save a last chance at squaring a debt he felt he owed.” 
Volar sighed. “Tomorrow, when the warder of justice is to . . . is to take my eyes, he has been 
instructed to accidentally force the iron deep. His accidental stroke will kill me.” 

“What?” 
“The chamberlain has arranged to turn my blinding into a murder. Tomorrow the warder 

will force the hot iron deep into one of my eyes until . . . until . . .” 
Even in the twilight of the cell, Braxon could see the man’s eyes brimming. Volar lowered 

his head, unable to complete the thought. His shoulders shook as all of the tension of the 
previous week suddenly found vent. Braxon reached out to the man and wrapped him in his two 
muscular arms. Tears welled in his own eyes as he drew Volar close. Although it seemed like 
ages, the two remained that way for only moments. Then Volar pulled away and sat back in the 
straw, wiping his eyes with his robe. 

“I beg forgiveness, Prince. I should not have done that.” 
“Volar—” 
“It is dark down here. It is easy to succumb to despair in the darkness.” Braxon reached out 

a hand to him. Volar ignored it. “It is all right. I am all right now. I have made my peace with the 
world, Braxon. Really I have.” 

“Volar, there must be something we can do to stop them.” 
“There is nothing.” 
“There must be something. There must be!” 
“Braxon, your brother and Xakeeb will see me dead by any means possible. They were 

unsuccessful in lobbying for my excommunication, so now they seek to eliminate me in this 
manner. And if not by this scheme, then by some other. They are determined.” 
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“But why, Volar? They have already made you Father’s scapegoat, blamed all of Nevona’s 
crimes on you. Why do they need to kill you too? Is exile and blinding not enough?” 

“I know too much for them to let me live.” 
“If that is so, then why not turn the tables on them? Submit to the Eye of Truth, Volar, and 

prove your innocence.” 
“Prince, I have told you before, I cannot submit to the Eye.” 
“What does it matter now? Let me contact the high priestess. It is not too late. She can reach 

the Holy Mother and have Her force Palinoe to stay your punishment in lieu of the Eye.” 
“No, my friend.” Volar shook his head. “It is impossible.” 
“It is not impossible!” 
“To open oneself up to the Eye, Braxon, is to lay bare one’s very soul. You cannot choose 

what you reveal. All secrets are revealed—all thoughts, all feelings, all memories. Nothing can 
escape the mortifying Eye of Truth.” 

“Then submit, Volar. Reveal it all! Save yourself!” 
“And reveal your secret as well, Braxon? Think of what that would do to you. Think of the 

cloud it would cast over you and the Crown.” 
“I do not care what happens to me, Volar. I am young and strong. I can take whatever they 

throw at me. If revealing all will save you, then by all means do it. Do anything!” 
“I cannot open myself up to the Eye. I know too much, too many secrets. Secrets I dare not 

tell even you for fear of endangering your life. That is why the chamberlain feels I must die. He 
wishes to see those secrets buried with my ashes. In his own perverse way, Xakeeb is also 
working for the good of the kingdom.” 

“Volar, I cannot just let them kill you!” The prince bowed his head. “Must they always win, 
Master? Must they always?” 

“Now listen to me,” Volar commanded in a stern voice. “If there is one thing you can do for 
me, it is this. Tomorrow, you climb atop that dais and stand alongside your brother. You stand 
there in the place reserved for the aggrieved.” 

Braxon raised his head. His eyes reflected his anger. “I have told you before, Master, I will 
not do that. If I accept that I am aggrieved, I will be admitting that you are guilty of this crime. 
And I will not do that. No one on this earth can make me do that!” 

“You will do it!” Volar exclaimed. “You will do it for me, because I want you to do it. 
Because I need you to do it. Do you not understand? If you do not renounce me, people will 
come to associate you with both me and this crime of which I have been convicted. You will 
become the target of aspersions and rumor, just as I have been. What is more, you will become a 
target for your brother and the chamberlain. If they can find a way to kill me, then they can also 
find a way to kill you. If you do not stand up there and renounce me, it will be the same as saying 
that your father was responsible for defying the Holy Mother’s Call and for starting the rebellion 
and all the rest.” 

“But he was responsible!” 
“Not if I take the blame!” Volar wiped his brow with the back of his hand. “Not if I take the 

blame, Braxon.” He shook his head. “If you stand in the place of the aggrieved tomorrow and 
observe my punishment, then my life will not have been given in vain. Braxon, you must do this. 
You must convince all of them. If not for yourself then for me.” Volar reached out and took hold 
of the youth’s arm. “Braxon, just because you renounce me in public does not mean you need 
renounce me in your heart.” 

“Volar, to me it is the same thing. To stand by and watch this happen to you . . . It would be 
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like I was the one taking your life.” 
“Not in my eyes, Prince. In performing this act, you would be the bringer of my peace, not 

the taker of my life.” Volar stared deeply into the youth’s eyes. “Do this for me, Braxon. Do this 
one last thing . . . for me.” 

Braxon began to raise yet another objection, but he stopped. He sat for long moments gazing 
into the eyes of his master and friend. Then he bowed his head in silent resignation. 
 

 
 

The summer sun shone hot and bright on the crowd as it milled about the city common. 
Minor nobility, courtiers, commoners, and street urchins all jostled with one another for a choice 
view of the dais, while those of greater means occupied select seats on the balconies and roofs of 
surrounding buildings. Vendors wove in and out of the expectant crowd hawking all manner of 
wares, from small fruit tarts to cloth dolls with burn holes for eyes. All Nevona, it seemed, had 
turned out to witness the punishment of the villain responsible for the last eight moons of 
rebellion. 

Standing at attention about the base of the twenty-foot-long dais was a contingent of the 
King’s Guard. Posted in front of them, at each corner of the dais, was a musician equipped with a 
six-foot-long buisine. The flared bell of each buisine rested upon the ground, waiting to trumpet 
its call. 

Atop the dais, in the place reserved for the convicted, Volar lay outstretched upon a thick 
oaken bench facing the sky. His ankles had been secured in stocks at one end of the bench while 
his wrists and neck had been secured in a second set of stocks at the other. Nearby, an iron 
brazier sat upon a tripod. In its bowl glowed a bed of hot coals, their heat snaking up into the 
bright summer sky. Thrust into these searing coals was the point of an iron poker. Beside the 
brazier stood a warder of justice, hooded, gloved, and bare-armed, calmly awaiting his task. 
Beside him stood a healer. His duties would not begin until after the villain had borne his 
punishment. Several feet down from the convicted, toward the far end of the dais, was the area 
reserved for the aggrieved. In the center of this area sat King Palinoe on a small wooden throne. 
Next to him in a simple high-backed chair sat his brother, Prince Braxon. Beside the two stood 
Chamberlain Xakeeb. In the chamberlain’s hands was a list of charges. 

The chamberlain peered over at the king. The king nodded. The chamberlain signaled the 
musicians. A loud, prolonged clarion call went up, sounding above the milling crowd. After 
several moments, the musicians silenced their horns. The crowd was still. The chamberlain 
began to read. 

“Being as Volar, the former Royal Healer to the Court of the Kingdom of Nevona, personal 
healer to the king, and tutor and mentor to the king’s three sons—the late Prince Lugaro, King 
Palinoe, and Prince Braxon—did, and willfully so, seek to poison the king’s mind with all 
manner of pharmacopoeia, and being that, as a receptor of the first order, did also, and willfully 
so, seek to use his receptive abilities to befuddle the king’s mind . . .” 

Prince Braxon sat quietly with his head bowed as Xakeeb read the charges to the crowd. 
Sweat dripped from his forehead and speckled the wooden planks between his boots. He clasped 
his hands together, holding them tightly to his stomach, struggling to conceal their shaking. 

“. . . do, hereby, sentence Volar to exile from all Nevonian lands and territories and order 
that he, in addition, be forced to forfeit his sight,” the chamberlain concluded. “By order of King 
Palinoe, Sovereign of the Kingdom of Nevona.” 
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King Palinoe rose from his wooden throne and addressed the crowd. “I give you thanks, 
Chamberlain. As representative of the aggrieved, speaking for myself and for my dear brother, I 
say we should dispense with all further comment and get on with the punishment. Justice in this 
matter is long overdue! Warder, . . . do your duty.” 

The warder of justice reached forth his gloved hand and withdrew the iron poker from the 
hot coals. Its blunted point glowed a brilliant red. 

“Wait!” Prince Braxon shouted, rising to his feet. 
All eyes turned from the warder to the prince. 
“As one of the aggrieved,” Braxon announced, “I have something to say.” 
At the sound of the prince’s voice, Volar turned his gaze from the sky and strained to catch a 

glimpse of the young man. Braxon strode to Volar and stood over him as he addressed the crowd 
in a loud, clear voice. Then he looked down at the convicted man. His face was emotionless. 
Volar peered back up at him, tears blurring his vision. Braxon looked away and spoke a final 
word to the assembled. As he did so, a sad smile slowly spread across Volar’s face. In the 
healer’s heart relief grew, for now he knew the lad would be safe. Now he knew all would be 
well. 
 

 
 

The sun was nearing the peaks of the coastal mountains, merging with the distant glow of 
the Western Teeth, when the last few weary souls wandered into the village common and took a 
seat on the grass. The temperature was pleasant, despite it being the height of summer. It was 
welcome relief to those who had journeyed all day, in some cases two, to reach Misthaven. 
Others had not needed to travel nearly so far, but cutting work short, even for a day, proved 
hardship enough given the season. 

Deacon Vogaun stood alone on the dais. The local ether hung dark and heavy over the 
common like a thunderhead. It was only last autumn that the Lost Hundred left Misthaven for the 
crusade. Many still found it hard to believe they would not be returning. The deacon stepped 
forward and addressed the assembled. 

“Citizens, I regret to inform you that Her Grace, Priestess Quoil of Seapoint, will be unable 
to attend this evening’s memorial service. She sends her condolences.” 

The deacon withdrew a list of names from his pocket. As he read from the list, sporadic sobs 
and wails arose from the gathering. He was a long time in reading. When he had finished with 
the last name, he refolded the list and placed it back in his pocket. 

“Citizens,” he began in a loud but somber voice, “last fall one hundred and four brave 
crusaders departed our fair Misthaven for duty in the Holy Mother’s service. Today we gather to 
memorialize all but one of those brave one hundred and four.” 

The deacon paused in deference to the sounds of mourning emanating from the surrounding 
common. Although he had steeled himself for the address, he too found it difficult to restrain his 
emotions. Several of those on that list he himself had delivered into the world. Many on the list 
had been his friends. 

“Let us offer a prayer tonight for the last of our brave souls whose name, thankfully, I did 
not have occasion to read this afternoon. Let us wish her well, as we wish all crusaders in the 
continuing struggle against the Viles.” The deacon bowed his head and led the gathering in a 
short prayer. The deacon closed the prayer and looked out over the assembled. “I think a hymn 
of praise for our beloved Lost Hundred is in order. Shall we sing, Will You Light My Way?” 
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The village common rang with the mournful voices of the gathering as they sang, the hymn 
helping to soothe the hearts of those whose family members and friends had died less than a 
fortnight before. The deacon bowed his head as the long hymn came to an end. The gathering 
followed suit. After a moment of reflective silence, he looked up and again spoke. 

“Citizens, I do not have to tell you what heroes our brave Hundred were. We have all heard 
the accounts. Rest assured, there is not a warrior in this crusade who has not heard of the brave 
sacrifice of Misthaven’s Hundred. Let your hearts take comfort in this and in the fact that the 
rebellion is finally over. Let us follow the Holy Mother’s lead and forgive our brother kingdom, 
as She has forgiven it now that it has released its holy warriors to the Call. We all fight together 
in this crusade now. If our own Mistress Janna and the other heroes of the rebellion can agree to 
meet in the halls of Nevona’s Royal Court to accept their honors, then who are we to hold a 
grievance? As we now know, the real perpetrator of this crime is neither Nevona nor the late 
King Bukteel. But then, you have all heard those accounts. Let our bitterness end with him, this 
betrayer. Let his punishment prove a salve for us all.” 

“He should have been excommunicated!” someone cried. Many in the gathering shouted in 
agreement. 

The deacon raised his hands for order. The assembled quieted. “The Holy Mother felt in Her 
wisdom that excommunication was unwarranted. Would you question Her judgment?” 

Scattered grumbling arose from the gathering. 
“Rue-A-Kai and his Vile hordes, they are the true enemy. Direct your wrath and energies 

toward the Destroyer. He is . . . is . . .” 
The deacon suddenly found himself struggling to maintain his balance. The dais was 

shaking beneath him, as a low rumble seemed to emanate from all parts of the common at once. 
Cries arose from the gathering as they fought to maintain their feet amidst the shaking and 
bucking of the earth. Suddenly a corner of the dais gave way. The deacon fell heavily and slid 
down the platform onto the ground. 

Dreen scooped up his four-year-old son in one arm and started for the dais. He fought 
through the staggering crowd to reach his friend. As he knelt beside the deacon, the quaking 
earth calmed. Others gathered around them. 

“It is all right,” the deacon said. Dreen helped him to his feet. The deacon raised his hands 
high above him. He was bleeding from a small cut over his right eye. “It is all right,” he declared 
to the gathering in a loud voice. “Is anyone hurt?” he asked, scanning the crowd. But he appeared 
to be the only one to have sustained injury. 

“How are you, Vogaun?” someone asked. 
The deacon smiled and motioned to the crowd. “I am fine. Only a scratch. Citizens, friends, 

in view of this . . . disruption, perhaps we should conclude our service. Everyone, return home, 
check on your property and livestock. Make sure all is safe and well. May the Nameless-One’s 
angels watch over you. Good evening and good journey.” 

The assembled gathered up their children, blankets, and shoes and began dispersing. Dreen 
and Bartu walked the deacon across the common and down the street to his house. It was a short 
stroll. 

Upon arriving at his door, he turned and bowed in Bartu’s direction. “I give you thanks for 
seeing me home,” he said with a smile. 

“I liked your talk,” Bartu replied. 
The deacon reached down and mussed the boy’s flaxen hair. 
“Are you sure you are all right?” the smith asked his friend. 
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“I am fine. A little ointment will fix me right up.” The deacon sensed a wisp of anxiety 
emanating from the man. “Is something troubling you, Dreen?” 

The smith shrugged. “Just thinking of Janna is all. Feeling a little guilty I suppose.” 
“Ah,” the deacon nodded knowingly. “Dreen, you know you have nothing to feel guilty 

about. You should be grateful.” 
“I am grateful. Very grateful. But the other day some folks came into the shop, and Clamden 

was there talking about the rebellion and the Lost Hundred. You know how he gets sometimes. 
Anyway, the more he talked, the more resentment I could sense in the others. I tried to change 
the subject, but the man is slow to take a hint. After awhile the mood became so strong I finally 
had to excuse myself for lunch just so I could close up shop and force Clamden to leave. I know 
they did not mean anything by it, but . . .” 

“My friend, it is a great blessing that Janna survived. The fact that she was the only one of 
our crusaders who did makes it all the more remarkable. It is only natural for people to wish it 
had been their son or daughter, brother or sister, husband or wife. That does not mean they 
begrudge you your good fortune. It is just hard for them. It is hard for all of us.” 

Dreen nodded. 
“I will have a word with Clamden. I will suggest that perhaps he should keep his opinions of 

the rebellion to himself, at least for a while. I do not think he realizes the pain his words can 
cause.” 

“I give you thanks.” Dreen looked down at his son. “Ready, Bartu?” 
The four-year-old nodded. “It is almost dark.” 
The deacon smiled. “It is at that. Good evening, Dreen. Good evening, Bartu.” 
“Good evening,” Bartu replied. 
Dreen took his son’s hand and, with a parting nod, the two took to the street on their way out 

of town. 
Late afternoon was rapidly giving way to dusk as Dreen and Bartu covered the mile and a 

half to their home. As they approached, they saw a small crowd gathered about their cabin. A 
young boy saw them coming and broke from the crowd. He ran across the yard, slid down the 
bank, and ran up the road toward them. Dreen saw that it was Hennig’s six-year-old son, 
Gershen. 

“A tree fell through your house!” the boy said, pointing back toward the cabin. 
“What?” Dreen replied. 
“Right through the roof!” 
Dreen let go of Bartu’s hand. “I am going on ahead, Bartu. You and Gershen hurry along 

now.” 
Dreen jogged up the road, scaled the bank in two mighty strides, and trotted across his 

expansive yard to the back of their cabin. A crowd of a dozen or so greeted him as he 
approached. The large oak that had stood outside his bedroom window had toppled, the bulk of it 
coming to rest on the rear wall of the cabin. Several large branches had broken through the roof 
and were now resting inside. A burly young man had climbed atop the roof and was now 
straddling one of the larger branches and peering down into the smith’s bedroom below. 

“Habach!” Dreen shouted at the young man. “By Muta’s Teeth, what are you doing up 
there?” 

Habach peered down at the smith. “I believe we can get most of this cleared out from inside 
tonight, Dreen, if we get right to it.” 

“Habach, you get down from there, and I mean now!” 
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The crowd stared at the smith, surprised by his tone. 
“I did not mean—” 
“I do not care what you meant. Just get down from there.” 
“All right, Dreen, all right.” 
It did not take the young man long to clamber down from the roof. 
“He did not mean anything by it, Dreen.” The smith saw that Hennig was standing beside 

him. “We just thought to get Habach up there to take a look at the damage. It may rain tonight. 
We thought we might be able to get some of those limbs cleared away and help you get the hole 
patched up before it hits. He did not mean anything by it.” 

“What are you all doing here anyway?” 
“Just on our way home from the service is all,” Hennig replied. “Caught sight of the damage 

from the road. Thought we could help.” 
Habach strode up. “It is not as bad as it looks, Dreen,” he said. “A few axes from the smithy, 

and we can have most of that cleared out of the house before last light.” 
“No need for that,” the smith replied. “I will work on it tomorrow.” 
“But everyone is here now,” Habach said. 
“I will take care of it myself.” The smith looked around him. “Forgive me, everyone, it has 

been a tense day. I do appreciate your offer, but really I would rather deal with this myself in the 
morning.” 

“Are you sure?” someone asked. 
The smith nodded. “It is my fault anyway. I should have cut down that oak years ago. Just 

hated to lose the good shade in the summer.” He caught Habach’s look. “I know, Habach, you 
told me.” 

Old Clamden stepped forward. “It was none too sturdy on that slope in the first place, Dreen. 
I noticed it listing toward the cabin myself. Guess the quake finally shook its roots free.” 

“Guess it did,” the smith replied. 
“All right, then,” Hennig said. “Guess we will be going. Gershen,” he called. “Gershen, 

where in Sheol’s half-acre are you? Come on, boy, we need to catch up to your mother.” 
The six-year-old popped up over the bank. His face and hands were smeared with dirt. 

“Over here!” he called. Bartu popped up after him. The four-year-old was just as dirty. 
“Gershen, what are you doing there? Come on, now. Time to head home.” 
The smith stood watching as the crowd dispersed and again took to the road, heading north 

toward their homes. 
Bartu climbed up the bank and went to stand beside his father. He looked up at the man. 

“Father, where are you going to sleep now?” 
“I suppose I will have to sleep with you in your room, Son. If you do not mind.” 
Bartu reached out and hugged his father’s leg. “I do not mind.” 
Off in the distance, the smith heard Gershen sassing his father. 
“But I like him!” the six-year-old protested. 
“You stay away from that boy, you hear!” Hennig exclaimed, grabbing his son roughly by 

the collar. 
The farmer glanced back over his shoulder as he hauled the six-year-old down the road. The 

smith met his gaze with an angry glare. 
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That night Bartu dreamt of walking trees stomping through the yard, shaking the earth with 
great root-like feet, as he lay cringing in bed. He saw giant gnarled claws rip open the ceiling and 
reach down to take hold of him. He awoke with a start. The boy turned to his side expecting to 
find his father lying there. But his father had gone. From just beyond his multi-colored curtain he 
thought he heard a noise, like the low scuffing of feet. He drew the blanket up until it touched his 
nose. Wide-eyed, he peered over the top of it at the doorway. The curtain spanned the opening, 
but through its colored fabric he could make out a dim ball of light bobbing up and down, 
moving slowly across it. 

Bartu buried his head beneath the blanket. He strained to hear the scuffing sound, but it was 
now gone. He lay there a long time, afraid to do anything but listen. The only sound he heard 
was that of his own labored breathing. Finally, he summoned courage enough to pull aside a 
corner of his blanket and peer out. The ball of light was no longer there, yet still he continued to 
stare at the curtain. Only when he was certain the strange ball of light was unlikely to return did 
he venture from his bed and creep to the doorway. Slowly he drew aside a corner of the curtain 
and peeked out. He half expected to see a horde of Viles awaiting him on the other side. But 
there was nothing there. 

Again he heard a noise, this time from his father’s room. He immediately thought to run 
back to the protection of his bed, but courage combined with an overwhelming curiosity won 
out. He slipped through the doorway and crept across the common room, his back pressed up 
against the wall. His father’s door was but a few steps away. The four-year-old reached for the 
door handle and eased the door open. He peered inside. 

In the flickering glow of a nearby lantern, he saw his father kneeling. The man appeared in 
silhouette, his left side facing the door, while branches protruded through the roof to his far right. 
Beside him sat a small iron box with its lid open. Bartu gasped as he caught sight of his father’s 
face. It was bathed in a strange greenish glow that came from a small, flat object over which he 
now knelt, an object that looked like it could have been a pan taken from the pantry. Caught 
betwixt the unearthly glow of the pan and the flickering light of the lantern, the blacksmith’s face 
had taken on a frightful air. The man reached for the glowing pan on the floor before him. The 
four-year-old whimpered. 

The smith turned and saw his son standing in the doorway. He touched the object with his 
finger. The greenish glow disappeared. Bartu’s legs went weak beneath him and he sank to the 
floor sobbing. 

The smith was there in an instant. Not the dark, frightening figure Bartu had just witnessed 
kneeling before the greenish glow, but the gentle, smiling father who told stories and sang while 
he worked. 

“Are you a V-V-Vile?” the boy stuttered through his sobs. 
“No, Son, I am no Vile.” 
His father lifted him from the floor and carried him to bed. “Go to sleep now,” he whispered 

as he pulled the blanket up about the boy’s chin. “You have had a bad dream.” 
“It was not a dream!” Bartu insisted through his tears. “I saw you with, with that gl-glowing 

thing,” he sobbed. “I thought a Vile had gotten inside you.” 
The smith sat on the edge of the bed. “I am fine, Son. No Vile has gotten inside of me. Go to 

sleep now, and do not dream anymore of scary glowing things.” 
He sat a long time comforting the four-year-old. Finally, the boy fell asleep. 
The smith gazed at his son. His thoughts were troubled. His mind wrestled with a realization 

it was determined to resist, but one his soul was equally determined to embrace. For half the 
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night the smith remained seated there pondering, watching his son sleep. At long last, he nodded 
to himself. No longer able to reject the notion with which his mind had been wrestling, he 
decided he must accept it. 

As strange as it seemed, this had to be the sign. Nothing else made sense. Even the earth had 
conspired to bring it about. It seemed, in fact, that all of the evening’s events had conspired to 
coax the Book of Ancient Power from its hiding place for Bartu to discover. Dreen shook his 
head. He could scarcely believe it. Only a fortnight before he had moved the Book from its secret 
alcove in the smithy. Now tonight the earth rebelled, sending the tree crashing through the roof 
and atop the blessed Book’s new hiding place. That event had led the smith to retrieve the Book 
and inspect it for damage. Then, and only then, during that brief period of inspection, did his son 
awaken and discover the divine object. Dreen shook his head again. It must be the sign, he 
thought. The sign that a new Keeper longs to assume the Promise. 

Dreen reached over and gently brushed his son’s flaxen hair away from his eyes. 
The family’s sacred Heritage taught that each Keeper was to watch for a sign. A sign that 

would indicate which of his children was destined to become the next Keeper of the Dawn. But 
the sign had never come to one as young as Bartu, not half as young as him. Yet the smith felt 
the sign unmistakable. And who was he to question it? The Heritage had always proven to be 
correct down through all of the many generations of their family. There was no questioning the 
divine wisdom of the Heritage. 

Dreen was resolved. Although it would be many years before his son would again see the 
Book of Ancient Power and be shown its secrets, for only a mature mind could grasp all that the 
Book had to offer, the Sign of the Book the smith would teach him tonight. Now that he had seen 
the blessed Book of Ancient Power—the very foundation of the sacred Heritage—Dreen was 
obligated to teach him the Sign. The Sign of the Book was the first piece of Heritage a Keeper 
learned, and the last thing he remembered when passing from this world. He would learn the 
Sign tonight before another moment was lost. 

Dreen smiled down at his sleeping son. The boy would become the youngest ever to assume 
the duties of a Keeper. In that moment, the smith’s pride could not have been greater. 

Dreen rubbed Bartu’s back and whispered to him gently until the boy stirred. The four-year-
old opened his eyes and squinted up at his father. Then he rolled onto his side. The smith 
persisted in rubbing his back and whispering to him until finally he succeeded in rousing the boy. 
Bartu sat up, rubbing his eyes. The smith took him onto his lap. 

“Awake now?” 
The boy nodded, lowering his hands. “I saw you with that green thing,” he said. “Its light 

was like a lantern. It scared me.” 
“That was just a nightmare, Son. Remember?” 
“I saw you with it. It made your face green.” 
“Enough talk of nightmares, Bartu. Let us speak of something else.” The smith leaned back, 

holding the boy at arm’s length. “I have something to show you.” 
Bartu blinked and rubbed his eyes again. “What is it?” 
“It is a secret. A very, very important secret. Do you want to learn it?” 
Bartu nodded. 
“It is called the Sign of the Book.” 
“What is that?” 
“It is the hope of the world, Son. But before I show it to you, you must swear never to show 

it to anyone. And you must also swear to remember it always. Do you swear?” 
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The four-year-old nodded. “I swear.” 
“Good. Now here, this is how it starts.” 
Dreen took his son’s right arm and extended it straight out before the boy with his hand in 

direct line with the center of his body. 
“Now, say what I say, Bartu. ‘In the name of my forebears.’” 
“Do I say it now?” 
“Yes, now. ‘In the name of my forebears.’” 
“In the name of my fore-fore—” 
“Forebears.” 
“Fore-bears. Father, what is a fore bear?” 
“Pay attention, Son.” Dreen moved the child’s outstretched arm to the left. “‘From their 

son.’” 
“From their son.” 
He moved Bartu’s arm to the right at an opposite angle. “‘To all of the Holy Hosts.’” 
“To all of the holy ghosts.” 
“No, not ghosts, Son. Hosts.” 
“To all, to all of the holy hosts.” 
Dreen took the boy’s arm and moved it back to the center position. “All right now, make a 

fist. Good. Now say: ‘I keep the Promise.’” Dreen rapidly brought the boy’s fist back against his 
chest, above the child’s heart. 

“I keep the promise.” 
“Excellent!” 
Bartu thumped his chest twice more with his fist. “What promise?” 
“That I will show you in time, along with all the rest of the Heritage.” 
“What is hair tij?” 
“It is a collection of stories, dances, and customs—all sorts of things I think you are going to 

like. But what you have just learned, the Sign of the Book, is the most important part of the 
Heritage by far. You must remember it always, Bartu. Do you think you can?” 

“I think I can.” 
Dreen smiled. “I think you can too. Now here, back under the blanket.” 
Bartu wormed his way back beneath the cover. Dreen leaned down and kissed him. 
“Tonight, Bartu, you begin your journey to become the thirty-third Keeper of the Dawn. 

And that, my Son, makes your father very proud!” 
Bartu looked up and smiled. 

 

 
 

Over the next ten years, Bartu learned all that his father had to teach him of the Heritage. All 
of the dark stories, as Bartu came to call them. Far from the bright, light-hearted tales told in the 
smithy, his father disclosed these accounts only behind the closed shutters of twin windows, 
behind the single barred door. Accounts imparted before the firelight in hushed voice, well after 
sundown, when it was certain no one was around to hear. 

As Bartu grew into his early teens, so too his knowledge of the Heritage grew. Each evening 
after the nightly recitation of Scripture, he would sit before the dancing fire of the hearth and 
listen in wonder to his family’s history unfold before him. He would concentrate intently on 
every mystical word that poured from his father’s lips, working hard to memorize each wondrous 
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story. Seated before his father, constant in his growing conviction, Bartu ingested every morsel 
of sacred ancestral lore; for he knew that one day he too would be responsible for passing the 
Heritage on to his own child and, thereby, fulfill the Promise: his family’s secret sacred covenant 
with the Nameless-One. 
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Chapter Nine 
 
 
 

Like dust borne on the breeze, we glide carefree whirling and swirling through 
our lives, wafting lightly upon lilting updrafts or racing wildly astride capricious 
gusts until, captured within the prevailing trades of logic, convention, and creed, 
we find ourselves trapped, circling aimlessly in perpetual flow, yearning with 
wistful dread for some violent tempest to come wrench us away from our 
inexorable current and carry us to new heights unimagined. 

—Erich of Eladsit, eleventh-century Montahoian bard 
 
 
 

Atop a high hill, a muscular figure with a clubfoot and malformed chin sat astride a stallion 
of darkest ebony. The figure’s face appeared withered and consumed—strange, even beyond its 
malformations. In the valley below, an intense battle was unfolding. The figure looked on in 
grim satisfaction. Beneath his cloak he clutched a fist-sized lead box that contained the Savior’s 
Heart. His Heart. 

It is good to be vital again, he thought. To be young and strong, again! 
Thirty-three years it had taken him. Thirty-three years to finally recapture his place in the 

world. Thirty-three years and how many bodies? A score? Two score? More? He could not 
remember. It mattered not. The bodies were immaterial, disposable. The cause was what 
mattered. Power was what mattered. Through power came freedom and independence. 

They understood that, those grotesque, adulterated bodies that made up his armies. They 
respected it, revered it, worshipped it. And because they knew him to be its source, they 
respected him, revered him, worshipped him. He was their means of escape from the poisoned 
confines within which the holy harlots had kept them imprisoned generation after countless 
generation. And they were his means to the supreme power that the Stone promised but alone 
could not deliver. 

Those adulterated bodies, disfigured, malformed, deformed—abominations all—mere lumps 
of meat fit for little more than vultures—they were the key. 

Flesh is the secret to power! 
 

 
 

Across the valley, the Holy Mother stood atop a lofty knoll ringed by a knot of counselors, 
priestesses, and generals. Below Her the fierce battle raged. She looked on, growing more and 
more sickened by the carnage. Clutching the emblem about Her neck, She offered a silent prayer 
for the dead and dying. It was almost too much for Her aged soul to bear. 

To live through all of this again, She thought. To see twice what no one should have seen 
once. . . . I fear I have lived too long. 
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Fail here and both the northern and northwestern corridors to the world would lie open. Fail 
here and two kingdoms would likely fall, leaving but three to carry on the war. 

It was in this place that both sides had decided to make their stand. A decisive victory here 
could very well decide the outcome of the war. Here, at the northern end of the great six-
hundred-mile-long, bracket-shaped mountain range known as Muta’s Teeth, on the frontier 
between the Cursed Lands and the Penitent world, the forces of good and evil clashed like two 
copulating vipers. The two coiling, twisting, writhing about one another, joined in ardent battle. 
If the Holy Alliance could but hold off the Vile force here in the valley until promised 
reinforcements from the far north arrived, they might yet prevail. But those reinforcements were 
still a fortnight away. And defeat was much closer than that. 

Faith, that was the key. If only Her warriors believed—truly believed!—they could win, 
they would win. She was convinced of that. The spirit could push the flesh to almost any extreme 
if only it believed it could. Flesh was merely humanity’s shell—dust reconstituted. Within the 
shell lay the true meat of humanity. Conviction, the Holy Mother knew, that was the key. 

Spirit is the secret to victory! 
 

 
 

Dreen brought the hammer down on the chisel with a ringing blow. He moved the chisel 
aside and examined the iron beneath. Then he placed the chisel atop the iron again and struck it 
another blow with the hammer. He set the hammer and chisel aside on the workbench and took 
up the thick iron plate. He brought it close to his eyes and inspected it. He paused. Something 
had caught his attention. He looked down the workbench to where his son was filing burrs from a 
plowshare. 

“Gershen is coming,” he shouted above the rasping. 
Bartu stopped his filing. “He is?” 
“You can take a break if you like. I know you have had little chance to see each other lately. 

Remember, I will need you back soon though. We still have that wheel to tire this afternoon. If 
they ever decide to show up with it that is.” 

Bartu put down the file and reached for a towel. The muscles of his strong arms strained 
against the sleeves of his shirt as he wiped the sweat from his face. The fourteen-year-old was 
already as tall as Gershen, who was two years his senior, and nearly as strong. The youth was 
well past the age of apprenticeship. 

Both father and son knew the simple tasks of a blacksmith’s helper were far below his 
potential. To his credit, however, Bartu rarely spoke of apprenticeship anymore. He seemed to 
know that the mere mention of it pained his father. Dreen, for his part, labored to mask the guilt 
he felt over the awkward situation. He knew it unjust to feel saddened by an event that promised 
to bring his son such joy and a much-deserved sense of accomplishment, but at the same time he 
simply could not help himself. The smith had so wanted to give Janna this last thing, the only 
thing he could recall her ever asking of him. After all she had done for them, it saddened him to 
think he could not fulfill her one wish and find someone to teach his son the way of words. 
Apprenticing his son was a final acknowledgment that Janna’s wish would go unfulfilled. 

As it was, he had waited as long as he could to apprentice Bartu so as to save his sight from 
the blinding glare of the furnace, just as he had told Janna he would. But with work piling up, he 
felt he could wait no longer. Soon he would need to tell his son of his decision. As happy a day 
as it would be for the young man, it would be just as unhappy a one for his father. To Dreen, it 
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was as though Janna’s last request of him was his last link to her. It was painful to think he was 
about to lose that too. It was like bidding farewell to his friend all over again. 

“Good day, goodman,” Gershen called from the large open doorway at the front of the 
smithy. “And to you too, Bartu.” 

Bartu shook his head at the playful affront. 
The smith hid his smile. “Good day, Gershen.” 
“How do you come by having the day off?” Bartu asked. 
“On the farm, young man, there are no days off,” Gershen replied. Then he added with a wry 

smile, “But occasionally one does get to run an errand or two.” 
Bartu laughed. 
“If the two of you would like to take a walk,” the smith offered, “I can call Gershen when it 

is time for you to return.” 
Bartu hung the towel back on the rack above the workbench and headed for the doorway. 
“We will not be gone long,” Gershen told the smith as the two friends turned to go. “Father 

will guess where I have been if I am not back soon. And you know how angry he can get.” 
Dreen waved to the two as they left. Then he took up his chisel, placed it atop the iron plate, 

and struck it three times hard with the hammer. He stopped and wiped his forehead with the back 
of his hand. He inspected the iron and saw that the chisel had bitten too deeply. He chided 
himself. He knew better than to work angry. But damn Hennig to the Fires anyway! 

It was no secret that Gershen and Bartu were friends. In fact, Bartu was just about the only 
friend Gershen had. Still, Hennig chose to ignore their friendship. The old farmer thought it bad 
enough that his son chose to associate with the mishappen boy, much less having anyone think 
he actually approved of it. The smith tossed the ruined piece of iron aside. Angels knew no one 
else would associate with his mishappen son. More than fourteen years in Misthaven and still 
Bartu had to shoulder such burdens. Dreen could not help but marvel at his son’s resilience. The 
boy certainly had more tolerance for Hennig and his kind than he would ever have. 

The smith took a deep breath and held it for long moments before slowly releasing it. Then 
he dropped his hammer on the workbench and went in search of a new piece of iron. 
 

 
 

“Looks like you have a lot of work there in the shop,” Gershen said, as the two boys entered 
the forest. 

“Yeah. Just like every year.” 
“Well the last couple anyway.” 
“It is like Father says: ‘As the war grows, so the time goes.’” 
Gershen laughed. “I imagine that is true too, him being the only blacksmith around.” 
“The garrison has a blacksmith.” 
“All right then, the only real blacksmith.” 
Bartu smiled. 
“If he were not,” Gershen said, “do you think they would still be sending all their work to 

you?” 
“It sure seems like all of their work sometimes. Almost every day they are making some 

new order: more weapons, broken armor to repair, wagon parts, cookware—all sorts of things. 
Bad thing is they have gotten now where they pay only about half the time.” 

“Bet that makes your father happy.” 
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“Well, he does not make too much of it. At least not to their face. He has worked out a deal 
with them.” 

“A deal?” 
“Yeah. He has agreed to give them a cut rate on all of their orders if they agree not to recruit 

me.” 
“Recruit you? Are you thinking of joining?” 
“And leave Father alone? Of course not. But Father says just because I would not wish to go 

does not mean someone cannot come and take me. He says he has heard there are press gangs 
working south of here.” 

“My family has heard that too. And press gangs sell to garrisons.” 
“And directly to the army.” 
Gershen nodded. 
“Father says he would not doubt that Commander Ahzhag is connected with them. That is 

why he has made a deal with him. The day I turn up missing, he told Ahzhag, is the day his work 
for the garrison stops.” 

“Smart thinking.” 
“Father is always looking ahead like that.” 
“Yeah.” Gershen lifted his shirt, revealing a dirk tucked away in the top of his trousers. “My 

father too.” Gershen lowered his shirt. “He tells me if anyone tries to nab me, I am to stab them. 
Even if I know who they are.” 

“Things are so strange anymore.” 
“I know.” 
The two boys stopped at a log and sat. Bartu closed his eyes and sighed as a cool spring 

breeze blew across his face. “I love the forest.” 
“Me too.” Gershen picked up a stick. “Not much time to enjoy it, though. Not since Mabben 

went to work for the garrison.” Gershen looked out through the trees. “Live right next to it, the 
farm surrounded on all sides by it, and still I do not have time enough even to take a short walk.” 
He prodded the ground at his feet. “Always work to do.” 

Bartu opened his eyes. “That is rough. At least I get to practice sword. We go to that glade 
just beyond the creek. You know the one.” 

“Yeah, I know the one.” Gershen inadvertently snapped his stick in the dirt. “I heard Ullet 
tell someone at meeting a few weeks ago that you are getting quite good with the sword.” 

“I suppose I am. Practice enough, I know that.” 
“You sound as though you do not enjoy it.” 
“Oh, I like it well enough, but it is not really what I should be doing.” 
“Your apprenticeship?” 
Bartu nodded. 
Gershen shook his head. “Does not make much sense to me. With all of the work your father 

has to do, I would have thought he would have apprenticed you a good year ago.” 
Bartu thought so too. What he could not understand is why his father had not done so. It was 

almost as if he was deliberately keeping him from the art. But Bartu did not want to dwell on 
that, so he changed the subject. 

“Two days ago I went to Misthaven for some lamp oil and saw a band of recruits passing 
through. Someone said they were from Frujidia.” 

“They were,” Gershen replied. “Been lots of them coming down from the north over the past 
week. I had trouble sleeping the other night and thought I would monitor the ether awhile. Found 
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out they are all hurrying south to help in that big battle.” 
“What big battle?” 
“You have not heard? The Holy Alliance is tied up with Rue-A-Kai in the Claymouth 

Mountains.” 
“That is not news. They have been tied up in the mountains of Muta’s Teeth for years now.” 
“No, not just with the Viles. With Rue-A-Kai himself this time. Seems he finally decided to 

show himself and lead an attack. It is a battle to beat all battles I hear.” 
Bartu’s eyes widened. 
“You remember Booter?” 
“No.” 
“You remember. Tall, dark hair, ears that stuck out like this.” Gershen put a finger behind 

either ear and pushed them forward. 
Bartu smiled and shook his head. 
“You remember. He was one of them that threw rocks at you that time in the creek.” 
“Which time?” Bartu replied sourly. 
“About five summers ago. Do you not remember? Surely there could not have been that 

many times.” 
There had been that many times, but all of that had been when Bartu was much younger. 

None of them would dare try anything like that now. “I do not remember him.” 
“The time you got lost, remember? You ran into the forest and hid. Your father and the 

deacon searched half the night for you.” 
Bartu clenched his jaw as he looked out through the trees. “Now I remember.” 
“Well, his parents made him enlist last week.” 
“Made him?” 
“Sometimes they pay for recruits, you know. Father thinks his parents did it for the money.” 
“No!” 
Gershen nodded. “Father thinks so. He says times are hard for a lot of people, what with the 

war going the way it is.” 
“I cannot believe that.” 
“I know Father worries that someone will come for me one day. He says he would not know 

what to do if I was not around to help out. Mother has been ailing these past moons, and Winnow 
is not much help. She is only six. If I were taken away, I do not know what they would do.” 

The two sat quietly for a long time taking in the serenity of the forest, the cool breeze 
blowing through the trees, the scent of the moist earth, the birds singing, the rabbits and squirrels 
cavorting. Most of all, they took in each other’s company. That, above all, was the most pleasing. 

At length, Gershen turned to Bartu. “Do you think things would have been different had 
Misthaven’s Hundred not left?” 

Bartu peered at his friend. “I do not know. Some different I guess.” 
“I mean, what difference could a hundred people make in this war anyway? Rue-A-Kai is 

still threatening to escape the Cursed Lands, the five kingdoms and the Holy Mother are still 
allied against him, and we are still stuck here working our lives away. Do you think those one 
hundred really made that big a difference?” 

Bartu shrugged. “People say they did. They were heroes.” 
“You know my cousin was among them.” 
“Really. I did not know you had a cousin.” 
“One. I do not remember him much though. I was only five when he left. Sometimes I think 
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things would have been a lot better had he not gone away. He was living with us before the Call 
came.” Gershen peered off into the trees. “He helped out a lot, Father says. Mother thought the 
world of him. Now she does not even speak his name. I think they are both afraid I will go to war 
and become a lost crusader like him.” 

Bartu heard a squirrel bark in the tree above. He peered up and watched as it clung to a 
branch looking down on them. Gershen stood. Bartu looked over. 

“Your father tells me they have arrived with the wagon and that you should return now. I 
need to be going anyway. Father will be wondering what is taking me so long.” 

The two took their time walking back. Near the smithy, Gershen took leave of Bartu and 
headed southwestward through the trees, taking a shortcut to Misthaven a little over a mile away. 
Bartu walked a few yards further and exited the forest into his yard. 

An empty wagon stood parked in front of the smithy doors. Dronna’s plow horse was 
tethered to a tree several yards away at the far end of the yard. As Bartu approached, he saw his 
father kneeling before one of the wagon’s wheels. Clamden and Habach were there arguing with 
one another as usual. Dronna stood next to them. 

Dronna was nearly as tall as Habach and outweighed him by a good forty pounds. And she 
was strong. Although a young woman in years, more than a decade of hard labor in her father’s 
fields had stolen much of her youth. Dressed in a dusty shirt and vest, with breeches and worn 
boots, her womanhood remained well concealed. 

 “I am back,” Bartu called to his father. 
“Good.” His father stood. “We have freed the wheel. I need to go inside and ready some 

things. You stay and help Dronna and Habach remove it.” 
The smith walked around the wagon and entered the smithy through the side door. 
Bartu strode over to the three. Clamden was still arguing with Habach. 
“Look here,” Dronna said to Bartu. She indicated a stack of long wooden blocks lying 

behind the wagon’s rear axle. “Now, when we— Clamden.” 
The old man continued talking. 
“Clamden! Will you stop that yammering? I need to concentrate.” 
“Concentrate?” the old man replied. “How much concentration does it take to lift the side of 

a wagon?” 
“Hush!” she commanded. She turned back to Bartu. “Now, when we lift this wagon, you 

work that wheel off there, quick as a wink. Got it? Do not dally, because this rascal is heavy! 
Before we set it back down, you make sure those blocks are set right so the wagon will rest good 
and solid. 

“Habach. Habach! Clamden, can you close that yap of yours and give us a break? Habach, 
you ready?” 

Habach came to the side of the wagon and stood beside Dronna. The two squatted and 
grabbed hold of its underside. Bartu knelt before the wheel. 

“Ready?” Dronna asked Bartu. 
“I can help lift if Clamden wants to try to work this wheel off,” Bartu offered. 
Dronna snorted. “I would not trust that boor-spoor to work the boot off my foot. Now, you 

ready?” 
Bartu nodded. 
Clamden, not one to let a little thing like work deter him from making a point, resumed his 

debate with Habach. 
“Why then do you think he decides to show himself now after more than a year of hiding?” 
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he argued as the two lifted. “I tell you if it were not for Nevona we would not be in this fix.” 
Habach shot an annoyed glance at the old man as he strained to hold up the side of the heavy 

wagon. “Do not think, Clamden, that you can win a point merely by catching me in an awkward 
position,” he projected broadly, finding it easier to mind-speak given the load he was bearing. 

Dronna heard Habach’s reply. “Quit encouraging him!” she chided aloud, as she struggled to 
maintain her hold. 

Upon hearing her remark, Bartu glanced up. Then he realized she was not speaking to him. 
They must be mind-speaking, he thought as he turned his attention back to the wheel. 

It was rude to mind-speak in front of others without including them in the conversation. In 
Bartu’s case, however, there was no way he could be included. He understood that and generally 
took no offense. His father, on the other hand, took a wholly different view. In fact, over the 
years people had come to refrain from mind-speaking altogether while at the smithy so as not to 
upset the smith. 

Bartu struggled with the wheel. 
“Got that yet, Bar— Bless it all!” Habach switched from mind-speak. “Got that blessed 

wheel off there yet, boy?” he asked aloud. “This wagon is not getting any lighter you know.” 
“It is stuck, Goodman Habach, but I am getting it.” 
“Well hurry!” Habach mentally entreated. 
Clamden chuckled at the man’s silent plea. 
“There.” Bartu pulled the wheel clear of the axle and rolled it away from the wagon. 
“The blocks. The blocks! Set the blocks!” Habach projected, momentarily forgetting to 

whom he was mind-speaking, as he struggled to hold up the wagon. 
The old man laughed harder. 
“The blocks, boy, the blocks. Hurry!” 
“Ask him again, Habach,” the old man projected through his laughter. “But louder, I do not 

think he heard you.” 
“Hurry, boy! Hurry Hurry Hurry!” 
The old man doubled over with laughter, nearly falling to the ground. 
Puzzled by Clamden’s sudden outburst, Bartu gawked at the old man, completely forgetting 

to set the supports. 
“Set the blocks, boy!” Dronna hissed through clenched teeth. Her brawny arms quivered 

with the load. “Hurry!” 
“Oh!” Bartu dropped to his knees before the wagon and reached beneath it, hurriedly 

arranging the blocks. 
“There, that has it. You can let it down now.” 
“D-deaf as a post!” the old man projected, holding his middle with one hand. “And all the 

time you pleading: ‘Hurry, set the blocks. Hurry Hurry Hurry!’” 
Habach and Dronna slowly lowered the wagon onto the supports. 
“Blessed be!” Dronna exclaimed, shaking her aching arms. “Wait until the day you have to 

lift a wagon for me!” 
“Forgive me, Goodwoman Dronna,” Bartu muttered. 
“What is all the uproar about?” the smith asked, emerging from the smithy. “Sounds like a 

weasel loose in a henhouse out here. Pray, Clamden, what ails you?” 
“Nothing,” the old man replied, stifling his laughter. “Forgive me, Dreen, I am but an old 

and witless man.” 
“That is certain,” Habach replied. 
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Clamden quietly took a seat on one of the two benches flanking the side door. He knew 
Dreen had no tolerance for jests made at his son’s expense. 

The smith paid him little mind as he examined the wheel and the worn band of metal 
encircling it. “Yes, I would say that tire is ready for my scrap heap now. I will get my traveler, 
and we will measure you up for a new one, Dronna.” 

“Worn through, that is certain,” Habach agreed, as the smith disappeared back inside. 
“See, Dronna.” Clamden pointed an accusatory finger at the woman. “That is what comes 

from carrying too heavy a load over rough roads like you do. Wears them out quick that way.” 
“You are right, Clamden,” she replied. “That tire lasted scarcely twenty winters!” 
Habach chuckled. 
“Soon you will have a tire that will last you twenty-five,” the smith said, reemerging from 

the smithy. He carried a piece of chalk and a small metal measuring wheel mounted within a 
frame surmounted by a wooden handle. 

“Remember, Bartu,” he said, going to the wagon wheel. “Never measure a wheel when it is 
wet. The wood swells and you cannot get an accurate measurement. That is why I bade 
Goodwoman Dronna to wait for a clear afternoon to bring the wagon in. Now, let us get this 
injured creature over to the tiring-rock and put the traveler to it.” 

Bartu rolled the heavy wheel over to the old millstone near the bench where Clamden sat. 
The smith and his son lifted the wheel and laid it on the millstone, setting the hub through the 
hole in the stone’s center. 

“So, Dreen,” Clamden asked, “what do you think?” 
“Think about what, Clamden?” The smith bent down and examined the wheel. 
“Never mind him,” Dronna joined. “He is talking about the Destroyer again.” The woman 

marched over to the bench and pointed her finger inches from the old man’s nose. “Clamden, 
you old goat, confound the man with your politics when he is working on your wagon, not on 
mine.” 

“I do not have a wagon,” Clamden replied. 
Bartu turned to his father. “The Destroyer?” 
“Mind your work, Son. Now here.” The smith called Bartu’s attention back to the 

measuring. “Mark it here with the chalk. Then set the zero point of the traveler on the mark like 
this. Here, you do it.” 

“So when did it become a crime to ask someone their opinion?” Clamden asked. 
“It is all spilt milk anyway,” Dronna replied. “Angels know there have been mistakes 

aplenty since the rebellion.” 
“What mistakes?” Bartu asked his father. “Does she mean the war?” 
“Keep your mind on your work, Son.” 
“I tell you I would not have been so forgiving as She,” Clamden replied. “They defied the 

Call, for angels’ sake!” 
“That is why you are not the Holy Mother,” Dronna replied. 
“He means Nevona,” Bartu said. 
“Bartu,” his father replied irritably. “Do you want me to show you this or not?” 
“The Holy Mother was right to forgive Nevona. Just think where we would all be now 

without them?” Habach joined. “Had Nevona not added its strength to the Holy Alliance, who 
knows what Rue-A-Kai might have been able to accomplish these past four years. He may even 
have broken free of the Cursed Lands.” 

“Really, Father?” Bartu asked. The traveler slipped from his grasp and fell to the ground. He 
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quickly picked it up. “Could the Destroyer really have broken free?” 
“What do you think I have been trying to tell you, Habach?” Clamden argued. “If Rue-A-

Kai did not believe he could now break free of Muta’s Teeth, he would not now be personally 
leading the Viles into battle. And it is all Nevona’s fault!” 

“The Destroyer is going to break free of the Cursed Lands?” Bartu exclaimed. 
The smith stood and lifted the wheel off the millstone in one angry jerk. “Son, if you are not 

going to pay any mind to me, then go prepare the fitting-fire.” 
The smith turned and marched into the smithy with the wheel. 
Bartu turned to the two men and Dronna. “Can he really break free?” 
The three ignored him. 
Bartu shrugged and walked over to where a pile of split firewood and kindling lay. He began 

filling his arms as he listened. 
“Nevona’s fault?” Habach scoffed. “I am no more a friend of Nevona than the next 

Montahoian, but you speak as though Nevona had been in revolt for a hundred years. It was only 
eight moons. And that was ten years ago.” 

“Yes, but a lot happened in those eight moons. While most of the crusaders were tied up 
putting down Nevona’s rebellion, the Viles were left free to rebuild their armies. By the time the 
Holy Mother defeated the rebels and turned Her attention back to the Cursed Lands, it was too 
late. The Destroyer had grown too strong.” 

“Too strong, Clamden? If that was the case, then why did the Church and the five kingdoms 
re-form the Holy Alliance only four years ago? If Rue-A-Kai had grown too strong because of 
Nevona’s rebellion, the Church and the five kingdoms would have been forced to turn the 
crusade into an all-out war years before they did.” 

“Bah!” Clamden exclaimed, turning from the man. 
Bartu dumped his load of wood and kindling on the charred ground next to a circle of 

charcoal. 
The smith emerged from the smithy carrying a long, straight band of metal in one hand and 

the heavy wagon wheel in the other. “If one of you would be so good as to lend me a hand with 
this new tire,” the smith said, “and the others pry the old tire off this wheel, I would be grateful. 
Bartu, is that fire ready yet?” 

“Not yet, Father. I need to light the charcoal.” 
“Do not forget to fill the trough.” 
Bartu started the charcoal burning while Clamden and the smith used a tree to bend the tire 

into a hoop. Dronna and Habach fetched the wheel to the tiring-rock and began prying off the old 
tire with a tiredog and hammer. The smith soon retreated inside with the new tire, and Clamden 
joined the other two. 

Amid curses and grunts in their attempts to rid the wheel of its stubborn band of rusting 
metal, the three again took up their discussion. 

“I will tell you another thing too,” Clamden said. “Just last night I was monitoring the ether, 
and I heard—” 

“Again with the ether?” Habach interrupted, wiping his brow with his sleeve. “Clamden, 
you act as though the ether were a conduit for the Nameless-One’s own truth. How many times 
have I told you—” 

“Seems you told me ten years ago too,” Clamden interrupted. “Or was it eleven?” 
“Oh no,” Dronna said. “Not this again.” 
“As I recall,” Clamden continued, “I tried enlightening you then about that villain, Volar, 
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and how he was driving King Bukteel mad. What did you say to me then? Hmm? Well now King 
Bukteel is ten years dead . . . or is it eleven? Whatever. Now the king is long dead and Volar has 
become a name despised throughout the five kingdoms. Why even the king’s sons, Volar’s own 
charges, publicly renounced him. Ole Clamden knew what he was talking about then, did he 
not?” 

“One time, Clamden. One time out of dozens, and now anytime anyone questions what you 
hear in the ether, you bring up the one time you were right. Makes me sick I tell you!” 

“No, what makes you sick is the fact that I was right. And you cannot bear to hear that.” 
“That is right,” Habach shot back. “No one can bear to hear it, because you never let anyone 

forget it!” 
Bartu made certain the circle of charcoal was burning well before retrieving an empty 

bucket from beside the trough and heading across the yard to the well. Unfortunately, the well 
was a good thirty feet from the tiring-rock. Too far for him to hear much of the discussion. He 
chuckled as he put the bucket down and leaned out over the mouth of the well to grab the rope. 
He hauled up the well bucket tied to the rope’s other end. For years he had been listening to 
Clamden and Habach’s debates. He never tired of them. 

As he walked between well and trough, filling the trough with water, he made out bits and 
pieces of their conversation. Entertaining though it was, it was also troubling. 

Everyone knew the war had not been going well these past four years, but this latest battle 
seemed to have everyone on edge. Even Habach seemed to object little to the dark picture 
Clamden was painting of it. It reminded Bartu of the tales of Rue-A-Kai and his incredible 
might. Tales that claimed the Destroyer could levitate a hundred horse, blast caverns out of sheer 
rock, and boil rivers dry. Many believed he could even summon storms. Still others claimed he 
could call lightning down from the sky and direct it to his will, as a kineticor directs wizard-fire. 
Most of the tales smacked of exaggeration, of course, but if there was even a hint of truth to 
them . . . 

“Bartu,” the smith called from the wagon. “Bartu!” 
“Yes, Father?” 
“Got that trough filled yet?” 
“Nearly.” 
“Good. When I have finished checking this axle, I will be ready to weld the tire.” His father 

sat on the dirt and pulled himself beneath the naked axle. “So do not tarry.” 
“I will hurry.” 
Bartu rushed from the trough back to the well. 
“Clamden?” Bartu heard Habach say in a concerned voice. “Clamden, are you ill? What is 

wrong?” 
Bartu set his bucket at the base of the well and leaned out over the mouth to grab the well 

rope. What could be ailing Goodman Clamden? he thought, glancing over his shoulder toward 
the tiring-rock. 

Suddenly Clamden spun around to face the wagon only a few yards away. “Get out of there, 
Dreen!” he shouted. “Get out from under—” 

The old man took two steps toward the wagon, wobbled oddly, and then fell. 
Suddenly Bartu felt himself thrown violently forward, the rope sliding from his hands. His 

arms windmilled desperately in search of some hold, some anchor against the flailing earth 
beneath him. The mouth of the well gyrated wildly in circles before him, loomed ominously, and 
then came up to meet him. 
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“Help!” he screamed, grabbing for the elusive rope as he felt himself tumble headfirst into 
the yawning pit. “Heeelp!” 

Far off, seemingly in response, a louder, more sickening scream filtered through to his brain. 
A thrilling terror born of absolute freedom seized Bartu as he plummeted headlong into the 

consuming twilight, his body wild in its frenzied pursuit of flight. Then a loud splash. A 
sensation of pain. Of cool wet. A blurring of sight, of sound. Then . . . darkness over all. 
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Chapter Ten 
 
 
 

Fate often brings to fruition that dropped never meant to be sown, leaving he who 
dropped it to reap that which is grown. 

—Holy Book of Remembrance 
 
 
 

The distant glow of the Western Teeth was scarcely visible through the mist that clung 
stubbornly to the surrounding peaks. Penu-Um-Brah peered up through a break in that mist and 
beheld a brilliant turquoise sky. He breathed deeply. Cool humid air filled his lungs. The trapper 
dearly loved his adopted land—the rugged windswept cliffs, the clear mountain streams, the 
forested slopes and valleys. The only aspect he found difficult to abide was the frequent rains. It 
was an inclination he had carried with him from the parched, arid land of his youth. A place the 
Nameless-One had doubtless created in a great weariness of spirit. Yet here—here in this 
birthplace of creation—the Nameless-One’s exuberance shone through in nature’s every facet. 
Including, unfortunately for the trapper, the frequent and abundant rain. 

Penu-Um-Brah turned his eyes from the afternoon sky and peered down into the valley. A 
small number of ant-sized figures were snaking their way along the river, rushing to reach the 
bloody battle raging but a fortnight’s journey south. He doubted they would reach it in time. 
Regardless, the trapper knew there would be other opportunities for battle, for he knew people 
and he knew war and knew that it was in the nature of people to fight. Even when there was no 
one to fight but oneself. 

He stared down at the warriors slowly marching, each step carrying them closer to the 
Savior. Not the pretender Penu-Um-Brah had once thought He might be, but indeed the true 
Savior. How He had eluded death in the Claymouth Pass thirty-three years earlier, Penu-Um-
Brah could not begin to guess. But there was no mistaking His signature. Not for a man who had 
lived alongside Him as long as Penu-Um-Brah had. Not for a man who had furtively traveled in 
spirit-form alongside His army these past several years. From atop the cliff he stared at the 
warriors marching, each step carrying them closer to their doom. He closed his eyes. They did 
not know the Savior’s power like he knew it. 

A familiar weariness came over the man. It was the abyss again calling. The abyss: that 
uninviting place that always welcomed; that silent place of endless disquiet; that still place of 
eternal unrest. Once he had thought to avoid it, the abyss. But with age comes a sort of wisdom. 
Penu-Um-Brah had come to understand that avoidance was impossible, at least for the sane, for 
the depths of the abyss were measured in guilt, remorse, and shame. And those the past 
controlled. The past ensured that the abyss would always find its depth. The depth of his rue. 

Only one path offered a way out, and that path was hope. But the path of hope proved a 
treacherous climb, for one misstep, one false turn, and into the abyssal depths one would plunge 
never to arise. Rue was not the danger. Hope was. It was the hazards of hope’s path that for the 
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past eleven years had kept him from seeking atonement from the only one who could grant it. He 
opened his eyes and peered down at the warriors marching. They would never know the power 
of the Savior’s Heart like he knew it. No one would ever know it like him. 

The gentle flapping of Penu-Um-Brah’s empty right sleeve broke his reverie. In his left hand 
he clutched a roughly hewn staff, its head carved in the shape of an outstretched hand straining 
toward the heavens. He had carved that staff in a moment of weakness. The carving was but the 
first and only real step Penu-Um-Brah had allowed himself upon that perilous path of hope. The 
rest—the probing, the monitoring, the furtive journeys in spirit-form—had all been just a kind of 
masochistic curiosity. The damned vicariously delighting in the joys of the soon-to-be-redeemed. 

He turned from the cliff’s edge. There were many traps yet to check and night would not 
wait for him. He stepped carefully amid the loose rock as he began up the incline. Suddenly he 
froze. He cocked his head and listened. There was an odd rumbling deep within the mountain 
beneath his feet. His eyes widened in recognition. With a quick thrust, he drove his staff down at 
the trembling earth in a desperate attempt to anchor himself against the coming tumult. The staff 
glanced off the loose rock and he fell heavily. The cliff shuddered and shook. He felt himself 
sliding down the incline. His feet clambered atop the loose stone, shooting bits of rubble out over 
the precipice as he slid toward it. Then his feet were clambering over air. He clawed at the rocky 
soil with his hand, fighting for some hold, some purchase against the fitful earth, but the earth 
offered no hold, as it inched him further and further over the edge of the cliff. His fingers 
grasped a root. As his hand closed over it, he realized it was not a root but his staff. He felt his 
thighs slide over the edge, dragging his center-of-gravity to the brink. He forced the staff, now 
crosswise in his grip, against the ground with all the strength his outstretched arm could apply. 
His descent slowed. Then, for a moment, it stopped. He hung there, half in the air, half clinging 
to the cliff. The rumbling of the earth diminished. Then again he felt himself sliding. He forced 
the side of his face hard into the rocky soil in a last vain attempt at salvation. But his torso 
slipped over the edge and, in a sudden rush of rolling gravel and dust, the rest of him followed, 
his hand, still clutching the staff, trailing his rushing body. His head bounced off the edge of the 
rocky outcropping, knocking him senseless, as the ground fell away. 

In the midst of falling, his body suddenly jerked to a halt. Above him, the unseen staff had 
lodged solidly between two boulders. At the brink of destruction, the earth had caught his staff 
and now held it fast, just as he held fast to the staff. 

Dazed, Penu-Um-Brah slowly swayed in the turquoise sky, his empty right sleeve flapping 
rhythmically against his breast. He was vaguely aware of pain—both his own and that of 
another—as his mind wavered in a twilight world between consciousness and dream. His 
thoughts melted in a fog of senselessness, only to re-congeal in strange, twisted mockeries of 
themselves. Only the persistent, pulsating pain was constant. Only it was certain. Instinctively he 
reached for that one certainty and clung to it. The fog relented a space. Dull pain rushed in like a 
raging river. Down that river of pain a flotilla of strange, crystal-clear images sped. His 
struggling mind snatched at the images, caught them, held them fast. They stung his mind like 
angry hornets, yet still he held them, examining them, puzzling over the supreme importance the 
distant intellect attached to them. Then, from out of the depths of his fog-enshrouded psyche, a 
distant memory blew. It moved steadily forward, blowing the images from his grasp, filling their 
drooping sails with the winds of realization, propelling the flotilla down the flowing river of pain 
and into his consciousness. 

With a gasp, Penu-Um-Brah snapped open his eyes. “The prophecy!” he murmured 
painfully through sluggish lips. “The prophecccy . . .” A smile coursed over his gouged and 
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bleeding face. 
High in the sky, like an evening star against the vaulted roof of heaven, Penu-Um-Brah—his 

heart full, his soul fired with renewed purpose—swung silently in the wind, pouring drops of 
brackish rain down upon the waiting earth below. 
 

 
 

Volar sat on a creek bank in the midst of a mighty sun-dappled forest of massive fir, pine, 
and hemlock, his arms entwined in a mass of knotted roots. He was searching for that which he 
knew must be hidden there. 

“Ah!” he said, taking hold of a tuber. “There you are my beauty.” He broke the tuber free 
from its subterranean refuge and, with a playful flourish, dropped it into a burlap sack that lay on 
the ground beside him. “Roswig!” 

A huge gray wolf looked up from her inspection of a nearby log. 
“We have had a good afternoon’s hunting,” he said, as he picked up the sack and stood. 

“Time to head home. We will make a quick check of our snares along the way.” 
The wolf dutifully padded over to him. Volar laid a hand on the neck of the great gray beast 

and grabbed a fistful of fur. “Lead on, girl.” 
Roswig turned west with the stout figure in tow. Their destination, a lonely cottage set deep 

in the wilds of the forest. Trusting to the wolf to lead him, the eyeless man basked in the beauty 
and grandeur of the unseen forest around them. His manner exuded an air of quiet ease. A 
manner that stood in stark contrast to his face, marred as it was by frightful scars surrounding 
vacant eye sockets. 

After only a few steps, the healer stopped. He dropped the sack. His hand closed tightly on 
the wolf’s coat. He frowned and cocked his head to one side, as though listening to some distant 
call. Then he gasped, stumbled forward, and fell to the ground. In his fist were bits of the wolf’s 
fur. 

Roswig yelped and hopped backward. Snarling, she stood with her back hunched and teeth 
bared, puzzled by her companion’s sudden transformation, he lying huddled on the ground, face 
on knees, rocking and moaning. From deep within the earth, the wolf sensed a distant rumbling. 
She shifted her stance, unsure whether to flee or stand and face the unseen menace. Whining and 
dancing nervously, she felt the low rumble quickly advance, overtake them, and then pass on. 

As the rumbling receded, Volar raised his face to the heavens, threw wide his arms, and 
shouted, “‘Out of the trembling earth, borne on wings of pain, the Book of Ancient Power 
reveals itself!’ The prophecy. The prophecy!” 

The wolf cocked her head and looked sidelong at the kneeling figure shouting to the sky. 
Then she too joined in with chorus of her own. 

“Roswig. Roswig! Come, we must hurry, girl.” Volar turned toward the howling and 
struggled to his feet. “Come. Come help me home. Quickly! We must go. We shall give thanks 
to the Nameless-One on the way. Then we contact our old friend. ‘Like a cloudburst in desert,’” 
he quoted, as he again took hold of her fur. “‘Like a cloudburst in desert.’” 
 

 
 

Zandow sat at a table studying a sheaf of loosely bound, yellowing pages, the remnants of an 
archaic tome. In the midst of a particularly difficult passage, he abruptly stopped. The wizard 
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looked up from the tome and peered through the open window before him. His eyes narrowed as 
though struggling to catch sight of whatever it was that had suddenly drawn his attention. 
Covering nearly every square inch of wall behind the wizard hung countless sketches, diagrams, 
and small astoundingly lifelike paintings. Like the tome, they too were brittle, yellowing, and 
corrupted about the edges. 

A dark-cowled figure sat in a corner near a cold hearth, quietly applying a whetstone to the 
glinting blade of a dagger. The figure’s adolescent face was obscured in shadow. About the 
figure’s neck an eyepatch dangled loosely from a cord. Suddenly, the adolescent rose and 
quickly scanned the cabin’s interior. The room was shuddering. Not severely enough to cause 
damage, but enough to displace several small items from the shelves along two walls. The figure 
peered at the wizard. Zandow’s attention remained fixed on the window. 

The lines around the wizard’s blue-gray eyes deepened as he contemplated something 
beyond the placid blue waters of the lake outside. Within moments the quake passed, yet still the 
wizard sat with wrinkled brow. It was a long while before he shook himself free and looked over 
his shoulder at the figure standing in the corner behind him. 

“It is nothing, Shadow,” he said with a wave of his hand. 
Apparently reassured, Shadow again sat and resumed honing the knife. 
Zandow turned his gaze back to the window, to the afternoon sun sparkling off the intense 

blue waters of the lake, to the surrounding crest of rock beyond. With the quake had come a 
sudden uneasiness that tugged at his mind and knotted his stomach. He felt he had missed 
something, something important. Something he should not have missed. He leafed back through 
the stack of brittle, yellowing pages he had just perused thinking the something might be hidden 
there. He spied nothing he had not seen before. Again he peered out over the deep-blue waters of 
the lake, the encircling ridge of rock beyond, the empty cloudless sky above. The last of the 
winter snow would soon be gone. Another summer was upon them. 

Another year gone, he thought. Another year of fruitless searching. Zandow wondered if 
there were years enough remaining to fulfill his quest. He feared there might not be. 

In his youth, the wizard had wrestled with questions his soul struggled to ask, but that his 
mind could not put into words. He had explored Holy Law, prophecy, and folktale. Had 
consulted priestesses, dream-seers, and oracles. All to no avail. So, seventeen years ago, weary 
of a world that thwarted his every effort at truth, he took to the wilderness. For three years he 
wandered there searching, trusting that what scholarship had failed to deliver, fate might yet 
deign to bestow. Then one day, as he was making his way along a deer trail in the depths of a 
mountain forest, he happened upon a small bundle lying atop a pile of pine straw. He went to the 
bundle and slowly opened its folds. Lying within was an infant. It was half starved and near 
death with a patch over one eye. As he moved aside the crude eyepatch and looked beneath, a 
passage from Holy Scripture came unbidden to his mind. All children are sacred gifts given the 
world by He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless. Even the most afflicted of them are to be given 
comfort. If mishappen, then you, their parents, shall take pity on them and care for them. If 
cursed by Muta, then you, their parents, shall give them over to the Church for care. For even 
the most afflicted of children born of Penitent parents are a divine gift in the eyes of He-Who-
Shall-Remain-Nameless. 

In that first brief instant, Zandow thought to turn from the infant and leave it to its fate. But 
he found he could not. Despite all of his religious misgivings, some Holy Law—be it truly holy 
or not—held wisdom too strong, too profound to be ignored. Like him, the infant had been 
rejected by a world that saw through different eyes. It was wrong that it should die for that 
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reason alone. Justice demanded better. He demanded better! So the wizard took the child in his 
arms and went in search of a nurse. 

Soon he came upon the child’s people. They were a strange, primitive tribe of highly 
xenophobic savages who, his vast knowledge and experience told him, should not have existed 
anywhere in the world. Yet they did. When the natives saw him with the cursed child, they 
assailed him. But through the depth of his fury, they soon discovered the awesomeness of his 
might, and in short order were forced to succumb to his wishes. 

First, he forced the tribespeople to identify the infant’s mother. Then he forced the woman to 
suckle her starving child. This they all did out of their fear of him. Yet despite that fear, and all 
of his threats, the savages refused to accept the child. Neither the child’s own mother nor any of 
those strange people would accept the Cursed One. So when the child was weaned, he dismissed 
its mother, and the foundling became his own. For in truth, Zandow found Shadow to be a great 
gift. Had the child been the sole consequence of his long years in the wilderness, it would have 
been almost enough for him. Almost. Fate, however, had one more treasure to bestow upon the 
wizard. A treasure every bit as unexpected as Shadow had been. And every bit as welcome. 

Its discovery came from Zandow’s investigation of an Ancient wreck. The remnants of that 
wreck were strewn over more than two acres of mountainside, on a site the tribespeople deemed 
sacred. What the wizard found amidst that wreckage led him to a strange lake atop the ruined 
mountain, and to the island resting upon it. Wizard Isle the natives called it. A forbidden place of 
strange magic. There on Wizard Isle, Zandow discovered a long-deserted cavern buried deep 
within the cinder cone that made up the island’s heart. Housed within that cavern was a horde of 
curious Artifacts and Ancient documents. Many of the documents were still legible, although 
much of their text contained words unknown to him. Within these Artifacts and documents, the 
wizard soon realized, lay the questions his soul had yearned so long to ask but had not the ability 
to voice. At last knowing the questions, he thought the answers, and the end of his long quest, 
near at hand. 

But that had been many years ago. And still he remained there on that mysterious island 
floating atop the placid waters of a bottomless lake, surrounded by the high, jagged remnants of a 
mountain summit razed millennia past. Like a feeding vulture, Zandow had forsaken the living 
world for this one long dead; for in the remains of the dead, he knew, were clues to the answers 
he so desperately sought. Answers he knew would shake the earth to its very foundations! 

A hand on his shoulder brought Zandow out of his reverie. He looked up. Shadow was 
standing quietly beside his chair, gazing out over the water. He smiled. That is the trouble with 
deaf-mutes, he thought, as he peered into the dark face buried deep within its cowl. They can 
sneak up on you when you least expect them. 
 

 
 

The young Kalifain lay awake on a bedroll against the rear wall of a large troop tent. His 
lone eye was closed against the afternoon sun, its dying rays intruding through the open flap in 
the wall opposite. About him lay the other compellers of his squad in various stages of slumber. 
He, however, could not sleep. Exhausted, he wished not to waste this all-too-brief respite, but the 
psychic screams emanating from the valley below buzzed about his mind-shield like flies on a 
bloated corpse, heating his blood with battle-lust, making it impossible for him to relax. Soon, he 
and his cohorts would again be summoned to the cliff’s edge to replace their companion squad. 
There, above the remorseless field, they would resume their mental grapple with the Penitent 
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compellers. The young Kalifain knew he must rest if his mind was to be ready, but it was 
difficult. 

Despite three years in the Deathless-One’s service, and countless battles, he found he could 
never completely shut out the psychic sensations emanating from the battlefield. Nor did he wish 
to. He derived great pleasure from the agony of the Penitents as they lay dying, their cries of pain 
reflexively broadcast out into the local ether for all to hear. Each time the young Kalifain felt the 
sharp stabbing pain of his twisted spine, saw the shadow of his hunched back, touched the grainy 
coarseness of the ropy sinews crisscrossing his face, he thought of them, and his anger grew. 
Only the words of the Deathless-One brought respite from his rage. Only those brought a sense 
of justice. 

“They are the cause of our suffering and pain,” the Savior told His followers, “they, the 
people of the popess. The Penitents who keep us noble Kalifai trapped within these Cursed 
Lands, condemning our righteous souls to these adulterated bodies generation after generation. It 
is their kingdoms that bar our way to the Eastern Teeth and Paradise. Yet it is we, the proud 
Kalifai, who shall break free of these Cursed Lands and fight our way through them to reach the 
great Eastern Teeth. There we shall conquer the challenge of the Teeth and show Him that we are 
a strong people worthy of His reward. And when Paradise opens, we shall be the ones left 
standing upon the earth to accept His reward, to live beside Him in His home. To be His chosen! 
No longer shall the Penitents keep us exiled from the Nameless-One. No longer shall they 
prevent the mighty Kalifai from razing the Teeth and joining with Him. Now is our time!” 

The young Kalifain trembled at the memory of the Deathless-One’s words. It had been the 
hope of Paradise that had first inspired him to join Rue-A-Kai’s cause, but it was his own hatred 
that drove him on, and the promise of glory that made it all worthwhile. 

A distant cry in the ether roused the young Kalifain from his musings. It was not unlike 
other cries he was sensing, save for the fact that this one had drawn his attention. That fact alone 
warranted its examination. When it came to mentas, one was wise not to dismiss intuition. Often 
when probing the ether, one’s subconscious proved more of an asset than one’s focused thoughts. 
It was a curious quality of that realm. One that had, on more than one occasion, saved the young 
Kalifain from serious psychic injury. He reached into the ether and took hold of the cry’s fragile 
thread. 

The thread seized him almost the instant he took hold of it. He jerked reflexively, the quick 
movement eliciting extreme shooting pains down his legs and spine, his pain combining 
deliciously with that of another more intense pain. A pain that was not his own. He caught hold 
of the foreign pain, knowing instinctively that something was hidden within it. Oblivious to the 
quiet moans escaping his own lips, he explored the ragged psychic thread, seeking to untangle its 
faint images from the intense agony that clung to them so tightly. Impressions from the distant 
cry coursed through his mind like liquid fire! The pain was exquisite! Within moments, he 
realized the precious gift he had been given. A gift so wondrous, so glorious, that it could only 
have come from the Nameless-One Himself. Its implications were clear. He—a Kalifain from 
outside the Inner Circle—had been chosen as one of the Fateful Few of prophecy! 

But where? he silently demanded. Where lies the precious gift? Where? 
Frantically he struggled to trace the dying thread back to its origin. The thread was 

undirected, ragged and frail, yet somehow he managed to detect a dying remnant of it. Taking 
hold of that remnant, he followed its faint trail back to the fading mind that had engendered it. 
Summoning all of his fortitude, the young Kalifain dove into that distant intellect. 

Waves of agonizing pain washed over him as he struggled to maintain the tenuous link and 
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his own consciousness. The pain was excruciating! Already the distant mind foundered on the 
brink of unconsciousness as he searched and prodded its dying awareness, he himself near 
collapse. Then, from out of the searing depths of pain, in a series of broken images, a blessed 
revelation came. 

. . . To the north . . . a forest. A great forest, wet and green. . . . A small village. . . . Nearby a 
cabin and . . . a workshop. . . . People gathered . . . a wagon. . . . People. . . . A name. Bran . . . 
Bar . . . Bartu. A face with the name. A Penitent’s face, but eyes born of no Penitent! . . . Great 
fear. Fear of loss. . . . An infant. . . . Sorrow. . . . A woman dead, her midriff covered in blood. . . . 
Again the face. The luminous green eyes! . . . A promise to be kept. . . . Again sorrow. Great, 
great sorrow. . . . Urgency! . . . The Book! . . . Urgency! . . . Again the face. . . . Again the 
face. . . . Again the face. . . . Again the eyes! . . . 

Then the link was gone, and with it the images and alien pain. But it had been enough. 
Panting and covered in sweat, the young Kalifain closed his lone eye. The earth trembled 

beneath him, but he was only vaguely aware of its motion. Remnants of torment oozed steadily 
from his body. Soon the trembling passed, as did the pain. From other areas of the tent he heard 
excited whispers. 

As he lay recovering, the whispers grew louder. Soon they had grown into quiet 
conversations, then into a breathless discussion, then into a hushed debate. Many in the tent were 
awake now. He opened his eye and peered around him. He saw that the guards outside had 
gathered near the tent’s entryway, their anxiety over the quake and what it might mean having 
drawn them to the excited whispers within. What those whispers revealed kept them there 
listening. The young Kalifain listened too. From his distant corner he could just make out 
snippets of quiet conversation. 

“Yes, the Book of Ancient Power. . . . What do you mean? . . . Yes I am certain.” 
“. . . A great gift to be sure. Beyond imagining!” 
“. . . We all heard it, the three of us and Vingred-El. . . . I do not know. It does not appear 

anyone else has.” 
“. . . We will. All of us who heard.” 
“. . . No I am not.” 
“. . . Forget it, Vingred.” 
“We will all tell Him. . . . What? . . . No, none of the Inner Circle could have heard. . . . 

Because they were on duty, that is why. . . . Of course it does. Do you not think—” 
“He is right. An occupied mind is not going to pick up anything that indistinct and 

fragile. . . . Well if you had been awake perhaps you would not be questioning what we 
heard. . . . If you had heard it, you would be convinced too. . . . Well I cannot help that!” 

“Ammen-Uld-Drak is right. . . . It does not matter how strong the Inner Circle is, no one is 
going to hear something like that unless his mind is relaxed and unoccupied. . . . Now you know 
better.” 

“. . . He is not just saying that. . . . Well I did not hear it either. . . . So?” 
“What does it matter? . . . Well if none of you could trace the thread back, how is the Savior 

to find the Book?” 
“. . . No one could have traced that thread back.” 
“That is right. It was too pale, too fragile.” 
“. . . Grab hold of it? Only a masochist could have held that thread long enough to trace it 

back. The pain in that cry was unbearable. Literally.” 
“. . . Somewhere to the far north. Do either of you know? Do you, Vingred-El? . . .” 
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“. . . Yes, the Penitent lands. That is all we could discern.” 
“. . . No, we are not hiding anything. At least I am not. . . . Who cares what you think!” 
“Come, we should be celebrating this blessed revelation. It is the Book of Ancient Power, 

for the Nameless-One’s sake! . . . Yes indeed, we are the Fateful Few of prophecy. . . .” 
The young Kalifain could scarcely contain his excitement. He did not altogether believe the 

four when they claimed to have picked up the dying thread yet failed to trace it back to the 
blessed Book. It was not so much that he doubted their alleged reluctance to delve into the pain 
of that dying thread, for indeed few could have withstood it. It was more that he doubted his own 
good fortune. He had had so little of it in his short lifetime. If it were indeed true, however, that 
only he knew the location of the blessed Book, and that only he had seen the face of the boy 
whose father held it . . . 

The young Kalifain smiled as he closed his eye and listened to the excited whispers drone 
on. Soon the four who had heard the cry would gather as one and go to deliver their news to the 
Savior. Soon after, he himself would make his way to the Savior and deliver to Him his own 
unique revelation. He could scarcely conceive of the glories that would soon be his. 

From behind him, the young Kalifain heard the sound of tearing cloth. He snapped open his 
lone eye and rolled to his side. Looking up, he spied the gleam of a blade rapidly ripping a long 
seam in the tent wall above him. Before he could move, he saw three more blades pierce the 
wall. He marveled. The minds behind those blades were shielded to the point of complete 
obscurity! Someone near him cried an alarm. The young Kalifain struggled to rise. 
 

 
 

It was a daring plan, and not one Prince Braxon had supported, but that had not prevented 
him from volunteering to lead the desperate mission. Far to the north, in the kingdoms of 
Montaho and Frujidia, reinforcements were frantically amassing. But they were at least three 
hundred miles away. If something was not done quickly to turn the tide of the battle now raging 
in the valley below, the only combat the reinforcements would see would be that done with 
wolves and vultures over the remains of their comrades. 

Thus far the Nameless-One had smiled on the band of seven. They had successfully 
penetrated the outer perimeter of the Vile camp and now sat quietly, concealed within a copse of 
fir and pine bordering the inner encampment. There they awaited dusk, each assassin’s powerful 
mind-shield concealing his presence. 

The seven had been selected from among hundreds of volunteers. Although only Prince 
Braxon and one other of his band had been formally trained as assassins, the exceptional mind-
shielding ability of the other five had prompted their enlistment. Stealth was vital to the success 
of the mission. Should the mission fail, the battle would be all but lost. Such a loss would have 
dire implications for the war. 

Overall, the plan was simple. Once darkness fell, they would steal across the fifty yards of 
open compound, quietly kill the sentries guarding the compeller’s quarters, and slay as many of 
those sleeping inside as they could. With luck, they would eliminate this half of the Vile 
compeller corps entirely, allowing the Holy Alliance to press the attack using both squads of its 
compellers at once. That would give the Alliance’s compellers a three to two advantage. 
Nameless-One willing, it would be enough to salvage a stalemate from this bloody battle. It was 
the best anyone could hope for. 

“The earth moves!” a warrior whispered. 
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The earth rumbled a long, low growl. After moments, the shaking ceased. 
“A bad omen,” someone rasped. 
“Quiet!” Priestess Raja croaked. “I daresay our detection would be a worse one!” 
The prince smiled. What he could not do with but a handful of warriors like Priestess Raja. 

“Steady warriors. Our enemy’s superstition works against them. There, do you see?” The prince 
pointed to the five sentries moving from their positions around the tent to cluster near its 
entrance. “Evidently they too sense a bad omen.” 

“An opening,” Priestess Raja replied. “There,” she pointed. “That area to the right lies 
unguarded and shielded from view. If we can get across that stretch of open ground without 
being seen, we can use the two wagons as a blind to come up behind the tent.” 

“Should we not wait for dark?” someone asked. 
“I would not,” the priestess replied. She looked to the prince. “If some of us can sneak past 

the sentries while they are still out of position, we will have a better chance of fulfilling our 
mission.” 

The prince considered the idea. After a few moments, he whispered, “I agree. Raja, 
Rungolve, Hahn, Trub, maneuver through the trees until you get to about there.” He indicated a 
point some seventy yards distant. “When you see an opening, the four of you move as quickly as 
you can across the compound and come around back of the tent by those wagons, as Raja has 
said. That will put the tent and wagons between you and the sentries. Make your entry there as 
quickly as you can. The three of us will be waiting here to jump in where and when needed. 
Questions? . . . Suggestions? . . . All right, then. Let us finish our work quickly so we can return 
home. Remember, no mentas! Go now. And may the Nameless-One guide your steps.” 

“Come, warriors,” Priestess Raja whispered as she rose. “Let us show these spawn of Muta 
just how bad a bad omen can be!” 

Braxon watched as the four drifted like afternoon shadows through the trees. As he saw 
them move out of sight, he was suddenly struck with a familiar sensation he could not quite 
place. It tickled the back of his brain, somewhere just out of reach. It was an uneasy feeling, a 
nagging feeling, a feeling as though he had forgotten something. In his mind’s eye a picture 
formed. He saw a large gray wolf staring at him. On its back it carried something, something he 
could not quite make out. Then he saw that the something was a rider. A rider with a message. 
The rider turned and looked at him. The rider had no eyes. . . . Volar! 

Braxon marveled anew at his friend’s skill. The man had somehow pierced just enough of 
the prince’s formidable mind-shield to plant a suggestion in his subconscious. A valuable trick. 
One that Braxon hoped he would have a chance to ask him about one day. He homed in on the 
tickling sensation. An extremely thin psychic thread of contact awaited him there. He took it up. 

“Master.” 
“Taker-of-my-eyes, you are heavily shielded. I feared I would not reach you.” 
“Is there a problem? Are you well?” 
“I am. But I must speak with you.” 
“Can this wait?” 
“I will be brief.” 
“You will need to be, Master. Very brief.” 
“Taker, I have been blessed with a vision. A revelation sent to me by the prophets 

themselves! I need to see you as soon as possible. There is a task that needs doing.” 
“The war goes badly, Master. Getting away now could prove difficult.” 
“I must see you, Taker. The need is urgent. Will you come?” 
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“If you need me, Master, then I shall come. Provided the morning still finds me able.” 
Apprehension and concern flowed over the link. “Are you in danger, Taker?” 
“Do not be concerned, Master. All will be well.” 
“I pray for you, Taker-of-my-eyes, my friend. I—” 
Volar halted mid-thought. Braxon sensed it too. 
“A curious mind looks our way. We must break contact. May the angels take pity on you this 

day, Taker.” 
“Farewell, Master. I pray I shall speak with you soon.” 
Braxon closed the link. 
The prince puzzled over the urgency of Volar’s odd contact. But it was a mystery that would 

have to wait. 
Throughout his mental conversation, Braxon’s gaze had alternated between the sentries 

before the tent and the spot in the trees where his four comrades had hidden. Although he could 
not see them now, he knew the four awaited only an opening. As he watched, Trub sprang from 
cover and sped across the clearing. Moments later, Rungolve followed. Then came Hahn. Braxon 
held his breath as Raja, last of the four, raced across the fifty yards of clearing and disappeared 
behind the two wagons parked next to the tent. His finger moved to the trigger of his crossbow. 
The sentries standing before the tent opening had not moved. He remembered to breathe. 

From a dark, hollow place within him, death again beckoned. Whether it called to carry him 
to victory or to carry him away, he did not know. But it did not matter. For again he would 
answer death’s summons. As always he did. 
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Chapter Eleven 
 
 
 

Like the waters of a deep well, the past is best partaken of sparingly, single 
buckets at a time. 

—Second Coxian Book of Truth, the Apocrypha 
 
 
 

Nothingness. Senseless, colorless, timeless nothingness. A universe with no beginning, no 
end, no purpose. Vacant. A thought: So this is death. Then again, nothingness. . . . 

 A low rhythmic beating, as that of a hammer upon iron. A grayish smoke billowing out of 
the void. A coalescence. A figure out of the gray: colorless, featureless, dimensionless—the root 
of all shapes, of all forms. 

The coalescence advances, carrying with it space and time. In its grasp it holds a pair of 
mighty tongs. Behind it, erupting spontaneously into being, dazzling, radiant Fire! The 
coalescence hovers, and with it hovers time. Behind it, timeless Fire leaps and cavorts in 
anticipation of an offering. A thought: Again the furnace? 

Slowly the tongs lower and take hold. Time resumes. . . . 
Bartu opened his eyes to a world of smothering darkness pressing in on him from all sides. 

Seized by a sudden awareness of his surroundings, he flailed wildly, lashing out in search of 
solidity, something with which to grab hold. But the world lent no solidity, as it did no direction. 
Bartu’s panic increased as he thrashed the water, burning up the precious breath his lungs fought 
to hold. He grew faint, floundering in suspension. Something solid glanced off his knee. He 
clawed upward through the water—or was it downward?—in search of salvation. His mind 
spinning, lungs burning, he caught hold of the object and recognized it as the well bucket. Near 
exhaustion, he reached above for the bucket’s handle and the rope attached to it. His frenzied 
hands found nothing, no handle and no rope, only a solid top. He frantically searched below the 
top and found the handle and rope: a lifeline, an umbilical to the world. His strength failing, his 
chest burning, he took hold of the rope and reoriented himself, hoisting his body through the 
water, willing his legs to kick. 

The all-encompassing darkness lightened to gray as he pulled himself upward. His breath 
gone, his throat afire, he saw the backlit surface appear just above him a short but infinite 
distance away. It shimmered overhead like the remnant of some dying dream. His sight blurred 
by a universe of stars, he felt his hand clear the surface. Then, with one final tug, his head 
followed, and he found air. 

Bartu clung weakly to the rope, gulping down great volumes of precious air, bringing both 
life and pain to his constricted chest. His heart thundered like a horse at full gallop. He felt 
nauseated and his head ached. More than anything he wished to rest, if only for a moment. But 
he knew he could not. He was still in danger. Water lapped at his chin as he willed strength 
enough in his arms to keep his head above the surface. He felt as weak as a newborn and knew 
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he must have help soon or he would surely sink and not rise again. 
From high above he thought he heard a noise. He turned his eyes heavenward to the circle of 

turquoise sky and let out a feeble cry. It was all his strength would allow. His head fell forward. 
Water lapped at his chin, a portion spilling into his mouth. He sputtered and forced his face back 
out of the water. He heard another noise above him. 

“Help!” he croaked, too exhausted to raise his head or his voice. “Help,” he called weakly, 
praying someone would hear him, yet knowing his plea could not possibly have carried the 
twenty feet to the top. 

He felt a slight tug on the rope. He forced his head back and again faced the sky. A shadow 
briefly passed over him. 

“Help!” he croaked in a hoarse voice barely above a whisper. 
His call was answered by a stronger tug. His strength now completely spent, the tug proved 

too much. His hands slipped from their tenuous hold. 
As he felt himself sliding beneath the surface, he thought he sensed another shadow passing 

over his face. But he had not strength enough even to pray. 
 

 
 

Bartu awoke to a cocoon of soft fur and the crackling warmth of fire. Sheol? he thought as 
he opened his eyes. In the flickering light of the fire, he recognized the bright, multi-colored 
curtain of his room. He was not in the Vaults of Eternal Slumber but home. Bartu looked about 
him and saw that he was lying on a pallet of soft furs in the common room before the hearth. He 
was perspiring profusely. The room was uncomfortably warm. How long he had lain there he did 
not know. His head throbbed with a dull but persistent pain, and his forehead had been bandaged. 
His throat felt so raw that it hurt even to breathe. He was incredibly thirsty. 

Two buckets stood on the nearby table. He kicked free of the swaddling furs, rose on 
unsteady legs, and went to them. He took up a cup and peered into the first of the buckets. It was 
empty. The second, however, was not. He dipped many cupfuls from the bucket before his thirst 
was finally sated. The water tasted good and relieved his throat, but the pain in his head still 
throbbed. He felt queasy. He placed the cup beside the bucket and eased himself into a chair. In 
the flickering firelight, he saw a large pile of bloody rags lying on the floor near the door. 

Surely those could not all have come from me, he thought, feeling his bandaged head. Then 
he remembered. In his mind’s eye he again saw his father slide beneath the wagon, again felt the 
rocking of the quake, again heard that distant, sickening scream as he tumbled into the well. 

Father! 
Dread filled the young man as he jumped to his feet. A sudden surge of nausea swept over 

him. He leaned over the edge of the table and vomited again and again until he was certain he 
had turned himself inside out. 

“Hear, Son, what are you doing up?” 
“Father?” Bartu turned toward the voice. 
Advancing across the room toward him was a tall dark man in a green healer’s robe. A 

familiar, comforting face, but not his father. “Deacon, where is Father?” 
“And good evening to you also, Bartu. Calm now. Your father sleeps on the far side of the 

curtain tonight.” 
Bartu gasped. “You mean . . .” 
The deacon frowned. Then suddenly his eyes widened in recognition. “No, no, my boy, I 
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mean he is sleeping there.” The deacon pointed toward the curtain hanging in the doorway of 
Bartu’s small room. “Behind that garish curtain, in your room. It is less drafty than his own.” 

Bartu sighed his relief. “Is he hurt?” 
“Yes, Son, he is.” 
“Is it bad?” 
“It is.” 
Bartu stared at the deacon, looking for some sign of reassurance. The deacon revealed 

nothing beyond his sober words. Mustering his courage, the young man asked the question he 
feared to ask. “Was it . . . Was it the wagon?” 

The deacon nodded. 
Bartu closed his eyes, grimacing as he tried to shut out the gruesome image forming in his 

mind. It had taken two strong adults to lift and hold just one side of that heavy wagon. 
“It fell from its supports as your father sat beneath it. It landed atop his legs and 

midsection.” 
Bartu opened his eyes and looked at the pile of bloody rags and then back to the deacon. “I 

want to see him,” he said. 
“I am sure he wants to see you too, but not now.” The deacon placed a hand on Bartu’s 

shoulder and eased him back into his chair. “He needs his rest. And so do you.” 
“I need to see him! I need to know how he is. I need to know . . .” Bartu lowered his eyes as 

they filled with tears. 
Vogaun squeezed the fourteen-year-old’s shoulder. “Bartu, when he is able to see you, I will 

make certain he does. Until then, you need your rest. You have taken a nasty knock on the head. 
Come now, return to bed.” 

“No!” Bartu shouted. Then he caught himself, remembering to whom he was speaking. “I 
beg forgiveness, Honored One, but I cannot sleep.” 

The deacon peered long at him. Bartu knew he was trying to sense the workings of his mind, 
the turmoil of his heart. He also knew, despite the man’s great telepathic ability, that he would 
fail. 

“Well then,” the deacon said in a stern voice, “if you will not sleep, then you will work. 
Perhaps a little activity will convince you to rest. Here.” He lifted the empty bucket and handed 
it to the young man. “Fetch some water.” 

Bartu reluctantly accepted the bucket. As he did so, a chill swept over him, a sudden fear of 
returning to the well, to the place of his near drowning. It was a ridiculous fear, Bartu knew, but 
he could not help it. 

The deacon read his hesitation and pounced on it. “Hurry, boy! Put on those clothes there by 
the fire and get to the well. I need that water.” 

“But . . . maybe . . . I mean . . . There is more I wish to ask.” 
“All in good time, but now I need that water. So do you.” 
“But I am no longer thirsty, Honored One.” 
“Go, Bartu!” The deacon disappeared back behind the curtain. 
Bartu dressed slowly, fighting a resurgence of nausea and a rising dread over his father’s 

condition. He was tempted to follow the deacon, to look in on his father, but he respected the 
healer far too much to act on the impulse. Bartu finished dressing, picked up the empty bucket, 
and quietly let himself out of the cabin. 

The night was dark and moonless, lending a sense of eeriness to the faint bursts of lightning 
flaring low on the southern horizon. To the west, the distant coastal mountains appeared like an 
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army of waiting giants amassed beneath the glow of the Western Teeth. As Bartu crossed the 
yard to the well, he trembled at the thought of finding himself back in its smothering depths, 
knocked there by a wayward aftershock, a sudden gust of storm wind, or a bolt of stray lightning. 
Rationally he knew it implausible, but emotionally it was an all too real possibility. 

His heart raced as he approached the circular outline of the well. He felt his stomach again 
on the verge of rebelling, but he knew the joke was on it, for there was nothing left inside for it 
to rebel against. He clenched his teeth as he reached the well. He placed the bucket on the ground 
and grabbed hold of the edge. Holding his breath, he leaned out over the abyss, his outstretched 
fingers making contact with the rope. As he pulled the rope toward him, he looked down into the 
depths. The surface of the water lay completely hidden from view, its presence betrayed only by 
the disappearance of the rock-lined shaft that defined its dark domain. As he stared into the void, 
Bartu again imagined the earth shaking beneath his feet, the stone walls pulsing, his ears roaring. 
He pulled away from the well in panic, stumbling as he retreated, attempting to backpedal faster 
than his feet could carry him. He tripped, fell, and rolled onto his side. He rose to his hands and 
knees and retched. It was a long time before the fit passed. 

At length, he sat back on his haunches and wiped his mouth. He peered up into the night 
sky. Tears spilled down his face. He was afraid, lost and alone in a world suddenly filled with 
uncertainty and death. And, too, he blamed himself. He wondered if he could have placed the 
supports better. He wondered if it had been all his fault. 

Bartu raised himself to his knees. “In the name of my forebears,” he recited, gesticulating 
the Sign of the Book, “from their son . . . to all of the Holy Hosts . . . I keep the Promise.” 

As his father had often told him, the Sign was a comfort to be invoked in times of great need 
or distress. The Sign was a symbol of the Keepers’ sacred covenant with the Nameless-One. A 
way to gain His ear in times of trouble. Now, more than ever, Bartu felt he needed to gain the ear 
of the Nameless-One, as only a Keeper could. He needed answers. He needed help for his father! 

Bartu did not know how long he knelt there shivering in the mid-night chill, his eyes closed 
in fervent prayer. After a time, he felt a light touch on his shoulder. He closed his rambling 
appeal and allowed the deacon to help him to his feet. 

“How is Father?” he asked somberly. 
“Still sleeping. Here, Son.” Vogaun extended to Bartu the one thing he thought would lend 

the young man comfort. “I recovered this from your room. Since your father sleeps there tonight, 
I thought to bring it. I know Janna is a great source of comfort to you, if only in spirit.” 

Bartu peered at the ten-inch wooden warrioress his nursemaid had given him so many years 
before, the object Vogaun now held. It was his most cherished possession. But it brought him no 
comfort now. Seeing that object engendered within him a sudden overwhelming sense of guilt. 
As though the comfort the figurine offered was somehow undeserved. As though accepting it 
was a denial of reality, a denial of the adulthood suddenly thrust upon him. A betrayal, somehow, 
of his father in his time of need. Bartu peered at the wooden figurine for several moments. Then 
he turned from it. 

“That is a child’s plaything,” he declared. “I have no use for dolls. I am not a child.” 
“I see. Shall I return it to your room then?” 
“Throw it in the well for all I care!” Bartu spat over his shoulder. “It belongs to the past, 

where all childish things belong.” 
“You would throw away so easily what others labored so hard to give you?” 
Bartu stood unmoving, saying nothing. 
“Very well, then.” 
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He heard the deacon walk away. Moments later, from behind him, he heard a distant splash. 
His heart sank. A tear slipped from his eye and rolled down his cheek. Angrily he wiped it from 
his face. He would not shed tears for things past. The present held opportunity enough for tears. 
Tears he knew he must strive hard to contain, both now and into the future. 

A few yards away a small fire was burning. He stood quietly watching it. The deacon 
approached and stood behind him. The fire had burned quite low before Bartu again spoke. 

“The fire?” he asked in a subdued voice. 
The deacon hesitated. “From your father,” he said after moments. “His old bandages and the 

like. And yours. And the remains of whatever meal you had this midday.” 
Bartu turned to face the deacon. “I beg forgiveness, Honored One. I did not mean for you to 

clean up after me.” 
“No need to apologize, Bartu.” 
A pained look came over the young man’s face. “Deacon, I . . . It was my fault, Vogaun! It 

was all my fault!” 
“Bartu—” 
“If only I had placed the supports better. If only—” 
“My boy, you could not have placed those supports any better. Do you really believe you 

could have?” 
In truth, Bartu did not think so. He had been careful. The supports should have held the 

heavy wagon. 
“Do not seek to take responsibility for the world’s every misfortune, Son. It is the Nameless-

One’s responsibility to control the world and the events in it. Not yours. The earth rebelled 
because He willed that it do so. Why, is not for us to question. It is His responsibility to guide 
our lives. It is our responsibility to make the best of the life He so graciously gives us. Have you 
never heard: Do not point to the needs of your neighbor’s garden when the hare sits feasting 
upon your own?” 

“Yes, but—” 
“Do not fail in your own responsibilities, Bartu, by striving to take on His.” 
“But why did He allow this to happen?” 
“Why does He allow anything to happen? Why did Clamden go to the well when he did? 

Why did his failing eyes spy you going under and go in after you? Why did others come and help 
pull you out? There were those hauling on that rope, Bartu, who I myself have heard say that you 
should never have been born. Yet there they were helping to save your life. The unexpected 
happened to you, and good things came of it. The unexpected has happened to your father, and 
good things shall come of that also. It is not ours to question what things or when or how. It is 
enough just to know that they shall. What is, is, Bartu. And what will be, will be.” 

“And if Father dies?” 
“It will be hard to see the good in that, I admit. But if that happens, be assured there will be 

some good taken from that as well. That is faith, Bartu. Faith can have no simpler or profound a 
definition than that.” 

Bartu paused, fearing to ask the obvious question. After moments, he decided the issue for 
himself. His father would not die. His father would not leave him alone. He would live. He had 
to! 

Bartu peered at the southern horizon, at the distant lightning flaring there. It was barely 
discernable, despite a moonless sky. His thoughts turned back to the well and his escape from it. 

“So it was Clamden who rescued me?” 
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“Among others. But mainly it was he, yes.” The lightning had also drawn Vogaun’s 
attention. “The charcoal you had lit to . . . What was it again? To fit a tire? Well, the quake had 
caused that to catch onto the wood and kindling lain beside it and then onto the dry grass. After 
Clamden and the others removed your father from beneath the wagon, Habach overturned the 
trough onto the spreading fire, while Clamden hurried to the well to retrieve more water. In the 
meantime, many in the area had heard your father’s cry—heard it with their minds, I mean—and 
had rushed to his aid. While Clamden was fetching the water, he saw you sink below the surface. 
He went in after you and retrieved you off the bottom. It was quite an heroic act. Others helped 
him pull you out.” 

Bartu was surprised. Like most people, Clamden seemed only to tolerate him for his father’s 
sake. It was gratifying to think that Clamden cared. 

“I shall thank him when next I see him.” 
Vogaun nodded. Bartu noticed that the deacon seemed distracted by the distant lightning. 
“A storm approaches.” 
“Yes,” the deacon said in a distant voice. “A bad one.” 
Bartu heard a hint of tension in the man’s voice. He saw a slight narrowing of his eyes. 

Something about the storm troubled him. “Such lightning. Do you think it headed this way?” 
“Perhaps we should go inside,” the deacon said. “The night is chill and damp. It is not good 

for you to be long out in it so soon after your injury.” 
But Bartu persisted. “There is something about the storm, Honored One.” 
“Yes.” The deacon stared at the horizon. “But we need to go inside. The night air . . .” 
Bartu saw that Vogaun had focused on something distant, something unseen. Bartu had 

witnessed that strange look twice before in his father. Both times those with the smith had 
spoken softly to him, as if to one on the verge of sleep, quietly questioning him about what he 
saw. Bartu was not certain, but he believed the deacon was experiencing a similar episode. An 
uncommon psychic occurrence known as clear-seeing. 

Triggered by a strong emotional disturbance surging through the ether, the deacon’s 
sensitive mind had been drawn to some distant event and held there. As Bartu had overheard 
after his father’s second episode, an exceptional few had the ability to call upon clear-seeing at 
will. Others, however, had no control over the phenomenon at all. Instead, some emotionally 
charged event would draw them in and ensnare them, even though physically they would be 
quite distant from it. Although these clear-seers possessed the power to break free of the vision, 
they did not always possess the will, at least not immediately. 

Something was happening out there, and Bartu would know what it was. “Does the storm 
bring with it another quake?” 

The deacon laughed nervously as his eyes held close the southern sky. “If only that was all it 
was.” 

His reply surprised Bartu. Still, the young man kept his voice impassive. “If not a quake, 
then what?” 

“The skies beyond the storm reveal yet a darker storm.” The deacon sighed heavily. “A 
battle-storm.” 

“A battle-storm?” 
“Yes. The fighting is fierce, worse even than yesterday. There is much fear. Much hatred. 

Much confusion.” 
The deacon’s eyes did not waver, did not blink. Bartu knew the man stood beside him and 

also many leagues away. It was eerie. 
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“The air smells of storm and death. Wizard-fire rips the night. Blood floods the field like 
buckets overturned. Much pain. Much . . .” The deacon’s voice trailed off. 

“Who is winning?” Bartu asked. 
The deacon slowly shook his head and blinked his eyes, much as a sleeping man might upon 

awakening. 
Bartu looked from the waking receptor to the southern horizon and then back again. His 

voice betrayed concern. “Who will win?” 
The deacon looked away. “Only death wins there tonight,” he said, once more in control of 

himself. “Only death.” 
Bartu watched the dim lightning at the far edge of the sky. He worried that this might be the 

night the Viles finally broke free of the mountains. 
“Do not worry.” The deacon seemed to read his thoughts. “The Church will prevail. It 

always has, it always will. The Nameless-One is with us.” 
Thinking of the Destroyer and his Vile hordes, Bartu again felt a sense of helplessness. A 

sense not unlike that he had experienced during the quake when a once-stable world was thrown 
into sudden turmoil, bucking and surging beneath him, offering no hold, no anchor. 

“How do you feel, Son? Tired?” 
Bartu snorted. Indeed he was tired. Exhausted! Both physically and mentally. But his own 

condition was unimportant. What was important now was his father’s wellbeing, the outcome of 
the battle raging beyond the horizon, the— 

“My boy,” the deacon said, interrupting his thoughts. “My boy. Your expression betrays 
you. You forget your responsibilities. Make the best of the life you are given, remember? That is 
all we can do.” 

Bartu returned a wan smile. 
“Now go to bed. You need rest. I will be in shortly.” 
The deacon took a step toward the well. 
Bartu turned and took hold of his arm. “No, Honored One. I will get the water. It is my 

responsibility.” 
Vogaun peered at the young man a moment. Then he smiled. “I believe it is, Son. Yes, I 

believe it is so.” He patted Bartu on the shoulder and then turned and strode back to the cabin. 
Bartu watched him until he had disappeared behind the closed door. Then he turned and 

went to the ominous circle of stone awaiting him. Gathering his courage, he reached out over the 
well. Bartu caught hold of the rope and, despite his fear, deliberately remained extended there 
over the abyss a long moment peering down into the darkness. He sensed the memories of a 
lifetime abiding there. The memories of his life before the quake. The memories of a childhood 
lying sodden in the well’s dark waters. He found it hard to believe that the well, which had so 
recently held his life suspended within its depths, could now appear so calm, so placid, its waters 
so refreshing. In such a state, it was hard to fathom just how treacherous those depths really 
were. 

But Bartu knew the well to be an arch-deceiver. Its depths sapped one’s strength, offering 
nothing of substance with which to grab hold: no signposts, no direction. Its waters so refreshing, 
so rejuvenating, so life preserving in moderation, proved deadly in greater volume, taking life as 
easily as it sustained it. Had he not found something of the outside world on which to hold fast, 
had he not had help from above, he certainly would not have survived. 

Bartu regained his footing and began slowly hauling up the water. Once at the top, he 
poured the water into the empty bucket he had brought, hoping against hope that the wooden 
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warrioress the deacon had cast into the well would somehow find its way into the bucket. Of 
course it did not. 

What will be, will be, he thought as he dropped the well bucket back into the dark depths. 
Bartu was tired and his throat again parched by the time he set the bucket on the table and 

closed the cabin door. He took up a nearby cup and filled it. The well water tasted good, better 
than he had ever remembered it tasting. He looked about the common room for the deacon, but 
the man was nowhere in sight. Bartu suspected he was tending his father. 

Vogaun. He had been one of the few who had fought to give Bartu as normal a life as he was 
likely to have. Bartu owed him much. The young man’s thoughts wandered to the wooden 
warrioress and a nursemaid he barely remembered, another to whom he owed much. He was 
ashamed his pride had caused Vogaun to cast the figurine into the well. It was childish. The 
figurine was a true treasure. It deserved a better fate. 

Bartu fancied that one day he might lower himself into those waters and find the warrioress. 
But no, he decided. He would not do that. Alone and without help, it would be too dangerous. 
And he knew he would not ask for help. His shame at having allowed the warrioress to be tossed 
into the well was too great. No, he would not again immerse himself in those depths, not even for 
that treasure. He wished the figurine had not been cast away, but it had been. Now it belonged to 
the past. 

What is, is, he reminded himself as he crawled beneath the soft fur of his pallet, not 
bothering to get undressed. He would just have to live with that, as much as it pained him. 

Bartu rolled over and felt something hard digging into his shoulder blade. Grumbling, he 
reached beneath him. His heart leapt. From under the covers he drew forth the lost warrioress of 
his childhood! He clutched the figurine tightly, scarcely believing he held it. It had not been cast 
away. Deacon Vogaun, his friend, had saved it for him. He had kept it from the murky depths of 
the well. 
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Chapter Twelve 
 
 
 

Death is linked to life, just as sorrow is to growth. To live is to suffer both death 
and sorrow. Anything less is mere existence. 

—Wequenna, fifth-century Frujidian bard 
 
 
 

Leaden, lying low and heavy over the valley, the night sky refused to surrender its hold to 
the approaching dawn. The all-pervasive pall relented only to the dim halos of mass funeral 
pyres raging below, its gloom masking even the dim light of the far Western Teeth. Amid the 
pyres nebulous shapes drifted, their presence exposed only by their listless movements. Strewn 
upon the ground countless still shadows lay, foreboding in their silence. Stooping, the nebulous 
shapes took hold of the shadows and, dragging them behind, hauled them to the nearest of the 
infernos. There the shapes cast the shadows into the raging fires in hopes their essences would 
carry far away. But freed by flame, the essences of the countless shadows did not carry, but 
hovered en masse: one great shadow smothering the dark field below. Not even when dawn at 
last broke free of night’s determined grip did death’s shadow relent, but remained hovering over 
the field—a freezing, numbing force—freezing the dead as last they had lived, numbing the 
living as though they had died, creating depthless, lifeless shadows of them both. 

Over this chilling field peered one of its architects. The prince whose actions had saved 
thousands this night, while condemning thousands of others to death’s rigid embrace. His actions 
had not obstructed death’s course, as he thought perhaps they might. They had only redirected 
death down a different yet equally savage path. A path that had run through the heart of the Vile 
army, claiming the lives of one entire squad of Vile compellers and all but he and one other of 
his own band of seven assassins, among many, many others. It was a far better path than that 
which death had previously stalked. Yet that knowledge would do little in the days to come to fill 
the void left by his comrades who now lay still and cold upon the field. 

Prince Braxon turned from the funeral pyres, pushing the grim thoughts from his mind. If 
there was one thing the world had taught him in his twenty-seven years of life, it was that later 
was the time for mourning. And if events should one day steal later from him, well then he had 
just saved himself that much time. 

The prince wound a tight psychic thread toward his friend seventy leagues to the north. 
“Taker-of-my-eyes! I have been sick with worry. Are you well?” 
“I am, Master.” 
“Praise be to Him! It seemed a horrible battle. The entire world sensed it. Tell me, do they 

threaten another attack?” 
“Unlikely. They retreat southward along the river. We appear to be out of danger. But, 

Master, we must be brief. There are those who yet search for enemy communication. Those who 
would consider you such an enemy.” 
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“Yes. Do you call to say you will come to me then?” 
“I do.” 
“Soon?” 
“I ride in two days time. I shall reach you in a little more than a week.” 
“And the Holy Mother?” 
“She has granted me leave for as long as I need.” 
“Excellent. Taker, you will need to secure a good store of supplies for yourself. Your task 

involves a search. Perhaps a long search.” 
“For what do I search, Master?” 
“A boy, Taker, a very special boy. I know not where he is, but he must be found.” 
“I see. Where do I begin this search?” 
“In the north. He is somewhere to the north of me.” 
“That is not much to go on, Master.” 
“He is a deaf-mute, Taker. A mental deaf-mute with white-less eyes of brilliant green!” 
Braxon’s surprise flowed over the link. “Like the baleful stare?” 
“Yeees. Just like Xakeeb’s eye the time he injured himself on the turret stair.” 
“But I thought—” 
“Yes, Taker, you thought Xakeeb the only one. But no, there are two! The boy is the same. 

The same as the chamberlain.” 
“And this boy has something to do with your vision?” 
“I believe he may have everything to do with it. You must find him.” 
“If I must, Master, then I shall.” 
“Hold. . . . I sense curious minds looking in our direction.” 
“As do I. I shall see you soon then.” 
“Very well, my friend. Very good.” 

 

 
 

Bartu awoke to the savory smell of stewing meat and boiling vegetables. Dawn was just 
breaking through the two open windows, and the door was unbarred and ajar. Even so, the room 
was uncomfortably warm, making Bartu think for a moment that he might be the stewing meat 
he smelled! Only a few feet away, the hearth blazed and crackled mightily, its flames lashing out 
at two black kettles overhanging it, throwing forth much more heat than Bartu thought necessary. 
Still holding the wooden warrioress, he kicked himself free of the smothering pelts and stood. 
Deacon Vogaun entered through the multi-colored curtain that separated Bartu’s small bedroom 
from the common room. 

“It is nice to see you looking so well,” Vogaun said. The man looked haggard despite his 
cheerful tone. “Eyeing the stew are we? Good! First, come sit here at the table and let me tend 
your wound.” 

“How is Father?” Bartu asked, as he took a seat and stood the figurine on the table. 
“As well as can be expected.” 
“What does that mean?” 
“It means he is doing neither better nor worse than I would expect.” Vogaun carefully 

unwound the bandage from about Bartu’s head. “Yes, good. No sign of the sickness here.” He 
applied his fingers to the wound at a point where it overlapped Bartu’s birth scar. 

“Ow!” Bartu pulled his injured forehead away from the healer’s probing fingers. “That 
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hurts, Honored One.” 
“Forgive me.” Vogaun reapplied his fingers lightly to the wound. “There, how is that?” 
Bartu gasped as the energy of the healer’s touch infused the area, washing away the pain. “It 

no longer hurts,” he uttered in surprise, raising a hand to his head. 
Although Bartu had benefited from the deacon’s ministrations before when he was very 

young, he had long since forgotten the relaxing, numbing sensation of a healer’s touch. 
“Hear now.” Vogaun moved Bartu’s hand away. “Who is healer here anyway?” 
Vogaun continued with his examination. Soon he finished and began applying a yellowish 

ointment to the wound. 
“Deacon?” 
“Hmm?” 
“How did you do that? How did you make the pain go away?” 
“Actually I did not make it go away. Only the Nameless-One can do that. I simply made 

your forehead unable to feel the pain.” 
“Yes, but how did you do it?” 
Vogaun took out a cloth and wiped his hands. “Well . . .” He considered how best to answer 

Bartu’s question in terms the deaf-mute could understand. “The Nameless-One,” he began, “has 
given me and all healers the ability to, uh . . . speak to the body with our hands. Although 
everyone has receptive abilities to some degree, we healers are among the most gifted. In your 
case, my hands told that part of your head to stop feeling—not just pain, but everything. So it 
did. But do not worry. You will regain feeling there after a time.” 

“Rare! So did you do this for Father too?” 
“Of course.” The deacon took up a clean bandage and began gently winding it about Bartu’s 

head. “His relief will last a good deal longer than yours, however. Thankfully, he remained 
awake long enough to help me apply the pain control. That was fortunate, for it will help him to 
rest more comfortably.” 

“Was I able to help you too just now?” 
Vogaun smiled. “Not really.” 
“Because of who I am.” 
“Because of your unique affliction, yes.” Vogaun tied off the bandage and took a seat across 

from Bartu. “Now, I do not want you to worry that your father is suffering. He feels only a little 
pain now. The numbness should carry through until at least tomorrow afternoon, barring 
complications. So you need not worry about that.” 

“Because he was able to help you block his pain.” 
“Correct. It is like when you hit your finger with a hammer. Well, not your finger perhaps, 

but . . . Well, you know what I mean.” 
“Like when someone hurts themselves, they can block the pain. They just close their eyes a 

few moments, concentrate, and the pain disappears.” 
“Well, it might disappear for some. For others it just becomes a little less painful.” 
“It is never less painful for me. I have tried it.” 
“I know, which is why I can do more to block your father’s pain than I can do to block your 

own. This is why I tell you now that just because your head will begin to hurt again soon, do not 
think your father will also be hurting. He will not be. At least not all that much.” 

“I understand.” 
Vogaun smiled. “You do not really, do you?” 
Bartu returned the smile. “Not really.” 
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“Well, the important thing is that you know your father will not be suffering. Not like you 
would be were you in his position.” 

“Because he helped you block his pain.” 
Vogaun yawned. “Pardon me. Yes, that is right. Well, not altogether right.” He yawned 

again. “Hmm. You see, Bartu, the Nameless-One has given receptors, particularly those of us 
known as healers, a keener perception than most. We can experience another’s emotions and 
physical rhythms almost as if they were our own. It is this perception that allows us to speak and 
hear the language of the mind and body in such a way as to heal people. We can stop one’s 
bleeding, numb various parts of the body, even put one to sleep if his mind will allow it. A rare 
few of us possess abilities even more exotic than these. Your mind, however, lacks the ability to 
hear what a healer’s mind might seek to tell it. Consequently, a healer can do for you nearly any 
healing that deals with your body, but virtually none that deals with your mind. For example, I 
can numb a part of your body for a brief time, as I have done with your forehead. But I cannot 
convince your mind to numb that part for an extended period, as I have done for your father. I 
can also slow or stop your bleeding. But I cannot convince your mind to go to sleep. Do you see 
the difference?” 

“I believe so. But Vogaun?” 
“Yes?” 
“Will Father . . . will he . . .” 
The healer stared into Bartu’s eyes. He knew the young man’s question. “Only the 

Nameless-One can say for certain, Bartu. Only He.” 
Bartu looked at the floor and nodded. 
Vogaun rose from his chair. “You should eat now. I have prepared some stew for you. When 

you are finished, you may go in and see your father. I would have you wait, but he is determined 
to speak with you. As for myself, I have others to attend, and their homes lie far from here. I 
shall return mid to late morning tomorrow. If a problem should arise, hurry to the village and ask 
someone to call for me. I will come as quickly as I can. Understand?” 

Bartu nodded as he rose from the table, stood the wooden warrioress on the mantel, and 
proceeded filling a bowl with steaming stew from one of the black kettles. 

“Keep a healthy blaze going in the hearth, and pay no mind to the flue. Any damage done to 
that can be tended another time. Your father must be kept warm.” 

Bartu nodded as he sat and began wolfing down his meal. 
Vogaun smiled as he packed his few belongings, medicines, and herbs. As he finished with 

the last of his packing, Bartu was finishing with the last of his stew. The young man rose still 
chewing the last bite and made for the curtain behind which his father lay. The healer reminded 
him again of his father’s fragile condition and warned him not to stay too long. Bartu nodded as 
he passed through the doorway. 

Vogaun watched sadly as he disappeared. He doubted the fourteen-year-old was prepared to 
see the man he virtually worshipped in the condition he was now in. But the smith had made his 
wishes clear. He would see his son, in private, and as soon as possible. And there was to be no 
one invited in to serve as nurse either. The smith wanted no one in the cabin but he and his son. 
Vogaun did not like it, but who was he to deny a dying man’s request? He sighed. Had he greater 
skill, perhaps he could have stopped the flow of blood slowly seeping from his friend’s vitals. He 
had been able to staunch the bleeding of the man’s other grievous wounds, but he knew that in 
itself would not be enough. And who was to say? Perhaps it was better this way. Along with his 
internal injuries, the heavy wagon had badly fractured the smith’s hip and shattered his legs. The 
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left had been so badly damaged, in fact, that Vogaun had been forced to amputate it just below 
the knee. Even with a wooden prosthetic, the smith might never walk again. And even if the man 
did somehow regain his mobility, it was doubtful he would ever be able to carry out the arduous 
tasks of a blacksmith. It was a hard fate for a man as proud and as strong of limb as the smith had 
been. Perhaps it was best he had only days to live. 

As for the youth, Vogaun knew it would not take the villagers long to rid themselves of him. 
Had he been able to assume the duties of a blacksmith, perhaps he would have been able to make 
a home here. Perhaps. Good blacksmiths, even good apprentice blacksmiths in these times, were 
a rare and valued commodity. Why Dreen had kept his son so long from the art, the healer did 
not know. He could not guess what the youth’s fate would be in all of this, but it could not be 
good. 

Vogaun wished he could remain to speak with Bartu after he saw his father, to help the 
young man deal with what would doubtless be a great shock. But he had received an urgent 
summons and had to go. Others were in need of his skills. 

As he shouldered his pack and opened the door to leave, he sensed a presence approach him 
from behind. He turned and looked around. There was no one there. The feeling persisted, 
hovering about him like a fine mist. His tired eyes surveyed the room looking for anything out of 
the ordinary. All appeared as before. Still, he sensed the presence lingering, almost like a mind 
attempting contact, but different somehow, more vague and obscure, like the pale reflection of a 
mind rather than a mind itself. Then just as quickly as it had arisen, the sensation was gone, and 
he sensed that he was again alone. 

The healer shook his head. The past week had been hectic, and he had not slept in nearly 
two days. Apparently it was beginning to show. 

Perhaps it takes a phantom or two to convince me to get the rest I need, he thought as he 
exited the cabin. Nevertheless, he uttered a short prayer of warding over the young man and the 
smith as he walked across the yard to the road. 
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Chapter Thirteen 
 
 
 

The heavens cry and the earth grows—is there nothing in this? 
—Holy Book of Ages 

 
 
 

Bartu was unprepared for what he saw in the small room behind the curtain. The figure who 
lay there bore little resemblance to his father. In fact, for the briefest instant Bartu feared he 
might be viewing a corpse. The figure’s face was pale and covered in a sweaty film, and his dark 
hair lay matted on the down pillow. The stump of an amputated leg had crept out from beneath 
the blanket and now lay exposed, its bandages tinged with crimson, its skin a revolting mélange 
of blue, purple, and jaundiced yellow. A sickening chill coursed through Bartu as he gazed down 
at the grotesque parody of his father. He turned from the man. 

From behind him, he heard the invalid call out in his father’s voice. He turned back. Peering 
into the dark eyes of the figure, Bartu caught sight of a familiar gleam. A gleam not unlike the 
first ray of dawn that finds the sky an instant before the sun breaks over the horizon. A gleam 
like that which promises the arrival of a new day. Caught within the promise of that gleam, Bartu 
again spied his father. 

A wave of emotion washed over him. Bartu went to the man and knelt beside his bed. He 
took the hand of his once hero-protector gently within his own protective hands. “I am here, 
Father,” he whispered. “I am here.” 

“Much to tell you, Bartu,” his father rasped. “Much before I take the long journey.” 
Bartu swallowed hard at his father’s words. “You will be fine, Father. You—” 
“Do not contradict the will of He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless, Son. I feel my strength 

leaving me. In a few days when it is gone, so too shall I go. But there is much of urgency to tell 
you first.” The man lifted his hand. “Let us make ourselves known to Him.” 

In unison, each extended his right arm straight out before him with his hand in direct line 
with the center of his body. “In the name of my forebears.” Each moved his outstretched arm to 
the left. “From their son.” Each moved his arm to the right at an opposite angle. “To all of the 
Holy Hosts.” Each brought his arm rapidly back to the center position, clenched his hand into a 
fist, and brought it back soundly against his chest above his heart. “I keep the Promise.” 

The simple gesture proved enough to throw the smith into a coughing fit. But the attack soon 
eased and then subsided. After a time, the smith recovered enough to again speak. 

“Sit, Son.” He motioned to a nearby chair. 
Bartu brought the chair to the bedside and sat. 
The smith pointed to the bandage about Bartu’s head. “Are you hurt?” 
“No, Father. It is nothing.” 
The smith nodded. “You know, Son, I have not told you nearly often enough how very 

proud I am of you.” 
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Bartu reached forth and again took hold of his father’s hand. 
“You are more of a blessing to me than you can imagine.” The smith smiled. “Now, strength 

permitting, I would like to tell you again the story of Gumbelgine the Loyal, fourteenth Keeper 
of the Dawn.” 

Bartu nodded as he carefully swept a strand of sweat-soaked hair away from his father’s 
eyes. He did not know why his father sought to retell this oft-repeated tale. If he truly believed he 
might be . . . dying, then he should be revealing the secrets of the Book. The secrets were 
something every Keeper needed to know, the Heritage could not be passed on without them. 
Bartu had yet to hear those secrets. Still, he would not argue. His father spoke and he would 
listen, one Keeper to another. 

“From out of the darkness they came, weapons in hand,” his father began. “Slowly they 
crept toward Ghumvil’s camp as he lay sleeping. . . .” 

Bartu sat patiently listening to a story that he himself had recited back to his father at least a 
dozen times. As he listened, he began to discern a change in the man. His voice grew stronger 
and his eyes filled with an old, familiar fire. The more of the tale his father told, the stronger he 
seemed to become. As he poured his intensity into the story, so the story poured its power back 
into him, each seeming to feed off the other, each gaining in strength. 

“Rent and bloodied from his battle with the bandits, Ghumvil clutched the sacred sword, 
World Shaker, as he dragged his broken body back through the forest to his aged father’s 
door. . . .” 

Seeing his father’s eyes shining so brightly, his face flushed with such passion, Bartu could 
almost believe the tale some miraculous cure. Could this be yet another secret of the Heritage? 
Could the Heritage be, as other tales contended, truly a healing balm? 

“That night the bandits danced and sang and shouted praises to one another from across the 
fire. Their drunken laughter filled the night. . . .” 

Bartu felt himself drawn into the story. Like a leaf caught up in a whirlwind, spiraling 
around and around, he became caught up in its momentum. As he found his way into the story, 
the story found its way into him, his heart beating in time with his father’s cadence, his soul 
filling with the same spirited fire! 

“He wept bitter tears over the loss of his son. Then Gumbelgine slowly withdrew World 
Shaker from Ghumvil’s dead hand and vowed terrible vengeance on those who had killed 
him. . . .” 

Bartu felt a sudden sense of pride well up within him. The pride of Heritage. The trepidation 
that had thrown his mind into such turmoil began to quell before the certitude of the Heritage. He 
was not just a frightened youth huddled in an isolated room listening to a crippled man repeat 
worn-out tales. No! He was a Keeper of the Dawn, a vital part of a world alive with the spirits of 
generations of forebears, listening reverently to a living, breathing ancestor. 

“Hand in hand they stood upon the field, ringed by the dead and dying bodies of the bandits. 
‘You have proven yourself many times over this day, dear Vallenna,’ Gumbelgine told his 
courageous daughter. ‘I shall now teach you the ways of the Heritage. Through it, you shall 
know again the brother whose loss you mourn so greatly.’ . . .” 

Sudden revelation surged through Bartu. The Heritage was alive, possessing many lives! 
The spirit that wove itself throughout the words of the story—that brought such strength to his 
father, such exhilaration to him—was actually the soul of the Heritage. A communal soul 
comprised of the many souls of his ancestors, of all the souls of the Keepers of the Dawn. 

“Together they left the bloody field, carrying before them remembrances of their fallen 
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kinsman like a proud battle standard whipping in the wind. . . .” 
Never again would Bartu’s fear of being left alone haunt him as it had. He knew that 

although his father might soon depart for Sheol and the Vaults of Eternal Slumber, and although 
he would mourn him greatly, still he would not mourn him forever, for he now knew that a part 
of his father would remain with him as an integral part of the Heritage, just as a part of all the 
Keepers had done. As long as one lived to carry on the Heritage, all yet lived, as he too would 
one day live beyond the boundaries of his own lifetime, joining with ancestors long dead and 
descendants yet unborn in an endless chain of life. 

“And so, the aged Keeper defeated the bandits who had murdered the fifteenth Keeper of the 
Dawn, his son. In the years that followed, through a strength of will and the grace of the 
Nameless-One, Gumbelgine lived long enough to teach the Heritage to his daughter. And so she 
became the sixteenth Keeper of the Dawn. Thus did Gumbelgine the Loyal keep alive the 
Heritage for us all.” 

Within the Heritage—a place secure from death—all Keepers could live. Now Bartu truly 
understood his father’s words from years before when he had said: Above all things we must keep 
alive the Heritage, for it is our life. 

“We are chosen, Bartu, you and I. If we remain true to our duty to keep alive the Heritage, 
He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless shall not forsake us.” 

“I understand, Father, I do,” Bartu replied, drunk with newfound insight. “We keep alive the 
Heritage, and it keeps us alive. Our spirit I mean. Even after our deaths.” 

“Yes, Son, exactly. Although the Keepers’ souls sleep in the Vaults of Eternal Slumber, they 
also reside here with us in the Heritage. All of their experiences combine together to form the 
soul of the Heritage. That is what gives it life. The Heritage lives because they live on in our 
stories and in our hearts.” 

“I felt that, Father. Through the story I felt it. I felt the souls of Gumbelgine and Ghumvil 
and Vallenna and all of the others who came before them and all of those who came after. I felt 
you and me with them too. I felt the soul of the Heritage, Father. I really did! And you did too, 
did you not?” 

“Indeed, Son, as always I feel it. The soul of the Heritage is with me every waking moment. 
It gives me strength. It gives purpose to my life. It guides my hand in everyday matters and 
soothes my heart in times of trouble. Now that you understand it, it will give you these things 
too. I am proud of you, Son. Now that you have made the Heritage your own, the Promise will 
take on increased importance for you.” 

“But, Father, the Promise has always been important to me. If we fail the Promise, the Teeth 
will never fall and humanity’s exile from Paradise will become permanent.” 

“Yes, Son, I know you take the Promise seriously. But one can adhere strictly to the words 
of a vow yet still betray its spirit. A promise, to be truly a promise, must be made from the heart. 
So it is with our Promise to Him. You have heard, ‘Once sworn an oath becomes your bond?’” 

“Yes.” 
“This tells us that a part of ourself must be bound up with every oath we make if that oath is 

to be made valid. If we should ever break our oath, we risk losing a part of ourself. It is that 
danger that validates the oath. Without it, an oath is merely a collection of spiritless words. 

“Now that you know the nature of the Heritage, now that you feel it within your heart and 
know yourself to be a part of it, the Promise to keep alive the Heritage becomes bound up with 
your desire to keep a part of yourself alive. For you, the Promise has become personal. As it 
should be.” 
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Bartu saw the wisdom of his father’s words. The Promise really had become personal to 
him. He wanted to survive, to live on in the Heritage as his ancestors did. He wanted other 
Keepers to think of him as he thought of Kaytar, Gumbelgine, and the other heroes. Indeed, 
making the Promise personal did make a difference. It made all of the difference. 

“There are still things you need to know, Bartu. Things I have waited to tell you.” The smith 
squeezed his son’s hand. “I would wait if I could, you are not nearly old enough to hear all of 
this now, but there is no more time. You must be strong, Son. Can you be strong?” 

“I can be, Father. I will be.” 
The smith smiled. Then he closed his eyes. “Son,” he said in a tired voice, “fetch me some 

water. I have a great thirst.” 
Bartu took the empty pitcher from the nightstand beside the bed and went to the common 

room where a bucket stood. As he filled the pitcher, the deacon’s warning to limit his visit 
echoed in his mind. He thought again of the deacon’s amazing healing abilities and how thankful 
he was for them. Despite grievous injuries, his father still appeared to be in little pain. It was a 
great blessing. 

Bartu returned with a full pitcher and poured his father a cupful. The smith drank deeply. 
Then he laid his head back on the pillow and closed his eyes. After a few moments, he opened 
them again and looked up at Bartu. 

He addressed his son in a tired but solemn voice. “Often these past ten years I have told you 
the importance of keeping the Heritage alive. To learn it, to understand it, and to pass it down to 
your chosen child. You remember all of this, do you not?” 

“I do.” 
“And you also remember our Promise to the Nameless-One.” 
“Of course, Father. I would never forget that.” 
“Let me hear it then.” 
Bartu cleared his throat. “The Keepers of the Dawn keep alive the Heritage and keep safe 

the Book of Ancient Power so that one day, when He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless calls upon 
us to free the bearded Titan’s spirit, the Keeper will be able to do so.” 

“But does Scripture not say that the four Titans were killed by demons back in the time of 
the Ruin?” 

“Father, I already know all of this.” 
“Then you will not mind repeating it.” 
Bartu surveyed his father’s wan features. The man looked exhausted. “Father, should you 

not rest awhile first?” 
“Go on, Son.” 
Bartu’s face showed his concern. 
“Go on, Bartu. It will be all right. Go on.” 
Bartu paused a moment. Then he began. “Concealed within Scripture are things others do 

not see. Either because these things are too well hidden or because their meaning is 
misinterpreted. The Keepers of the Dawn have been lent a deeper understanding of Scripture. We 
see things others do not, because we have the Heritage to help us see them. The Heritage is an 
extension of Scripture. It is a divine wisdom that only we Keepers possess.” 

“Very true. So what of the Titans? What happened to them?” 
“The world believes the four Titans died. Scripture specifically states, however, that the four 

builders of the earth were defeated. It does not say they were killed. The Titans are divine 
creatures, they cannot die. Yet they will never again walk the earth, for in the time of the Ruin 
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their bodies were rent into bits and scattered in the Eternal Fires of Sheol. Now only their heads 
remain. That is why people think they are dead. But they are not. They are only sleeping.” 

“And how is the bearded Titan to awake?” 
“One day, He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless shall give a Keeper a sign. Then the Keeper 

shall journey to the Mountain of Titans where he will use the Book of Ancient Power to return 
the bearded Titan’s spirit to Him, for the Titan’s sleeping spirit resides within the Book. By this 
means, the bearded Titan will be made whole. Later, when the Savior arrives, He will approach 
the Titan and whisper His plea to Him. And that is what will awaken Him.” 

“And what sign will the Nameless-One give a Keeper?” 
“The Heritage does not say. That is a secret known only to the Nameless-One.” 
“And how long will the Titan slumber after He has been made whole? How long until the 

Savior arrives to awaken Him?” 
“We do not know that either. It could be days or it could be centuries. That knowledge lies 

outside the bounds of the Heritage. Father, I know these things. You need not quiz me.” 
“Humor me, Son. Now, when the Savior does arrive, how will He bring down the Teeth?” 
“He cannot bring down the Teeth. Only the Nameless-One can do that.” 
“Good.” 
“The Nameless-One will listen only to one who is without sin.” 
“No one is without sin,” the smith interrupted, “not even the Savior.” 
“The Titan is without sin, for He is a divine creature. The Savior’s plea will awaken the 

Titan. Then the Titan will shout that plea to the Nameless-One with so mighty a voice as to make 
the earth tremble and stars plummet to earth. The Savior’s plea, communicated by the Titan, 
shall convince the Nameless-One to lower His Teeth. Then the Savior shall go forth and awaken 
all the righteous souls sleeping in the Vaults of Sheol, and gather all those yet living here on 
earth, and lead both into Paradise beyond the fallen Teeth; for as Scripture states, all who are left 
standing on earth at the opening of Paradise are chosen by He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless, just 
as all those who have escaped immolation in Sheol are.” 

“Good, Son, good. You understand, then, that the Book is a link between the Penitent and 
the divine? And that the Heritage is a link between the Keepers and the Book?” Bartu nodded. 
“The Book and the Heritage are both keys to our salvation. If either is lost, humanity’s exile will 
be made permanent, and all of the world’s souls shall be consigned to Sheol for eternity.” 

“Do not worry, Father, I know. I learned everything you taught me.” 
The smith closed his eyes. 
“I should leave you now and let you sleep. The deacon told me not to stay long, and I have.” 
“No, Son, do not leave. Just remain quiet a space. I need a little rest.” The smith seemed to 

relax. “Do not let me sleep, Bartu. Not yet. There is still much I must tell you.” He opened an 
eye and peered at his son. “Do not let me sleep. Do you understand?” 

Bartu nodded. 
The smith smiled weakly and closed his eye. 
Bartu sat quietly watching him. It took only moments for sleep to overtake the man. But 

Bartu did not awaken him. For his father’s own good, he would disobey this one command, at 
least for a while. Bartu knew his father worried he might not awaken, might not have a chance to 
tell his son the rest of what he had to tell him. But Bartu watched him carefully, watched his 
every breath. He would make certain that such a thing did not happen. 
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Chapter Fourteen 
 
 
 

To the east, Teeth; to the south, Teeth; to the west, Teeth—everywhere Teeth! So 
he went north seeking escape. And soon the cold engulfed him. 

—Book of the Unknown, the Apocrypha 
 
 
 

The sun had moved far toward the glow of the Western Teeth when at last the smith awoke. 
He admonished his son for having let him sleep. Still, he was thankful for the rest. He knew he 
would need all of his strength for what was to come. The smith shifted cautiously in bed, trying 
to find a comfortable position. The psychic pain control he had helped Vogaun apply to himself 
was working well, but it was not foolproof. 

“Father, I know you do not like to talk about it, but I am concerned about the war.” 
“We are all concerned, Bartu.” 
“The deacon told me the fighting in the Claymouth Mountains last night was heavy. He did 

not know who would win.” 
“Yes, I had a vague sense of that.” 
“I was not sure. Vogaun said you were delirious.” 
“Yes.” 
“He said when you were hurt you shouted so loud that everyone in the village heard you and 

came running. Shouted with your mind, I mean.” 
The smith did not doubt it. He remembered little from the moment of the accident until early 

this morning, only an excruciating pain and a great compulsion to see his son. Not once had he 
stopped thanking the Nameless-One for giving him these last few precious days with which to 
pass on the remainder of the Heritage. 

“Father, is it over?” 
“Is what over?” 
“The battle.” 
“Yes. For now.” 
“Who won? Did the Viles? Did they escape the Cursed Lands?” 
“Of course not, Son.” 
“Will the Destroyer attack again?” 
“I do not know. If he feels he should, I suppose he will. But it does not matter. The Viles 

will never escape the Cursed Lands.” 
“How can you be certain?” 
“Faith, Son.” 
“But—” 
“Never underestimate the power of faith, Bartu.” 
“I know but—“ 
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“Do you not recall the story of Bartow and his moronic son, Yurtwee?” 
“Yes.” 
“Even though Bartow worried that Yurtwee lacked the capacity to learn the Heritage, 

Yurtwee was chosen. Bartow had seen the sign and could not deny it. He had no choice but to 
teach the Heritage to him. Bartow never lost faith in the Heritage, and his faith was rewarded. As 
the Heritage tells us, Yurtwee was blessed with an understanding beyond what anyone could 
have predicted. Bartow taught Yurtwee the Heritage, and Yurtwee taught it to his own daughter. 
She in turn taught it to her son, and he to his, and he to his, and so on down to me. Now I teach 
the Heritage to you, the thirty-third Keeper of the Dawn. And so the Promise remains unbroken. 
Faith made it all possible, Bartu. Faith and trust.” The smith peered deeply into his son’s eyes. 
“Never doubt the Heritage, Son. Trust in it, and it will never fail you.” 

The smith motioned for the cup on the nightstand. Bartu refilled it from the pitcher and 
handed it to him. The smith took a sip and then passed it back. “Seven hundred fourteen years 
ago, He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless and the first Keeper entered into a covenant, what the 
Heritage calls the Promise. Only to the first Keeper and his bloodline did He-Who-Shall-
Remain-Nameless make His Promise. If ever the Keepers’ bloodline should end, so too will end 
the Promise, and humanity’s final hope for redemption will be lost. That is why the Heritage 
must be passed on.” 

“I understand, Father. I will not lose faith. I know not to question our duty.” 
The smith gazed at his son. He knew it easy for the boy to say the words, and to believe 

them based on what he knew, but how would he feel once he had seen what he was about to see? 
It was years too early to reveal to him the Book of Ancient Power and all of its secrets. He had 
not been prepared. Even so, the smith had no choice. He recalled the story of Bartow and 
Yurtwee as much to buoy his own faith as to buoy his son’s. 

The tension in the smith’s gaze did not escape Bartu. Listening to his father speak, it had 
been easy for him to ignore the fact that the man was dying. But Bartu could not ignore the 
urgency in that look. It made it painfully clear that his father knew his remaining time short. 

“Do not forget your mother’s people, Bartu, for they are tied to the Keepers by blood. Every 
fourth generation a Keeper must journey into the wilds to take a wife from among these people, 
as I have done. You know this, do you not?” 

“I remember, Father.” 
“What I have not told you is that one day you too may be required to make this journey.” 
“Me, Father? But should not my great-grandchild make that journey instead?” 
“He should, yes, but likely you will need to make it as well. You know how people feel 

about mishappens, Bartu. If you find that no woman in the Penitent world will have you, then 
you must seek a wife from among your mother’s people. In centuries past, other Keepers like 
Zaxenes, Luhre, and Kaytar were burdened with this same responsibility. Their emerald eyes and 
deaf-muteness prevented them from taking Penitent wives too.” 

Bartu did not reply. He understood. 
“Son, it is nothing to be ashamed of. Even the first Keeper had emerald eyes and was deaf 

and mute to the ether. The fact that others remain ignorant of just how special you are does not 
make you any less special. Remember that. Now, do you remember the way to your mother’s 
kin?” 

“I remember everything you taught me, Father. I do. Really. Should we not now move on to 
the Book and its secrets?” 

“I must first be certain you are ready to be shown the Book, Son.” 
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“I am ready, Father. I have been ready for ages!” 
“All right. But before we get to that, there is one thing more. This is important, so listen 

carefully. The deacon has done much for you over the course of your life. You know this.” 
“I know, Father.” 
“After I am gone, he will be hard-pressed to help you further. Should the community turn on 

you—” 
“Turn on me? Why should anyone turn on me?” 
“You are a mishappen, Bartu. People will find reasons to turn on you. Should that happen, 

you go to your mother’s people straightaway. Understand? They are savages and know nothing 
of the Nameless-One and His Word, but they will know you. They will welcome you should you 
need a place of refuge. Others they would kill on sight, but you they will accept. Do not forget 
this.” 

“I will remember.” 
The smith nodded. “Now to the Book.” 
Bartu leaned forward in his chair, his eyes focused intently on his father. He had never 

before seen the Book of Ancient Power. What he had learned of the Heritage to this point did not 
require that he see it. He did not even know where the divine Book was located, for his father 
kept it hidden in a secret place concealed even from him. Now, as his father lay before him 
revealing the Book’s secret location, it all seemed so anticlimactic. The excitement he should 
have been feeling was tempered by his awareness of why his father was disclosing it to him now. 
Despite the strength in his father’s voice, Bartu could see the man failing. His pallid skin and 
haggard expression left no doubt as to his condition. 

“Now that I am entrusting you with the Book and its secrets, Son, you will need to ensure 
that it always remains well hidden. No one must ever find it. It must remain secret and out of 
sight. Now go and get the blessed Book from the place I have told you. Bring World Shaker too. 
Its hiding place you already know.” 

It did not take Bartu long to retrieve the blessed sword and the small iron lockbox containing 
the Book of Ancient Power. He returned to his father’s side and set the lockbox on the floor 
beside the bed. In his hand he gripped World Shaker. His admiration for the divine blade was 
apparent. Only rarely did his father allow him access to the blessed bastard sword, protector of 
the Book. 

“Ah, World Shaker!” his father said, admiring the blade. “Bastard sword of our ancestors. 
Fashioned more than seven centuries ago by the first Keeper of the Dawn. Just look at it! Only a 
master craftsman could have forged such a blade. See that edge? You will scarcely find a nick on 
it. In all of the centuries our family has held the blessed blade, it has never been notched. As 
sharp as a razor and nearly indestructible, it is made of the strongest metal I have ever seen. A 
metal that only the Nameless-One Himself could have smelted. 

“Now, Son, set World Shaker aside and let us see that which World Shaker was forged to 
protect. You have retrieved the key?” 

Bartu took an iron key from his pocket and presented it. 
The smith nodded. “Within this chest, Bartu, lies divine secrets that carry with them grave 

responsibility. The gravest responsibility! Although you are young, I know you are strong. I have 
faith you will keep the covenant, as I and all of those who have gone before us have done.” 

Bartu stared at the lockbox. The solemnity of the moment nearly overwhelmed him. 
“Open the box, Son.” 
Bartu knelt reverently before the lockbox and inserted the key into its inset lock. Slowly he 
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turned the key to the left as far as it would go. Then, carefully, he raised the lid and peered 
inside. The lockbox was lined—lid, bottom, and walls—with a thick layer of rabbit fur. Nestled 
within the fur was a silver, metallic box. Bartu reached inside and withdrew it. It felt cold in his 
hands. 

“Behold!” his father exclaimed. “The Book of Ancient Power!” 
Bartu examined the strange Book. It was not composed of vellum or parchment as he had 

expected, but rather was made of some strange silver metal, like that out of which World Shaker 
had been forged. He sat back on the floor, holding the precious Book in his lap. His hands shook. 
To actually hold the blessed Book—the same Book held by divinity!—was an experience no 
intellectual exercise could have prepared him for. 

“Upon the back of a gigantic ebony raven, a host of angels entered this world,” the smith 
said. “With them they carried the Book of Ancient Power. From their hands the first Keeper of 
the Dawn accepted the blessed Book, and through them in return he conveyed his Promise to the 
Nameless-One.” 

The Book was small, only an inch and a half tall, twelve inches wide, and nine inches deep. 
It had no ornamentation of any kind, save for a small, nearly undetectable button centered on the 
edge of one side. A tiny line ran around nearly the entire circumference of the Book, effectively 
separating it into two halves. Upon further inspection, Bartu saw that the tiny line was, in fact, a 
small crack that separated a lid from its base. 

“You have learned all there is to know of the Heritage, Son. All except that which 
specifically pertains to the Book. This you were not meant to learn for some years yet, but 
now . . .” 

Bartu looked up from the metal Book. His father did not need to complete the thought. Both 
knew what this moment portended. 

“You need to be strong, Bartu. You need to trust in the Heritage. Some of what you are 
about to see may be difficult for you to accept at first. Had there been more time . . . . But let us 
not dwell on that. Son, move the Book around until the edge with the button faces you. Good. 
Now push the button and open it.” 

Bartu did as his father instructed, carefully turning the Book around until the edge that 
housed the small button faced him. He then reached forth and pushed the button. The lid-half of 
the Book released from a hidden catch. He raised the lid on its hidden hinge and bent it all the 
way over until it lay flat in his lap, like a small table of two equal halves. Bartu stared at the 
object. It looked strangely familiar. 

The base-half of the Book revealed a surface divided into neat rows of rectangles. The 
majority of the rectangles were about the size of his thumbnail, with each colored red, white, 
black, or blue. He ran his fingers lightly over them. They felt smooth, like ivory. A symbol was 
imprinted on each. Some of the symbols he recognized as numbers, while other of the symbols 
he did not know. The second half of the Book, the lid-half, was comprised entirely of a dark 
reflective surface, like a dark mirror. 

“The first thing you need to know about the Book is that some facets of it remain a mystery. 
The Heritage tells us that this must be so. We are not to question why.” 

Bartu bent over the Book and peered into its reflective half. “Incredible!” he breathed. He 
was fascinated not only by the surface into which he gazed, but also by his own reflection. The 
Book reflected His image truer than any mirror into which he had ever peered. It reminded him 
of looking into a deep, dark well on a sunny afternoon, only more revealing. 

“The Book serves a number of functions. Today I shall teach you all of them.” 
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The smith closed his dark eyes. Bartu saw the exhaustion in his father’s face and, with it, a 
hint of pain. After a few moments, he opened his eyes and continued. 

“Do you see those colored rectangles, Son? By touching certain of those, we communicate 
with the Titan’s spirit hidden within. The rectangles that are to be touched must be touched in a 
specific sequence. The sequence of rectangles is always the same, save for the last stroke. It is 
this last stroke that conveys our intent to the Titan’s spirit. 

“Now, the first function you will learn is the function that allows the spirit within the Book 
to gather strength. You must perform this function every few weeks to keep the Titan’s spirit 
healthy and strong.” 

Bartu gingerly touched each rectangle in the order his father instructed. Last, he touched one 
of the red rectangles in the top row. He gasped as the reflective side of the Book began emitting a 
weak greenish glow. Bartu leapt to his feet, the Book sliding from his lap onto the floor beside 
the bed. He backed toward the doorway, away from the open Book. The glow grew steadily 
brighter. He had seen that glow before. 

“It was not a dream!” Bartu breathed. His white-less eyes were wide with trepidation. He 
looked to his father. “When I was a child I saw you and . . . Father, you said it was a dream!” 

The blacksmith’s face was filled with concern. “What could I have said, Son? You were too 
young to understand.” 

The blacksmith knew well Bartu’s apprehension. Had he not struggled with those same 
conflicting emotions the first time he had encountered the Book? In his case, his father had had 
time to prepare him, to help lay the groundwork of understanding. It was evident, from Bartu’s 
reaction, just how poorly prepared his own son was. But there was nothing he could do about 
that now. The smith would have to trust in his son to do the right thing. 

Bartu stared at the strange, glowing Book. A warning from Scripture rang in his ears. You 
shall shun all things belonging to the Ancients. You shall take unto yourself no Artifact of those 
sinful days—no device, no engine, no apparatus—for the vile hand of Sheol directs them all. 

Scattered throughout Holy Scripture were descriptions of Artifacts. Objects constructed of 
odd metals that were harder than steel yet impervious to rust. Objects made of strange woods that 
had no grain and melted instead of burned, giving off noxious, unearthly odors. Objects that 
contained the shadows of the demonic spirits that had once inhabited them, moving of their own 
volition, uttering strange noises, or displaying odd lights without the benefit of flame. 

Staring at the Book of Ancient Power with its smooth, colored rectangles and its unearthly 
greenish glow, Bartu had no doubt what it was. He backed into the doorway, the multi-colored 
curtain at his back. 

“Father, this is no book. Books have pages of paper or vellum. This is an Artifact!” 
“No, Son,” the blacksmith soothed. “The Book of Ancient Power is no Artifact. It is a divine 

gift. A gift to be cherished above all things. It is the reason for our family’s existence.” 
But Bartu did not see a divine gift. He saw only an Artifact of the Ancients. A nightmare 

from his childhood! 
The greenish glow emanating from the Book continued to intensify. An eerie spectral cast 

now settled over the room. Bartu looked to his father. Long afternoon shadows fought with the 
spectral glow, tugging the blacksmith’s features first one way then another, making him appear 
more demon than man. Bartu reached behind him and grabbed hold of the multi-colored curtain. 
The curtain quivered with his dread. He looked again upon the open Book. 

The reason for my family’s existence, he thought. The reason for my existence! 
Suddenly Bartu was struck with a shocking insight. In the unnatural light of the Book, he 
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spied the specter of his innermost fear. A specter he had struggled his entire life to contain. A 
terrifying specter of his self exposed, now free and illuminating him on every side! Glowing 
brilliant emerald, his specter radiated up and out of the reflective surface of the open Book: the 
shadow of a demon! Bartu stared at the Artifact his father called the Book. Through eyes, 
themselves glowing emerald, he stared at what he feared was a reflection of his own cursed soul. 

“Father, the shadow of a demon inhabits that Book!” 
“No, Bartu, it is the Titan’s spirit. Come, I will prove it.” His father rolled slightly to his 

side, grimacing as he strained to reach the Book where it lay on the floor just beyond his 
outstretched fingers. 

From the moment of his birth, Bartu had endured their furtive stares, their sidelong glances, 
their unspoken contempt . . . their silent fear. They knew what he really was, those people of 
Misthaven. They had always known. And now he was beginning to suspect that he might know 
too. Know that perhaps his hidden specter—the secret fear he kept locked away deep within 
himself—was indeed a hidden truth! That the Artifact—the Book of Ancient Power, the most 
treasured of all his family’s possessions—was not a divine gift at all, but rather an instrument of 
dark confirmation. 

“It is all right, Son. It is all right,” his father said, as his fingers caught hold of the edge of 
the Book. “Come, sit here beside me. I will explain it to you.” 

Bartu’s fist tightened on the curtain. Even his eyes seemed evidence of his curse. The 
pervasive, green glow grew even brighter, seemingly confirming his darkest fear, mocking him 
with the truth. 

“It is true,” he breathed. “I am cursed! I am a curse! I am of Mu-, of Mu-” He strained to say 
it. He needed to say it. But the words simply would not come. The truth was too much. 

“No, Bartu, you are no demon’s spawn. You are a blessing. A great, great blessing! No, 
Bartu, wait. Bartu! Bartuuu!” 

But it was too late. The youth had already forsaken the room, leaving the multi-colored 
curtain swaying in his wake. 
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Chapter Fifteen 
 
 
 

In an enigmatic world of indeterminate purpose and intent, it is not always 
possible to divide a thing into that which is right and that which is wrong. In such 
times, when reason flees, when faith lends no comfort, when teaching, custom, 
and convention all fail, one must turn inside to that indefinable place that best 
negotiates the world. There one shall find not that which is right and that which is 
wrong, but rather that which is fitting. For it is upon this foundation, and no other, 
that the great works of the world are built. 

—First Coxian Book of Truth, the Apocrypha 
 
 
 

Bartu raced from the cabin, past the smithy, and plunged into the forest. Deeper and deeper 
he dove. Huge evergreens rose on his every side, their massive boles becoming more and more 
dense as he ran. Overhead the westering sun rained down its brilliance, the radiance falling 
captive to the great protective boughs above, leaving only isolated drops and scattered pools of 
light on the forest floor below. His pace slowed as the ground beneath him changed from hard 
compacted soil to a spongy mat of fern, moss, and lichen. Finally, his breath spent, Bartu 
staggered to a stop and sat heavily on the carpeted earth. 

“What is, is,” he gasped between breaths. “But what is not, is not!” 
Bartu used his sleeve to wipe the sweat from his brow as he assessed his fourteen years of 

life. He could find no part of it free from taint. Not even its beginning. Not even its first 
moments. For the thousandth time he revisited his birth, thinking again of his mother and of the 
awful price she had paid for his life. He knew few of the details of that event, but that fact 
mattered little. His guilt-ridden imagination had always provided what was missing. He knew the 
memory false, but it was the strongest link he had to her. So through the familiar pain of that 
false memory he reached for her, and to him she came. His mother smiled upon him with the 
face of an angel. It was an impossible face, but a face he had come to recognize as hers. 

Always when he thought of her, he wondered if he could really love someone he had never 
known. He thought he loved his mother, he certainly thought that what he felt for her was love, 
but he could never be certain if what he felt was truly his love or merely the memory of his 
father’s love recounted. It angered Bartu to think that his feelings might all be just secondhand 
recollections. That the only way he could ever love his mother was through someone else. As 
though he was not deserving of her love firsthand. As though all he had a right to was a kind of 
secondhand sentimentality. All because she had left him. All because his birth had forced her to 
leave him. 

Bartu gazed up into the tall pines. All he had ever really known of her was the multi-colored 
curtain. Perhaps that was all he deserved to know. Perhaps . . . Perhaps his family had gotten 
what it deserved. Perhaps it was the Nameless-One’s justice on the three of them. 
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All delicacies aside, his mother had been a heathen. She had come from a tribe of savages 
who lived so far outside the bounds of civilization as to be entirely unknown to the world. Her 
union with his father could not have been considered anything but illegitimate, which meant that 
their offspring, he himself, was also illegitimate. A bastard. A child that should never have been 
born. . . . Perhaps the Nameless-One had taken the one who was, so that there might be room in 
the world for the one who should not have been. 

Bartu raised a finger to his forehead and pushed beneath the bandage. There he traced the 
thin scar. The scar his father’s knife had made when it hacked him free of his mother’s corpse. 
Mishap of a wrongful birth, they called him. Foul fruit of a lifeless womb. Spawn of . . . He 
wiped away a tear and laughed. How ironic that he—a Keeper of the Dawn, an instrument of the 
future Light of the World—should be so equated with those demon spawn who sought to bring 
on the Vile Night. He laughed again. Then he trembled. Then he wept. After a time, he propped 
himself against a log and wiped his eyes with his sleeve. Only last night he had made himself a 
promise that he would contain his tears. And now, so soon after, he had broken it. Thinking of 
that promise, he thought of another. And thinking of it, he grew angry. 

“It is not right that a Keeper should weep so!” he chided himself through clenched teeth. 
Other Keepers had not wept when faced with adversity—not the first Keeper, not Ghumvil, and 
certainly not his own father. If anyone had a reason to weep it was that man, his leg half gone, 
lying helpless, bloodied and broken, waiting for death. Guilt weighed on Bartu as he sat thinking 
of his father and how he had left him. He angrily wiped his eyes with the hem of his shirt. 

“Enough of tears!” he shouted to the forest as he rose to his feet. “No more tears!” 
So he had not had a perfect life. Who had? Perhaps some noble somewhere. Perhaps some 

son of a king. Certainly not anyone he had ever known. Wrapping himself within a cloak of self-
pity accomplished nothing. He was a Keeper—by Muta’s Talons!—and as a Keeper he needed to 
face his terrors, not shrink from them. The horror he had always shunted to the shadowy places 
of his mind needed to be drawn forth and confronted in the light of day. He needed to know the 
truth. He needed to know who—or what—he truly was. 

The very thought of it, however, set his heart racing. His chest grew tight. He suddenly 
found it difficult to breath. Mishappen they had always called him. But what if he was more than 
that? What if he was something worse? What if he was . . . He struggled to speak his fear. He 
fought just to think it! His face grew flush. An old familiar panic sought to overtake him as he 
dropped to one knee. He berated himself. If he could not even address his fear, how was he ever 
to work his way through it? 

He shut his eyes tightly, clasped his left hand over his right fist, and pushed his fist hard 
against his chest. He breathed deeply, holding each breath for several moments before expelling 
it. Gradually he began to calm. His heart slowed and his anxiety lessened. He stood and opened 
his eyes. As much as he sought to face that greatest of fears, he was forced to admit that he 
simply could not. At least not now. At least not directly. It was just too much. It was like asking 
one fearful of heights to sit on the edge of a cliff and dangle his legs out in the wind. Or one 
frightened of snakes to lie down among a mass of twisting, writhing serpents. Or one afraid of 
water to leap heedlessly into the depths of a secluded lake. It was like asking one to face a 
million other equally frightening things and to submit to the one he found most terrifying. It 
simply could not be done. So Bartu’s reason sought another approach to his fear. An indirect 
approach. He turned his thoughts back to the Book of Ancient Power. 

The Book’s appearance had taken him by surprise. Its eerie, green glow had seemed to 
confirm all of the darkest fears and suspicions he had always held about himself. Now, with time 
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to reflect, he thought to reassess the Book from a more sober perspective. After all, did Scripture 
not caution that it was far easier to reject a thing out of hand than to find a reason to embrace it? 
Was it possible that this is what he was doing now? 

Perhaps deep down he did not question the Book at all, he thought. Perhaps deep down 
questioning the Book of Ancient Power was merely his way of avoiding responsibility for it, of 
concealing the fact that he did not feel worthy of it. After all, who was he to say that seven 
centuries of Heritage, twenty-four generations of Keepers, and the loyalty of his father were all 
wrong? Who was he to contend that the Book was a demonic Artifact when all of his ancestors—
every one—had seen it as a divine object of reverence and salvation? Did Scripture itself not 
state that in the days immediately following the Ruin there existed divinely inspired relics that 
helped humankind to survive the chaos of the First Years? Why could not the Book of Ancient 
Power be a later such relic? Who was he to doubt the Book? Who was he to doubt the Heritage? 
For angels’ sake, he had been raised on it! 

If he could believe that the Book of Ancient Power came from the Nameless-One, then he 
must also believe the Nameless-One did indeed look with favor upon his family, just as the 
Heritage claimed He did. And was that really so hard to accept? Was it really so hard to believe 
that the Lord-of-All would smile upon his family? Upon a mishappen? Upon him? To embrace 
the Book of Ancient Power was to embrace not only the most basic tenets of his faith but also to 
embrace a belief in his own worthiness. 

Could this then be a resolution to the fear he could not bring himself to face? The answer to 
his own true nature? Bartu thought it could be. If the Nameless-One saw him as worthy, then he 
must be worthy. The Nameless-One would not smile upon an abomination. 

Bartu breathed deeply. He wondered if all of this self-reflection was not itself the result of 
some elaborate test concocted by the Heritage. It would not be unlike the Heritage to extend a 
lesson in such a way. Never doubt the Heritage, his father had told him. Trust in it, and it will 
never fail you. Bartu had momentarily lost his trust in it, and that lack of trust had caused him to 
question his own worth. To accept the Heritage, Book and all, was to . . . to accept himself. 

Bartu nodded. So there, then, was the answer. There, then, was the truth. A truth his father 
had taught him in his earliest childhood, yet one he had failed to grasp until this moment. The 
Heritage was the answer. It had always been the answer. Outside of the Heritage lay doubt. 
Outside of the Heritage lay fear. Only within the Heritage lay certainty. Only there. 

On the wings of that thought, the last of Bartu’s apprehension was borne away. In the midst 
of the wilderness, Bartu took to his knees and gesticulated the Sign of the Book, making himself 
known to He-Who-Shall-Remain-Nameless. He thanked Him for helping guide his thoughts to 
resolution. Then he offered a brief and fervent prayer for his father. He closed his prayer and 
rose to his feet, feeling secure in a restored conviction. 

No matter what anyone thought of him, no matter what he thought of himself, he would 
always be the thirty-third Keeper of the Dawn. No one could change that. No one would ever 
change that as long as the Heritage and its foundation, the Book of Ancient Power, survived. 
Within the Heritage his identity lay. And there he wished it to remain. In the Heritage was 
refuge. The Heritage was refuge. Within it, he remained safe from his darkest and most secret 
fear. 
 

 
 

Bartu lit the lantern and increased its flame against the growing gloom of dusk. Through a 
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gap in the curtain, he saw his father sleeping. He walked to the multi-colored curtain, pulled it 
aside, and entered the room. Even in the dim light, Bartu was struck by the pallor of the man’s 
features. He stepped to the bedside and placed the lantern on the nightstand. Peering at his father, 
he spied a corner of the Book of Ancient Power peeking out from beneath the top of the blankets. 
Bartu carefully pulled back the blankets and saw that his father cradled the blessed Book in his 
arms. 

“Father, I am here,” Bartu whispered. “Father?” 
The man appeared to grimace in his sleep, but he did not awaken. 
Bartu gently removed the Book from his father’s grasp and pulled the blankets up under the 

man’s chin. He placed the Book of Ancient Power in its fur-lined lockbox, picked up World 
Shaker, and carried each divine treasure back to its respective hiding place. Then he returned to 
his father’s bedside. 

Bartu felt the man’s brow with the back of his hand. It was warm. His father mumbled 
something in his sleep. He appeared restless. Bartu reached over and dimmed the lantern. His 
father quieted. The young man yawned widely as he took a seat in the chair beside the bed. Soon, 
he began to nod off. 

On his way toward sleep, Bartu encountered a place just short of there. He encountered . . . a 
moment. A rare moment of unfettered insight. A moment that can only occur in the twilight of 
wakefulness, at the dawn of slumber, when reflections of absurdity frolic merrily upon the panes 
of reality and all that is, is seen through a distorting haze of that which wants to be. When the 
reality begotten of no reality, the dream born of no dream, the soul-truth hovering betwixt the 
ineffectual worlds of what-is and what-could-never-be flashes briefly into existence, revealing 
itself at the conjunction of a dual worlds’ twilight-dawning. But the flash was a flash and no 
more, for it is in the nature of this conjunction—this fleeting union of dual worlds in motion—to 
be short-lived, as the instant of soul-truth became immersed within the diluted imagery of dream. 

Out of this imagery emerged a dream-vision in which the dull iron, hot fire, and cool water 
of the forge became as living beings. Dull Iron lying in a heap upon the floor, indifferent, mute, 
resistant to change. Hot Fire dancing, tempting, luring, beckoning to Dull Iron, promising great 
change while revealing nothing of its method. Cool Water resting, basking in peace and ease, 
promising relief from Hot Fire, a return to constancy, yet revealing nothing of its cost. Then, 
from out of the smoke and shadow of the smithy coalesces a figure, dark and featureless. 
Drawing near, the figure takes up Resistant Iron in a pair of mighty tongs and plunges it deeply 
into the heart of Hot Fire. Like a demon, Hot Fire leaps and gambols about Resistant Iron, 
rejoicing in its alteration, transforming it from dull black to distressed orange to luminous white! 
Then out, fast in the jaws of mighty tongs, the faceless apparition draws Repentant Iron and, 
placing it upon an anvil, lets fall blows with such a mighty force as to make the very walls of the 
smithy ring! Then into Cool Water Grateful Iron is immersed, its sighs rising high in wisps of 
gray vapor, obscuring from view the faceless shade, mighty tongs, anvil, hammer, everything . . . 
save Dancing Fire. Within tranquil depths, Revitalized Iron again hardens to indifference, 
realizing too late the steep price of Cool Water’s comfort, as Hot Fire cheerfully beckons through 
wisps of rising sighs. . . . 

Slowly Bartu awoke from the dream-vision. His returning consciousness swept over the 
spectral forge and its inhabitants like a mountain stream swollen by a sudden spring thaw, the 
rushing waters burying all beneath a turbulence of rising anxiety, leaving Bartu with a memory 
of the flood and only the vaguest hint of what lay in the murky depths below. Now fully awake, 
Bartu found he was shaking. He thought he must have had a nightmare, but exactly what the 
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nature of the nightmare was he could not say. Outside, the sky was just beginning to brighten. 
Inside, it remained dark as night. 

Bartu looked to his father. The man was stirring restlessly, mumbling and lolling his head 
from side to side. Bartu reached over and felt his forehead. It was burning with fever. Turning up 
the lantern, he saw that his father was bathed in sweat. The light shining on the smith’s face 
roused the man out of his troubled sleep and into a more distressing delirium. He opened his 
bloodshot eyes and scanned the room repeatedly. Finally his eyes locked onto his son’s face. 

“Bartu.” 
“I am here, Father.” Bartu reached out and took hold of his father’s hand. 
“No!” The man jerked his hand out of his son’s grasp. “He comes,” he breathed. He turned 

his wild gaze to the ceiling. “He is coming.” 
“Who comes, Father?” 
The man’s eyes darted wildly about the room. “He is here!” 
“Father, relax. There is no one here.” 
“Can you not feel him? He is here. All around. He is here!” 
“Who, Father? Who is here?” 
“Muta.” 
Bartu gasped in spite of himself. 
“No!” the smith screamed. “No, you shall not have it!” He bolted upright in bed. “My son’s! 

His!” 
“Father!” Bartu jumped from his chair and grabbed hold of his father’s shoulders. “Father, 

stop!” 
Bartu struggled to lower the powerful man back onto the bed. 
“No No No No No!” the smith screamed, struggling against the force that sought to hold 

him down. “Mine! My son’s! You shall not have it!” 
“Father!” 
The smith forced himself into a sitting position, despite his son’s efforts to hold him down. 

“I shall take it to the wilderness!” he cried. “I shall hide it in the wild!” 
The smith swung his splinted leg and the stump of the other over the side of the bed. 
“No!” Bartu screamed, locking his father’s chest within his arms. Using all of his strength, 

he managed to wrestle the man back onto the bed. 
The smith let out a tortuous scream as the broken bones of his hip ground together 

unmercifully. The excruciating pain proved too much, even for one deep in the throes of delirium 
and numbed by a healer’s pain control. The smith fell back on the bed unconscious. 

Bartu rose. He was shaking and his heart racing. His head throbbed beneath its bandage, and 
he felt a strange tingling in his tongue and fingers. Then his knees buckled, and he fell to the 
floor. Images of the well and its dark interior flashed through his mind. For an instant he 
imagined he was back there, again thrashing helplessly in its depths. Then the room came back 
into focus, and he found he was on his hands and knees on the floor. He stood. He had but one 
thought. Find Vogaun! 

Bartu flew through the curtain and across the cabin to the door. He threw it open, sprang 
over the threshold, and collided with a figure standing there, both of them tumbling to the 
ground. Bartu rolled over onto his seat and looked up. 

A man dressed all in buckskin, with a large pack strapped to his back, lay on the ground a 
body’s length away. His fur cap rested haphazardly over his face. On the ground a short distance 
away laid a staff. Its head, carved in the shape of an outstretched hand, was reaching toward 
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Bartu. 
The man sat up and pulled his cap back onto his head. Bartu saw that the man had but one 

arm. He also saw that he sported a close-cropped beard and moustache, and that one side of his 
face was marred by fresh bruises and a pair of parallel gashes that would surely scar. Bartu 
suspected he was a mountain man come down from the heights to trade furs for supplies. He was 
older than most of that solitary breed, looking to be nearly sixty. 

“I beg forgiveness,” Bartu said, rising and extending a hand to the fallen man. “My father is 
hurt and I . . . I need help!” 

The man sat staring at Bartu for what seemed an eternity. At last he spoke. “You are a deaf-
mute,” he said. It was not a question. 

The man reached up and took hold of Bartu’s forearm. The man’s hand was bruised and 
swollen. He winced as Bartu pulled him to his feet. 

“I have never before met a deaf-mute. Not a mental deaf-mute at least. Your eyes are odd 
too. Are they—” 

“I beg forgiveness, goodman,” Bartu interrupted, “but my father lies within. He is badly hurt 
and in need of a healer. I must find someone who can call for Vogaun. Do you know the deacon? 
Deacon Vogaun? Can you reach him?” 

“I am afraid I do not know your deacon, but I have little doubt he has been sent for. Your 
father’s screams were quite loud.” The man tapped his temple with his forefinger. “I am certain 
many heard them. I myself heard them as I was passing by.” 

Bartu detected a strange catch in the man’s voice. Saw an almost imperceptible clenching of 
his jaw. He knew not what to make of it. 

“Although I am not dressed the part,” the man said, “I am trained in the healing art. Perhaps 
I may be of assistance. At least until your deacon arrives.” 

Bartu did not hesitate in enlisting the one-armed man’s aid. He quickly ushered him through 
the cabin and into the room where his father lay. Together they gently maneuvered the 
unconscious smith back into a comfortable position on the bed. 

“It is much too cool in here,” the one-armed man said, as he began examining the smith’s 
wounds. “Go fetch some wood, then stoke the fire until blazing. And pay no mind to the flue!” 

Bartu grimaced. The deacon had told him that very thing only the day before. In all that had 
happened, he had forgotten to keep the fire. 

As Bartu hurriedly gathered up an armful of firewood from the lean-to beside the smithy, he 
saw a number of villagers come rushing up the road toward him. Upon reaching the cabin, they 
were appalled to find that the youth had left his dying father alone with a stranger. A goodly 
number stood scolding him, while others stormed into the cabin. They made their way to the 
room where the smith lay and immediately took the strange, one-armed man in hand, refusing 
him leave to touch the smith until the deacon arrived. A short time later, the deacon did arrive 
and promptly shooed off the good people of the village. Slowly they drifted out, muttering under 
their breath and casting dark looks in Bartu’s direction. Before long everyone had gone, save for 
the deacon and the stranger. 

Bartu watched through the curtain as the two now stood over his father, gesturing and 
conversing in hushed tones. Beneath them, his father lay quietly sleeping. Bartu shivered. The 
chill reminded him that he had failed to keep the fire. He looked across the room at the hearth 
and saw that it had burned down to mere embers. He exited the cabin and gathered up the pile of 
firewood he had left lying beside the smithy. Returning with the wood, it was not long before he 
had rebuilt the fire into a healthy blaze. 
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With the fire rebuilt, Bartu crossed to the curtain, pulled it aside, and entered his room. The 
two men stood one to either side of the bed. Vogaun turned as Bartu entered. Quietly he took him 
by the arm and escorted him back to the common room. The healer explained that he thought it 
best if Bartu left the two of them alone with his father awhile. They were working on the details 
of a new treatment and needed time to develop it. Bartu began to protest, but thought better of it. 
Vogaun disappeared back behind the curtain. 

Bartu knew his father’s time drawing near. The man’s recent bout of delirium seemed to 
have drained him of all his remaining strength. He stared at the multi-colored curtain. Fear 
gripped his heart. If his father failed to awaken, the Promise could be broken. Bartu shut his eyes 
tightly. If his father failed to awaken, the Promise would be broken. A solitary tear rolled down 
his cheek. If only I had not ran from the Book, he thought. If only . . . He turned his back to the 
curtain so that those behind it would not see him making the secret Sign of the Book. Over and 
over he gesticulated that sign, beseeching the Nameless-One and the soul of the Heritage to help 
his father live but a short space longer. To live long enough to pass on the remainder of what 
Bartu needed to know. It was a prayer intentionally kept simple for fear of asking too much. 

Early morning progressed well into mid-afternoon before the deacon and the one-armed man 
exited the room. The one-armed man retreated outside for a brief walk, while the deacon 
gathered a simple meal of cheese, dried apples, bread, and tea, and settled down at the table to 
eat. In the midst of his meal, he addressed an anxious Bartu. 

“Penu-Um-Brah and I have managed to bring down your father’s fever,” he said. “At the 
risk of raising your hopes unduly, I will tell you that it may be possible to save his life.” 

Bartu stared at the healer in disbelief. So prepared was he for bad news that he could hardly 
believe the good. He could find no words. 

“Later, near dusk, when we have all had a bit more rest, Penu-Um-Brah and I shall attempt a 
procedure to stop your father’s internal bleeding. It will be delicate and difficult, but with Penu-
Um-Brah’s skill and my hands we may succeed.” 

Bartu could scarcely believe what he was hearing. His father might live! 
The deacon peered through the partially shuttered window. A light rain had begun to fall. “I 

swear, that man could only have been sent by the Nameless-One Himself,” he said. “Never have 
I seen one so gifted!” 

Bartu saw displayed in the deacon the same adoration and respect others had always shown 
him. He found it a bit disconcerting to see such high regard engendered within one who, himself, 
was so highly regarded. It made the deacon seem smaller somehow. And the strange one-armed 
man all the more grand. 

“May I see Father?” Bartu asked. 
“No, Son, not yet. Penu-Um-Brah has put him into a deep sleep. He will remain that way 

until we have finished. He will need all of the strength he can muster for the upcoming 
procedure. It could make all the difference.” 

Bartu wished to ask more, but Vogaun cut him short. Now was a time for rest. The deacon 
retreated to the far room, his father’s vacant room, to sleep. Penu-Um-Brah entered some time 
later and, after changing from wet buckskins into a threadbare, green healer’s robe, ate a light 
meal. Then he lay down on Bartu’s pallet before the fire. Soon he was asleep. 

Bartu stood at the window watching the forest through the rain. Behind him, the fire 
crackled in the hearth. The sound of falling rain, the smell of damp earth, and the warmth of the 
rising heat helped relax his troubled mind. After a while, the rain relented and the clouds cleared. 
He watched as birds again took to the sky and squirrels and rabbits ventured into the yard in 
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search of forage. The sun was just setting, adding its dying hues to the glow of the Western 
Teeth, when at last the healers stirred. It was time. 
 

 
 

Bartu set his cheek against the doorframe and eased back the edge of the multi-colored 
curtain. He would see this life-and-death procedure the healers were about to perform on his 
father, no matter the deacon’s prohibition. He would see Penu-Um-Brah’s marvelous talents 
displayed. He would see for himself his most fervent prayer answered and his father given new 
life. 

The healers had moved the bed to the center of the room and again stood one to either side 
of it. Two lanterns, their flames turned high, sat one on a nightstand and the other on a small 
makeshift table. The nightstand stood at the head of the bed. The table stood at the foot. Three 
pans and two buckets of water rested on and around the tables. Piled on the makeshift table were 
also bandages, dressings, and swabs. On the nightstand rested a tray of pointed and sharp-edged 
implements together with a winding of dark, coarse thread. Bartu looked apprehensively at the 
tray. 

The deacon stood with his back to the doorway. Penu-Um-Brah stood with eyes closed 
facing it. Between them lay Bartu’s father deep in sleep, his chest and bruised midriff exposed. 
Both healers seemed in a trance, their hands resting lightly on the smith’s torso. At length, Penu-
Um-Brah opened his eyes and took up a small, sharp blade from the tray. Slowly he ran the blade 
several inches across the left side of the smith’s abdomen. Bartu gasped as he watched a thin red 
line well up beneath the knife. Penu-Um-Brah set the knife aside and picked up a clean cloth. 
The deacon laid his hands upon the wound, as Penu-Um-Brah gently wiped blood away from the 
incision. Bartu stared in wonder. The deacon’s hands were glowing! It looked as though the 
deacon had laid his hands over a tiny lantern whose flame was gradually increasing. Steadily the 
glow intensified, becoming a brilliant red, encompassing both of his hands. It was beautiful! The 
deacon took his glowing hands and parted the wound. A small trickle of blood escaped. Penu-
Um-Brah quickly dabbed at it with the cloth. Except for that one trickle, Bartu saw that the 
deacon had completely stopped the bleeding. He had cauterized the wound using only his hands. 

The deacon removed his hands from the wound, and Penu-Um-Brah carefully inserted his. 
The smith stirred restlessly. The deacon quickly applied his hands to the man’s forehead. He 
quieted. A red glow shone brightly through the two folds of skin surrounding Penu-Um-Brah’s 
wrist. Bartu saw that the healer was moving his hand around inside his father’s abdomen. After 
several moments, the glowing ceased. Penu-Um-Brah withdrew his hand. It was completely 
encrusted with dried blood. The two healers looked at each other. The deacon nodded, apparently 
in response to some mental command. He reached for a small hooked instrument. Penu-Um-Brah 
looked beyond the deacon and spotted Bartu peering through the curtain. 

Bartu pulled back, but it was too late. The deacon was at his side in an instant, admonishing 
him for eavesdropping and ordering him out of the cabin until summoned. Bartu knew better 
than to argue. He retrieved his wooden warrioress from the mantel and headed outside. 

From the doorway of the smithy, Bartu stood peering through the darkness at the cabin. The 
air was chill and damp, but he made no effort to warm himself. To his chest he clutched the 
wooden image of Janna, his nursemaid, the only mother he had ever known. To his mind he 
evoked the soul of the Heritage, the spirits of his ancestors, the only comfort he could find. And 
between the two, he survived the long and torturous night. 
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Near dawn, word came at last. His father would live. The Nameless-One, it seemed, had 
once again smiled upon a Keeper of the Dawn. 
 

 
 

A slender psychic thread wound its way through the ether southward, past scattered bands of 
hurrying warriors, through the camp of one battered army, along the banks of a dark river, and to 
the retreating ranks of another. There, in the light of a false dawn, it touched a distant mind. 

“Master Coercer!” 
“My lord.” 
“By the holy harlot’s teats, I thought you dead decades ago!” 
“I was, my lord. But I have been reborn this day.” 
“Reborn?” Amusement flowed over the link. “How nice to be joined by a fellow Deathless-

One.” 
“There is only one Deathless-One, my lord, and I pledged my soul to Him thirty-nine years 

ago.” 
“Yes, I remember the day. So, Master Coercer, where have you been these past thirty-three 

years? Did your loyalty die with my body back in that hateful pass?” 
A brief pause preceded the reply. “My spirit has always been with the Kalifai, my lord. Only 

in recent years have I become aware of your reincarnation.” 
The distant mind radiated amusement. “That explains the location of your spirit, Master 

Coercer. Tell me, where has dwelt your body in the interim. Beneath our enemy’s banner 
perhaps?” 

“Never, my lord!” 
The distant mind radiated even more amusement. “Are you certain? When last I left you, you 

were cringing in a frozen grotto wearing our enemy’s livery. Or am I mistaken?” Surprise surged 
over the link to the distant mind. Laughter surged back. “Oh yes, Coercer, I saw you. In spirit-
form I saw. Never would I have thought they could mistake the head of my own Inner Circle for 
one of their own!” 

“I . . . I was young, my lord. Misguided. I sought only to live.” 
“I see. So now that you are older, my fallen one, what is it you seek? Why contact me now in 

the aftermath of our defeat?” 
“I seek only to serve you, my lord. To serve the One-of-Prophecy.” 
“Am I to accept the service of a traitor? Master Coercer, you insult my intelligence.” 
“My lord, I have contacted you to say that I have located the Book of Ancient Power. The 

sacred Book of prophecy.” 
The link fell silent. The distant mind was many moments in responding. “Do you mean to 

say you have it?” 
“I search for it now. It is very near. I expect to have it soon.” 
“How soon?” 
“Weeks. Perhaps a few moons.” 
“Moons! . . . Coercer, where are you?” 
“I am in the Penitent lands, my lord, as you undoubtedly have guessed.” 
“Do not toy with me! Where in the Penitent lands?” 
There was hesitation. 
The distant mind grew angry. “I feel you blocking your signature, Coercer. I feel your mind 
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hiding from me. You would not be seeking to deceive your Lord and Savior now would you?” 
“No, my lord. Never.” 
“Then tell me where you are!” 
“My lord, this is a thing I must do myself. Any outside intervention could prove disastrous.” 
“Disastrous for whom, Coercer?” 
Again hesitation. “I must do this alone, my lord. It is the only way.” 
The shadow of a foreign mind passed over the link. Both sensed it. 
“Reveal your location to me.” 
“I beg forgiveness, my lord, but I cannot do that. I cannot reveal my location to anyone. You 

must trust my judgment in this.” 
“Trust you, Coercer? You must be touched. I trust nothing about you.” 
“Nevertheless.” 
The shadow again fell over the link. This time it lingered. 
“I warn you, Coercer, if you are trying to deceive me . . .” 
“I will contact you again soon, my lord.” 
“Do not fail me a second time, my fallen one.” 
“Above all things, my lord, be assured. I shall not fail the One-of-Prophecy.” 
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Chapter Sixteen 
 
 
 

What think you, young one, that we are merely saplings bowing before the 
breeze? 

—Act 4, Scene 1 of Are We Not More?, Ventreen, eighteenth-century Castellinian 
playwright and poet 

 
 
 

In the four years since Rue-A-Kai’s defeat at the Second Battle of the Claymouth Pass, the 
Destroyer and his Vile hordes had remained uncharacteristically quiet. It was generally accepted 
that had he renewed his attack in the days immediately following that climactic battle, he might 
very well have overwhelmed the Holy Alliance and broken free of the mountains of Muta’s 
Teeth. Instead, he had chosen to retreat from the frontier, withdrawing his forces deeper within 
the Cursed Lands. Rue-A-Kai’s move had been unexpectedly conservative, indicating a more 
restrained and deliberate approach than he had previously shown. The Holy Alliance’s strategists 
saw it as a worrisome development. 

Thirty-seven years earlier, in the same Claymouth Mountains, Rue-A-Kai had been much 
brasher. Then, he had found himself in a similar position and had pressed the assault, despite the 
onset of early snows. The poor weather blunted his attack and delayed his advance, yet still he 
pushed on. As he struggled through Muta’s Teeth, the Holy Alliance used the delay to regroup 
and set a trap. With a blizzard bearing down on him, Rue-A-Kai finally made the Claymouth 
Pass. Far from being his road to deliverance, however, the Pass turned out to be a path to 
destruction, for there the Holy Alliance sprang its trap. The Destroyer and his entire Vile army 
were annihilated in an afternoon of frenzied slaughter. The Battle of the Claymouth Pass marked 
the end of the First Vile-Penitent war and, everyone thought, the end of Rue-A-Kai as well. 

The Holy Mother returned to Ivory City with the Destroyer’s head on a pike. She hailed the 
Holy Alliance’s victory as divine proof of the Nameless-One’s will to see the spawn of Muta 
forever cordoned off from the world. It was a victory, She contended, the Church had been fated 
to win. Other less-zealous strategists, however, saw the victory as nothing less than supreme 
good fortune. Indeed, the victory had proven more a stalemate, as evinced by the Holy Alliance’s 
inability to retake the Kingdom of Imaryia. 

Although Rue-A-Kai had abandoned Imaryia shortly after overwhelming it early on in that 
twelve-year war, the loss of Imaryia nevertheless symbolized an unsettling turning point in the 
eternal battle between Vile and Penitent. The loss of Imaryia was evidence that it was indeed 
possible for the Vile hordes to escape the Cursed Lands. A new and troubling revelation in the 
nearly two-thousand-year-old conflict. Despite this, the Church had still claimed victory, for to 
the Church stalemate was victory. Stalemate preserved the status quo, ensuring the Viles would 
never escape the Cursed Lands. The status quo was all the Church needed. 

Now, all of these years later, the status quo was again in jeopardy. Over the past four years, 
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Penitent compellers had been monitoring Rue-A-Kai’s movements from afar. They had observed 
him methodically gathering new legions with which to replenish his depleted ranks. Sometime 
soon he would march his revitalized hordes to Muta’s Teeth and renew his attack upon the 
Penitent world. Exactly where he would direct that attack, and when he would launch it, was as 
yet unknown. The uncertainty was as vexing to the Alliance’s strategists as it was alarming. 

In anticipation of Rue-A-Kai’s breakout attempt, the Holy Alliance had spent the last four 
years constructing a multitude of defenses all along the frontier. Every mountain pass, every 
Ancient roadway, every river, every stream, every major route out of the Cursed Lands was 
closely monitored or defended. Numerous small outposts were stationed at critical points all 
along the six-hundred-mile-long, bracket-shaped perimeter of Muta’s Teeth. These outposts were 
the first line of defense. Behind these were positioned several dozen well-armed companies. 
Each company was located within a day’s hard march of the outposts it was assigned to protect. 
Behind this second line of defense was a third line made up of cavalry units. These units were 
given no permanent base. Their duty was to randomly patrol the frontier along a selected portion 
of the mountains of Muta’s Teeth. Only the most senior leaders of the Holy Alliance were privy 
to their exact location at any given time. Behind this third line of defense lay the fourth and final 
line, the five great armies of the Holy Alliance. 

Each of the Alliance’s five armies was anchored at a strategic point along the six-hundred-
mile perimeter of Muta’s Teeth where a breakout attempt was deemed likely to occur. Two 
armies were camped in the north. Second Army guarded Rue-A-Kai’s favored route through the 
Claymouth Mountains, the celebrated Claymouth Pass, site of two previous breakout attempts. 
The other northern army, First Army, was positioned near the sea. There it both secured the Holy 
Alliance’s northern flank and guarded a second likely route through the mountains of Muta’s 
Teeth. Third Army camped in the west. Its mission was to guard one of the two great Ancient 
roadways that ran through Muta’s Teeth and on across the Great Central Drylands. The final two 
armies camped far to the south. Fourth Army was positioned west of Death Valley toward the 
southern end of Muta’s Teeth. The other southern army, Fifth Army, was positioned further 
south at the base of Muta’s Teeth. There it anchored the Holy Alliance’s southern flank while 
also guarding the second of the two great Ancient roadways leading out of the Cursed Lands. 

Although the two southern armies resided in the lost Kingdom of Imaryia, the Holy Alliance 
knew they were under no threat from those lands. Strategically, Imaryia was unimportant and 
had been so for quite some time. Rue-A-Kai had overwhelmed the lost kingdom decades earlier. 
He quickly surmised, however, that he could never mount a successful assault from there and 
that a defense of Imaryia would only drain vital resources. As a result, he abandoned the 
kingdom shortly after having conquered it. For its part, the Penitent world had come to a similar 
conclusion. It feared any attempt to liberate Imaryia could be costly and any attempt to hold it 
even costlier. Consequently, since its defeat, the lost Kingdom of Imaryia had become truly lost. 
Now it served as home only to brigands and marauding bands of Viles. Neither of which were a 
threat to the Holy Alliance’s two southern armies. 

Elsewhere throughout the five kingdoms, a multitude of military garrisons had been erected. 
Over the past eight years, these garrisons had been responsible for recruiting warriors, outfitting 
them, training them, and delivering them to the Alliance. Currently, the Holy Alliance’s five 
armies together numbered nearly a million souls, a tenth of the Penitent world’s entire 
population. With so many able-bodied individuals already enlisted in the cause, the demand for 
additional warriors had become increasingly difficult to meet. As a result, the commanders of 
many garrisons began caring less from where they got their recruits or the method by which they 
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were outfitted, as long as they could meet their quotas. This greatly escalated the twin practices 
of conscription and appropriation. 

One such garrison stood two leagues west of the quiet hamlet of Misthaven. Like many 
outposts of its kind, the six-year-old garrison had proven a continual source of anxiety and 
aggravation to the community. Recently it had begun appropriating goods and services from the 
citizenry, making day-to-day life all the more difficult. Rumor was that it had begun 
appropriating members of the citizenry as well, although the rumor remained unsubstantiated. 
Privately, many complained the Holy Alliance proved a worse threat to the community than the 
Viles ever had. 

In such troubled times it was nothing short of a blessing to still have the services of a skilled 
blacksmith. The blacksmiths of most villages, whether voluntarily or otherwise, had already left 
their communities for service in the Holy Alliance. The people of Misthaven were well aware of 
how fortunate they were not to have lost Dreen. And they knew they had Penu-Um-Brah to thank 
for it. 

In the year following Dreen’s accident, Penu-Um-Brah had stayed on with the family to help 
the smith convalesce. Day and night, moon after moon, the two worked together to bring more 
and more mobility to the smith’s shattered legs and fractured hip. After much rehabilitation, and 
fitted with a new lower left leg of leather and pine, the smith found himself again able to walk 
unassisted and with little pain. By the end of that first year, he was back on his feet. Not long 
after, he reopened the forge for business. The entire community celebrated the reopening with 
delight and relief. As for Penu-Um-Brah, there was no shortage of acclaim. The community 
hailed the healer as the Nameless-One’s own angel, a saint, a near-Savior! Penu-Um-Brah never 
seemed happier. 

The uncertainty and difficulties surrounding the smith’s long year of recuperation had 
served to forge a strong bond among Penu-Um-Brah, the smith, and his son. Dreen and Bartu 
came to view Penu as one of the family. And, as that first year drew to a close, it was evident 
they wished him to remain with them as a member of it. Dreen saw the one-armed healer as a 
wonderful influence on his son. The man noticed that Penu accepted Bartu for what he was, 
seemingly unaffected by the young man’s strange mishappen afflictions. Bartu, in turn, saw the 
one-armed healer as not just the miracle worker who had saved his father’s life, but also a 
confederate. One who knew what it meant to be seen as less than normal. For Penu-Um-Brah’s 
part, the man appeared quite content to stay with the smith and his son. It was clear to Dreen and 
Bartu that he had never been suited to the solitary life of a trapper. Companionship and family 
were the things he really desired. And with Dreen and Bartu, he had that. 

Over the next three years, Penu-Um-Brah’s duties gradually changed from those of a healer 
to those of a blacksmith’s helper and teacher. Given that he was a trained healer, Penu-Um-Brah 
knew well the way of words. He was only too happy to instruct Bartu in the art of reading and 
writing. As for the smith, he could not believe his good fortune. Through Penu-Um-Brah, he was 
finally able to fulfill his twelve-year-old promise to Janna. 

Bartu, on the other hand, was far less happy with the arrangement. Learning the way of 
words meant delaying his apprenticeship, and that he did not like at all. He had no interest in 
learning words. All he had ever wanted was to learn the art of blacksmithing so as to work 
alongside his father as an able smith and equal. Only after Penu-Um-Brah had agreed to teach 
Bartu the way of words did he discover his father’s promise to Janna. The smith had disclosed to 
him that he had always hoped one day to find a tutor who could teach him the way. After his son 
had learned the way of words, he would teach him the art of blacksmithing. There would be time. 
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Bartu, however, could not help but think of that old adage: the more a blacksmith knows, the 
less he sees. That was certainly true of his father. The smith had always been exceptionally 
skilled in the art, but the glare of the furnace had taken its toll. His eyesight had decreased 
markedly over the years until now he could scarcely see thirty feet in front of him. Bartu 
wondered how well he would be able to see in another three years. How well in five. He 
wondered how a blind man would ever be able to teach him the art of blacksmithing. 

Privately, Bartu resented his father’s decision to favor a past promise to a nursemaid over a 
current obligation to his son. Only healers, wizards, and aristocrats were taught the way of 
words. What use was the way to the deaf-mute son of a blacksmith? And, too, Bartu resented 
himself for not having the mentas necessary to put the way to worthwhile use. Learning the way 
of words only served to remind him of just how compromised he really was. Yet if it was his 
father’s wish that he learn the way, then learn it he would. 

Consequently, each day over the past three years—squeezed in amidst his morning work in 
the forge, his afternoon training at sword, and his nightly recitation of Heritage and Scripture—
Bartu met with Penu-Um-Brah in the forest to learn the silent way of words. Although he 
excelled at his lessons, it was by far the least liked of all his daily pursuits. 

“Now for a new word,” Penu-Um-Brah said, setting the slate on his lap. “Here.” He 
scrawled on the slate with his lone hand. “What do you make of this?” He extended the slate 
above his head to the lean, muscular figure standing behind the log that made up his seat. 

“I tire of this, Penay. I need to practice my swordplay. . . . Ya!” Bartu shouted, leaping over 
the log and landing before the healer. “The hawk!” the eighteen-year-old declared, assuming a 
swordsman’s stance, wielding the stick he held as if it were a sword. “The viper!” He changed 
his stance and lowered his sword into a new position. “The wol—” 

“Stop that foolishness!” Penu-Um-Brah snapped. He held the slate out to the more than six 
feet of auburn-haired champion. “We need to continue.” 

Bartu assumed a new stance, ignoring the slate. “Penay, how good are you at mentas?” 
“That has nothing to do with your lesson, Bartu. Now—” 
“Are you better than Vogaun?” he interrupted, slashing at the air with his stick-sword. “I 

know you are.” 
“You speak foolishness. Come now.” Penu-Um-Brah shook the slate at the young man. “Let 

us continue.” 
“Father says I am getting quite good at sword.” Bartu crouched in a new stance. “He says 

Ullet grows tired of practicing with me because I beat him so often.” 
“Yes, he has said that,” Penu-Um-Brah replied in frustration. He set the slate back in his lap. 

“But he does not mean it in the sense that you defeat Ullet. He means that you beat him too hard 
with your sword. Even a sword of wood can raise quite a welt when wielded the way you wield 
it. Ullet gets annoyed because you do not control yourself.” 

Bartu quit his stance. “I know. Ullet tells me I get too angry when I fight. Perhaps I do.” 
“There is no perhaps about it.” 
“I try to contain myself, Penay, but sometimes I get so furious, I just . . . It is as though the 

world turns red and spins away from me and . . . and I cannot help myself. I go wild!” 
“I know. I have seen you.” 
“Father calls it battle-lust. He says I fight like a berserker.” 
“You do. But as your father has told you, the best warriors are those who can control 

themselves and their opponent.” 
“I know,” Bartu replied. “But I am still better than Ullet, and he knows it. That is why he 
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does not like to train with me.” 
“Ullet is fast approaching middle-age and does not have the stamina you do. You should be 

able to defeat him.” 
“No, I defeat him because I am better.” 
“Watch your vanity, lad. No good can come from that.” 
“Is it vanity if it is true?” 
“And is Ullet a deaf-mute?” 
Bartu frowned and stared at the healer a long moment. Then he looked away. 
“Your lack of mentas gives you an unfair advantage, Bartu. You should not forget that.” 
Any opponent would be wise not to forget that, Penu-Um-Brah thought, as he gazed at the 

lad. A large part of swordplay, or of any physical combat for that matter, was to advance one’s 
physical attack while simultaneously launching a psychic attack against an opponent’s mind-
shield. If an attacker’s psychic attack proved successful in throwing an opponent mentally off-
balance, even for an instant, then the attacker would likely succeed in slipping a blade past his 
opponent’s guard. Due to his disability, however, it was a facet of combat Bartu had not needed 
to learn. Consequently, the young man had been able to devote all of his training to the physical 
aspects of swordplay. That put him far ahead of others his age and experience level. After four 
years, Penu-Um-Brah still found it odd that even the most obvious advantages of Bartu’s malady 
seemed to escape the young man’s notice. It was as though he had no conception of just how 
dangerous he truly was. 

Penu-Um-Brah continued to study Bartu as the young man dropped his stick and turned to 
gaze at the nearby mountains. His troubled look betrayed his thoughts. It was a look Penu-Um-
Brah had seen many times before. For whatever reason, the lad seemed entirely incapable of 
resolving himself to his disability. It was like a wound he could not refrain from probing. A 
wound he refused to let heal. 

At length, Bartu turned back to the healer. “Penu, why do you think the Nameless-One 
denied me mentas?” 

“Oh, I would not use as harsh a term as denied, Bartu. The Nameless-One simply made you 
different. We cannot all be the same you know.” 

“Holy Scripture says that mishappens, like Viles, are the work of demons.” 
“Now, Bartu, you know that is not what it says. Holy Scripture says that mishappens are the 

Nameless-One’s work adulterated by demons, not the work of demons.” 
Bartu peered at the ground. 
“Well, lad, I do not believe mishappens to be even that.” 
Bartu looked up. “Penay, do you question Holy Scripture?” 
“Maybe I do.” 
“Penay!” 
“Would you rather I believe you an adulteration, Bartu? Would you abandon belief in 

yourself as a pure and noble creation of divinity rather than question the plausibility of one 
passage of Scripture? I cannot believe any creation of His is so inconsequential, or He so 
condemning, as that. I refuse to believe it. One must listen to what his soul tells him is right, be it 
Law or not, be it what others consider right or not, if one is to be true to himself. I do not believe 
the Nameless-One gives over any of His work to demons. Nor do I believe demons have the 
power to take His work from Him. Everything the Nameless-One created he created for a reason, 
Bartu. A reason the Nameless-One has prescribed. You and I are both a part of His Creation and, 
as such, are a part of His divine reason. All things are a part of His divinity, mishappens and 
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Viles included.” 
“Penu-Um-Brah!” Bartu exclaimed. “Holy Scripture specifically states that Viles are the 

work of Muta and not of Him. Would you deny this?” 
Penu-Um-Brah looked to the mountains. “I believe Viles also to be the work of the 

Nameless-One, yes.” 
“That is heresy, Penay!” 
“So be it then. That is what I believe.” 
“You do know you could be excommunicated for such talk, do you not?” 
“So will you betray me to the deacon?” 
“Of course not. You know I would never do that.” 
“No?” Penu-Um-Brah turned his gaze back to Bartu. “Does your inaction, then, not also 

warrant excommunication?” 
Bartu looked away. At the edge of the glade he spied a rabbit cautiously nibbling at a patch 

of sorrel. Its whiskers danced upon its cheeks as it warily eyed the two. As he watched, a winged 
shadow passed silently overhead. The rabbit scurried back into the forest. Bartu turned back to 
the healer. 

“Penay, can you truly not sense my presence? I mean, your receptive abilities are so much 
greater than anyone else’s in the village. Can you truly sense nothing of me?” 

“Bartu, how many times have we had this discussion?” 
“Do you feel nothing? Nothing at all?” 
Penu-Um-Brah sighed. “Yes, Bartu, nothing. I sense nothing of you.” 
“But why?” 
“Because you are a deaf-mute. You know this.” 
“No, I do not mean that. I mean what is it specifically that makes you unable to sense deaf-

mutes?” 
“As if there could be others.” 
“There could be. Somewhere.” 
“Bartu, we have a lesson to get back to.” 
“Will you not explain it to me? I think I could concentrate better on my studies if I did not 

have this weighing on my mind.” 
The man snorted. “Have we not covered this before? Several times in fact?” 
“Not really.” 
“I am sure that we have.” 
“Well we have never covered it very well, otherwise why would I still be asking?” 
Apart from his cheek, Penu-Um-Brah had to admit the young man had a point. Always 

before he had skirted the issue, placating Bartu’s curiosity with simple explanations. His 
placating, however, had only led to more questions and to less satisfying answers. Still, Penu-
Um-Brah was hesitant to broach the subject. Dreen was quite protective of his son when it came 
to mentas. Overprotective some might say. The smith seemed to think that by keeping his son 
insulated from the subject of mentas, he could somehow keep him from dwelling on his lack of 
it. All Dreen’s defensiveness did, however, was make Bartu more curious and more self-
conscious of his mishappenness. Penu-Um-Brah had always thought it the wrong approach. He 
considered. 

“Bartu, if I explain this to you, will you settle down and get back to work?” 
Bartu smiled and took a seat on the ground at Penu-Um-Brah’s feet. 
“All right, then. Let us get this over with.” 
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“Exactly my sentiment, Penay.” 
The healer arched an eyebrow. “All right, let me see. How can I put this?” He paused a 

moment. “Your mind, Bartu, appears to others as if it is in a state of constant sleep. But not 
really sleep.” 

“That is the part I do not understand.” 
“I know, lad.” Penu-Um-Brah thought a moment. “With all wakeful people, even those 

greatly shielded, there is nearly always some remnant of emotion or thought that escapes them. 
Others can sense this remnant. When one is asleep, however, all remnants of emotion and 
thought disappear. It is as though that part of one’s spirit that makes him conscious has 
disappeared. As though while sleeping, that part of his spirit has left his body. He cannot be 
perceived through mentas at all. With you it is the same, only more so, for you cannot be 
perceived waking or sleeping. It is as though you are asleep all the time. Or, more precisely, as 
though that part of the spirit which brings consciousness to us all does not exist in you. Almost 
as if you have no conscious spirit inside you whatsoever.” 

“I do not think I like the sound of that.” 
“I should think not.” 
“Could it not be, Penay, that I do have mentas, only it is hidden behind some type of mental 

wall?” 
“I think that unlikely.” 
“Why?” 
“Because of the nature of mentas. And you well know your father’s feelings on the subject, 

so let us just call a halt right here.” 
“I am not a child, Penu-Um-Brah. Father cannot keep these things from me forever.” 
“Bartu—” 
“It would not be the first time you have told me something Father has disapproved of.” 
“Yes, my failing, however—” 
“Penay, you know I will just keep asking. If not today, then tomorrow, or the next day, or—

” 
“Your father would have my skin!” 
“I will do double my lessons today if you will tell me.” 
“Hmm. Double?” 
“Double.” 
“If he finds out . . .” 
“He will not.” 
“For double the lessons then. But you will have to bear with me, for this is not easy to 

explain to someone who lacks a point of reference.” 
Bartu nodded. 
“All right then.” The healer took a moment to gather his thoughts. Then he began. “We, that 

is everyone I have ever known except you, have two types of psychic shielding that comes 
naturally to our minds. One type is called a mind-shield. The other, and more formidable type, is 
called a mind-block. A mind-shield deflects probing minds away from our conscious thoughts 
and keeps our own thoughts from flowing out of us for anyone to sense. You know this already.” 
Bartu nodded. “In most everyone, the relative strength of a mind-shield can be sensed. In you, 
however, I sense no such mind-shield.” 

“Because you cannot sense it, does that mean it does not exist?” 
“Not necessarily. A rare few have mind-shields so powerful that they appear almost as 
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mind-blocks. The shield of such a person is virtually undetectable, although they will often lower 
it partially in public, out of courtesy to others. You, however, are not one of these gifted people.” 

“How can you be certain?” 
“Because I do not sense a mind-block in you either. That is what convinces me that you lack 

mentas.” 
“Could I not possess a mind-block so strong that you cannot detect it either?” 
“That is not possible. Everyone—everyone except you—has a mind-block, and this can be 

sensed. Or rather, cannot be.” 
“What do you mean?” 
“It is difficult to explain.” Penu-Um-Brah rubbed his chin. “A mind-block serves to block 

our most private, innermost thoughts from rising to consciousness, although we can still call 
upon these thoughts whenever we wish. It is like intentionally forgetting what you had for 
breakfast, and then later, when you want to recall it, you concentrate a moment or two and the 
memory is there. It is a difficult skill to master. We work to develop it from a very early age. As 
with anything else, some are more gifted at it than others. Now, if one were to completely lower 
his mind-shield, not his mind-block, mind you, but his mind-shield—” 

“Lower his shield completely? I did not know that was possible.” 
“Oh yes. Although such a thing is rarely done. It would be like you suddenly voicing to me 

every thought you were thinking as you were thinking it without the least regard for what it 
meant or how I might feel about it.” 

“I cannot imagine anyone doing that.” 
“Granted, it rarely occurs. In combat, though, we come across a situation somewhat similar. 

In combat, a warrior will attempt to force a crack in his opponent’s mind-shield, which is another 
way of saying he is forcing his opponent to momentarily lower his shield. If he is successful, 
even for a moment, he can gain an advantage. If you knew what it was to have an unwelcome 
mind invade your thoughts, even for an instant . . . . Well, it can be quite disconcerting I can tell 
you.” 

“Has that ever happened to you, Penay?” 
“It has happened to all of us at one time or another. It is part of one’s training in the art of 

mind-shielding.” 
“So when your shield is down, can someone hear your thoughts?” 
“Your conscious thoughts, yes. There is no shield there to prevent them.” 
“So if someone thought his neighbor had stolen his goat, for example, all he would have to 

do is get past his neighbor’s mind-shield and he could find out for certain.” 
“The only way he could get to his neighbor’s thoughts would be to breach his mind-shield. 

That would not be a wise thing to do. Breaching one’s mind-shield is a violent act. One could 
very well find himself beneath the heel of an angry boot over such a thing. That is not to say that 
a little probing is not sometimes done. People are naturally curious, especially when meeting for 
the first time. Briefly touching one’s shield to get an idea of how strong his abilities are is not 
uncommon. Most people do not mind a brush in passing. Any more than that, however, is 
considered an affront. It would be like spitting in one’s face. It is not a thing to be tolerated. 

“To get back to my explanation then. If a person were to lower his mind-shield and allow an 
invading mind in, the invading mind would immediately encounter an effusion of thoughts and 
emotions. Reaching through these thoughts, the invading mind would come upon something like 
a wall, a blankness, a dead space of sorts. This wall is the person’s mind-block. Although the 
invading mind could not sense what lies behind the mind-block, it could nevertheless sense 
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everything that lies before it. That is how the boundary of a mind-block is detected. The stronger 
the mind-block, the fewer the thoughts lying in front it. 

“This, of course, is just an example. In actual practice, people do not go around lowering 
their mind-shields or invading the minds of others. Many people can determine the strength of a 
person’s mind-block simply by brushing lightly against his shield. With just a touch, these 
people can detect the volume of thought lying between a person’s mind-shield and his mind-
block. But that is all they sense. The person’s actual thoughts still lie protected behind his shield. 
It is as though they are peering into a cup of some beverage. They can see how much beverage is 
in the cup, but they of course cannot see its temperature or flavor. 

“Nevertheless this is important, because determining the volume of thought held before a 
person’s mind-block allows one to detect the bounds of his mind-block. In other words, it allows 
one to sense how far forward, if you will, the person’s mind-block extends. As I said, the farther 
forward, the more thoughts held behind it, which means the stronger the mind-block. The 
stronger the mind-block, the greater the person’s shielding ability.” 

“If you say so, Penay.” 
Penu-Um-Brah smiled. “I know. I am not doing a very good job of explaining am I?” 
“Well . . .” 
“Let me try another analogy. Think of it like this. A mind-shield is like a dam across a river. 

A mind-block is like the banks of the river. And the water in the river is like one’s thoughts and 
emotions. Now, the more water you can keep from spilling over the dam, the better. If the banks 
of the river—your mind-block—are set wide apart, then the river can hold more of your 
thoughts. That means your dam—your mind-shield—does not have to be as tall to do its job. A 
shorter dam—or mind-shield—is much easier to maintain and control. Now if the reverse is true, 
and the banks of the river are nearer together, then your dam must be much taller. The taller your 
dam—your mind-shield, that is—the more strain the water—your thoughts and emotions—exerts 
on it. Which, of course, means the harder it is to maintain. Do you see?” 

“I think so.” 
“Well, it is not a perfect analogy I grant you.” 
“No, I think I understand. You want to keep hidden as many thoughts and emotions as you 

can using the least amount of effort.” 
“That is it. Basically. Only it is not how much a person wants to do that, it is how well he 

can do that. Those with the greatest shielding ability are able to hide the most thoughts with the 
least amount of effort, as you correctly surmise.” 

“I did not think it all so complicated.” 
“Well, yes, the mind is not a simple thing. Now, getting back to you. In your case, it appears 

as though you have a mind-block in place of a shield. As though your mind-block is at the front 
of your mind rather than at the back where it should be. It is not possible to find the beginning of 
your mind-block because nothing lies in front of it to help one gauge where it begins. And that is 
unique.” 

“Can one break through a mind-block like one can a mind-shield?” 
“A few with extremely strong receptive abilities can, yes. But only a rare few.” 
“Can you?” 
“It is forbidden to do such a thing.” 
“But you have done it, have you not?” 
“It is known to have been done in battle. But it is a very difficult thing to accomplish. As 

with a mind-shield, the subject would feel such an attempt and immediately strengthen his mind-
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block. A mind-block, by its very nature, is the strongest of an individual’s mental disciplines. Its 
defense is instinctual, for the essence of one’s being lies behind it. Breaking through a mind-
block is many times more difficult than breaking through a mind-shield. And many times more 
traumatic for the target.” 

“Do you think you could break through my mind-block?” 
“Bartu!” 
“What?” 
“Have you not heard a thing I have just told you? The essence of one’s very being lies 

behind a mind-block. Do you not understand the enormity of that? Even if I could break through 
your mind-block, I would not do so.” 

“I did not mean that I would want you too. I merely meant, could you?” 
“No. It cannot be done.” 
“Why?” 
“As I have said, I cannot find the beginning of your mind. I perceive no thoughts or 

emotions emanating from you at all. If I can perceive nothing, then I cannot determine where the 
boundary to your mind-block begins. In essence, your mind-block is undetectable. And one 
cannot break through a mind-block that one cannot detect. It would be like trying to scale a wall 
in pitch darkness when you have no idea where the wall is. It might be possible to scale a wall 
you cannot see, but it is impossible to scale a wall you cannot find. 

“Which leads me to one of two conclusions regarding you, Bartu. Either you have the most 
powerful mind-block imaginable, or you have no mind-block at all, no boundaries to your mind. 
In which case, you are a mental deaf-mute. I can only assume that because you cannot hear or 
speak the language of the mind, that the latter conclusion is the correct one. As incredible as it 
seems, that must be the case.” 

“Are you certain?” 
“As certain as one can be about such things.” 
Bartu peered at the ground. 
“But, Bartu, there is something more you must understand. And this is important.” 
Bartu met the healer’s gaze. 
“A Penitent relies heavily on mentas to get him through his daily life. He relies on his 

perceptions of other people, on his impressions of their thoughts and feelings. If he senses that 
their mental acuity is strong, he acts one way. If he senses it is weak, he acts another. It is the 
way Penitents are. Your thoughts, however, cannot be perceived. To the Penitent mind, it is as 
though your spirit does not even exist. That, Bartu, is what frightens people most about you. That 
is why many think you possessed of a demon. They cannot feel a mind or a spirit within you. 
They cannot gauge your thoughts. Your mind has no boundaries and no block, and that is a very 
difficult thing for a Penitent to accept.” 

Bartu was not surprised to hear that people thought that way. He had to admit, a mental 
deaf-mute would be the perfect disguise for a demon. Hidden within the body of such a 
mishappen, a demon would remain virtually undetectable. The mishappen himself might not 
even be aware he was a demon. Bartu quickly recoiled from the thought. The idea tracked too 
near the wild-eyed terror that stalked his nightmares. 

“Come, Bartu,” Penu-Um-Brah beckoned. “Now that we have dispensed with that, it is time 
for the first of your two lessons today.” 

Bartu noted the healer’s wry smile. Despite his bargain, Bartu had no desire to return to his 
studies just yet. “You say a person’s thoughts cannot be sensed while he sleeps. Could it be that a 
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person’s mind-block moves to the front of his mind then? Could that not be what happens to me, 
except that my block is always there?” 

“Are you attempting to avoid your lessons?” 
“Yes.” 
Penu-Um-Brah shook his head. “At least you are honest. Very well, then, I will answer this, 

but then we must get back to work. I have already told you enough to put me in your father’s 
disfavor ten times over.” 

Bartu smiled. 
“When a Penitent is on the verge of sleep, both his mind-shield and mind-block fall away. It 

is then that his mind passes quickly into unconsciousness where all of his thoughts and emotions 
are contained and do not escape. Why exactly this is no one can say. In that instant, however, 
that instant between sleep and wakefulness, when the mind-shield and block are down, a 
person’s innermost thoughts can sometimes slip out to be detected. That is why we have trained 
ourselves to quickly drop into sleep when sleep is near, so that we might swiftly pass through 
that hazardous zone between reality and dream. We do not carry our mind-block with us into 
sleep, because we do not need to.” 

“So there is no hope for me then. I will remain a deaf-mute forever.” 
“And how often have Vogaun and I told you this?” 
“I know, but—” 
“All right now, I have fulfilled my end of the bargain. Now it is time for you to live up to 

yours.” 
“What of the kinetic abilities?” Bartu asked, hoping to coax his mentor into telling him 

about the second of the two great classes of psychic ability, the class used by wizards. 
“Enough!” Penu-Um-Brah declared. “I have answered enough of your questions this day. 

Now you must answer a few of mine. 
“Here,” he said holding the slate out to Bartu. “What make you of this word?” 
Bartu sighed as he took hold of the slate. “That is easy. Language.” 
“What of these mountains in whose shadow you live? In how many ways can you relate 

their name to me?” 
Bartu retrieved a stick and scrawled a name in the dirt at his feet. “That is one,” he said. 

Then he dropped the stick and gesticulated through a series of motions with his hands. “That is 
two. As for three, ‘They are the Misty Mountains.’ The fourth way I, of course, cannot 
communicate in.” 

“So the four modes of language are?” 
“The written word, the gesticulated word, the spoken word, and the projected word.” 
“Would it surprise you to learn that my people know these mountains by a different name?” 
“A different name?” 
“Yes. My people know them as the Olympic Mountains.” 
“But that is not their name. I do not even know what that name means. No, these are the 

Misty Mountains. Everyone knows that.” 
“To you they are the Misty Mountains. To my people they are the Olympics.” 
Bartu pondered the notion. “I do not understand. Which is right then?” 
“Both are right.” 
“But how can both be right, Penay? A thing is either one thing or it is another. They are 

either the Misty Mountains or they are the Olympic Mountains.” 
“If that were true, then how can they possibly be the-Misty-Mountains,” he said, carefully 
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annunciating each word, “and still be this?” He pointed to the name Bartu had scrawled in the 
dirt. “Are the two not merely different ways of expressing the same thing?” 

“Yes, but one is spoken and the other is written.” 
“Words come in many different forms—written, gesticulated, spoken, projected—but 

despite the mode we use, they are all still words are they not? Each mode a different set of words 
describing the same thing?” 

Bartu looked at “the Misty Mountains” scrawled in the dirt. 
“That is one purpose of our lesson today, Bartu. To help you understand that one thing can 

be viewed in many different ways and yet still remain the same. The mere naming of a thing 
does not make it one thing or another. To itself it remains true, no matter what lies we use to 
describe it.” 

“Lies?” 
“Yes. After all, no description can describe a thing entirely, can it? In that sense, are not all 

names lies?” 
“I suppose.” Bartu wished to avoid the philosophical debate the question invited. “But what 

does Olympic mean? I know what misty means. One need only look at the mountains in the early 
morning or on a rainy afternoon to understand why that is their name.” 

“I do not know what Olympic means, nor do my people. It is what the Ancients called these 
mountains. It was the name they used for them. It is a sacred name my people retained, just as 
your people have retained the sacred name Pacific to refer to the world’s ocean.” 

“Pacific is an Ancient’s name?” 
“It is.” 
Bartu shook his head. “I did not know that.” 
“Now, Olympus,” Penu-Um-Brah continued, pointing to the mountains, “is the name given 

the tallest of those peaks. The other Olympics are underlings to it, like angels to the Nameless-
One. My people believe that the Nameless-One, in the time before Ruin, made that mount, 
Olympus, his home. They believe all of creation sprang from that mountain. To my people, 
Olympus is synonymous with home of the Nameless-One. They believe a bit of Paradise may 
still exist there. It is a holy place my people long to see for themselves one day.” 

“The birthplace of creation,” Bartu whispered reverently to the skyline. “I always knew you 
cared deeply for the mountains, Penay. I see it in your face each time you look at them. But I 
never knew exactly why you cared so much.” 

“Yes, I care,” the healer replied. “I care more for them than I do for most people. . . . 
Perhaps all people.” 

Bartu looked at the man, half-expecting to see a smile. But the man’s gaze did not waver 
from the peaks above, and there was no smile. 

“But here,” Penu-um-Brah said after moments, “we stray from our lesson. Your father will 
be calling us back to the forge soon. We need to finish. Now,” he continued, “before the Ruin, in 
the time of the Ancients, there were many false languages. There was also the one true language. 
It is said that in the confusion of those many languages, the Nameless-One’s words became lost. 
As a result, people strayed from His Laws.” 

Penu-Um-Brah went on to explain that today there existed only one language. The one true 
language that he, Bartu, and everyone else in the world recognized as his own. The language that 
the Holy Mother Church maintained in the person of Her Dean of Tongues. A language that even 
the spawn of Muta revered and fought to keep true. Like humankind, the one true language was a 
living creature. A creature the Nameless-One created for the transmission of His Word. It fell to 
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the Church to always constrain the Language so as to prevent it from wandering from its original 
divine design, just as the Church strove to constrain humankind from committing sin against its 
original design. Like humanity, however, the Language was imperfect. It too was given a spirit 
and freewill that sometimes led it astray. The duty of the Dean of Tongues, then, was to make 
certain the Language—the words and sounds used by the Nameless-One in the time before 
Ruin—did not stray. If too many adulterations of the one true language were allowed to exist, 
then the purpose and true meaning behind the Nameless-One’s words, Church doctrine, and even 
He Himself might be lost to future generations. Even the Viles knew to keep the Language true, 
although to what purpose and through what means one could only guess. 

Penu-Um-Brah further explained that those of the multitude, those who did not know the 
way of words, were rarely told these things. The Church had always been of the opinion that few 
of the laity were of a mind to grasp such concepts. It was far easier and much more efficient to 
control the Language from a higher level. Hence, Church officials were charged with monitoring 
the speech and writings of their respective laities. Any deviations were reported to superiors, 
who then dispensed edicts to the various parishes banning the use of such adulterating words and 
expressions. The penalties for disobeying such edicts—for deliberately bastardizing the 
Nameless-One’s Language—could be, and often were, severe. Only rarely did such 
bastardizations as the name, Misty Mountains, find their way into the Language. For the correct 
name given the mountains at the time of creation—at the time the Nameless-One gave all things 
their name—was indeed the Olympic Mountains: Mount Olympus and its underlings, the 
Olympics. 

Penu-Um-Brah suddenly halted the lesson. From the telltale clenching of his friend’s jaw, 
Bartu saw the man was mentally communicating with someone. 

Over the years, Bartu had come to recognize the signs of mental communication. He had 
noticed that everyone exhibited some subtle sign of concentration: the nearly imperceptible 
clenching of the jaw, a narrowing of the eyes, excessive blinking, a furrowing of the brow, a 
twitch at the corner of the mouth, a clenching of the fist—all were outward indications of an 
inward communication. Bartu had learned to read them all. And he had gotten quite good at it 
too. Penu-Um-Brah’s own particular tell was a slight clenching of the jaw. On occasion he would 
narrow his eyes as well. 

“Your father tells me that Commander Ahzhag has sent an unfortunate traveler to the 
smithy,” Penu-Um-Brah said, relaying the mental message to Bartu. “It seems the goodman’s 
horse has thrown a shoe. The commander was unable to help the man because, quoting your 
father, ‘His entire post is involved in maneuvers and cannot be interrupted.’” Penu-Um-Brah 
laughed. “Maneuvers indeed! Your father is quite irritated. He goes on to say that Ahzhag, being 
the gracious soul he is . . .” Penu-Um-Brah laughed again. “. . . directs horse and rider to us. ‘To 
throw a bit of business our way,’ Ahzhag says. Your father is letting me know that he has enough 
to do as it is. He says that most likely the unfortunate has not a coin with which to pay, else 
Ahzhag would have had his own men do the job. Ahzhag adds, with an Oh and a by the by, that 
he will be sending us another of his rush orders as well.” Penu-Um-Brah laughed again. “With 
those two rays of sunshine, as your father puts it, Crunzs and Prinnet. The whole merry party 
arrives soon, he says, so the two of you step and step! That is all.” 

Bartu laughed. “It shall be I, no doubt, who inherits the unfortunate and his steed. I do hope 
Crunzs and Prinnet bring a bit of coin with them this time. It would go far in soothing Father’s 
mood toward the garrison. And that would go far in soothing his recent mood toward us! Angels 
willing.” 
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“Ah yes, my lad.” Penu-Um-Brah took Bartu’s proffered hand. “Even the most damnable of 
the damned have hope. The eternal elixir of philosophers and fools!” 

Bartu laughed. “Come, then, philosopher.” He hoisted the man to his feet and retrieved his 
staff for him. “Or are you the fool?” 
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Chapter Seventeen 
 
 
 

Humankind, in defiance of all creatures, holds supreme dominion over insanity. 
For he alone knows of his own mortality, yet still he laughs and loves and muses 
and dreams of days he knows he shall never see. 

—Erich of Eladsit, eleventh-century Montahoian bard 
 
 
 

A skillfully crafted thread wound its way southward through the full-mooned night, down 
into the depths of a distant forest, and to a waiting mind. The mind eagerly picked it up. 

“Taker-of-my-eyes, my friend.” 
“Forgive me for not contacting you sooner, Master. I am only now returning to the 

garrison.” 
“What word?” 
“It is true. He is a mental deaf-mute with green, white-less eyes.” 
“And what of the cause of his father’s injury?” 
“It is just as Commander Ahzhag said. The mishappen himself confirmed it to me only this 

afternoon.” 
“It must be him, Taker, it must be! The quake, the cry in the ether, the boy’s face in the 

vision—it all fits.” 
“It all does.” 
“At long last! You have done well, my friend. Very well.” 
“Now the real task can begin.” 
“It can indeed. Have you found anything more on High Priestess Janna’s association with 

the boy?” 
“Not a lot. People of this region are eager to speak of their native heroine and her many 

battlefield exploits, but few care to recall her relationship with the mishappen.” 
“Not surprising. Thankfully one did or you might never have found him.” 
“I only wish we had discovered their relationship earlier. It would have saved us years.” 
“Spilt milk, my friend, split milk. So tell me, what more have you learned?” 
“Not much more than before. The High Priestess lived with the mishappen and his father 

until he was about four years of age. Then she left them to enter the Church. From what I can 
ascertain, she has not contacted them or anyone else in the community since.” 

“Did they part on bad terms?” 
“I have heard nothing to suggest that.” 
“Well I suppose it is of no consequence at this point. Still, the association is curious. So now 

what of this mysterious, one-armed healer that Commander Ahzhag spoke of? Anything more on 
him?” 

“It is much as Ahzhag said. Before the quake, the man had been a trapper who for several 
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years had lived alone in the mountains overlooking the village. Then, two days after the smith’s 
injury, he was passing by on the road and heard the smith cry out. He came to the man’s aid and 
was joined a short time later by the village deacon. The two worked together throughout the 
night to save the smith’s life. The man has remained with the family ever since.” 

“Have you had a chance to contact Woot?” 
“I have. She says the moratorium on farspeech is making her inquiry difficult. I am sure it 

also does not help that those of her ancestral homeland are scattered so widely. In any event, 
among those whom she has managed to contact none has ever heard of a Penu-Um-Brah. She is 
still working to reach others.” 

“She is not too curious as to why we ask I hope.” 
“She is, but she is too good a friend to press the issue.” 
“She is that. Penu-Um-Brah—are we sure he is Imaryian?” 
“Imaryians are the only people I know of, Master, who use tri-part names.” 
“And Commander Ahzhag is certain the man lost his arm in the First Vile-Penitent War?” 
“That is the man’s claim.” 
“Well then that is a mystery, for I cannot imagine why his Imaryian countrymen would fail 

to remember a receptor of such skill.” 
“Perhaps he was not raised in Imaryia.” 
“Even so, a receptor of such apparent talent would not have escaped notice. Not at that time 

anyway. During the first war, the Holy Alliance scoured the world’s kingdoms for any receptor 
of promise, no matter his age or background. I myself volunteered at fourteen. If this Penu-Um-
Brah is only a few years older than I am, as seems the case, then he would have been in his early 
twenties at the war’s conclusion. That would have put him well into his power.” 

“Perhaps he was never in the war as he claims to have been. Or perhaps he is using an 
alias.” 

“Yes, and that would be a concern, for that would mean he is hiding something.” 
“A more pressing concern is his sudden appearance four years ago. It could not possibly 

have been a coincidence.” 
“Not hardly, Taker. Not in the least.” 
“So he too must have been visited with the vision.” 
“Another of the Fateful Few it would seem. Pity we do not know more about him. If we did, 

perhaps we could approach him. It would be nice to have an ally in this cause.” 
“Far too dangerous, Master. We have no idea of his intentions or even who he is.” 
“I know. You are right of course. We must remain cautious.” 
“Speaking of which, I fear I may not have been as cautious as I might have this day.” 
“Oh?” 
“Earlier at the smithy, while the mishappen was shoeing Starbright, I sensed someone 

probing my shield. As soon as he perceived I had sensed him, he stopped. His touch was so 
subtle that my discovery of it must have surprised him. I fear my own skill may have betrayed 
me.” 

“Do you think it was he, this one-armed Penu-Um-Brah?” 
“I suspect so.” 
“Perhaps we should move sooner than we had planned. What do you think?” 
“To be safe, I think so.” 
“Let us proceed then. When can you start?” 
“I will leave tonight. Before I go, I will charge Ahzhag with placing a watch on the smithy 
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and its three occupants, just in case.” 
“Good. We dare not let any of them out of our sight. But tell me, are you sure you can rely 

on the commander? You do not seem overly trusting of him.” 
“Several years ago, he served briefly as a supply officer in the same company I did. He is 

heavy-handed and far from bright, but he knows me. He knows to obey my commands. The fact 
that he has kept my identity secret to this point is a good indication of what I can expect from 
him. I believe I can depend on him for the next week or two anyway. Beyond that . . .” 

“Hopefully this will take no longer than a fortnight. Seems we are set then. Will you contact 
me tomorrow?” 

“Master, one thing more before you go.” 
“Certainly, Taker.” 
“I worry, Master, if we are doing the right thing here.” 
“I know your concerns, Taker, but I do not see that we have a choice. As one of the Fateful 

Few of prophecy, I am charged by divine decree with finding, retrieving, and safeguarding the 
blessed Book. Given the circumstances, this seems our best course.” 

“Master, we cannot know for certain the intentions of those from whom we seek aid. In our 
very attempts to safeguard the Book might we not, in fact, be jeopardizing it?” 

“We are in a difficult position here, Taker. I wish we had the luxury of dealing in certainties, 
but—” 

The shadow of a foreign mind passed over the link. 
“Taker?” 
“I sensed it, Master. It seems we have drawn someone’s attention.” 
Suddenly the foreign mind locked onto the link. 
The two minds instantly broke contact, leaving a final surprised thought reverberating on the 

remnants of the dying thread: “So quickly! . . .” 
 

 
 

The smith comfortably sat at his workbench securing small steel rings to an unfinished 
hauberk. Suddenly he burst into song, the smithy ringing with a spirited rendition of an old 
Montahoian devotional. Farther down the bench, Bartu busily employed hammer and chisel, 
scoring steel coils. Taking up pliers, he snapped the linked coils apart, creating new rings with 
which to supply his father. Bartu smiled as his father sang. 

Surprisingly, Crunzs and Prinnet had brought coin with them the day before. Not nearly 
enough to pay all that the garrison owed, but enough to brighten the smith’s mood. As an added 
bonus, the unfortunate traveler, whose horse Bartu wound up shoeing, did pay for the service 
after all. And he was quite courteous. He did not avoid Bartu like most visitors to the smithy did, 
but rather engaged him in pleasant conversation. Bartu liked him. “Breeding will tell,” his father 
had said as the man rode off. One had to admit, he did have a certain air about him. 

Across the room, a sullen Penu-Um-Brah was finishing his task in the idle furnace, 
arranging charcoal and wood into a configuration better suited for the hotter, more intense flame 
needed for the afternoon’s work. He had been wearing a frown all morning. 

“Dreen,” the healer said, wiping his soiled hand on the leather apron he wore. “The furnace 
is ready for firing. If that is all, I think now a good time to start Bartu on a new lesson.” 

The smith stopped singing. He turned from his workbench and faced the furnace. “Yes, that 
will be fine, Penu,” he said. “It is nice to hear your voice today. I was worried you might have 
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lost it.” 
Bartu fought back a snicker as he snapped another ring from the steel coil. It was just like 

his father to call attention to the man’s somber mood. 
“Pray, forgive me, Dreen. I did not sleep well last night.” 
“No need for apology, Penu. We all have our moments.” 
“And our days!” Bartu snickered under his breath. 
Penu-Um-Brah nodded to the smith and turned to Bartu. The heaving of the youth’s 

shoulders betrayed his silent laughter. The motion was not lost on the healer. 
“Bartu!” Penu-Um-Brah barked. 
“Yes, Penay?” Bartu replied innocently, stifling his snickers as he turned to face the man. 
“Time for lessons,” the healer said and walked out of the smithy. 
Bartu looked at his father standing at the far end of the bench and rolled his eyes. 
The smith chuckled. “Have a nice lesson, Son.” 
The youth shook his fist playfully at his father and followed Penu-Um-Brah out. 
Poor boy, the smith thought, smiling. It is going to be one of those days! 
With slate and chalk in hand, Bartu followed Penu-Um-Brah and his staff out into the forest 

in the direction of their favorite glade. They had gone only about a quarter mile when Penu-Um-
Brah suddenly grabbed Bartu by the arm and steered him behind a thicket. 

“What—” 
“Quiet!” the healer croaked. He peered cautiously through the brambles. “We are being 

followed.” 
Bartu’s eyes widened. “Followed?” he whispered. “By who?” 
“There.” The man pointed the carved outstretched hand of his staff toward a distant point 

barely visible through the thicket. “See her? Slipping behind that tree?” 
Bartu squinted, peering through the vegetation. “Is that Prinnet?” 
“One of your father’s two rays of sunshine. The other, Crunzs, graces us from somewhere 

over there,” Penu-Um-Brah whispered, pointing his staff to the left. 
“Are there others?” 
“I sensed two more at the edge of the forest when we entered. They did not follow us in. 

Come, walk with me as we talk. Do not look back. We do not want them to know we have 
detected them.” 

Bartu nodded. “Do you think the other two stayed behind to watch Father?” he whispered, as 
they emerged from the thicket and continued through the forest. 

“I assume so.” 
“What do they want?” 
“That I intend to find out.” 
Bartu’s heart jumped. 
“First,” Penu-Um-Brah said, “we will need to capture one of them.” 
“Capture one! But why?” 
“Why do you think, boy?” Penu-Um-Brah hissed. “Do you think they follow us merely to 

hone their tracking skills?” 
“But, but do we really need to capture one of them? Why not simply speak with them. 

Perhaps—” 
“If you are frightened, Bartu, you are welcome to await me in the bushes. I will come back 

for you when all is done.” 
Bartu stiffened. “I am not frightened. I just do not understand why we cannot simply—” 
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“There is but one reason warriors stalk honest citizens, lad. And you know that reason as 
well as I.” 

A sudden thrill shot through Bartu. “Conscription!” 
Penu-Um-Brah nodded. 
Bartu’s thoughts turned to the Book and its safety. He stole a quick glance behind him. 

Prinnet was nowhere in sight. “Penay, what about Father’s agreement with the garrison? Surely 
they would not risk losing the special considerations they enjoy. What could they gain from that? 
Precious few garrisons have access to a blacksmith as skilled as Father.” 

“People act differently in time of war, Bartu. And all-out war is not far off. Listen to me 
now. I want you to continue up this embankment until you are out of Prinnet’s sight. From her 
current vantage point she will be unable to see you once you are at the top. Once there, duck 
behind a tree and wait. If Prinnet elects to follow you, I shall come up behind and subdue her. If 
she chooses to follow me, I shall lead her to your position. When she passes, you hit her. Hit her 
hard, Bartu. I do not want you to hurt her badly, but you will need to render her unconscious so 
she cannot get off a warning. Remember, lad, a Penitent only needs a moment or two to send a 
mental cry. Here. Use my staff as a cudgel. Leave your slate with me.” 

“What of Crunzs?” 
“Pay no mind to Crunzs, I sense him far behind. He cannot see us from his current position. 

Now go on ahead. I will pause here a moment as though I am relieving myself. Go on now.” 
Bartu continued walking up the rise. 
“I will meet you in the glade,” Penu-Um-Brah called to Bartu, as he nonchalantly ducked 

behind a tree. 
At the top of the rise, Bartu darted behind a large fir. There he stood nervously awaiting his 

moment. Soon, the healer came striding up the embankment and walked by. Bartu nervously 
kneaded the end of the staff, his palms sweating, his arms trembling, his muscles coiled tightly. 
All about him were the living sounds of the forest, but only one sound did he await. Soon he 
heard a low rustling, a stealthy stepping through the underbrush. Slowly he raised the staff with 
its carved hand. He drew in his breath. In a pool of dappled sunlight, he saw a shadow appear, 
short and squat, not three feet in front of him. In one quick motion, he stepped toward the 
shadow and, with a mighty sidelong swing, sent the staff’s outstretched hand smashing into the 
warrior’s face. 

The warrior’s helmet flew high into the air. Her head snapped back, leading her body in a 
backward somersault down the embankment. She rolled down the rise, landing in a contorted 
heap at the bottom. 

Bartu stared dumbly at the woman below. Penu-Um-Brah flew past him, down the incline, 
and to her motionless body. Bartu stood unmoving, holding the cudgel straight out before him in 
the position it had made contact. Slowly his arms went limp and the staff dropped to the ground, 
its outstretched hand sporting the red hue of its prey. 

What have I done? he thought numbly. 
He stood motionless and dazed as Penu-Um-Brah ascended the embankment and carefully 

took the staff from his hands. 
“She is dead,” he said. “Come. We must go.” 
Dead! Bartu thought in disbelief. 
As if in a fog, he stumbled through the forest after Penu-Um-Brah, his mind numb to the 

passing trees and brambles that caught at his breeches. Penu-Um-Brah hauled on his collar as he 
led him back out of the forest. The healer slowed as they exited the wood. Casually, he walked 
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Bartu to the smithy, leaving him standing dazed just inside the doorway. From out of a 
deepening twilight, Bartu heard excited voices, saw animated hands flying about in the air. The 
room grew darker and began spinning in circles around him. He felt nauseated. He reached for 
the doorjamb. Suddenly everything went dark. . . . 

From out of a haze, his father’s concerned face appeared. It mouthed words and made 
noises, but he could not hear them. 

He must be speaking a different language, an impish voice whispered in his ear. Bartu’s 
mind laughed. 

He felt his body moving, but he did not think himself responsible. 
Oh, but you are, Bartu, the impish voice whispered again. You are responsible. You killed 

her! 
Bartu felt himself falling. He again thought of the well. 
Oh, no, the disembodied voice declared. This is not the well. It is the smithy! 
The world again went dark. . . . 
Out of a gray mist, a dark shape coalesced. A shape he remembered. A shape he associated 

with the forge and also with the well. He thought it a demon. 
No, it is no demon, the invisible imp cackled. Nothing that simple. Nothing that innocuous! 
The shape poured charcoal into a blazing furnace. Flames shot from the furnace in a raging 

fury. Bartu saw himself lying on the floor in a corner near that furnace, yet no warmth reached 
him. He felt chill, a cold beyond warmth. Slowly the dark shape approached him, carrying before 
it a pair of mighty tongs. Slowly the tongs lowered and took hold of him. They were cold—ice 
cold—so cold they burned! Bartu saw the blazing furnace approach through a fog. He struggled 
hard to escape the tongs, but they held him fast. He felt himself lowered toward the dancing fire, 
felt its heat, felt it burning his flesh. . . . 

Suddenly the furnace was gone, its fiery glow replaced by Penu-Um-Brah’s worried face. 
“Bartu? Bartu, can you hear me?” 
Bartu nodded. 
“You are safe. You are in the smithy, in my room on the pallet. How do you feel?” 
“What happened?” Bartu whispered, looking up at his mentor. “I think I am going to be 

sick!” 
“You fainted. I thought you were going into shock. But you will be fine now.” 
“Shock? How long . . . What is shock?” 
“Shh. Do not press. You are still disoriented.” 
“How long have . . . How long?” 
“You have been out only a short time. Not long.” 
Bartu raised himself on his elbows. “Where is Father?” 
“Quiet now. Give yourself a few moments. Your father is inside preparing provisions.” 
“Provisions? For what?” 
“We must leave. Do you remember what happened?” 
Bartu frowned as he gathered his thoughts. 
“Take your time,” Penu-Um-Brah said, placing his hand on Bartu’s chest. 
“I wish to get up now.” 
The healer looked at him a moment. Then he removed his hand. Bartu rolled off the pallet 

and staggered to his feet. 
“My head feels as if an anvil has fallen on it!” 
“Here.” The healer reached inside his shirt pocket and retrieved two desiccated, palm-sized 
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leaves from a small leather pouch he carried. “Chew these. They should help. Ordinarily I would 
use them to make a tea, but there is no time. Come now, we must go before Prinnet is found.” 

“I . . . I think I remember now,” Bartu whispered, his head beginning to clear. 
“Come.” 
Bartu followed Penu-Um-Brah through the small anteroom and into the smithy proper. The 

healer took down a finished short sword from the wall and stuck it through the left side of his 
belt. 

“Are you wearing your goatskin boots?” he asked. “Yes, I see that you are. Good. We will 
need hard soles for the journey we are about to undertake.” 

He reached up for a second short sword and stuck it through the right side of his belt. Then 
he donned his green healer’s robe, concealing all beneath. Retrieving his staff, he led Bartu to the 
door. 

Together they exited the smithy and crossed the yard to the cabin. Inside, the smith was 
kneeling beside a large open chest. He was just finishing with the second of two backpacks. 

“How do you feel, Son?” the smith asked. 
“I am not sure. Well enough I suppose.” 
“Good. Hurry now.” The smith stood and hoisted one of the packs from the floor. “Put this 

on.” 
“Why are we leaving? Where are we going?” 
“Bartu,” the smith replied, helping his son slip on the backpack. “Whether accident or no, 

they will accuse you of a capital crime. You must flee from here.” 
“She is really dead then,” Bartu whispered. 
“Yes, Son, she really is. But enough of that. There.” The smith cinched up the backpack’s 

straps. “How does that feel?” 
Bartu nodded. He could not bring himself to speak. 
“Is the weight well distributed?” 
Bartu nodded again. The smith gave his son a sharp slap on the shoulder. Then he turned to 

the remaining backpack, the one Penu-Um-Brah had brought with him four years earlier. 
“Now yours, Penu.” The smith lifted the remaining pack. “Arm through here . . .” 
Bartu suddenly realized that there were only two packs prepared. “Father, where is yours?” 
“I am not going. Here, Penu—” 
“Not going! You have to go. You must go! They came for you too.” 
“Came for me?” 
“Yes! Penay said—” 
“Bartu,” Penu-Um-Brah interrupted, as the smith finished tying the straps of his pack. “Your 

father has elected to stay behind as a diversion.” 
“A diversion?” 
“It is the only way, Son.” 
“We do not need a diversion, Father. Quick, get your pack. We shall all leave together.” 
The smith turned to Bartu. “Do you forget this?” He bent and slapped the eighteen inches of 

wood that made up the lower portion of his left leg. “How fast do you think I can travel on this? 
No, I would only hold you up. The two of you alone may have a chance. With me, you have 
none.” 

“But, Father—” 
“You in the cabin!” came a strong voice from without. “Come out immediately! You are all 

under arrest.” 
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The smith turned to face the healer. “That is Crunzs! I thought you said . . .” 
Penu-Um-Brah shrugged. “I am not infallible, Dreen.” 
The smith went to the shuttered window and peered through the cracks. “Perhaps we will 

need to fight our way out of this after all.” 
“I brought this for you, Dreen,” the healer said. He withdrew a sword from beneath his robe. 

“It would be justice to bloody them with their own sword, do you not think? A just return on 
their slow payment.” The smith took the sword. “Here, Bartu.” Penu-Um-Brah withdrew the 
other sword from beneath his robe. “This one is for you.” 

“He already has a sword,” the smith said. “There, Bartu. Beside the chest.” 
Bartu instantly recognized World Shaker in its protective wrapping. He reached beside the 

chest and lifted the long, slender bundle. He unwrapped it. Inside lay the blessed bastard sword 
of ages within a scabbard strapped to a baldric. His father smiled sadly as he watched his son 
shrug off the backpack and harness himself into the baldric. 

“You inside!” Crunzs shouted again. “Come out or we will fire the cabin!” 
The blacksmith turned to Penu-Um-Brah. “They must have contacted the garrison by now.” 
“Most certainly.” 
“Then we have no choice.” 
“None.” 
For several moments the smith peered at his son standing before him, armed for combat. 

Then he said, “We go then.” 
With the help of the smith, Penu-Um-Brah quickly struggled out of his pack. Then together 

the three exited the cabin. Side by side they strode out into the yard and stopped. Bartu stood on 
the left with World Shaker, Penu-Um-Brah in the middle with his staff, and the smith on the 
right with a short sword. 

Twenty feet away, three warriors stood opposite them. Crunzs, the leader, stood in the 
center. He was a large man with a menacing look. In his gauntleted hand he held a long sword. 
Across from Bartu stood a stern-faced warrior that Bartu had seen before but did not know by 
name. He too wielded a long sword. The third figure was a small woman dressed in leather 
armor. Bartu did not recognize her. She stood to the far right, a menacing crossbow cocked and 
trained on his father. 

“Yield and drop your weapons,” Crunzs commanded. “Now!” 
“Come now, Crunzs,” the smith replied, stepping forward. “We have known each other a 

long time. Is this really necessary?” 
“Halt!” Crunzs replied. “I do not wish to harm you, Dreen, but I will if need be.” 
Bartu saw sweat break out across the warrioress’s brow. Bartu tightened his grip on World 

Shaker’s hilt. 
“What is the meaning of all this?” the smith said, stopping his advance. “Why are we under 

arrest?” 
“I am arresting you for the murder of Prinnet.” 
Bartu saw the warrioress blink away small beads of sweat that were trickling down her 

forehead into her eyes. He saw her finger quiver on the trigger. From the corner of his eye, he 
spied Penu-Um-Brah standing rigid and motionless beside him, his jaw slightly clenched, his 
eyes narrowed in concentration. He too was focusing on the warrioress. It seemed to Bartu as 
though the entire world had slowed, lurching forward but a single breath at a time. 

“The murder of Prinnet!” the smith cried. “Crunzs, we did not kill her. We thought you 
had.” 
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“Us?” 
“My son and Penu-Um-Brah found her dead in the forest. They rushed back to tell me so we 

could arm ourselves against her attackers. We saw you lurking in the forest and assumed you, 
whoever you were, had killed her. We did not know it was you, Crunzs. We did not know all of 
you from the garrison were here. Why are you here?” 

“That is unimportant. Tell me, if none of you killed Prinnet, then who did? We have seen no 
one else in these woods.” 

Crunzs’s voice sounded less stern. He and the other swordsman seemed to relax slightly. 
The warrioress, however, appeared even more tense. Her finger remained poised over the trigger, 
her eye focused intently on his father’s chest. Penu-Um-Brah stood rigid and still. 

“Exactly!” the smith exclaimed. “We saw no one either. But whoever killed Prinnet is still 
on the loose. We need to stop wasting time here and organize a detail to find them. I assume you 
have contacted the garrison.” 

“Father, you sly fox,” Bartu whispered. “We might get out of this yet.” 
He heard Penu-Um-Brah draw a sharp breath. 
“I do not know,” Crunzs answered with a puzzled look. “I thought I had. I mean . . . I meant 

to.” 
“You meant to?” Dreen asked, equally puzzled by Crunzs’s apparent lapse. 
Crunzs turned to the warrioress. “Wefessa, contact the garrison.” She seemed not to hear 

him. “Wefessa?” 
Suddenly Bartu saw the warrioress’s eyes widen, her teeth clench, her finger tighten on the 

trigger. . . . 
In that instant, time fled the world. Bartu watched as the bolt leapt from the crossbow. The 

feathers of its fletching fluttered as it flew across the expanse and buried itself in his father’s 
chest. The smith’s head snapped forward and then lolled back. His legs buckled, and he 
collapsed to the ground. 

Bartu stood motionless, staring in shock. The world around him blurred and lost all focus. 
Coherent thought evaporated, leaving a void into which rushed raw unadulterated emotion in a 
spiraling, spinning vortex. Around and around the emotions whirled, driving up and up, one 
emotion displacing another, each emotion rising from a deeper and darker depth than the one 
before it: anger replacing shock, rage supplanting anger, fury subsuming both. Awakened by the 
violence of the vortex, a beast strained against its shackles and cried out for release. Somewhere 
deep within him, the demon-beast broke free of its chains, clawed its way upward out of its 
prison, and burst forth with a demonic shriek—a thunderclap in tempest!—freezing all to the 
ground where they stood. In the eyes of the unleashed demon, all the world had become red. 
Bloodiest red! 

Penu-Um-Brah saw the bolt fly from the crossbow and strike the smith full in the chest. He 
saw Crunzs turn and stare at the wielder, his face full of anger and surprise. Then from beside 
him, he heard a low rumbling growl, like the deepest depths of the earth being rent asunder. The 
growl quickly erupted into an ear-splitting roar that could only have come from the bowels of 
Sheol itself! Sounding with sheer rage, the roar ripped through the air with demonic fury. 

All eyes turned to the origin of that cry and spied a quivering mass of wrath: youth turned 
demon! The demon’s eyes—full-irised and wide—blazed madly with jade fire! 

With a mighty lunge, the demon flew toward the warrioress on wings of fury, clipping the 
healer as he sped past, sending the man flying. The warrioress dropped her crossbow and reached 
for her sword. But it was too late. With a mighty shriek and a stroke of his blade, the demon sent 
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the woman’s body crashing to the ground. Her head, still in its helmet, rolled into her lap. 
Crunzs jumped to the left and swung wildly at the demon. The demon sidestepped the swing 

and brought a crushing blow down on the warrior’s overhand guard, driving the man’s own 
sword down into his face, laying open his left cheek. Whirling quickly to his right, the demon 
blocked the third warrior’s stroke aimed at his back. With an unearthly bellow, he leapt high into 
the air and sent his feet hammering into the swordsman’s midriff, knocking the man backward, 
sending both his breath and sword flying. Rolling to his knees, the demon swept at Crunzs’s legs. 
The warrior jumped, evading the blade. Crunzs directed a blow at the demon’s head. The demon 
blocked the attempt and grabbed hold of the warrior’s sword hand, jerking the man sideways. 
Crunzs stumbled as the demon stabbed at his chest. Off-balance, the warrior attempted a block, 
bringing his sword up, intercepting the lunge. The demon’s blade slid through Crunzs’s hastily 
erected guard, through his leather armor, and deep into his sternum. The warrior dropped his 
sword as he fell backward. His body slid free of the bloody blade. The demon leapt forward, 
straddling the man. Grasping the bloody bastard sword in both hands, he brought it down, 
driving its point through Crunzs’s eye. 

The remaining warrior retrieved his sword and enough of his breath to regain his feet. He 
took a step toward the demon just as the demon pulled free his sword and turned. Their eyes 
locked. The warrior stood fixed in the stare of the demon’s baleful eyes. With a yell, he charged 
the demon, sweeping at his midsection. The demon caught the sword on his own and forced the 
warrior to one side. The warrior shouted again as he struck at the demon’s head. Green fire lit the 
demon’s eyes as he brought his sword up to block, bellowing to the heavens even as he did so. 
The demon smashed madly down at the warrior. The warrior blocked the overhand blow, and the 
next, and the next, as the demon let loose a homicidal barrage, advancing on the warrior, driving 
him backward and down with each titanic strike. Then, with a mighty roar, grasping the sword in 
both hands, the demon dealt a punishing downward smash, shattering the warrior’s sword, 
driving him to his knees. Bravely, the warrior looked up into the eyes of Sheol, accepting his 
fate. The jade-eyed demon raised the sword high above him and brought it down upon the leather 
helmet of the warrior, splitting both it and the skull beneath. 

The demon pulled free the bastard sword from the bloody mass and turned from the corpse. 
Through a red haze, he saw a figure standing motionless yards away holding a weapon. He raised 
the sword above his head and charged. 

“Bartu! Bartu!” the figure cried, raising a staff crowned with an outstretched hand. “By all 
that is holy, Bartu!” 

Puzzled by the cries, the demon slowed his mad rush. 
“Bartu, it is I! Penay!” 
Within steps of the man, the demon checked his advance. His eyes were wild, but no longer 

raging with battle-lust. 
“Penay?” 
“Yes, lad! Penay.” 
Slowly the demon lowered the gory, bloodstained World Shaker. “Penay,” he said. In a flash 

of recognition, the demon became youth once more. “Penu-Um-Brah.” 
“Yes! Yes, Bartu. Yes.” 
Bartu stood moments gazing into the man’s eyes, as if waking from a dream. Then he 

remembered. The sword slipped from his grasp. “Father!” he cried. He turned from the man and 
rushed to the crumpled form lying steps away. 

“Father!” Bartu dropped to the ground beside the smith and took his head into his lap. 
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“Father? Father, can you hear me? Speak to me. For the love of angels, Father! Penay . . .” Bartu 
peered up at Penu-Um-Brah with pleading eyes. “You must do something. We must help him!” 

The man shook his head sadly. “There is nothing I can do, Bartu. Forgive me. There is 
nothing.” 

Bartu turned back to his father. “Father? Father, can you hear me?” 
The smith’s eyelids fluttered a moment. Then he opened his eyes. “Son.” 
“Yes, Father. It is I.” 
The smith struggled to keep his eyes from closing, to remain alive a bit longer. “I am dying, 

Son,” the smith rasped. A weak smile crossed his lips. “This time I am certain.” 
Bartu struggled with the grief that stole his voice. 
“Son . . . you must leave. . . . You must go to your mother’s people. You will be safe there. I 

have told Penu how to get there. He will help . . . help you reach them. Explain to them. . . . They 
will accept you. You must leave now.” 

“I will not leave you, Father,” Bartu said, recovering his voice. 
“Son . . . you have no choice.” 
Tears escaped Bartu’s eyes and rolled down his face. 
Penu-Um-Brah stood watching. What must be done, must be done, he told himself bitterly. 

But the silent words rang hollow in his mind. After moments, he turned his back to the scene and 
walked a respectful distance away. Come what may, I cannot steal this moment from them too, he 
told himself. I will not! 

“You have World Shaker,” the smith said. Bartu nodded. “The other is in your pack as well. 
Now it is yours. . . . I have taught you all there is to know of it and of . . . of the Heritage. Keep 
all safe, Son. . . . Keep the Promise.” 

Bartu nodded. A tear fell from his cheek and lighted upon his father’s face. 
The smith reached up to Bartu’s forehead and slowly ran his finger along his birth scar. The 

scar his own blade had made all those years before when he had pulled his boy free of his wife’s 
lifeless womb. “I did right,” he whispered to himself, smiling. “I did right.” 

Bartu took his father’s hand and brought it to his cheek, bathing it in tears. 
“No, Son, do not mourn me. I am content. To think of you as an old man with grandchildren 

playing upon your knee makes me happy beyond compare! To know that they will be because I 
was is Paradise enough for anyone. . . . Now, Bartu, I must leave you and go to sleep the Great 
Sleep beside our ancestors. Help me. . . . Help me make myself known to Him one last time.” 

Bartu gently raised his father’s right arm, and together they gesticulated the secret sacred 
Sign of the Book. “In the name of my forebears . . . from their son . . . to all of the Holy 
Hosts . . . I keep the Promise.” 

The smith smiled. “And I have.” He squeezed Bartu’s hand with the remainder of his 
strength. 

Gently Bartu lowered his father’s arm, keeping the man’s hand firmly clasped within his 
own, holding fast to that which for so many years had held fast to him. There they remained, 
locked in silent unity, the two becoming as one. Until the one became one again. And the other 
became . . . no more. 
 

 
 

Through the cool autumn morn, a taut thread wound its way southward to a waiting mind. 
“Master Coercer, what word?” 
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“I have it.” 
“At last! Our forces are in place, fateful one. Soon it begins.” 
“Yes, my lord. Soon it begins.” 

 
 
 

END OF SAMPLE 



Note to Reader 
 
The author hopes you enjoyed this extended excerpt of Keepers of the Dawn. If you would like 
to share this excerpt with others, please encourage them to visit www.KeepersOfTheDawn.com 
to download a free copy. 
 
To purchase Keepers of the Dawn, visit Amazon, the iBookstore, Barnes & Noble, Smashwords, 
Kobo, or any number of other online retailers. And don’t forget to watch for the future release of 
the remaining three titles in the series. 
 
The Dawn Cycle: 

Book One: Keepers of the Dawn 
Book Two: Giver of the Dawn 
Book Three: Shadows of the Dawn 
Book Four: Takers of the Dawn 

  

http://www.keepersofthedawn.com/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NKRYMHM
http://itunes.apple.com/us/book/isbn9781941468012
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/keepers-of-the-dawn-herb-j-smith-ii/1120258156?ean=2940046110401
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/467914
http://store.kobobooks.com/en-US/ebook/keepers-of-the-dawn-1
http://www.thedawncycle.com/
http://www.keepersofthedawn.com/
http://www.giverofthedawn.com/
http://www.shadowsofthedawn.com/
http://www.takersofthedawn.com/
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